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INTRODUCTION.
Research Initiation AFogg "R.8% 8U 87 -17 FOR niiatonProgram - 18

For several years prior to 1983, AFOSR oonducted a special follow-on
funding program for Simmer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) participants; this
was popularly known as the AFOS8 Ninigrant Program. That program was
superoeded in 1983 by the Research Initiation Program conducted by SCEEE.

To compete for a 1984 Research Initiation Program award, SFRP participants
must submit a complete proposal ,and proposed budget either during or prmptly
alter their SFRP appointment periods. Awards to the 1981 participants may
extend through 15 Decmber 1985.

Each proposal was evaluated for technical excellence, with special
emphasis on relevance to continuation of the S'RP effort, as determined by the
Air Force laboratory/oenter. The final selection of awards was the
responsibility of AFOSR.'

The most effective proposals were those which were closely coordinated
with the SJE' Effort Focal Point and which followed the SFRP effort with
proposed research having strong prospects for later sustained funding by the
Air Force laboratory/center.

The maximum award under the Research Initiation Program is $12,000 plus
cost-sharing up to a matching total amount.

The mechanics of applying for a Research Initiation Program award are as
follows:

(1) Research Initiation Program proposals of $12,000 plus ost-sharing
were to be submitted after August 1, 1984 but no later than
November 1, 1984.

(2) Proposals were evaluated and the final award decision was the
responsibility of AFOSR after oonsultation with the Air Force
Laboratory/center.

(3) The total available funding limited the number of awards to
approximately half the number of 1984 S'RP participants.

(4) Suboontracts were negotiated with the employing institution,
designating the S'RP participant as Principal Investigator, with
the period of award having a start date no earlier than September
1, 1984 and a completion date no later than December 15, 1985.

Employing institutions were encouraged to cost-share since the program Was
designed as a research initiation procedure. Budgets included, where
applicable, Principal Investigator time, graduate assistant and support effort,
equipment and expendable supplies, travel and per diem costs, conference fees,

indirect costs, and oomputer charges.

Volumes I, II, III, and IV of the 1984 Research Initiation Program Report
contain copies of reports on the 89 subcontract efforts awarded under this
program.
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PREFACE

The work presented in this report was initiated in the Summer of 1984

as part of a summer research program sponsored by the Southeastern Center

for Electrical Engineering Education and the United States Air Force.
' .% .

Professor R. W. Courter and his graduate student, Raymond M. Patin, worked

with members of the technical staff at the Aeroballistics Branch of the

Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB, Florida, to formulate the basic model.

The work was continued during the following year under subcontract to

SCEEE as part of Air Force Contract Number F49620-82-C-0035. During that

year the basic analysis was expanded and refined into a simple, but effec-

tive, simulation model of a two-stage light gas gun with deformable piston.

An interactive microprocessor-based computer program and a report describ-

ing the model were delivered to the Air Force Armament Laboratory in May of

1985. This work constitutes the major portion of the contract work and is

included as Part l of this present report.

One of the possible inconsistencies inherent in the Patin model is the '.

treatment of the pump tube flow as one dimensional, isentropic flow of an

ideal gas. The second part of this report addresses deviations from this

model. Graduate student Michael Champagne has worked to incorporate a

finite difference treatment of the pump tube flow to account for pressure

variations between piston and projectile which are not considered in the

Patin model and to include a real gas equation of state. Part 2 of the

present report documents this work. The complete work will appear in the

form of a thesis in May, 1986.

6
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PART 1: A Mathematical Model
of a Two-State Light Gas Gun

with a jeformable Piston

Raymond M. Patin
Robert W. Courter

ABSTRACT

A time-dependent model of the internal ballistics of a two-stage light
gas gun is derived which predicts internal pressures and the kinematics of
the piston and the projectile. The method of analysis used is to model
each of the four physical processes which occur separately and then to link
them together using the thermodynamic and kinematic relationships for the .
gases involved. The interior ballistics model for the first stage of the
gun is based on a formulation developed by 0. K. Heiney. Piston and
projectile kinematics are determined from Newton's equation of motion, in
which firctional effects are included. The pressure-volume relationships
in the second (light gas) stage of the gun are assumed to be isentropic.
Piston extrusion effects in the transition section of the gun are accounted
for by including in the analysis an extrusion force which represents all of
the losses incurred as the piston extrudes. Comparisons of model perfor-
mance predictions with experimental data generated at Eglin AFB, Florida,
indicate that the model correlates well with the actual processes which
occur in the light gas gun. Additional work is suggested in defining the
pressure distribution between the piston face and the projectile base to
enable the model to match a wide range of experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION

3allis:ic testing in an instrumnented free-flight range L;

is an important part of the broad field of experimental LA

aerodynamics. The flight conditions of the model being

tested are determined bv the launcher being used. It is

impo rt an t i n bal Ii s t ic testing, therefore, to have the

capability of predicting the launcher performance so that a

test program can be planned. The planning of a test program

for models requires predictable muzzle velocities toA

provide the proper model flight regime, and knowledge of

acceleration profiles to ensure that fragile models will not

be damaged.

In the introduction, the topics to be covered are as
~- -%

follows: First, a few of the aspects of basic gun theoryV

w4-IL be d iscusSed-. Then, some of the types of compressec gas

1 aj n cne :sw hi-c ;s t w ill be de s cr i bed . This disc'.55Oflr

wi~ 1 e fol1l1owec- '-v a de t--il1ed desc i pti on o f the two- stage

i gh t --as g un wh ich i s be i n mode Ieo, 3lonq with the

.esearch objectives, and f inall y, the l iter:ature which was

used in the course ofl this work will be rev~ewed.

1.1 BASIC GUN THEORY

A gun may be de f ined as a mecha n ical de v ice in wnich

the transfer of energy provides for the propulsion of

projectiles toward specified targets. Intie rnalI ball 1istics

1.4
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is the study of the processes which occur within the aun

system, from the point of ignition to the time the

projectile leaves the barrel of the gun. Through an

anaLysis of the interior ballistics of a gun system, one -.

attempts to predict the gun performance. This entails

predictions of the projectile velocity, gas pressures, and

the kinetics involved. The essential factors which dictate

the velocity of the projectile may be determined by applyjing

Newton's second law to a projectile. A schematic diagram of

a projectile during its travel down the barrel of a

conventional powder gun is shown in figure 1. In the

aolication of Newton's law to the projectile, if frictional

forces and the air resistance ahead of the projectile are

neglected, the projectile velocity may be determined to be•

= °.l.51)"

~s = 1Pav-AbLbgc/m s  ( )="

where, the value Pay represents the average pressure of the

proel ant :as, wh4ch is defined by
1

L-b

all Psb dX3 (1.2)Lb -" ,

In order to increase the velocity of the projectile, the

term under the radical in equation (1.1) must be increased.

The cross-sectional area of the barrel, Ab, along with the %

length of the barrel, Lb, are usually fixed for a particular

gun system; therefore, these parameters normally cannot be

1.5
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aIt _-r ed. 7Te velIoci zy o f the projecti. e can therefore be

varied by changing either the projectile mass or the average

pressure of the prope Llant gas. For a specified gun system 0--

nd pro jectile mass, the projectile v elo cty ca n b e

increased only by increasing the avereace pressure of the

propel lant gases. in a conventional gun, which is shown in

f igure 1, the propel lant gas pressure is effectively .

increased by increasing the mass of the powder charge used.

The powder charge in a gun system consists of a smokeless

powder, which is also known as the gun propellant, since

th is subs ta nce p rod uce s the gases wh ich p ropelI the

projectile. The smokeless powder contains one or more

explosive ingredients mixed with additives which stabilize

the mixture and produce the desired burning characteristics.

The smokeless powder charge is a so lid, and it may be formed

into various shapes. Upon ignition of the gun system, the

solid propellant charge begins to burn, and chemical energy

is transformed into heat enerzy as hot oases are pr:oduced-

Higher projectile velocities can be achieved_ by increasing

the mass of the powder charge used which, in t-urn, increases

the average pressure of the prope 1l1anr ases. The increa=se

in projectile velocity achieved with increases in tne mass

of the powder charge, however, is not unlIimi ted. The

limiting factor involved is the large mass of the propel lant

gases themselves. A aualitati';e explanation of this is as

folIlows: The gases produced by the burning of the smokeless

powder charge are extremely heavyi. The molecular weight of

1.6)
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these gases is approximately 23 (the molecular weight wiI.

vary with the type of powder charge used). At high levels

of gun performance, considerable energy is required to %

accelerate these heavy gases down the barrel of the gun;

thus, less energy is available for the acceleration of the

projectile. Due to the inertia of the propellant gases, the

maximum velocity attainable with specially strengthened

conventional guns, using low mass projectiles, is

approximately 12,000 ft/s 1.

From the previous discussion, it can be deduced that in

order to achieve higher projectile velocities, a "light

gas", which has a lower inertia, must be used. Less energy

will be required to accelerate a light gas down the barrel

of a gun; therefore, more energy is available for the

acceleration of the projectile. This results in the

attainment of higher projectile velocities. The acoustic

impedance plays the role of the inertia of the gas, and it *--.

is ecual to the sound speed of the cas times i:s density. A -.

3as such as hydrogen or helium satisfies the requirements of

a light gas, and either one of these gases may be used in a

gun to achieve hgher projectile velocities. An anay:tica

treatment of the discussion, which is given above, can be

found in reference 1, pages 16 through 20.

The method by which the light gas is heated to attain
-SO

high pressures and temperatures constitutes the different

types of high performance launchers which exist. Some of

these are discussed in the following section. I
i. 7 ,'.. *.
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1.2 TYPES OF HIGH PERFORMANCE LAUNCHERS

In the firing sequence of the gun, energy must be input

into the light gas, and a portion of this energy will in em-

turn be imoarted to the projectile. Some of the ways in -

which the light gas may be energized are described below.

One method of heating the light gas is by means of a

chemical reaction. The energy released from the chemical

reaction is transferred to the light gas raising the

pressure and temperature of the gas. The reactants which " .

are commonly used in the chemical reaction are hydrogen and

oxygen.

The light gas may be heated by means of electrical

energy. This technique is termed electrical arc heating and

is accomplished with high inputs of electrical energy.

Another method by which the light gas may be heated is (

with the use of shock waves. This technique is called shock

heating. The passage of shock waves compresses the gas,

causing increases in its pressure and temperature. The ,

generation of shock waves may be accomplished in two ways.

The first method by which shock waves may be generated is

with the failure of a diaphragm, which isolates the

propellant chamber in the rear of the gun from the light

gas. The second method is to use a light piston which U
travels at high velocities. As the piston attains high

velocities with respect to the sound speed of the light gas,

compression waves coalesce to form a shock wave which

1.8
,* %
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compresses the gas ahead of the piston. A high performance

launcher in which a piston is used as the means of energy

transfer is called a two-stage gun. The type of two-stage

gas gun described above is known as a shock-compression gun,

and the second type of two-stage gun is an isentropic-

compression gun. An isentropic-compression gun operates

with a heavy, slow moving piston. No shock wave forms ahead

of the piston, and the compression process is assumed to be

isentropic.

This completes the discussion on several of the types

of high oerformance launchers which have been developed. A

detailed discussion of the light gas gun which is modeled in

the present study will be given below.

1.3 THE TWO-STAGE LIGHT GAS GUN
A schematic diagram of the two-stage light gas gun

which is being modeled is shown in figure 2. The term two-

stage implies the presence of two separate gas chambers in

the gun. The first chamber contains energetic gases which

are produced by the burning of a smokeless powder charge.

• This gas will be termed the prooeiian gas due to its

application in conventional guns. The second chamber

contains the light gas which is used to accelerate the

projectile. Energy is transferred from the propellant gases

to the light gas by means of a free piston. The piston used oz %

in the gun which is being modeled is a deformable piston V

made of polypropylux. The piston is shown schematically in 4.
.4' . *

figure 3. The mass of the piston is varied by the addition

40

1.9
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-- l.ad Pel lets to a chamber in the rear of the piston. The

-_ uzber O-rings and the cupoed face on the piston act as

seals which prevent the leakage of the propellant gas and/or

th e a ht aas from occurring at the piston/pump tube

interface. The piston motion is restrained up to a certain

propellant gas pressure by the flared cao at its base. This

pressure is called the shot-start pressure of the piston. A

flat, scored, metal diaphragm isolates the projectile from

the light gas up to a specified pressure. As the diaphragm

fails, the projectile is subjected to the high pressure

light gas which accelerates the projectile down the launch

tube of the gun. In this paper, the term projectile refers

to two separate components: the free-flight model and its

carrier, which is called the sabot. The model is the part

of interest, and free-flight tests are conducted with

different model sizes and configurations. The use of a sabot

allows the testing of oddly shaped models to be conducted

since the model configuration is not restricted to the shape

or size of the launch tube bore. The base of the projectile

is termed the obturator, and its purpose is twofold. It acts

to seal the bore of the launch tube, preventing any leakage

of the light gas at the projectile/launch tube interface. .

The obturator also provides a foundation for distributing

the propelling force onto the base of the model. The

obturator may be an integral part of the sabot or it may be

a separate entity, depending upon the design. A schematic

diaaram of a projectile is shown in figure 4. w th the %

1.10
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components ofthe t wo- stage -ntaa u. dsci6d n

e ev en ts w h ich o c cur a s t he g un is f ir ed w ill noaw b e

d isc us sed.

Te f:n a of the two-stace aas zuni i s initiated w- zn a.'-

the ignition of a Primer charge. -lhe orimer is simolv a

smallI propellant charge, and it may be ignited by means o f

electrical heating or by the mechanical cr:ushing of a s-mall1

explosiv-.e in the primer. As the primer burns, hot gases and

particles are released into the powder charge. T he

individual pieces of propel lant charge are cal led granules.

As the hot primer gases f low into the propel lant charge,

heat transfer to the propellant granules occurs mainly by

conduction and radiation. As the surface temperature of the

propellant granules increases, they ignite and hot gases

evolve as the propellant granules burn. These hot gases

begin to spread through the combustion chamber, igniting

more of the prooel ant granules. As this occurs, pressure

wav.es develop whiczh pass thr :ug'h the propeX a'.nt and r efe Ct

off the sides of the chamber of the cun. These pressure

f Iuc:ua ti4ons tend to cause une veni burn ina o f tne :~e

c ha r -e . -,he propel Iant gases contlnu3E --j ce oz~

long as the charie is still burnina. ?istor motion will not

begin until the shot-start pressure of the piston _,s

attained by the propellant gases. Atl the shot-st~rt

pressure, the fLared skirt at the base of the pistafl

extrudes into the pump tube, and piston motion proceeds. As

the p iston tr 3 1 3 i nto the pump tube-, the I ignt I3s aheea

1.11r
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*of tne pi~sofl is compressed to high pressures a.-d

temperatures. The entire propellant charge is consumed

after the piston has traveled only, a short distance. OL

?fowever, enough energy wil In ave been imparted to the pis-con

so that the shot may be completed. As the pressure of the

light gas reaches the failure strength of the diaphragm, the

diaphragm bursts, and the projectile base is subjected to

the energized Lih gas. The ligh t gas now provides the

propelling force which accelerates the projectile down the

launch tube. As the projectile is traveling in the launch

4 tube, the deformable piston continues its forward motion. %

The piston eventually enters the transition section of the

gun, where it undergoes plastic deformation. For te

purpose of internal ballistics, the shot is completed once

the projecti le has left the launch tube and the piston has

come to rest in the transition section of the gun. With the

a un sys tem anda the f irma n sequence def ined, the ob- ectives

maY 7low ze set Zorti.'

nhe ob-e::-ive o. -ns work is to develop a rat.ematiza

* model for the two-sace light gas gun shown in fiqure 2

whic.h will accuractely predict the inzeria'L tallisti-cs of !te

gun fora g,.ven set of Loading conditions. The literatu-re

* used in the :-ourse of this analysis will be reviewed in the

folIlowing sect ion.

1.12.
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1.4 LITERATURE REVIEW

T "I w e f rtScesu wo-stage I ggtaas g-un was

deveope in194 attheNewMexico School of Mines2. Since

V, ~that time, much work has been done in the analysis of=r

Z of this type (References 2 and 11 tirouob 17).

The processes which occur in the first stage of the A

two-stage light gas gun are identical to those which occur ... '

in a conventional powder gun. These processes in tujrn, are

dependent Upon the type of propellant used and its

charctersictio thfeene gun, and 18 through 22).J.I

trasi-ionsecionof he unis based on informatic n

provdedfrom the analysis performed in metal working%

procsses(References 5 and 6). Material popriso th

piston material were obtained from Reference 7.

The pressure at which the diaphragm f a ils is based on

design considerations. 'The d iachracm des ign will ulIt inatel y

*affect its open ing char-acter;_33-ics (Vef--nces 3 and 9'.

The present method of -z~s a u n m oJel .'1-'.q

successive analysis of the f rt-Z.: r :e S 3 DS

*kinetic.s, and orojectile k-inetiCs. The coverninc eo:rs

are then obtained by link InQ Dether these relaz::S~

using the thermodynamic and k in ema t ic re a in s-.c fr

gases involIved (References 23 & 24).'1

The f inal1 step in the deve lopment of a mode l i njo0 s

*the creation of a comput-er oroqrarn whizch !je~.Y

inteq3r3tes Eour ord inary, non- ne~r J i f~ eta 3 1 u3 t ons

1.13
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simutneously (Refe~renice 2.0).

Ls =om. -t-s :.Ie .ie review andc a-so t.ie

introductory chapter. The next chaoter covers the anaiv.s.,s

of t'ne aun in oet.1,

0%

'.P
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%
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1

ANALYS IS v

The ffiring sequence of "he two-stage light gas gun

charge, t he t im e rate of change of the propel lant gas

pressure, piston kinetics, and projectile kinetics. Each of

The relations which are obtained are l inked togetner witn

the thermodynamic and kinematic relationships for the gases

i n voIv ed. Tnis results in a set of four coupled, non-

linear, ordinary differential equations. These equations

a re the governing equations which model the physicaL

processes that occur in the gas gun. The analysis of each

of the orocesses invrolvred, alonc with the assumptions ma'e, .lI

2.1 THE INTERIOR BALLISTIC EQGATION%

The f,:st stage of the 1.ia as a un-- n st s f 6

at hln pressures and r-!.nperitjres whicni are produce,--;~

burinaof a smokeless powder onarc.e. The process tv wn-'.f

he gases are oroducei from the powder char , and the r3te

at wh ich the pressu re chan ies a re ident icaL' to the Pr3ces3Cs

which occur in a conventional gun. Therefore, the mode~inli

of the
for-nu 3 ) ev pLjb! e-n y i wh ih th in t er i r

% % %k
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ballistics tor a conventional gun are determined. %A

As the powder charge burns, chemica 1 energy is , %

converted into heat enEray. The principle of conservation %.

or eneroy is used to define the distribution of the ener-v

released by the powder charge %

= + + (2.1) -

In equation (2.1), the term E defines the

translational energy of the piston. This term is expressed

mathematically as

I, 4,

1 m o  "* 2 "-- :
E - X (2.2)

2 gc

The term E3, in equation (2.1), describes the heat loss

from the propellant gases to inner surfaces of the gun.

This loss is accounted for by means of an adjustment factor,

whizh is aoolied to the transla3tonaI kinetic energy term,

.In which tie p4stzn mass has Ceen ar-- fi-'a iv :ncreased.

The combinatizn of these terms in the k netiz ener:7y

reLation resu 1 ts in a reduc " n of tn e total ener y"
-V.

aai';anLe f~r acze~er ton the I ston. The heat los

ter . is thus defined as

= . ... 2 1 r.,"'"

2 2

The adjustment factor, , in equation (2.3) is the he3t

loss E ctor, and the corre cted , . - on mass term 1 s c1 a,-

V, r. % "]

, '., %
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:he oseudo-nass of the piston, denoced by ma The aiston

pseudo mass is defined as

a ~p

The final term in equation (2.1) is the energy required

to accelerate the propellant gases and the unburned

4' ropelIlant granu les down the pump tube of the gun. Th e

energy required for this process is accounted for by means

of a kinetic energy term in which only a fraction of the

-4. mass of propellant gases and unburned granules is considered

to be accelerated into the bore of the gun. The energy lost -

* in accelerating the propellant gases and unburned propellant

granules is therefore defined by

CE *2 (2.5)
4 -c

ni e u aio n (2 . 5 the 'f3ct:)r is1 tie Gensi t/

distribution factor. This faczor d i,:t3 es that on 1y a

.oortiofl of the propell!ant gases and -r3nu'es wa.*LL be

a' -,:e Le r 3ted in to the pumo tube of thie 7un Te vaue of the

* density distribucion factor is constant and is approximace '

*equalI to th ree. This implies that only a t-.ird of the

*propel lant gases are assumed to be accelerated into the Pump%

tube of the gun. :.

In order to obtain the interior ballistic equation,

which defines the pressure of the 33ses produced by the

1.17
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buirninc o f t~e prooel11ant charge, an equal'ion of state i s 0 %
chare usd. A eqatio of tat

reurd along with some of the characteristic properties of

e-aese te intensive Paramecers ;n

term oftheextensi vepaaees Th c tinosae

used to describe the propel1lant gases is the Nobel-Able

equation of state

?av1Zc INO NbROTO (2.6)

The Nobel-Able equation of state is a simplified form of the

*Van der Waal's equation of state. However, the term which

accounts for the effect of molecular attractive forces has

been omitted. In the Nobel-Able equation of state, only the

e ffect of mol1ecul1ar volIume is considered.

The temperature at which the propellant charge burns is

*known as the flame temperature, and it is related to the

impetus of the propellant. The impetus, or force constant,

-of the propellant is a characteristic cat.'of each tvce

of propellant whicn defines the amount of energy a certiin

ma n of prcopel Ia-- is capabLe of' releasing. It is defined as

The impetus is used to def ine E 1  the total energy releasedI

by the powder charge.

The expressions in equations (2.2) through (2.7) are .

used to solve for the interior ballistic equation which

modeLs the processes that occur in the first stage of the %~

1. 18
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gas gun. The ballistic equation is obtained from eouatlon

(2.1), and the differential form of this equation, which is

used in the present model, is

dPa (Cw - Nb) . 'W..-"S

-- [C+ XpApt 'N b
(2.3)

dNb ma dXo dX0
Ft 1 -P + PavAotx.

dt gc dt dt
S-f

In the above formulation, the gases which are produced

by the burning of the powder charge are considered to be a

homogeneous mixture. The interior ballistic equation given

above, therefore, defines only the average pressure of the

propellant gases, and this pressure occurs at all points in

the prooellant gas.

In order to completely define the interior ballistic

equation given in (2.8), the functions which describe the

rate at which the propel lant gas is produced (dNb/dt) and ,

the acceleration of the piston must be defined. The time

rate of prooellant gas production is considered next.. .. . -S.V.

The rate at which the powder charge is consumed is .5

equal to the rate at which propellant gases are produced.

This term is expressed as
3

d Nb
- = rSbOp  (2.9)
dt

In equation (2.9), r defines the rate of reduction in size

1.19
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of the propellant granules as burning proceeds. This %

oarameter is known as the burning rate. Typica y_, the pm,

burning rate of the propellant is obtained by fitting the

burn rate vs pressure data obtained in closed vessel test
m.-

firings of the propellant to VielLe's eauation, which P

relates the burning rate to the propellant gas pressure.
I- -'s*

Vielle's equation is defined as

N
r Bpav (.~

The burning of the propellant in closed vessel tests, .

however, does not simulate the burnina conditions which

actually occur in the gun system. In order to account for

the dynamic effects that the burning propellant charge

actually experiences, such as erosive burning, several

modified forms of Vielle's equation have evolved 4 . The burn A

rate equation used in the present model is as follows

N
r =BPa + KvX D  (2.11)

Zn the burn rate equation ai ven above, the coefficient K..,

"' is an adjustable constant which accounts for the effects of

erosive burninc. Erosive burning is defined as follows: As

the velocity of the propellant gases near tne surface of the

granules increases, the heat transfer into the propellant

granules also increases. The additional transfer of heat

acts to increase the rate at which the propel lant granules -

burn or regress. In the present model, the propellant

erosive constant K,, is defined by the ratio of the volume %

1.20
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of the powder charge to the volume of the breech, times

J.3. Wi th the oropellant erosion constant defined in tis

manner, the value of the constant will be different for

shoos in which different charge weights are used.

The fina' tern to be defined in eauation (2.9) is zhe

exposed burning surface of the propel lant granules.

?ropel !ant granules are formed into many different shapes

and sizes. The expression, which defines the surface area

of the propellant granules as burning proceeds, depends on

the initial configuration of the propellant granules. The

only prope lant confiouration which has been used in the gas

gun to date is a single perforation type of propellant.

Therefore, the present model considers only this particular

configuration of propellant granules. The burning surface
%4'

4 '

area of a single perforation propellant granule, in which

the length is greater than the diameter, is defined by 3

2 C %" S b - ( 2 . !1 2 )

The rate at which the prooellanc char-e is consumed ma.

ncw be defined with the use of eauations (2.L, and (2.12)

as0

d N , 2 C " , .
0 N

- (BPav + K ) (2.13) K x2 L
d t W

The remainina term to be defined in the interior " o

b.31 listic equation of the first stage is that of the piston

1.21-,-,
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acceleration. The acce leration of the oiston deals with

oiszon kinetics and wi I therefore be discujssed in the next

section. However, before proceeding with the analysis of

pison kinetis the :ssumations made thus far in the

1) At time ecuals zero, all of the propel lant granules

hav;e been 2'anized simultaneously aduiomy

2) The effects of pressure oscillations which occur in

the breech upon ignition are neglected.

Y'. 3) Al o1Iaf t he propellant granules are of the same size

andareofuniform shape.

4) The gases produced from the powder charge are

described by the Nobel-Able equation of state.

5) Dissociation of the main constituents of the

propell 1ant gas is neglIig ib le.

6) The he-at loss from the propellant gases to the gun

surfrace is accounted for by adjustment factors

wihreduce the energy available for acceleration

of the oiston. ~

7) There is no leak3ge of gases at the breech, of th, e

gun, around the piston, or at any of the connection

The analysis invol ved in determining thq*.iston dynam(ics6

will now be examined.

1.22
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The tv-rope o is zo n 1 sed i4 n e _4tz .a s g un, whri1'ch ~s

being modeled, is a deformab le piston which is made out of

po l-vcr3Cvlu--x (fiqure 3). Te oiston is mnade such that lead

oel ets .nav be placsc in a cavity in the back of the piston.

This Permits variations in the mass of the piston. Our ing

the firing sequence, four different types of forces will act

onthe oison. Thie hiah oressure and ternoerature o o e l n

g as , which is zenerated by the burning powder charge,

produces a force wnich propels the piston into the pumpV

tube. As oiston motion proceeds, a frictional force occurs %W

at the contact surface of the piston and the pump tube which -

acts to retard the piston motion. As the piston travels into%

the pump tube, the light gas ahead of the piston is

compressed, and this gas pressure produces a retarding force

on the piston. The final force which acts on the piston is

an extrusion forc7e. As the piston enters the transition

ue~o nt t u, i : un ae r o es e f orm a tio ns. The forces

.4r Ic-n c a use th is Je format ion are called the ey -,s oa

If for Ce s. The ana lysis off ec of these f~re -1 r7-=5 be

cons idjered .

T he i n e r .D zais tic equa ti on, wh cn mcodels t:he

processes i n the f ir st stae ofE the i-ght gas :iun , cons iders

the propel lant -,as to be a homogenous mixt-ure. The value of

the propel1l1an t gas p ressu re wh ich i s compu ted f rom equa t.ion

(2.8) is, theref ore, only an av;erage value, and thnis

pressure is t3kafl t-) exist at a>L points in the 93s- The

1.23
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Pressure Which is COMouteC from ecuation (2.3) wilI no t

accurately mode! the ore-ssur=e wnicn, aczs on :*ne 'oase of the

V.
the propel lant gas. The existance of a oressure cradient

%4#
imolies that the aas oressure ac the breecn of the a un w il

be higher than the gas pressure at the piston base. To

account for the effects of the pressure gradient, an -

expression which rela-:es the piston base pressure to the -

average pressure is used3  C A

'I-Z

Y- I
2

?pb PavL 2 + 7~Y (2. 14)

In equation (2.14) the temperature of the propellant gases%

is needed to define the gas sound speed. During the firing

sequence the (gas temperature changes constantly. However,

the aas temcerat-ure is aporoximated as .T

'i the base cressure on the piston known, the forte

N. on the piston due to the propellIant gas is s imply the

pressure multiplied by the cross sectional area of the pump

tube

FP Pp X Apt (2. 15)

As men t ioned pre v iouslIy, the a verage v alIue o f the propell Ian t

gas pressure in equation (2.14) is defined by equation (2.3)

to the po int of d i phragm f3ai 1Ure. Ate th d ia p h ram

1.24
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=ir s, the ra: ;f zhance om he aver ce oas oressure .s

described usino -ie fo IIowInq relation

00

dt 0 -

Equation (2.16) is simp Iv the differential form of the - ' "

isentrocic oressure relationsio.. The reason for usinc this

equation to define Pay af te r the diapnragm has fai Ie,

instead of equation (2.3), is as fol ows: At the time of
' %-.

diaphragm fa i lure, the entire powder charge has been

consumed C db/dt = 0 ), and the piston is deceleratingo

rapidly, which imp Iies a negative value for the

acceleration. As this takes place, the rate of change of

the orooel lant -as pressure will become oositive, and the

propellant gas pressure, as defined by equation (2.3), wil ..

begin to increase, even though the gas is continuing t.

ex:and. Since this does not occur in reality, and sn e -'-

r S e in nr -c erant :as or-ssu-.e wou ' have a,_4er 3 e : 3

on the extrusion ca cu ations, eciation i.1i a 6 s s..

define the or ooel lant as orests:re ieL tIe 7 r "'.%

.3 S5 .5

The force on the piston due to the orooel an ases i

been defined .The next force which wi '. be 7 ns e 1 
'

-4 is . ..

the friction force which acts on the piston. S

Piston motion does not begin until the propellant -sas

pressure reaches 3 certain value. The o rsure 3 t wh -I th '."Io,

1.25
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morion beains is =al.ed the shot-start oressure. As the

s - sart oressure is reachied, tne a red -ortion -he

piston extrudes into the pump tube, and piston motion

reaI.is. The ini-ial maanitude of the r.cio-n rcewhich

acts on :-- 3iszon is assumed -r be :.ie force which must -e

overcome at the shoc start pressure. This force is defined5

by

.- %_ . -'-%

P - ie 2 ... 7

'.

As the piston motion proceeds, its ve oc ty increases an-'

cne f:ared skirt and the rubber O-rinas exoerience wear. 7

is therefore assumed that the friction on the piston varies

with respect to the velocity. The friction force which acts

,n the piston is thus defined as

F = FRI - XpFR 2  (2.1)

:n equa-i n (2. , 1 .F is the velocoi y deca'y cce f:e. I,

h: s :ce c en e zee reeineci he, ta : the r a

the max mum oss= o s "/ oe ft :e p s-Dn Y Vc::;, x

This is expressedt maasematm-ly s

FR,

- - - ' o'

In equation (2. 19), X , wh1ch is the t r t n e

denominator, is ca3 :ul ated by equ atinm the tDt3l ener'

released by the mass of powder charre used to the k!net i -.-

ener-7y of the p Dston, -nd tnen s. 'i . r ,ti n

,,'* '.,

I.26 ".
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;e..oc::v. ,4:n r.e.e e.ocit', cecyC :f c:e"tn, FR 2 ief:ned

:n hi s asnion, tne f ction force :erm wi>L always ce a

oosi-i"e number (i.e., for any shot, the actual Isto n

eoci t' wi I. never ce :rea:er than X .  Durinc :he

- -rnc seauence, the piston wil L, l decelerate and e,.entuia Ll-v,

come to rest. As this occurs, equation (2.19) predicts that

the frictional force will begin to increase back to the

initia I v aIue F.-, since the f ri--tion varies dire'_:,_ IvWth-

respect to the velocity. The increase in the friction force

at the time of piston deceleration may be justified

qualitative1. as fol:ows: The piston deceleration ,s

initiated by the high pressures which occur in the light

gas. It is assumed that these high pressures will expand

the cupped portion of the piston face. This will oroduce

larze forces on the inner bore of the pump tube which wil l ,

in turn, increase the friction force which acts on the
piston. '--

S. n f:rre on toe rst'n ie:nec, e

r o n - ez t- tse nj z .. 1 n ".-3 S41 0".4 2v

Tne s-z: n s- ie :n a e .. e u 3 -s :'n tn 0n ,

:int -. 35 wSin po c ". te -- _t :. A ti p, s Dn :S

f r ed down h :-o tsbI -V the or Ce lent -3, the ne ,'

is 'e moresoe.14. t-e e It,: the Piston uur.:n, its motIon

down the puno tu>e " jw com0a red w.th the sound soeed o -

the he I ium (g 3. T o reDre, t is 3ssumed tnit no snock wa/es

3r-? , r e'n . n o e :n. -'ne c -,-r:-' c r . .i n %.e-

1. 27
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i.s adequate ly mode -2, as an S 1e:r.: .1 ~ss z.

pressure rise in the hel ium up to the point Of oi3nhr3qrn

,i!,re is thus defined as

= 
2 He.(2. He

lieHe HeA
14 HeIX. o

Equation (2.203) is tne isentropic pressure relationship.
.del %%

usage of this relation implies that the l ight gas is assumedJ

to be an idea I -as with constant soecific heats. 7he

oressu-re which is calculated from the. relation given above

exists at all points in the gas. In actuality, a pressure

gradient exists in the light gas. Therefore, the pressure

at the piston face is higher than the pressure at the &

d iaphragm. In order to account for this effect, th e

isentrooic stacnation oressure relationshim is 2s--d to V.

re-L ae th- ".ie a ve-r a e h e -;i re ss u re to the h e Li o ~r es s o nN

H e

Ppf PHe I 2+ ~.l

The tempe ra ture o f the helIi um i n equa ti an (2. 21) isdena

by the fol lowing isentropic relation

1.28
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.

W:-n Ite oressre of te ne l 'i -n te oiston face low

def:ned, t e force on the oiston due to the I ic t as is %

comuted by multilying the result of equation (2.21) by the

a rea : :f he o.s::n face. This 'S ex ressed a s h _S

P0 = ?of X Af (2. 22

The f ia for es which act upon the iston are t-e

extrusion forces. These forces are considered next.

As the piston enters the transition region of the gun,

it undergoes deformations, and a flow pattern is developed.
I f the flow pattern is known, the strain rates involved in

the deformation can be determined. In the current model, it --

is assumed that the piston fLow fieli can be described by a
*s z n e r t c a v e r c re ! i , : d e . : n a s o h e r c a l ; e L c ~ t ' f i e d ,. . ..

* -. * o: -..e._ a z~re 3 n t.Ie f '-o. :: 1n re: :s a ss mec

"f 1 3w towar_ the apex of the cone. he scx-"h -Z I e 1 0

fie L is shown -I f iu re n F Jre :, ZON 1 is . -

re iaon where Dp ast eo r at on o tne p s- n :c urs. As

the piston matet 31 enters and exits the trans tion re ion,

the direction of the fIow of the piston chanes. These

cnanqes in f ow d i rect ion cannot b e escr i be j

mathematical ly; therefore, they are described as velocity

discontinuities which occur alono surfaces ., and 7 2"

1.29
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:he :e" :c -; f : es::zed, "-e s::an :rte f;e1d of :he

-- ' -e ie:ned :1 sre- zor:a.naes. 7Ie-

z z n matera' .Is assumed to 'e oerfec:=y ? lastic and obev.

.n M s ; e I e:_ t r i n.o.n _ ,s also assumed that tne r
c::n na r - . "Sncomotessiole. W'th these assumptions,

ne -.ntena " power of defrma.ton of the piston materi a may

now be defined as

?ower is a so scent n overco min t he veloci _y .-".
iis -zntnu i-es :z surfaces - and 2 The

;% e r e atIo n s wh, zn

def:ne the oower spent at these surfaces are 6

1. 2/' ]"""

: - :VR, - cot, (2.25)
/3 _sin2.

= : V R cot ( 2 26 -
WS2 L--n ~ - -2

:n .res Szz 'nus,: 3 S 3c

The cow e r qu ir o overcome _ 3 r e.s t. . s v .e n..

.22

Since the extrusin process procee s at a very high rate,

the inertia effects must be accounte, for. The inertia Power

te rm f r an extrus;,)n p rcess is jefined by,. # ' .. . , ,.

,. 30.
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z cuatlons (2.24) thnrough (2.29) deffine the power absorbed 'by

the oiston as it exztrudces into the tr:ansit:ion region of the

gun. Eauations (2.24) (2.26), (2.27) , a nd ( 2 .286) a oppIy

throughout the entire extrusion process, whnile equation

* (:.25) is aDD IiCab Le only when the piston begi-ns to extrude

inco the launcn tube ( in other words, only when the piston

*face has crossed the surface 7,) Since we are interested

* .n the forces which act on the pi ston, the extrusion force

*must be extracted from the power terms given above. In the

present model, the extrusion force is determined by

multiplyina the summation of the power terms by the ratio of

*the time of the extrusion, to the distance of the extrusion.

7he extrusion distance is simply the distance measured from

the aoex of the cone to the face of the oiston.

7h e e xt1us ion Do c ess h as '- ren -es c bed aJ3b o ve.

w.e-Er, be f 3r - tn e equ t o n sc -- ,e a zoei: : e E

D* f n e 0 ston m at e r i2L mus t be '< 4~ -IIThne Z rna I

oprope r Ie s o f po L y 9r o ,lix a r un ava i ab -; t he r -fore,? t e

orocerries of polypropylene, a similar rat- ?r31, are _ e.

These ,iisar-2 obtained from re-fernce 7. :n some s'hots,

tie face of the piiton may extrucde far into the la3unch t-ube,

and par-rsof the piston may separate and be launched down

r range . In such cases of severe extruSi :n, thIe lead packing

*in the ba sei oE t he piston wiLl inflIue nce t he e t ru-5io n

% %? %



:)rocess and may even beq in to extrude i -selIf. In the r

ore2sent model! it is assumed thac lead material will1 becim

to extrude once the piston has filled the transition region

V ~ and is be :nninc to extrude into the launch tube. The same

usedforthepolypropylux. only the values of the material

properties are different.

Wit all of the forces which act- on the piston def ined,

the acceleration of the piston is obtained by applying

the onis cn la emotion to the piston. It yields

With he pstonacceleration defined, all of the terms in

th ntro ballistic equation, equation (2.8), are now

known. The assumptions made in determining the pistonv

aclrtowilnwbe summarized '

A modif ied form- of tne i.santrootic s taciat ion

oressure ecuation is used to relace thne averace -

pressure of the propellant gas to the piston base

2) T~ie in i tial fr i ct io n f o rce is the force which must

be overcome at the piston shot-start pressure.

3) The friction force on the piston will vary w4ith

*resoect to the velocity of the piston.

4) ThI)e Ii7ght gas is treated as an ideal cgas wit"

constn~ I~~iicha and the efffects off hC?3t

1.32
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transer a re zons:.ed ne _ii e.

5) Comoression o- ie 1 iht aas is taken as an

isentroc ic orocess.

i) The oressure on :'e piston face is related to the

average oressure by the isentropic stagnation

oressure equation.

7) The flow field of the piston material in the

transiton rea i on is de ned by a soheial -.-

velocity field.

8) The piston ma ter ia I is assumed to be

incomoressible.

9) The piston material is assumed to be perfectly

olastic and obey von Mises' yield criterion.

At this point, the gun firing cycle is completely

modeled up to the point of diaphragm failure. The events

which occur at and after diaphragm failure will now be

e x n a Ined .

2.3 PROJECTILE KINETICS

In the two-stage light gas -,,n, a f Iat, scored

diaohracm isolates the projectile from the prooellant aas uo

to the point of djaohragm failure. The oressure at which

the diaphragm fails is also known as the projectile release

pressure, since it is assumed that the projectile motion

begins as soon as the diaphragm fails. This section of the

analysis will deal with the projecti le motion and the

1.33
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ensuing forces which are involved. "S.

As the diazhram -ail.re pressure is reached, :he

petals of the scored diaphragm begin to open. The actual

time required for the diapnracm to open completely depends

on the material used and the depth to which the diaohragm is

scored. While the opening times vary, an estimate for the

average opening time involved would be on the order of

several hundred micro-seconds (references 3 and 9). In the

present mode , it is assumed that the diaphragm opens

instantaneously. The justification for this assumption is

as folows: After several hundred micro-seconds, the

projectile has traveled only a snort distance. This fact is

shown in table 2, where the computed results of only the /

projectile motion for a typical shot are presented (Note:

the starting postion of the projectile in the launch tube is

one inch). Since the projectile moves only a small distance

during the time that it takes for the diaphragm to open, the

icrease in voljme behinc tne pr:-ecti e is negz iD.C,

coMa 2re,4 wi-n the D ' ume change due tD the piston

advancement. This imp'- ;s that the pressure rise on the

proj c i j e base wi b e v e'ry ra id fzr the case of

considerinc the di3onram ocenin- time. Therefore, the

instantaneous pressure rise associate 3 with the assumption

of an instantaneous diaphragm opening will not deviate

greatly from the process which actually occurs. 6

As the diaphragm fails, a shock wave is propagated

toward the projectile base, and an expansion wave is

1.34 *
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or oca aa:-2,4 !ow ar.4 the0 5on. :"Ithne rese I = a.., s S

:ne se effec s a re no: c c ountec4 r.S ~s s u -ne ta h

lizht aas can sti Il be cons iderec_ as an idealI gas with

on s ta nt: s =ec::I:f: ne at Sa ano d ha: s en r o oc :relat ioan s c Bn

desc:rlce the cnances which occur in the chvsical orocerties.

'r o the point of diaphr agm failure, the average value

of the helium pressure is determined by means of an

isenc:rooc relation in which the volume change is dependent

on>v on the piston mocion. The chance in helium pressure at

this stace in the firing cy/cle is deoendent on the motion of

the o iston and the orojectile and is now de fined by

He

2He Pe(2.29)

The pressure of the helium gas, which is evaluated from

ecua tion (2. 29), is only an averace value. D ue to t -e

presence oz a p:-ess=ure cracient, the pressure on t'.e O:5:OrI

face w i L - e h i:-*er than the a':era'oe ,ailue ca Lcul!ated, an d

the oressure on the projectil b ase will 3e Irwer than 'heI

averace value cluad. The cress .r-- -he cLston face

was ceter-nined6 by means o' thne set~i tanto

p re s s ure r ela3t io n wh ichn i s g i ven i n equ a t io n (2. 21). Te

pressure on the projecti le base is determined in a s,,mi 13r

fashion, and is defined by

1.35 .P
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2 He

2~ I ~gc +eHe

w he re, the he Li um temoercaure a 5 c a I'a ated f rom the

isentrooic relationships. S

With the projecti le base pressure defined, t he

o pr opelln c fo r ce o n t he pr o je ct ile is de f_4ned as f oIlo ws

FS1 = xA. (2 .31 L.

There are two remaining forces which act on the projectile. N

They are the force due to the compression of the air ahead

* of the projectile and the frictional force which acts on the

4-sabot. These forces will now be analyzed.

in the gas gun which is being modeled, the 'Launch tube

may be open to the atmosphere or it may be evacuated. In

either case, there will sti be some air ahead of the

Przjectile. As the proJec:i le acce erates _-own the anc,

t tube, com pr -3s s ion wa -res w -.1 c oales ce to f -orM a norm.alI snoc k

wavec ahead of the projectile. According to Siegel Ithe

*normnal shock wave forns almos: immedi;_ate>;, after the onseCt

of projectile motion. -he pressure and velocity of the air

directly behind the shock, and of the the air in front Of

the project ile, equalIize very qu ickly . Thus, the pressure

which occurs an t he face o f the proj ect ilIe may be

*approximated by the pressure w Ihich exists immediately behind

* the normal shock wave. The rel3tion which defines this is'

1.36
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sf=PtII + - + 4 4..',

L (2.22)

22%*,x.,

The retard inc force produced by the air ahead of the

projectile may now be computed by multiplying the pressure

which acts on the projectile face by the cross-sectional

area of the launch tube

FS 2  Psf x A,- (2.33) .- ri
2-o . :

The final force which acts on the projectile is the friction

force, which is considered next.

As the projectile travels down the launch tube, .4.,-% -=

frict iona resistance must be overcome. The free-f>izht

model is encased b1 the ao,'.rzr C v ux oe taIs o f toe sa_:-, 
. _S..

and the helium is orevente d f:m Ie Bkin cast the projecz;

by means of a poIypropy ux obsar- "_. ' 5s assme tn n"t

the obturator undergoes radial expansion as the :roe:------

,gas acts on its base. The radial expansion produces a ."

normal force on the inner surface of the launch tube, and

this force is related to friction that acts on the
-.

projectile. A free-body equilibrium approach, in .

cyLindrical coordinates, is used to determine the pressure

which is exerted on the inner surface of the launch tube.

1. 37
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The resultant friction force is modeled by neans of oln

friction, and the relation which defines the friction forze

on the projectile is given by

-,- (0 .) . C

S 3  so~(~)?5  2 4

The calculation of the f riction forze, which acts on the

projectile, is given in Anpendix A.

The chance in the helium pressure durinc a snoz has

been def ined on ly for the case in which the projecti le is

* stillI in the launch tube, and it is based on the chance in

* volume which occur.s due to the motion of the piston and the

projectile. Evaluation of the helium pressure in t h is

fashion is correct as long as the projectile is in the

*launch tube. There are cases, however, for which the

projecti le has lef t the launch tube, and the piston is still

in motion. The rate at which the helium pressure chances

* for this case must be determined, because the calculatio n

:r:ceec;s to tz ont where the oiston stoos, so :na: :-e

o istori exzr'usion d~stance may be de te r7,,'n ed. De t -2rmn na n

of the drop in the helium pressure for this case deals with %.r.f

intermediate ballIistics. The flow f ieldc and the ania lys is in

*this regime are extremely complex; however, the muzz Ie

ve loci ty of the project il1e has al1ready been determined.

* Since the projectile is out of the range of influence of the

*external f low field at this point, gross simplifying

* assumptions have been made to obtain a "crude" approximation

of the helium pressure ahead of the piston once the

1.38 :
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pr et has Iz e ' ftteIaunch tube. In e r eIa r-o n w~ i r

des cribe s the droo in the he Ii-im ores sure is as foll Iows with

a de r iva tion g venin Append ix 3

* .

c'Me =PHeeN

w0

AllI of the f orzes which act on the oroj-ecti le have been

*defined; therefore, the acceleration of the model, accor4oinc

to 'Newton's second law of motion, is given by *,.'

/M (2.36)
dt

The analysis on the kinetics of the projectile are now

comolete, and the assumntions which were made will now be

* SU~M.arized -

The pro'ec: 1e mot ion teq ris a: t'e pressure at

which the di'azhracrn fails.

2 The diaohracm ocens natneu.

31 -he shoc:k ani exoans i on ,;a es w',l cn o c :,ir a t

diaphrazm failure are nealected.

4) The lio:ht gas (helium), is treated_ as an ideal gas

with constant specific heats, 3nd the processes.

which occur are assumed to be isentropic.

5) A form of the isentropi c stagnation pressure

1.39 .
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re!at ion is used to r e Iat- the averace h -e1im :as 5'

pressure to the pro-ectile base pressure.

6) T he a ir pressure on t he projectile f ace is

approximated bv the pressure which occurs con

normalI shock which moves ahead of the rec .

7) 1:z i s as sumed tha t the no rmalI s hoc k ahe ad oi f one

projectile forms instantaneously and that the airIbe twee n the shoc k and the opr ojec ti 4 e1c-,uaLi ze s

quickly.

8) The friction on the projectile is a function of the

p res su re o f the heli1um gas wh ic-h ac ts on the base

of the projectile.

*9) The friction force which exists between t he

projectile and the bore of the launch tube is

proportional to the force exerted on the bore by

the obturator. The proportionality factor is

assumed to be constant and is calIled the Coulomb

cc ef fi c e n t o fr i z:on .

Nc leakaze or f ases occu,.rs the c:rz ecrit. auc

tueinterface.

This completes the ar3lysis of the pnysica'l przces.~es

*that occur in the firing of the two-stace liozi ga --un
4 - -

which is being modeled. T he aoverning different .aL%

equations are presented on the fol lowing page.

* 1.40
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L±= (%-S I FS 2 -FS 3)g/Mn (2. 36)

W t the ana 1 s s o f t-ne rcse . i1..

* the f i ino seauerice of the -.as zjn con, ec p aen

s o u oni~ r eq uir e d .- nureric Ily irntec 7:ie -ne eaquat:Zsn

obtrineo. This too io is diis 1;ea i .ie f II w,,nc chac lzZO

1.41
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 0__

.4

Now that the equations which model the gun have been ,.

defined, the numerical method used to obtain an approximate

solution to the governing equations will be discussed.

* 3.1 SELECTION OF A NUMERICAL METHOD '

A solution for the mathematical model of the two-stage
[aa

light gas gun requires the numerical integration of four

simultaneous differential equations, two of which are of

* second order. A numerical solution provides an

approximation of the true solution. The difference between

*. the numerical solution and the exact solution at any given

* step is the total error. The total error results from three

conditions. The first condition is that of roundoff error - -.

which is introduced whenever arithmetic operations are

Perforrmed. The second condition is the truncation error

wnich results from the use of aoproxima:e formulas in the

calculation of a oiven steo. The third and final condition .-

which contributes to the total error is a cumulative error,

-. which is present at each step, due to errors in the

Preceding steps.

The roundoff error which is encountered can be
0

controlled with the use of double-precision arithmetic. The

truncation error may be minimized with the use of a small

-. Step size and/or with the use of a numerical integr3tion

1.42
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tecnla.ue dnich ernDlOvs a Eorrnu'.a hazinc a trujncatz_ n er:r

of nian order.

The inte-cration of the or--;inary 61iffrerent ia 1equa:: ons %x

4h ~ i-i mode 1th-e t-wo-sa ce ::-hz zas zun is an i n iia 1- ;a e J

oro 1em, ando wil nvo I %e a .arze number o f steps. .c

- a larie number of steps will be recuired, a numerical metnod

in ic h has 3 sma. 1 :er- steo tru-nca tion er ro r i s recu 4:e,--;

orier to minimi'tze the :uimulati"e erro;r. A numerical mneo_*cd

w h ich satisfies these reauirements, and which i s a Is o

s table -, is Hamming's rethod13. Therefore, Hamming's metnod

% ~is the numer ica L method used to intetgra te the di fferent -a I

equations obtained in Chapter 2. Hammings method, however,

has the disadvantage of not being self'-starting. In the

*present calculation, a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method,

which has the same truncation error as Hamm ing's method, is

used to start the integration. The fourth-order Runge-Katta

scheme could be used to carry out the enti re intecrati n.-

:c we ve r, Hammn c's menc --- C as z se ! ocause the rc:e

c* :moutmti on tixe is less.

Wihth e nu me r ic 3 mez hc d ha v nz o e en ce cied ro, te

ne tnod and the a Lgo r i zts use-- w i 1 be d isc-jssec Z_

3.2 HAMMING'S METHOD -
Hamming's method is a predictor-corrector metnod. The

solution is obtained by first applying a fourth-orier Rne

fo s namn'mto. Amnisldpiu>,Kutta scheme which generates the Start ina valIues requi red J
1.43
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Jiffarential equat ons whizn are t~o be so Ived are of f irst

andc second oroer. marm Inz' S mne:.i -,no '_vs t w seo aat e

a a oor it ms f or eacn- o f t hese c ase s and theY a re p resentedM.w

AI:7oc ~-im onr Ef:s z. oro-er orj inar, J ferenzia I ea7uat Ions

r D
L (Y L ( i y 12 L . M.

(corrector for y

19I 9i- 3h m y , 9 2 i i 1 1 1

1.44
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'4Alzcrithni for second or,--er ordinarv different,.al ecuations

icrzor for v

P yy + [2yi - 4, 2y, 2  (4h/3)

-n ,o d 4.e r f or v

y4 M ~,. (y,..l L P 27.) 12,,"- 2

(predi~ctor for y)

?(Y . ) = 19vi - y -2 2'hIM(yi 1 ) - - 18

(udifferential equation)

(corrector for y)

C Y y Y, 4.2,I, II *

* Cix -=('j-y 2  3hMi~ )- L-Y-y1  :3

(final value of y')

F(yi~1 ) = C(yi~1 ) + 12P(y-i4 ) -C(yi+L 1 (9/12l)

(final value of y)

F(y 1 ) = y- + 3h(F~y~: + 2 v~ /8b.

( i i -2,Li yi l -

(final value of y

F (y ~
1  

= [-( i. ) F y~

~ier a c ie c 0'r 0 ur 0 r 3 _rI w -I:'n-IS ies S e

a i~ ='s .0 obi.-i a solui; i. - as beem' eezO .

hT~e r e si a re oentdin the -:-L !-wina :nanter.

p 0p

1.45



-- ne~.~ -40 sta e- 1' ght zas gun whic is beY~ i ndeL

no~v presur senor have bee inta led' in theU. pum tube ort~V

n a n h tb . 'h r f r , m a u e e t h

r n ,s r ss r ,teh l u as r s u e iso

ooiinad vlctadpojciepsto n e oIt

Ao 2su oriuz of1:the z h i 1 s 2e ; modelepeitoswihtevld

data obained fram actualgu ireingm is presnte in tabl

2osiTion maximu veloiation orjetle mdlposition nf veocthe

o r e-, oat wh c - ca be _ exr ed f romh the oun ar t-h--e

*muzzelceJ eloity of the projecti le and tle distanc : that the

Ac:A Iv cooaiso oysf the mhodenw pe itin with j rce te valid

dat obtained from actal n frlingsc is pre oseonte iX table'O

s 2. The maimu deitno the model oreclicton of the !ris ro

inr-cil mzl voivocurred -a for shot 1, in whih thepecn is-13%

41
model mosredurt reiton of thte ue tnextci:; frn whe

acul eoct wsfr shot 3, in which the ercen erroris1. %. 7'e

ic moured wa for eI sht e I3p i 1 wih thyoE percet in at is e re1s.8t2L

1.45
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which are cal:ulazted, and some of these are discussed next-.

The burnina powder :rla:e z=ener-=:=s the orccel lanc zas

which -3rives the oiston into the oumo 't,,he. The averac e

*a 'ie of. the pr;oe''an-- :,as is a :uc:ona t-ne is s,-zwn-

in fioure 6. The mnass of nowder b-urned as a fnc :-on -,f

time is shown in figure 7.

The piston motion is dependent on the propehl'ant ::as, 2

i zh h I g las, f rizt ion , a nd the e xtr:u s ion f or,:e s.Te

-oiston velocityv as a function of time is shown -:n fiz--ure 3.

-The corresponding friction and extrusion forces which act on

* roepiston as a function of piston di splacement are shown :

f igurle 9.

*The f orward -otion o f the piston will compress the

light gas. The average value of the helium gas pressure is

a.shown in fiozure 13. When the oressure of the helium exceeds

*the strength of the d"iaphragm, failure occurs, a nd

p roject:.Ila -not ion proceecs due to the act ion of the hizgh

r -es sue th zas Te --.Iu moas b a se oe aSs -,r e o n :n

o ro-e . as a n c ~n fr t.oe- zr o e c 1-e dsz acem e n ~s

s ow n i n fore I. The %reloci-ri of the :r~zl sa

f func t in o f tne p cojec 1 1 - dis plac eme nt i s oresente O

m fi-oUe 12.

The motion of toe pro)jectile is ret3-,rded yfit

- forc:es and by the compression of the air ahead of the

projectile. These results are shown in Eiaire-s 13 and 1.4

respectively. The resLIta3n t ~r ce wnih a ct s o n th e

p ro etil oS i t t r3 ve z d,) wn t he lau nc h t ube -3 shlown i

1.46
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n o rdJer t ach i eve--

Svelocity with allowable ac::e,! -r--;on fo:ces, si;x of t.he

l oadinIC parameers may be va-ed Tese arameters ae as ,.

f o .ows :V .'%"

--. ~

I ) The mass of the powder :har +e.

3) -he initial helium pressure.

- - .- /- - .

..-.. .

4) The pressure at which the aoh m fails. -- '

5) The mass of the projeczilo.rs, six off-.he

6) The arepressure in the launch te. "-u -r- es

Th'ie rwsu s of a study which snow tne e/fects of Va " I

each of these parameters will now be presented.

Instead of using the comie.e set of equations given in

Cha.er 2 to explain some of the results which are obtained

in the parametric runs, only one equation is needed, and

this euation de te the s teO the he 1um.
pressure ar resr th dianhr - as .a. t r t 'n te i L

zte es uf the o a unyhn f ih o e p c L f ec o a e .,

motion is nec Iigi le (table 1). - here-o e -.he t rm a - e C f.,...

eache of the he rum pressu re may be presned wi resec to

the piston motion onlth. The h et i U :essutir=n te ima be

obtained by dain oret iati nq th re i hsent:ic ressre.

relationship, which is as foneows 2 a"d

1.47 .-
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pressure_ and is also known as the pumping race-. The results

of thIn e paramet--, ru ns show how the (4r.oectJ e muzz'e

v- I oci ta, the r jecti l max imum -ase pressure, and the -2C h

p i s ton extrusion distance are a4fec:ec4 by chances in the

loading parameters.

The e ffct of varvina the mass of the oowder charze is

shown in figures 16 through 18. Figure .6 indicates that

the projectile muzzle velocity is very sensitive to

variations in the mass of the powder ch-arge. H ig he r

projectile velocities can be attained by increasing the mass 42

of the powder charge. The reasoning for this is that as the

mass of the powder charge is increased, more energy is

available f:r acze S nz the ziston, and the p s t Z n

ve oci y is in-creased. Grea-er nis n ve 1c :-es Cr .;ie r

a lar-ger umning rate (ecua:ion (4.1) , "hi s -.3 n t-e'

hicher projecti le base oressures retouLre y.. I

projectil I velocities. The result of ataininc hi cher

projectile base pressures with increases in the mass of the .

powder charge is shown in figure 17. in aeneral, the

greater the piston velocity, the greater the pistfn,

extrusion distance, because the pi3ton encers the transition

section of the gun with more kineti: energy. This result is .,.

., 4. 8
1.48"' "-
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shown in f-ure! La.

The effect o var'r no tne mass o- :e zis:n is ,wn Fl

in fizures 19 throuoh 21. Fizure 1? indicates thar the

ro ec-i z veIoci-v is not ver, sens iie to chances - .e

mass of the Pisron. The maximum zase essare on -ne

projectile is also quite insensiti.e to variations in :he

mass of the piston (figure 20). Fgure 21, however, shows

that the piston extrusion distance is very sensitive to the

mass of the piston. Heavier pisto ns will possess greater

inertia and are harder to stoo; therefore, the extrusion

distance is oreater. Laroe extrusion distances a r e

undesirable for two reasons. First, the piston is difficult

to remove, which increases the turn-around time for a shot;

and secondly, pieces of the piston may be launched down-

rance where they could cause damage to the free-flight

range. What these results indicate is that lighter pistons

may be used to achie;e the desired projecti e muzz 1e

z: ci w h the -Ie ed ere:: - of nZ =rcuc:n : excess: ;e

ex:r'usicn distances.

The errcofs of rin the initia L helium oressure are

shnown In fi ures 22 throuch 24. F .re 22 indi cates t

i IIa h -el ium pressure has considerabIe effect on the

provectile velocit. The lower the value of the initia .

helium pressure, tne higher the projectile velocity. The

reason for this is twofold. First, the lower initial

pressure produces a larger pumping rate (equation (4.1)),

which results in hix-her projectile base pressures. Second,

1.49
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th-e compression ratio is higher for lower values of n~a. .

he 1i um oressure. Th is res ul1 s Ih 7:,er ra te.nr.cc- Cs

wnich also serves to increase performance2. The result of1

h i ne r projectile base pressures at lower i I i ::- ne :I

nrsures is shown in figure 2. 7izure 22indicates ta

low values of initial helium pressures, -n conjunction wi-_n

high mass projecti les, may produce dangerous ly high he! ium

pressures, due to large pumoing rate and inertia of tne

projectile. The effects of the initial helium pressure on

the piston extrusion distance are presented in ficaure 24.

*Accordolnc to the model1 prec ict ions, hi :h l eve Ls ofE he Iurn-i

gas pressures will result in a mass of helium which is

* reater than the shot requires. The ef fect of this is that

the piston rebounds off the cushion of tne "extra" hel ium

gas and travels back toward the breech of the gun before

ultimately coming to rest in the transition section.

The effects of variations in the oressure Bt which the

zcr C M f a ils a re sh'iown -iin f ire s 2~ 5: t - uzh 2 7. i cur e

indicates that the oro-*ecz:i Le ; eLjCi is r .a~e-

is enstet the pressure a: w hc t he 3 7,ra: 3 - ln

especiall foIEr heavy projecti les. Th~s :2-1;s so, basedi

o n te follo1 0win'Ig f ac to0r s: A: lo 0w d .nr :1 f a i' ItI

pressures, the in itialI base pressure on the projectil i ;s

* low, and the inertia of the model is the .4ominating factor.

At high diaphragm failure pressures, t het, initial base -

pressure is high, and the inertia of the model is overc:ome '

*more easily. Throughout a r a nge of d iaph ragm E,31u re

1.50
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pressures, these two factors "b ance" out dur ng he

-'1 launching of the projecrie due to the effect of the zumnzZ

r a e. This behavior produr- s little change in the projecziie

muzzle velocity. Figure 26 indicates that low orojec:- I

base pressures can be achieved with low diaphragm fai" Ie

pressures. Lower diaphragm failure pressures result in a

lower initial pumping rate (equation (4.1)), and this '-

accounts for the lower projectile base pressures. As the
,'., diaphragm failure pressure is decreased, the average heli um

epressure generated during the compression will also

decrease. This results in greater extrusion distances

Sgure 27) since the helium gas is the primary contributor

in the deceleration of the piston. A batch of identical

diaphragms will invariably fail at different pressures.

These results indicate that shot repeatability will not be

linked to the failure pressure of the diaphragm.

The effects of varying the mass of the projectile a .2

s w n. f s 2 tu r 3 u

e ,- 0 ar :a) S i n the D-r -- -  ,L s D n -ne
"- n-:j _- l e' ci' A w u/ :ecte ,  

-_e o~e he"''''
-. oct As wr, u e4 , - 'e :ne

, mass of -h.e pro.e,:tile, the hither the muzz'e veloc!1. The

reason for this is, tne lzwer the inertia of the pcr]ect-ile,

t*e easi l ; ' s acCeIverate. A I , erpr prec- e wIll

"N. have areater motion In the initial stages o the l3unching,

and this results in a more rapid expansion of the helium ;as

which, in turn, oroduces lower projectile base pressures

(fiiure 29. As a result oE lower helium p-es res, pStotn

.1.51
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dece leration by the he!lium is not as great; therefore, tne

oiston enters the trans i -ion sect ion a t nhi qhe r r.,e c 1 -3s

and is harder to brina to rest. This results in areater

extrusion distances (figure 30).
9%

The final initial oarameter which can be variec

achieve the desired gun performance is the pressure in :one

*launch tube. The gas gun wh ich is be inrg modelIed has a cco-ver

a s sembl1y wh ich may be p 1cec d ov er the end of_ the 1 aurch

tube. This allows for the air in the launch tube to be

evacuated by means of a vacuum pump. The effects of varyinc

the pressure in the l.aunch tube are shown in f i ures 7-L

through .33. variations in the launch tube pressure have

neglIigible inf luence on the proje<cti le ve locity (f igure 3L),

* the projectile maximum base pressure (figure 32), and the

piston extrusion distance (figure 22). These results implyr% l%

that minimal improvemnents in performance are obtained from

the time and effort invested in the procedure of evacuating

the - -.-......
0uce

-- Is z mC LeeS t he di S Cu ssio 10 a> M:tere:~

w nc h w ere obotaind Th e c o n cIions a nd re re't-4 ls

* are? irsne n the fol lowina chaacter.

1.52
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIENDATIONS

From the results presented in table 2, predicted muzzle

velocities show good agreement with the actual data, with

the largest percent error being -11.67%. The predicted

piston extrusion distances do not correlate as well, wih.

the largest percent error being -71.82 %. However, based on "

the order of magnitude of the figures, the predictions show

the general trends. It is concluded, therefore, that the

current mathematical model can be used as a tool in the

prediction of the performance of a two-stage light gas gun,

which incorporates a deformable piston, for modest levels of

gun performance. The absence of experimental data at high

levels of performance prohibits an evaluation of the

effect iveness of the model over a wide rance of velocities.

" s aIso cznc udec that the azarmetr:: runs which are

tresenred can ze usefril in deteroin.n: the optimum " ad'nZ

oarazrerers for a desirec oro'ec-i t ainch nistor'.

in order to imor-ve the ac:uracy and effectiveness of

the present model over a wider range of gun performance, it

is recommended that the following enhancements be carried

out: The pressure distribution between the piston and the

projectile should be defined. The real gas effects of the , .

light gas should be included. The compressibi lity and

viscous effects of the pol !prp,/ x piston in the e xtr. s n

1.53
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contigured with the camability of obraning £nte-rna. za:3 - '

such as pressures, velocities, and displacemnents. The

availability of such data would allow for the oevelopment or -

a more reliable mathematical model. ,,.
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Table 2. Comparison of model predictions with actual gun
data.

SHOT NO. 1 ] 2 J 3 45

POWDER CHARGE (grams) 600 1250 7001 650~ 700

PISTQN MASS (grams) 3175 5625 3400 2500 40

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _+__1 

"_ 

_ 

1_ 
_ _ _I _ _ -

HELIUM PRESS. (psi) 200 250 2 200] 200 300

DIAPHRAGM PRESS. (psi) 12003 12000 120001 6000j 12000

S.PROJECTILE MASS (grams) 68 30 55 I 60 50

BARREL PRESS. (psi) 20 2 0 0

MUZZLE VELOCITY (ft/s) 7800 11300 9800 9800 9500

PREDICTED VEL. (ft/s) 8108 12496 966i8565 8918

% ERROR IN VEL. PRED. 3. 95 1 0. 85 -1.67 --11.67 -6. 12

EXTRUSION DIST. (in.) 6.85 130.85 * 3.43

PREDICTED EXT. (in.) 1.93 34 .34 16.91 7.5 2. 55

% ERROR IN EXT. PRED. 11-71.82 11.31 [N/A N/A 125.55
I -No measurement taken

1. 5
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APPENDIX A
4N

ANALYs:3 OF FRICT:ON FORCE ON THE PROJECTILE

it is assumed that only the obturator contributes to

the r:i:na for:e on the projectile. It is also assumed

that the obcurator is thin enough so that the pressure in

the axial direction is constant over the thickness of the

o-turator. The nressure exerted on the inner bore o-: he-

launch tuoe is determined using a free-body equi 1ibrium

anoroach

z "sb ,.

. .. r r -,

r dr
M. I •- *.

Figure A-i. Differential element of obturator in "-a.
cylindrical coordinates.

Srmat on cf f rzes in the radal direc-:on yields

-e .k

:,.::-dr - -- r: )(r *dr)d-: - 2 - - e - r :.r:-

Nez-ec: hzr oroer terms to ze :-..'

rdrd -rd" r dz + : ,croz - 2-rfr = 0

Assume I r and are equal, and the she3r stress wilt 1

be related to the base pressure by mPsb , to obtain

Lobdur - 2mo.dr =

• °:, .-.5.

1.96 .

% % p % %-

*% *'. *V%, % " .%"% .. o. % % • %% *%* % '*" - . -. o . •. •". * .• -. * . . . 5 .. % .-- % % % . \°% .1
.5, .~ ; \ i :5.. . 5** ** *".: ". .."**.*." *"*,~* 5 % . '. -,,. , , '



!ntegration yields :

r __ r + C
fd Lo U ob

A p-v :he f wrowinc zcunda r con -::ons to sove r -.e

constant of integration

B.C. , r = , r
,3 r tir . r

This yriel' s

2mrltPsb

b.. t

The normal force on the inner bore is thus defined as

P.t -r2mPsbr,.D, t

The resultant friction force is related to the normal force .

by a constant of prooortionality, , which is called the

Coulomb coefficient of friction; thus .-.

- . v %.I

4%

.%6%

%

%q
1.97

-"--.



APPENDIX B

ANALYSES OF PRESSURE ODf3P ONCE PROJECTI-"E EX:TS LAUNCH TUBE -

The iiea ra1 f-orm of the continui-y eauacion is defined

as

It will be assumed that the velocity of the gas exiting the

launch tube is a constant and is equal to the velocity of .

the orojecz:'e. It wil also be assumed that the effects of

temperatuare and volume chances in the glas can be neaglected.

With these assumptions, the continuity equation yields :

dp+

dt PHexs it

The result of intecration yields

" X f ~ Xil A,~ .

:0 0 e 0 "

he decayv in helium pressure after the projectile has exited

the launch, as a function of time, is therefore defined as

X" -. A" t

He
0

*He : He ex..

1.98
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APPENL.LX C

AListing off t-,e computer program which was devel oe

is oroided. Tie i:r~ s :oeo in BA77C ald is writzeti

s mecif : Z~ :e ml.n c-3 -,mcu t er.
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PART 2: Calculation of Fluid Properties 0
in the Pump Tube of a

Two-Stage Licht Gas Gun

ABSTRACT 'p *

An enhancement for a microprocessor-based program for performarce
estimation of a two-stage light gas gun with deformable piston has been
developed. The procedure uses an explicit finite-difference algorithm for
the numerical solution of the gasdynamic equations in the pump tube region ..

between piston face and projectile base during the firing cycle of the gun.
A virial-type equation of state is used to model the real gas properties of
the light gas. An adaptive grid generation system which accounts for -. r
moving end boundaries provides suff4cient computational accuracy to permit
determination of longitudinal property gradients in the pump tube, thus
alleviating one of the shortcomings of the Patin model. To date the grid
generation and equation solution algorithms have been developed. The real
gas equation of state has not yet been included in the analysis, and the
entire routine has not yet been incorporated into the performance oredic-
tion program for the gun. ..-.
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OBJECT:VES

7The primary objectilve of this researchn is -o develoo a crue

program which will determine the gas dynamics for an internal flow "eld.

The orogramr will calculate fluid proper-ies as a function o' :soac: arc c'

-o me for a quasi-one-dimensional, compressible, and inviscia flow o-: a eal

gas. Gas property distributions will be derived for a flow field with

movino boundaries and a chanae of area. All computations will be pe-ormea

using a personal ccmputer, narnel< the e 7- >CO. 'he Zeni-h -Cwas

chosen because it was readily available and it would keep computal:4onai

expenses at a minimum.

The main applicaticn for the compute2r program will be to deterT'ne :as

property distributilons in the second stace of a two-staoe lignt-gas Cun.

1.124,
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ANALYSIS AND METHOD OF SOLUTION

The flow may be considered as a quasi-one-dimensional flow of an

inviscid and compressible fluid moving through a tube. The tube has a %

variable cross sectional area and the longitudinal boundaries move at ,

different rates. The fluid will be treated as a real gas since high

temperatures and pressures may exist in the tube. The results will be

compared to results obtained by using ideal gas and uniform field assump- ,.

tions.

The equations for the flow are the one-dimensional conservation equa-

tions for mass, momentum, and energy. The differential forms of the

conservation equations are as follows:

CONSERVATION OF MASS

Ii
+- A

, + + (P U

I dA (1= z) ..-.,.-
.4X

CO,'NSERVATION O F MOENTUM

CONISERVgT:ON OF EE GY " " "

U ..

e • (Ue + Up) + (U ex "+ U"P3

) t " e X .T ; . .

The variables in the above equations are:

p - the mass per unit volume -.-

u - the velocity in the axial direction

t - time
-..

1.125 ",. -w/ j
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X- the axial position

A - the cross sectional area of the tube

-P- pressure

- the total energy per unit volume

The total energy, e, can be expressed as: .

e -I 2. =I 2.

-. 5",'. .

where 
L -

Y is the specific heat ratio, Cv is the specific heat at constant

volume, and T is the temperature. An appropriate equation of state for the

gas is the Harrison real gas equation which is a fourth order equation

based on empirical coefficients. The Harrison model is given by: .

P= ?RTEI +  T C(T) +* D(T) ?, ] (5)

where R is the gas constant and B(T), C(T), ard D(T) are the empirical

coefficients.

in order to obtain the property distribution in the gas, Equations (1)

through (5) are used along with the positicrs of the two longitudiral

boundaries. A moving grid must be established to move 
with the longi- %

tudinal boundaries, and numerical methods are used to integrate the conser- -. ,

vation equations. The conservation equations are integrated using a '-',-'

finite-different method. The finite-difference representations for the
.- W,' W%,m

partial differential equations are obtained using the MacCormack explicit - 0

two-level algorithmL. An explicit scheme uses past and present information

to obtain future information. The two-level finite-difference method uses

1.126
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a predictor step and then a corrector step. The predictor step employs a

backarddifference, and the corrector step uses a forward difference. The

predictor and corrector equations are as follows:

CONSERVATION OF MASS

Predictor

Correctar

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

Predictor

K = (8)

Corrector

-77L

- - sac ide
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Z -time step,; -

,a X forward change in x

" Ax °-  backward change in x. -

i To effect a solution, the predictor variables are determined. The, .

corrector variables are then determined using the results obtained from the 1

~~~~predictor calculations. Once the corrector values have been determined.---..

*, ,,, -4...-.4

they may be combined with the equation of state to determine the oas.,

- ~properties at the corresponding position in the flow field. This is"''"

repeated for each grid point When the time index is increased from "n" to

n+l", the spacial grid translates and changes in overall length due to the

moving boundaries. The corrector values for time "n" must be determined he -

for the new grid by interpolation. New predictor and corrector values are

then determined for the new time, and the entire process is repeated for --

• --~..,.

the desired number of time intervals n i l e h t

1.128
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GRID GENERATION

The grid is partitioned using the positions of the piston and the pro-

jectile as endpoints. The entire grid moves as the piston and projectile
.11 .0 ,Ik

will be different from that of the projectile. As the grid moves, it must

be adjusted so that a grid point coincides with both the beginning of the

transition section and the end of the transition section. This divides the

total grid into three zones with each zone having its own grid spacing.

The initial grid is set up by dividing the total length between the

piston and projectile into the desired number of equal grid spaces. The

uniform grid spacing is determined using the following equation:

GSX -X (1" "
N 6 NG ..

where

S - grid spacing

XI - piston position

XL - projectile position ,S
LT - overall crid length

N ( - number o' crid points

The grid is subdivided into three sections so that a grid point will

be located at the beginning and at the end of the transition section. The

grid must be divided into three zones due to the sudden area changes at the

beginning and at the end of the transition section. This is accomplished

by moving the grid points near the ends of the transition section either

left or right. The four cases that need to be considered are listed with --1
Figure 3. ,

1.129
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As an example of how the grid points are shifted and how the adjusted
*% " .

grid is then generated consider the second case (see Fig. 3). :n case two

grid point nine is shifted to the right so that it is in position A, which

is the beginning of the transition section. Grid point thirteen is shifted -_-.

to the left so that it is in position B, which is the end of the transition

section. The overall grid is now divided into three zones. The first zone

extends from the piston to position A. The second zone is the region

between position A and position B. The third zone extends from position 6 ",

to the projectile. A separate grid must be created for each of the three -

zones. The grid spacing for zone one is determined as follows:

S LI - X2-X 1 (13)
&S1 NG1 NGC7I

where

6S.- grid spacing in zone one

XI - piston position

X - position of beginning of transition section -r

LI - length of zone one

N71 - number of grid points in zone one 0

The number of crid points in zone one is found as follows:

(L\

whrNG1 Integer Portion of LGS (14) .-
where

LI - length of zone one

65 - original grid spacing

The grid spacing for zone three is determined next using the same

method with the following equations:

1. 130
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% %

L 3 _K4 X3__
653-N3N&

N&3N6 (15)

NG3 =Integery--~- (16)

where

CGS3- grid spacing in zone three

*~~ X3 - position of end of transition section -'

X~y - projectile position

N63- number of grid points in zone three

L3 - length of zone three

C75 - original grid spacing

The grid spacing for zone two is determined using the following

equations:

La 2- 3- X2.
65-N62 N6G2? (17)

NG2 =NG - INGl NG-'13

where

6.GS2- grid spacing for zone two

X2- -position of beginning of transition section
0

X3 -position of end of transition section

L2 -length of zone two

N62- number of grid points in zone two

N6 - number of grid points in original grid
N6-nme fgi pit nzn n

N63 c~- number of grid points in zone onee

1.131
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The modified grid is shown in Figure 4.

A similar procedure is used for each of the other cases listed with

Figure 3. The equations for GSl, GS2, and GS3 are the same for all cases.

The eouations for NGl, NG2, and NG3 are different for each case. The

equations for all four cases are listed below.

GS1 NGNCi()

67S2- N2 N 2- (20)

S3 L3 (21) X
G3-NG3 ('63 (1

CASE I

NGl Integer( (22)

NG2= NG- NGl - NG3 (23)

NG3 = Integer( ) 1 (24)
G S

CASE 2

NGl Integer(L (25)

NG2 =NG - NGl NG3 (26)

NG3 =Integer( (27)
G S/

CASE 3

NGl Integer~ L'' + 1(3

1.132
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NG2 = NG - NG1 - NG3 (29)

NG3 = Integer / \-T) (30)

CASE 4

NGI = Integer -(- ) +: + 1 (31) .-.

NG2 : NG - NGl NG3 (32)

NG3 Integer($6  + lo
= J 1 (33) .*f

Once a grid is set up, the initial fluid properties are assigned to

the grid points. At time equal to zero the fluid properties will be *--

uniform throuahout the entire flow field. The fluid velocity will also be

equal to zero. The initial temperature and pressure of the fluid will also

be known. The initial density can be determined using the equation of

state (Equation 4) and iterating. Since the temperature is known the

coefficients for Equation (5) can be obtained frcm a table of coefficients. lb-

The gas constant, R, is given as 4636.96 (in lbf/lbm R) for helium, which

is used in the gas gun. An initial value for the fluid density is assumed

to begin iterating. A good first guess would be the value obtained using

ideal gas behavior where:

R T- >-S _(34) '-' .'.

The initial guess is plugged into Equation (5) and a pressure is calcuated.

The actual pressure is known and the correct density is obtained when 'he

1.133
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calculated pressure and the actual pressure match. If the calculated

pressure is lower than the actual pressure, a larger value for density

should be tried. Once a value for density has been determined, the energy

may bp calculated using Equation (4). Values for Cv will have to be

obtained from an emperical equation for the specific heat at constant .

pressure, Cp, and an equation relating R, Cv, and Cp.

Cp = R(A: bT + cTZ + dT + eTt ) (35) ".

Cv = Cp -R (36)
* . ,

The initial velocity of the fluid will be zero and therefore the

initial momentum will be zero. The initial values for density, momentum,

energy, pressure, and temperature are assigned to the initial grid points.a. .. a

.- % -
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DETERMINING FLUID PRCPERTIES AS BOUNDARIES MOVE ._ -a

,%

After all initial fluid properties have been determined and assigned

to the grid coordinates, the time should be incremented by one timestep. ,

This will cause the grid to move and the fluid properties to change. New-"'--

values for the predictor and corrector ecuations have to be calculated for

geach of the new grid points.

In order to determine the new predictor and corrector values, the

fluid properties from the old grid at time "n" must be related to the new

grid at time "n+l". The fluid properties for the new grid are inter-

polated from the old grid. The interpolation equation is:

(.) "_' (, - X (' " J,, ( )@")(37)..I

(C -x7)

where

(.) - property value for given time and space index

X -axial position of grid point

r) - time index

j - space index

A problem arises when the last grid point of the new grid is reached.

* The interpolation equation requires that the old property value for posi-

,*, tion "j-l" be known to solve for a new value for position "j". When the

end of the new grid becomes position "j", there is no value for the old

position "j+l". To obtain a solution for the endpoint of the new grid, a

value is determined by extrapolation using values from the new grid. The

extrapolation equation is: 7

A*)I : ( ( + *),-, - -j:) X ;. :':'1')

Xj_, - X;_'N. --

a1.135
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where

(*) -property value ..p ,

X - axial position t** 9

J - space index e.

rn - time irdex

Figure 5 shows how the grid is rezoned.

The new grid with fluid properties from time "n" has been constructed.

The fluid properties for the current time, "n+l", are now determined using

Equations (4) through (11) and Ecuations (35) and (36). The predictor

eouations are solved first, starting with the second grid point. The pre-

dictor values are determined for all grid points except the first point

since the predictor equations rely on the values from the previous grid

point. The predictor eauations cannot be evaluated at the first point

since there is not point preceding it. The predictor values for the first

point are determined by extrapolation using the second and third points.

The extrapolation equation is:

(p1) , ~ + (*2- I3)(x -X Z)
C X- 3)

where

(fl) - preictor value at point one

(*z) - predictor value at point two

(*3) - predictor value at point three

XI -axial position of point one

X - axial position of point two 0

X3 - axial position of point three

The corrector values are now determined for all grid points except the -

V%. " P""o,
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last point. The values for the last point cannot be determined using the,.', .

corrector equations since they rely on the values of "j+l" which does rot

exist when the endpoint is at "j". The corrector values for the last grid

point are determined by extrapolation using Ecuation (38) where "*" denotes

the correctcr values. The corrector values are the density, momentum, and

energy of the fluid atc the corresponding grid points.

The temperature and pressure of the fluid at each grid point can be

calculated using the corrector values and Equation (4), (35), and (36). .....

The velocity of the fluid at each point can be determined from the momentum .

equation since the density is known.

---U(40) -".

Using Equations (4), (35), and (36) simultaneously, the temperature may be

calculated. An iterative process will be necessary since Cv is unknown. A

value for the temperature is assumed and Eauation (35) is solved to get a ..

value for the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp. Equation (36) is

then solved to get a value for Cv. The values for Cv and temperature are .

then used in Eouation (4) to obtain an energy value. If the energy just

calculated does not match the actual energy, a new temperature guess must

be tried. Once the correct temperature has been determined, the equation

of state (Eauation 4) can be used to determine the pressure. After the

temperatures and pressures have been calculated for each arid point, the

time is incremented and a new grid is generated. The entire process is . 1

repeated for the new grid and all successive grid until the desired amount "

of time has elapsed.
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STATUS OF PROJECT

Work has begun on a computer program which will calculate the fluid

properties in the flow field. The program is being written in a modular

format. Each portion of the program is beinc written as a separate module ,

or subroutine. '.

The grid module generates a crid based on the positions of the two ... ..-. 

longitudinal flow boundaries and anY abrupt area changes in the tube in

. which the gas is flowing. For the gas aun problem the moving boundaries

are the piston and the projectile faces. The abrupt area changes occur at

the beginning and ending of the transition section of the pump tube (see

Figure 1). A grid point is required to line up with both, the beginning

point and the ending point of the transition section, due to the abrupt

.. area changes. This is accomplished by shifting grid points to make them

" line up with the desired points of the gas aun. The grid is then composed

of three regions or zones. The grid is then composed of three regions or

zones. The grid points are shifted in a manner which keeps the grid

spacing as uniform as possible. At this time the grid module is complete

exceot for the cases when the piston reaches the beginning of the transi-

tion section and during piston extraction.

The second module of the proaram calculates values for the predictor

equations. This module calculates predictor values at all grid points -I
except at the piston and projectile. A simple extrapolation routine needs

to be added to obtain values at those points.

Some work has been done on the corrector module. It will calculate .

corrector values and it will be similar to the predictor module.

A separate routine will be written to evaluate the equation of state.

Since the coefficients in the equation of state are determined empirically,

1.138
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a table of coefficients will have to be included as part of the program. , ,.

There will also be a module which will calculate the flow properties,-.-

and store them on a disk. A separate module for plotting the various fluid

properties versus time and position will also be included. -. _

A listing of the portion of the program completed to date is included .. :.

in the appendix. Several grid generation examples are included with the

,..

program listing. ' - "
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COMPLETION OF PROJECT

The proposal submitted to SCEEE preceding the award of this subcontract called

for a deliverable in the form of a finite difference code for the flow field be-

tween the piston face and the projectile base. At the present time that code is

not in production form. However, the code will be completed and delivered in

compliance with the subcontract without further expenditure of the contract funds.

This delivery will take place in May, 1986.

The following parts of the subject code have been completed.

1. Grid generation scheme which apportions computational space according to

piston and projectile dynamics.

2. The predictor portion of the MacCormack two-level explicit finite dif-

ference code for the solution of the equations of fluid motion in the .

solution space. The corrector code is complete but not operational.

These routines are currently written to perform computations with a specified

set of dynamics rather than interacting with the dynamics generation program. This

approach was taken because it was felt that the detailed finite difference cal-

culations might slow down the analysis program excessively, particularly with the

real gas equations included in the analysis.

The following parts of the code have not yet been completed:

1. Coding and inclusion of the Harrison real gas model procedure into the

simulation.

2. incorporation of all modification in to the basic performance estimation

program. Xi

When the above tasks have been completed, the performance of the program will

be determined. The effort here is not only to determine the

1.140II
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important effects of property gradients and a real gas model of the pump %

tube flow, but also to include these effects in the performance estimaticn

program without compromising the rapid, on-site analysis and test design

capabilities of the basic program. If the finite difference calculations

consume excessive time, then another approximating procedure may be

required. At any rate, a thorough study of these effects, not possible

under the current contract time limitations, will be completed and sub-

mitted to the SCEEE as indicated above.
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CONCLUS IONS

A microcomputer-based program for the rapid determination of two-stage

• . -'.-

light gas gun performance has been developed. Gun geometry, propellant,

driving gas and piston and projectile characteristics can be coded into the

program easily, making it adaptable to most gun configurations. The shot

conditions are entered interactively, and the program output is normally
-. .

routed to the screen for quick review. The program computes gas proper-

ties, piston motion and projectile motion during the firing cycle, thus

permitting parametric studies for optimizing test design. A parallel set

of subroutines has also been prepared to allow for assessment of real gas

effects in the light gas and the determination of property variations in

the second stage of the gun. These latter procedures have not yet been

thoroughly tested to determine their utility in on-line calculations. P-

thorough study of these effects and a suitable procedure for incorporating

them into the performance analysis program will be completed in May of

1986.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A contains a listing of the completed portior of a computer

program written in the computer language of BASIC which will calculate

fluid properties in the pump tube of a two-stage light gas gun. Several .- p

grid generation examples are included with the program listing.
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ABSTRACT

information and sendinG electronic memos. Overall cost savings and

sttosotnoutweighs the expected benefits, especially wnen the .-

stations tnemselves are very INexpensive.

*The goal of this project was to desiLn a very low-cost local-area
network utilizing the Z-100, the Air Force "standard" aesktop computer,
and to implement a workin6 prototype.

*The report describes the hardware ;and software design of one such low-
cost network. A USERS' I11AN1EAL whlich aescribes the functioning of all
of the network commands is also included in the appendix. The software .

* itself has not yet been corapletely uebuk;,;ed, out work is progressing.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED Ri.3IARCH v .- "

, tl

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

A "local-area network" (LAN) is an interconnection of two or more
computer systems or "work stations" controllea oy a single organization
or group and located within a geographically-limited area. A LAN lets
its users share hardware and software; tne intent may oe to reduce - -

costs, to improve the accessaoility of unique peripnerals, or uerely to
provide simplified communication between tiie users. ..1
The major advantages of' networks incluce:

1) Reduced equipment costs resulting from snaring relatively expensive

peripherals among many users:

When several users all need haracopy output capability, the norma.-
solution furnisnes each user with an inexpensive printer, because .
good printers are not cheap. Unfortunately, cheap printers are also ..L
usually slow and noisy, and their very numbers mean that consiaerable
uaintenance will oe necessary. The LAN solution permits a more-
expensive but faster, quieter, and easier-to-maintain printer to be
shared among many users. Similarly, other nign-cost peripnerals such *

as hard di3's and plotters may be snared. -'-

2) Filc s:haring:

Suppose, for example, tnat 5everal people in an accounting aepartaent
must use a large accountingj program. I!aintenance of this projram is
an ongoirn fact of life. If eacn perzon nas nis/ner own copy, every
Lodhification to tne originl progrwL reuires t1Lt-consuming upa-.es
to each copy. An even worse stituation aeveiopes if non-identical
versions of tne supposedly Lommon program ezist; tne very integrity
of Lne accounting being perforued is oUviously in Uuot. Jut it tne
users are connucied by a LA11, a air le copy of Lf-n programl cai be
maintained on a central file aria useu by all.

3) Security anu cata Li.te,lrity:

Access to files may require password autaorization. File "locil...
software can prevent one person froz readir, from or writirl, to a
file wniie another person is workinj on that same file. in aul tion,
wicn all files stored on a snares ais<, uata bac.up procedures re"

muCn faster and are ussier to inplent. Legally, it mi,rnt De

2. 3
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possible to purchase just ONE copy of little-used copyrighted no

software and store it in the central file; this single copy could be
shared among the many stations, yet file locking can insure that no _
more than one station could use the software at any one time.

4) Electronic "mail" and other utilities:

L The ability of network users to send and receive memos to and from L

each other without the hassle of addressing envelopes, leaving notes,
etc., although seemingly such a minor convenience, oftentimesI provides one of the most-appreciated functions of a networkl

Potential disadvantages of using networks include: p
%) File-locking may prohibit two or more individuals from working on €-

Nparts of a file when the actual work is actually mutually exclusive,

thus resulting in decreased work performance.

2) Copyright-protection violation: if file-locking is NOT implemented,
a single copy of a copyrighted program may be utilized by more than .-

one person at a time, thus violating the copyrignt.

3) Increased costs: Networks are not free. In addition to a cost per
station which averages about $500, many commercial networks also
require a centralized network controller which may cost several
thousands of dollars. There is also the cost of installing cable
(usually coaxial) between the stations.

r Local area networks are a fairly recent development, an outgrowth of tne
, micro-computer and office-automation revolutions of Lne late 1970's.

During the last few years, various aspects of LAN's have been heavily
studied. Performance evaluation has interested many researchers. The

*. design of high-speed networks occupies many companies, but tne design of
*. lower-capability, slower-speed LAN's has been neglected until recently,

perhaps because the rewards appear to be much aaaller. The purpose of ii
this project was to oesign a very low-cost local-area network utilizin.

*, the Z-100, the Air Force "standard" desktop computezr, and to implewen; .

S ;.,crking prototype. 0

The international Standards Organization (ISO) uas puolisneG a wicely-
accepted uoUQl for open coa.iuu.±caions ysem:r.;s wLicn . icrenLta.s II
between wany necessary comunication functions [1). This model defines
seven "layers" of abstraction, witn each layer using tne services of the
layer below and providing services to the layer above. Including tne 0
physical transmision media and the user's program, neitner of which is

- part of the ISO model, the layering of the model is suLmarized briefly
on the next page.

2.4
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ISO LAYER FUNCTION

-4---

User Program 1Application program (not part of the ISO model)

7. Application Provides all services directly comprenensible
* to application programs

------------------------------------------------------------------ ~
6. Presentation Restructures data to/from stancardizea format

used within network K

- - - -------------------------------------------------

5. Session Hanages address translation ania access security
---------------------------.......................-----------
4. Transport Provides transparent, reliable data transfer

from end station to end station
------------ ---------------------------------------------------------

3.Network Performs message routine for data transi er
between non-adjacent stations

----------- -------------------------------------------------
2. Data Link Improves error rate for messages moved between

adjacent stations
------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Physical e'-ncodes and physically transfers messages

etween adjacent tations- -

- - - -------------------------------------------------

Media W.4ires, cables, etc., that lir.c nodes
(not part of the ISO model)

------------------------------------------------------------------

This research effort has focusea on:
A) determinin& wiiich network configuration should be used,
3) developing and cocumenting a set of functional specifications

for tne network software, .

C) writing and verifying the operation of the required software, ..

D) interconnecting a several-station prototype (using tne Z-100's
in one of the laboratories at Kansas State Uri versity), and -

• .~~-. .evalatin th frolm endtation aseden stainue0'L nwok

rach of tne aoove is aecribuc in following sectiors of tni.. -port.

2..
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A. NETWORK CONFIGURATION DETER MINATION

The first decision which had to be made was to choose the transmission .
medium. The most obvious possibilities and their major characteristics
are shown in the following table: ,J.

TRANSMISSION RELATIVE MAXIl4UHl INTERFACING
1EDIU14 COST SPEED REQ UIRED ,.

optical fiber nigh very hig a lot
coaxial cable medium high a lot
twisted pair low low none

It is not difficult to conclude, on the basis of cost and interfacing
effort, that twisted pair (e.g. normal telephone wiring) would be the
best transmission medium. Although the RS-232C standard (adopted in
1969) states that the maximum cable length between any two stations
should be less than 50 feet, the author has personally transmitted sucn -

signals at 19,200 baud over 1200 feet of standard 4-wire telephone cable
in an electrically-noisy environment with no errors and without using :.F:
special line-drivers or receivers. A twisted-pair transmission medium
should be perfectly acceptable for LAN workstations situated within tne
confines of a reasonably-sizec building or in adjacent buildings, but

* part of the testing phase of this project will have to verify this
decision.

The Z-100 desktop computer nas two RS-232 ports capable of handling
serial data at a maximum rate of 38,400 baud, or about 3,600 bytes per
second. Although tnis rate may seem slow compared to that whicn would

.Ib
be possible using coaxial cable or optical fiber, it is not insignifi-
cant: at this rate, a double-spaced typewritten page requires less than
half a second of transmission time!

At the outset, three low-cost network configurations seemed particularly
promising, but two of them were easily discarded:

STAR: The Z-204-RD Hlultiport Input/Output Card, an accessory for the f1

Zenith Z-100 desktop computer, provides one parallel anu four
serial I/O ports, of wnich the latter may be used to connect to the
serial ports of other computers to impleuent a "star" confi6uration.
Thus one Z-100 actinr4. as a central controller could serve u.ny work
stations in a LAJ. At a price of about $300 per Car, Lne distributed
per-station interface nardware cost would oe less than $100. Even
including tne cost of a aecicated network server (aout .I1,700),
twelve stations woula make tne per-station nardware cort less tnan $250.

2.6
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RING: Using one of the built-in serial ports and no additional
interface card, a "ring" configuration could interconnect a very ',,

large number of Z-100's, with the major limitation being the networI)
response time (a request from one station plus the recipient's response
would have to make a complete circuit of tne ring, being relayed by eacn
intervening station). The per-station nardware cost, however, is
essentially zero (exclusive of wire costs), and no particular station
has to be reserved for a central controller. 0A

BUS: Again using one of the built-in serial ports and only a very
simple interface card, a diode-isolated "bus" configuration 0oulu

interconnect a smaller nurber of Z-100's, with te -Ljor lijaiation
being the driv -*-urrcnt -i. -_ ).-32 port and the loaa each [1
receiver puts on tne net. The imits lead to a tnree-way trade-off of
distance, speed, and numoer of receivers: six devices separated oy 20
feed coiamuicatiag at 1 ,200 uaua, or tnree devices two miles apart
running at 300 baud [2).

Unfortunately, without a nore complicated nardware interface (wnicn
woulu be costly), botn tau "rir" and tne "bus" configurations require %
every work-station ir. tne network to be operating in order for the
network to be intact. Since uesxtop cowputers are often powered off or..
are otherwise inoperable, it is apparent tnat neither a ring nor a ou.
configuration wiLi :Leet tne requirements. Thus tne "star" confi'.uration
was crosen to i.,uplczent lval one of the ISO model. . .

'. :U!CTIOCNAL OFT.JAPE SPECIFICATIOLS

During tne surimer of 1964, he autnor designee and partially implementeu ,,

L Software Driver Package Lo provide a user-oriented inturace oetween %
Z ASIC programs unu se Z-204 ui.iporL Input/Output Care L3). A "User's -.4., r,-
Guide" which cescribed the use of the I/0 care and tne Driver Package
was also written [4]. A fuli a.ple>.ntation, inclucin a small package
of programs ceLonstrating tne bicirectional transmission of aessages
between a fivc-computer "star" configuration, was i Ler coupicted and
sent to sne Computer SciencQ Directorate (AD/KiiaC) at biJLn Air Force
Sa -e, iorica.

In essence, tne Z-204 carc proviauu Lne "Pnysical Lin<" (ievel 1), tne I
Software Dr-vur Paciage irovzued te '"Data Link" ( .vti 2), ana tne
dcnonstratiun -ro runa jroviueu a simple "N.etwork" (level 3) of tne ' -0
::odel.

Only a relatively naili L-odiUication of tuis Software Driver Facgage was
requireu tc adapt iL for use a 1a iw-lievel .twork iaturface callable
from asaemoly-ianua e programs. (Asseubly ian 6 -uae is required becau ..w-
DASIC and other rign-ievui programming languages cio ot uxecute fast
enouCn to provide Uauuavu rietworrr rusponse.) A

2.7
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MS-DOS and Z-DOS, an earlier version of MS-DOS, are the most commonly

used operating systems on the Z-100 desktop computer. UNIX, a very
popular operating system on many larger computers, also has several
derivatives (XENIX, etc.) used on desktop computers. Cosing from both
U11IX and MS-DOS, a set of functions wnich would provide a minimal
network operating environment was selected. To reduce conflict witn -
program names already used by others, the names of these functions were
prefixed with the word "NET". They are:

NETCD - network change directory
PIETCOPY - " co py file "
1:ETDEL - " aelete (erase) file

NETDIR - display directory..

1 N - , user in
rETI AIL - " send and receive mail
LET!.D - " make directory -.
JETOUT - " user sign out
LETPASS - " user password change
HETPATH - " directory path for data files
NETPRINT - " print file "
I ETRD - " remove directory
1UETRfV - " rename existing file '
IETRUN - " load and run program .

IETUHO - " user information lookcup pro&ram .

NETIN, IJETNAIL, :ETOUT, and NETPASS are patterned after the UNIX "*'

functions "login", "mail", "logout", and "passwd". d TWhO is derived
from a combination of UIIX functions "who" and "finger". NETRUN is - -

souewhat patterned after the 7iS-DOS function COH'IAND.COII. Although all
of the remaining functions closely mimic MS-DOS functions wnich have tne
same name (less the "NET" prefix), it should be noted tnat many MS-DOS
concepts (redirection, pipes, filters, directories, etc.) and functions
were themselves originally "borrowed" from UNIXI

%' ,

Under "Researcn Cbjectives", four potential aavantages of networKs were .
listed. The functions chosen to implement tnis minial networK environ-
ment support these advantages as follows:

1) :ETCD, :IETCOPY, NTDEL, :ETDIR, NET11D, !JETPATh, iirfihD, NETH EI, ana =

MlTRUNJ support the ;naring of a large (and relatively expensive) naro
disk. NETPRINT suports tne snaring of an expensivu printer. '

2) ?;ETPATH and J&fiRUN uirectly support file snaring

3) NETIN, NETOUT, NiETPALS, and :NTRUN support security anG data
i nt egri ty.

4) rIETMAIL ana NZ'iO support elictronic "mail".

• ,5- S
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The specification of each of these functions is given in the USER'S
IIANUAL which is included in this document as Appendix A. Functions \
which are derived from MS-DOS functions are (intentionally) so similar
to their counterparts that their specification often refers the user to I

* the corresponding entry in the MS-DOS manual [5] for more complete
i nf orm ati on. -. .

C. WRITING AND VERIFYING SOFTWAREL

Frankly, because the author "bit off more tnan he coula chew" in tne
time alloted for this project, the softwmare has not yet been completea.
How.ever, just as his 1984 SFRP project was not fully completea until
several months later, so too will this project be completed in tne
months ahead. All of the equipment necessary to support continuation of
the project has been purchasedi (see Appendix 3), uaucn of tne software p

has been written, and the autnor is committed to finishing. Only more *

time is necessary to see the project through to completion.

D. PROTOTYPE VERIFICATION

During the sumamer of 1 985, a small prototype network consisting of one
Z-100 desktop computer actin6 as the network servcr and interfaced to
four more Z-100 computera; with a Z-204 Card was configiured in one of tzie
iuicrolabs at ,ansas State U ni ver sity. Using6 this nardware and initial
versions of tne 130 level 2 "Data Link" software, simultaneous

* bi-directional transmission of messages between tiue network server anQ
*tne four outlying workstations was demonstrated. However, none of the
* user-oriented network functions NigTIAIL, NETDIR, etc. were then

operational, so it can not be claimled that a zjearnnful prototype nas
been verified. However, the funcamental concept of a "star" networkc
t)azed on the Z-100 and usin,, tne 'Z,- 04 interface caru was proven.

Lbecause a workintg network nas riot been onpleted, iL nas not been 0
pozsiule to uvaisate one in action. Thus tniLs pnaae of Whe ;.rojt.cL

autnecessarily oe uelayea.

It has recently co- to trie autnor' a attention that it cay ue pc -sioie
to replace tne 2ET±CD, NLM'OYHEDL, NETDIH, iJET'hD, IiLTPATH. ,AHD

*.ETRE11, anc :,L;TRUN functionL; with a Gevice driver wicfln tbenaves a:; if
tne network is actually just a Lspecial iinu of dizi<. because of tnv
potential great zi:i pl.ficatLion of tne s;oftwqare, tn..s posaiuiity is
currently Dcin; ,,iv~.n Lae utmost consiaeration. Ti1.ia Will nor. dfieQt

tnc Cunctional dcscriptions w.,,icn follow, but. ..iay Lapze ;.L p03LiDite to
use trne buiir.-.ri >J-D10: ,)oftware to Peform tne fuactior...~

2.9
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N1ETI [name]woRetsirn)i

A ~'IDESCRIN

The INET command is used wnen a user initially signs in, or it may oe
used at. any tije to cnanje from one user to anotner.

If NETI14 is invoked Without an art-utment, it asks for a user name and
a password. if NETIN is invoKea witn an argument, -Lt azsses tLne
argument is a user name and coutinues by askinL for a passwora. -

Ecnoing is turnea off alUrinI6 Li-e typing of the password so tnat it-
appears neitner on tne screen nor on any written recorc of tne
sesion

After a succezsful iotin, accountin6 files are upuated, Lne user is
informed of tkie exAistence of wzitin6 uail, and tne zmes.34a~e of the cay
(if Lny) and tne tiLse z/ne last logged in are displayea on tne screen.

EFEP:2ESAGEZ
"Loiin Incorrect": L::c ne name or passwura (or ootn) is ")&a.

:icJown": trne nt server nas oee: told tnat Lne s;ysteri is

dLOLL e.5e lw (.,. o aneac)

Cantoe a34.r le" osl ewr uu

%' I



NETOUT -network sign out

EN TR Y FO RM ,

INETuUT [Return)

p DESCRIPTION
The NE'TOUT command is used wnen a user wisnes to sign off and tiiere 1.3

not anotner user Limediately wisning to 3i~n in.

NETOUT is invoked without an arLuuent; accountin, files are upuatea,

K, tne user is inf'orueo of tne existence of any "read iL;ai, ana control
is returned to MLifilALIlD. COM.

FHP.CR 1EISSAGE
o one
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6-eNETHAIL -network send and receive nail

EBNJTR Y FO RM
11ETMA IL IIuser(s) < filespec

DESCRIPTION
1NETMAIL allows you to send messages ana f iles to other users, whether

*or not those users are currently lo6gged in. It also allows you to
read, at your own convenience, wessages whicn have been sent to you by
other users.

Sending nail. To send a message to one or more users, invoke NETI4AIL
with arGument(s) giving the login name(s) of people to waom your mail
should be sent (e.g. 11NETM-AIL name" or "NLETI1AIL name name .... 1). You

;%. type in your message, followed by aa EOF (control-Z). Alternatively,
e: redirection nay be used to send a copy of the contents of a specified

file to the indicated people (e.g. "NiETILAIL name < filespec" or
"1HETMiAIL naine name .... < filespec").

ReadinG mail. if' 1:ET1AIL is invoked with no arguments, (e6. 1NETMAIL")
the header (first line) of eacn miessage waiting for you in the post
office is displaye:d on the screen. The current message is initially
the first message (numbered 1) and can be displayea in its entirety
using; the I t' (type) COLInand. To examine other messa6ges, you can use
the commands In' (next), 1+ and '-1 to move forwards and backwards0
among the various m.essages, or you can incicate a opecific message
number after thie It' command.

Replying to mail. lou can initiate a response to the current message
by using the I r' (repiy) command, wiceri automatically directs your
response back to the person frou whom the message camie. You tnen t./pe

~n your rieszage, followed by an L'OF (controi-Z).

SavinT; copies of Lmail. After examirnn a message you can Is' (save)
it, which causes a copy of the m~essag;e to be written,, to a specifiec
file iii your current U4 rectory (e. ., "s filespec") .

E nding a maiil processing, session. You can end a ,'LTMAiL session wj.Li
the I (quL ' m-) u in wnicii case tuessag.L- -c~ i ILXe not F

................. 1in, ciie post office for later perusal. L.xa inea mail
is removed from the post office and uiscarded, never to oe seen aain.

Ifte JT7AIL sessi-on is endem; witn 'xI (exit), Agi.se aru it~i'

in he post of'fice for later (re)examination. A ^0 break produces Lte
samei effect as 'x'.

2.14
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SJIIILARY
A command usually consists of one character and is typed on d line by%%%
itself. The I' command can take a message number as an ar~unlent.; if
no message number is given, the next message forward is used. If
there are no messages forward of the current messa~fe, the searcn wraps
around to the first message. Nr

- Change to the previous message and display it.

+ or n Chang~e to the next message ano display it.

? Display a brief surzznary of these ommands.

Li.st tuie 1header (i'irst lines) of all of the messages.

q Quit tne session, leaving all unreferenced messages in tnLe
post office and discarding all referenced messages. 11f
new 2ail has arrived during tie session, the message
"IYou have new imail"l is Liven.

r Reply to tae originator. This does not send your reply to
other recipients of the original message.

s fil espe c Save the current messag~e in the specifieu f ile. -

t Type Lhe next or indicated Laessage on the user'Is terminal.
A mescsag-e niuuber can De g;iveni as an arg ument: 't 3' or

'z'types maessag~e 3.

X~xi tne session, leaving all mail a. tihe post office for
later ru-texaminati on.b

"LSSAC -% 'S

"fYou hiavu new mail": Thiis -,essage is ,iven upon ex.iting a sessiou if S
n1ew mail has arrivec duriag t ne se.ssion.
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NAME
NJETCD -netw~ork change directory

ENTRY FORNS

N ETCD
N ET CD d:pathname (same as 1IS-DOS resident CD)
NETCD z:path name .>

DESCRII'IOU 4% N
11--TCD is an enhancement of the L,S-DOS 2.0 resident CD (or CH:DIR)
command to support changing your current workirng directory on the
shared Z: disk on the ne~twork server compurer to a different patn, or
to display the path name for your current working; directory. If NETCD
is invoked without any parameters, the path name for your current

*working directory on the Z: disk is displayed. If NETCD is invoked
and the parameter does not refer to the Z: disk, the request is
forwarded directly to the resident CD ,CCH-DIR) commjand processor, wnicn
will change your current worixing directory on one of tine disks in your
local computer to the indicated path as if NETCD nad not been invoked.
3ut if the parameter does refer to thne Z: disk, NETCD changes your
current working directory on the Z: disk to the indicated path.

For additional information concerning CD (CH-DIR), refer to the MS~-DOS
Lnanual.

ERROR iI2SSAGES
Same as those found in the description of the resiuent CHDIiR (CD)
commana in tne IZ-DOS i,.ainual.
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NA1.E
NETCOPY - network copy file

E]TRY FORNS1:
.5LTCOPY d:filespec d:flename (same as IS-DOS resident COPY) .%

NETCOPY z:filespec d:filename
NETCOPY d:filespec z:filename %
HETCOPY z:filespec z:filename (not implemented) L

DESCRIPT IO:i
!JETCOPY is an ennancement of the iLi-DOS 2.0 resident COPY commano to
support file transfers to and from your file space on tne snared Z:
dik or the network server computer. if 1NETCOPY is invoked and

neither the source filespec nor the destination filename refers to the
Z: disk, the request is passeu directly to the resident COPY command
for completion. -ut if either the filespec or the filename refers to" ....

the Z: disk, I.ETCCPY copies your indicated source file to tne
specified Qesti:&t ion. To reduce unnecessary proliferation of
identical files on tne shared Z: disk, NETCOPY does not support airect
replication of files on tne Z: disk, nor coes it support concatenation
of several files into one combined file. %' %2; ,

For additional ±:Lafor.,aLion concerning, COPY, refer to tne :;S-DOS
m:anu[al. -.- %j

-.RRUI 'ESSAGI S
",epl ication not perr..itteu": both tne source filespec and the

Uestination filename refer to tne snared -'-
Z: disk

Other error i.essaes nay be found in the description of tWe resident ... -

COPY command in tne iS-DOS :.anual. -..

5.* :..

.5 - "I

,..-..-'.

• ." .. -...

"5,-..,.

%-.,. '-.-o
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UA.,

NETDL neworkdelee (ease)fil

NETDEL - niework def le erae l

NETDEL dinenhpce(me as th uS-DOS reside en DEL)r RAE

command to support deletion of one or more of your files from your
portion of the shared Z: disk on the network server computer. if a

HE1;TDEL is invoked and no filespec refers to the Z: disk, the request
is passed directly to the resident ERASE command for execution. But

4 for each filespec whicn coes refer to the Z: Cisk, uJETDEL erases thne
indicated file from your Z: disi, directory space: disk; any remainingE
filespecs are then passea to the resident ERASE command.

For additional information concerninig DEL (ERASE), refer to the 145-DOS
Lianual.

ERROR IESSAGES

Same as those found in !;he description of the resiuent ERASE (DEL)
acommand in the !IS-DOS Lianual.

2.1



NETDIR -netwaork display directory

N.. ENTRY FORILS
NETDIR
NETDIR d:pathname (same as NiS-DOS resident DIR)
NETDIR z:pathnace

DES CR IPIION
NETDIR is an enhancement of the HS-DOS 2.0 resiaent DIR command to
support displaying directory entries in your current or specified
directory on the shared Z: disk on the network server computer. If'
N1ETDIR is invoked without any parameters, the directory for your
current working directory on tne Z: disk is displayed. If NETDIR is -

invoked with a parameter whichl aoes not refer to the Z: disk, the
request is forwarded directly to tne resiaent DIR command, which
displays all or aelected entries in the current or specified directory
on your local computer as if 'IETDIR had not been invokea. Jiut If tne *-

parameter Ooes refer to the Z: disk, flETDIR displays all or selecteo
entries in thae specifieu directory on the Z: disk.

For additional inforuation concernin6 DIR, refer to the IlS-DOS
manual.

2EO IIESSAGES
Same as those founci in the description of the rusident DIR commano in -.-

the 11S-DOS manual.%

2.19
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tJET11D -network make directory

EUTRY FORMIS '

NEVID d:pathnarie (same a3 MS-DOS resident 11KDIR)
NETZID z:pathname

DES CR IPTION
NETIID is an ennancement of the 171S-DOS 2.0 resident 1iD (or MKDIR)
command to support the creation of now directories within your part of
the shared Z: disk on tne network server computer. If NETHD is
invoked and the parameter does not refer to the Z: disk, tne request .

is passed directly to the resident ,,IKDIR command processor for
processing. But if the parameter does refer to tne Z: disk, NiET1*ID
creates the new directory within your portion of the shared Z: disk.

K For additional information concerning :,D GiKDUIR), refer to the HS-DOS
rmanual.

F2RROR 11ESSAGL3
Same as those found in the description of the resident 1-dDj:R (c'D)
command in t,1-, .Z,-DOS -manual.
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"At-IE

NETPATH pathlioL (sizilar to :~o~ residctnt PATH)

NETPATH + pa tnhlist

DESCRI~rION
The IUS-DOS PATH ciouana izi ueu to specify directories to De searon-c.0
in the event that a requested transient command is not fourio in the w
current worki.ng directory.

IJETPATH is an addit ion to tne PAM command to support similar 3earcrics
for data files, including, but riot liLuited to, files wnien may be in,
your portion of the zrnarea Z: ciisk on tne network server computer. if'
flETPATH is invoked without a paramieter, thle current data file searcn
path is displayed on the screen. If :.r.TPATH is invokea With a
parameter, the new patlist replaces any previous data file patilist,
unless tne parameter begins with . plus sign (11+1), in Wiu1cn Case ;~

new pathlist is appenced to tile end of thle foruer patnlist (if' any).

For additional information concernin. ,'_ETPAT"H, refer to tne PATH
cormmana in tr~e .*L-DOS Laniual.

E.ROR 7ESSAG;.Sr
Same as tnose founu in tLe descrit.on of tine rusiaent PATH co=nana la

* tne NLS-DOS rtanual.
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NAM

NETPRI - netwiorkprn

'4 ENTRY FORM~S
9NETPRINT d:filespec (same as 14S-DOS resident; PRINT)

NETPRINT z f il espe c

DES CR IPT IONd .

J, NETPRINT is an enhancement of the ftS-DOS 2.0 resident PRINT command to
invoke spooled ("Simultaneous Peripheral Operation On Line") or
background printing of specified f iles while other ILS-DOS commands are
being processed or user-application programs are running in tne
foreground.

If the parameter does not refer to the Z: disk, a copy of the
specified file f'rom one of the disks on your local computer is sent to

4' the network print spooler on the network server and frou thence to the
network printer. If the parameter does refer to the Z: disk, tne .

specified file from your portion of the snared Z: disk is printed on
the network printer.

For additional informat~ion concerniung IETPHIAT, refer to the PRINT
command in the MIS-DOS maanual.

i'HOP LESSAGES
Same as those found in the description of the resicuent PRINT command

1 in the 11S-DOS manual.
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11 ETR D -network remove directory *

ENTR Y 'eRM RI-
% NETHD d:pathname (same as !;S-DOS resident RD)
% NETRD z:pathriame

DESCHIFrION -

U;ETHD is an enhancement of the 10-DOS 2.0 resident RD (or zjflIH)
comnana to support the reauoval of directories from your portion of ui e
shared Z: disk on tne network server computer. If NETRD is invo~ea
anQ the paraceter aces not refer to the Z: disk, the request is passeda
directly to the resident EM! ii command processor for execution. ;iut
if the parameter coes refer to tine Z: isk, NETBD removes tne
indicated directory irou your portion of tne snared Z: disk.

-For additional iinformation concerning RD (R,,IR), refer to tne 115-DOS
iianual.

L.RR0~r U)~SAGES 4

* Same as tnose found in tine ce ;cription of tne resident R1,4DIR ( RD)
command in the ';L-DOS ,ianual.
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NETRM1 network rename an existing file%

ENJTRY FCRIIS
UJETHEIJ d:filespec filename (same as I-S-DOS resident HEN)
IJETRE24 z:filespec filename

DES CR IPTION
:K.--TRE~ is an ennancement of tne 1iS-LDOS 2.0 resident RFEN (or RENAME)
command to support cnanging tne nawe of one of your filtes in your
portion of t~e snared Z: disk on the network server computer. If
NTREJ is invoke d a~ t.,ie i'ilespec does not refer to tne Z: auis, tiie
request is pas sea directly to tne resident iiENAIE omand processor
for exe,:uticn. if trne fiiespec aoes refer to tne 2: disk, :J--TRFEN

,r, ~ cnanges the name of tne indicatea file iri your portion of Lne Z: auis,
to tre new filtname. -

*,.or additional irifWLUtiOn ooncerning; REN (RlENAL), refer to tne
: S-DOS Lmanual.

LP.RQR !ESSAG7 S
Sam.e as taose founa in thie description of the resicient iiLJA (hiEN)
cormana in tne -D inu.
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:iAIIE
*JETRUN -network load and run a program -A1

EINTRY FORM
NETRUN d:progranspec CEquival~ent to t.yping "prokgrasispeQ")
NJiTRUN z :programspec

DES CR l~rION
L ' LTRUN is an ennancement of :S-DOS to support controlled execution of
pro~rams from the snared Z: disk onl Lne nrtworKc server computer. TIf

the specified proGramlspec acoes not refttrence tne Z: aisk, IiLTRUH
forwards the request to execute uLe iLhdicated projra uirectly to
C01 i!ANJD. COIl for roesn.if the proracspec Goes reference tne Z:
disk, and if the indicatteo jro.rau a..3 oopyrijnted, JETRUN cneCkCS to
see if sufficient copies nave been purcnasea to satisfy tae current
number of requests for t-xecutable ocpies. if the numoer of currently
aIctive requests is less tnan ti-e numoer of copies available, or if
thle requested projTam is riot oopyri.-nted, tnen iNETRU!J fetcnes Lne Z'Z
indicatec projrau from your current cirectory or the root cirectory A

on t,.e 2: isk, 'Laus It into t;it .t.ielury of your locai couputer, anc

Ai1OI1 IESZAG::S
"iTroLra., riot founul: -.ie indicated pro,-ra was riot founo in your

currcant uirectory nor in tne root cirectory on
tn~ sarea a : dis3k.

"Prograu niot avJi.bole": Alaviable, copies of tne indicateQ
proja are currently in ust-; please try
a.-ai:I in a few zinutes.

%



!IETPASS -netw~ork password cnan-e

T:'nY FO R, 0S
N;ET PASS P

DES Cn~R IONjA 0.

%'his commanc changes the password associate,; witi Lae user riane.

The prog;ram proaiPtS for the ale paszwora and tnen foQr tne new onle.
You must supply both. Tne riew passwora -uz7t be typtd twi.ce, to
forestall i-istakes.

Passworas ;:,ust ue at least four ciiaract~rs lon6 and cannot s~e longer
tnan eiL~nt cnaraotdrs. Any LinII';ec or unznifted printable cndracters
may be inicluaea, but no control caaracters are allowed.

Only Lne owner 01'i pa sworc .ay ;'r.e Lne password; you i.,ust prove .

you kcnow Wie ola pa33woru.

::_SSAGLUS
"Too Lnxort": Pz Lworuz L.ust De- at ltS four cr.Liracters lon,,.

1":_oo ion -": ?nuosworLZ cLnnot bt.o : ~ il anaracterzi.
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:n;Ae s)

rnvoled witnout an ar~uujcnt, NETIHO lists the login nauie, full name,
logi-.n time, aniu office LoCaIIOnl anc pnine umu=Ler (if tafiey are m~rown)*-
ior ac" Lizcr currently logain.

.i ain argumentr, :2 Lh lists rne acove 1iformation for only the
zpecif ied names. Log ini rvdues as well zas, first anc las;t inumzan-orientea
naz:-ez of users aru Lccseteu.
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APPENDIX B.

AlthouGh complete "accounts, records, documents, and other eviaence
showing and supporting all costs incurred under this Subcontract" have
been submitted routinely during the project, the following list snows
the items which were purchased using funds provided through the RISE
research grant. For simplicity, all amounts have been rounded to the ...

nearest dollar.

Software
74 MS-DOS Version 2 Operating System %

100 1JS-DOS Version 2 Programmer's Utility Packabe %

98 Mi croSoft FORTRAN 86, Version 3.3

H ardw are %

616 Four 8" DSDD floppy drives [See note 1]
419 Drive caoinets A power supplies
84 Cables and cable adapters
64 AC power strips and surge adapter

212 Votrax Type'n Talk Synthesizer [Note 2]

Interface Cards for Z-100
309 2 !egabyte RAi4 'A:i-Drive software [Note 1]
269 Cromeuco Model D + 7A I/O
75 &-100 Extender board witn probe

178 CPI ICB-10 input/Output controller [..ote 2]

iscellaneous supplies
116 3067 co-processor chip
24 NEC V20 ( 068 nicroprocessor) [IXote 1]
76 Intersil ICi:7226A L:V/kiL

111 74XX Integrated circuits
50 Digital multitester

-25 D-25 gender changers (haven't arrived yet)

Total :3,400.

* notes:
1. The RISE proposal equipuent budget included the purchase of a aard

disk subsystem. Unfortunately, hara disks are quite succeptible to
damage when being moved, and the author's developcent; system is often
moved. To attain the equivalent i.:Lss storage, several 8" floppy
disk drives were substituteu; to gain the equivalent speed, an 8088
microprocessor faster than the Intel version and a 2-wegabyte RAil
.. cnory and ram-drive software were substituted.

2. Not included above is one item which was listed in the RISE proposal
budget (the Z-204 Multiport Input/Output Cara) but wiiicn was
purchased by the KSU CS Departzent out of its own funos before tne

EISE proposal naa bcen approved so that the author could complete his
1984 SFRP project. Two items supporting use of the prototype network
by a blind student were substituted.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, in the design development of weapon systems,

the maintainability and supportability considerations have had a

low priority. At best, they are relegated to later stages of

design analysis and evaluation (1). This practice, often has 4

resulted in recognizing certain design "deficiencies" only late

in the life cycle of the system. At that point in time, either

the design modifications are performed at a considerable cost or

no change is made in order to save the cost of design

modifications. But the later practice leads to high costs

associated with maintenance and support functions. It is o%

estimated that approximately 35 percent of the total lifetime

cost of military systems is spent for maintenance purposes (2).

"We have had substantial growth in the cost to
support our weapons and in the technical competence
required to maintain them."

- Richard D. DeLauer, Under Secretary of Defense (3).

Due to the fact that maintainability and supportability

costs are significant, the United States Air Force is attempting

to reduce such costs without any reduction in the readiness and

effectiveness of the weapon system.

"We want equipment which requires the least number
of operators and which is easiest to support. We must
avoid hardware too sophisticated that it cannot be
properly maintained by our users."

-Frank C. Carlucci, Deputy Secretary of Defense (4).

Maintainability must be considered as a characteristic of the

system that evolves from the design and installation of the

system. Quantitative measures of maintainability usually include

one or more of such variables as the time, the effort, and the %

u.p
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cost required to repair the failed system. Reliability is

generally considered as the numerical probability of failure-free

operations of the system for a specified time duration under a

set of given conditions. Inadequate consideration of

maintainability of a system during its design development stage

often results in inordinate amounts of time and effort

requirement to accomplish even simple maintenance tasks. Once

the design development has proceeded to a point, design changes

for the sake of maintainability are often not considered. Thus,

for the rest of the life of the system, the maintenance personnel

may have to cope with the difficult to maintain system, spending -,.*..

hours instead of minutes. Difficulty in maintenance may be

experienced in one or more of the following area:

1. Troubleshooting

2. Accessibility to part to be repaired/replaced

3. Strength requirements to perform the task

4. Environmental conditions

Much of the maintainability problems can be attributed to

the failure of the designer to address these areas during

the design development of the system. In fairness to the

designer, it must be mentioned that this failure on the part

of the designer is caused by the nonavailability of proper

and useful information, tools, and techniques. Pecognizing

this major deficiency, the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory (AFHRL) and the Air Force Aerospace Medical

Laboratory (AFAMRL) have initiated a program to develop a

computer-aided design tool. This tool is conceived to be in

3 3 P P.
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the form of a computerized biomechanical man model of a

maintenance technician. This model, called CREW CHIEF, when

fully developed, will provide the aircraft system designer

with a tool to input appropriate ergonomic information and

evaluate the design concepts from maintainability point of

view.

The CREW CHIEF model, among other other things, requires an

ergonomic database describing the maintenance technician's body

size and strength capabilities in order to properly simulate

those characteristics. In this context, a pilot study was

conducted during the summer of 1984 by the principal

investigator to collect certain torque strength data (5).

This research is aimed at developing predictive models for human V.-

torque strength using the data collected in the previous study.

Obiect ives ..

The present investigation was undertaken for the following two

objectives.

1. To develop mathematical models that would be useful in

predicting the torque strength of a maintenance technician ..

while using a ratchet wrench under certain task ".V

conditions.

2. to develop a microcomputer based human torque

measurement system at UTA similar to the one at the

ergonomic laboratory of AFAMRL so that additional

experimentation and data collection can be performed at Zn
UTA in support of the CREW CHIEF program.

3.4 " .
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The development of predictive models was based on regression

modeling technique using the data collected during the pilot Al

study at Wright-Patterson AFB. A complete description of the

study is available in ref. 5. A brief description of the

experimental conditions, the independent variables and their

levels is given below.

A. Bolt Head Elevation - Stature Level and Knuckle Level

B. Bolt Head Orientation - Vertical, Facing, and Transverse

C. Wrench Position - 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees positions
of the handle.

D. Direction of Torque - Clockwise and counterclockwise

E. Anthropometric Variables - Thirty-six different
variables as showa in Table I.

F. Subjects - 10 males and 10 females

The handtool used was a snap-on make 1/2" diameter drive 10" long

ratchet wrench. The task point was represented by a 5/8"

diameter bolt head welded firmly to a base so that the isometric

torque can be measured. There were a total of 2160 data points,

consisting of real time torque data for the four second duration

of strength exertion.

Model Development ..-

AP~roach --""

It was decided to use the average torque during 1 to 4

seconds as the dependent variable to be modeled. This measure

was chosen over others (such as peak value) as it can be

considered to represent the isometric strength of an individual

for a brief sustained period of time. For modeling purposes, the .-

statistical regression analysis technique was used. The stepwise

" . " % " ." % " . % , . . . % % "*. . . " . .* . . . . . . . ' . " . " . . % . . . . . . . . ° . -. . . . *
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TABLE 1

ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS FOR TORQUE STRENGTH STUDY

MALE(N=10) FEMALE( N=1O)
MEAN SD MEASUREMENT MEAN SD

166.97 42.60 Weight 127.77 14.33
178.09 6.20 Stature 165.20 3.70
146.33 5.34 Acromiale Ht 133.10 2.73
106.43 5.26 Iliac Crest Ht 100.39 2.47
92.46 4.54 Trochanterion Ht 86.03 2.12
77.92 4.15 Metacarpale III Ht 72.62 2.76
7.25 0.99 Lateral Mall. Ht 6.31 0.49

35.74 1.18 Shoulder-Elbow Lgth 31.51 1.01
33.50 1.39 Acromion-Radiale Lgth 29.02 1.22
28.07 1.72 Elbow-Wrist Lgth 25.72 1.11
25.62 1.55 Radiale-Stylion Lgth 23.72 0.64
39.90 2.05 Biacromial Br 37.21 1.15
23.85 3.31 Chest Depth 22.10 0.99
33.27 2.38 Bitrochanteric Br 32.96 2.11
26.93 1.62 Foot Length 24.05 1.16
i15.60 10.72 Shoulder Circ 100.40 4.14
95.89 11.61 Chest Circ 87.93 3.39
32.50 4.72 Biceps Circ, Flexed 27.21 2.00
29.70 2.99 Forearm Circ, Flexed 25.44 1.30
17.21 1.46 Wrist Circ 15.23 0.32
19.53 0.93 Hand Lgth 17.44 0.69
8.74 0.50 Hand Br 7.49 0.39 :.-
94.78 3.71 Sitting Ht 88.83 4.02
62.35 2.71 Acromion Ht, Sitting 56.45 3.05
55.51 2.83 Knee Ht, Sitting 50.89 1.14
59.91 2.47 Buttock-Knee Lgth 56.86 2.11
35.94 3.58 Hip Breadth, Sitting 38.40 2.79
1.50 0.69 Subscapular Skinfold 1.18 0.37
1.17 0.60 Triceps Skinfold 1.35 0.49
0.61 0.31 Biceps Skinfold 0.75 0.38
1.95 0.63 Iliocristale Skf 1.35 0.36

108.40 20.92 Grip Strength, Ri 68.50 7.-3
109.30 25.04 Grip Strength. R2 66.00 9.70
106.10 26.59 Grip Strength, Li 64.00 8.89
104.00 24.27 Grip Strength, L2 39.50 12.54
179.10 6.61 Span 163.26 5.31
217.93 8.65 Vert Grip Reach 197.34 4.16

NOTE. Weight and grip strength in pounds.
All others in centimeters.

3.6
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regression procedure available in the SAS statistical package was %

used on the IBM 4341 mainframe computer at the University of

Texas at Arlington. In developing the models, the following two

assumptions were implied.

(a) The regression between the dependent variable (i.e.

torque strength) and the selected independent

variables is only linear.

(b) There will be no interaction within the quantitative

variables and within the indicator variables. However,

interaction between the two sets of variables is

considered.

The model development was performed in three sets of

different complexities. The model Set I considered was the most

detailed one. Model Set II was a subset of Model Set I in which

only a few of the variables from Set I were included. Model Set

III included the nonquantitative variables representing wrench

positions and also the bench mark exertion values as independent

variables.

Nine anthropometric measurements were selected and were run

for multiple regression models individually for each bolt

orientation, elevation, wrench position and replication. Such

models were developed for males and females separately and then

combined as a single group. The following anthropometric

variables were used.

X, - weight of the subject in lbs.

2 - Height in cms. "A

3.7
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X - Knee Height Sitting in cms.

X4 - Rt. Grip Strength in Kgms.

X5 - Rt. Biceps Circumference, flexed, in cms.

X6 - Rt. Forearm Circumference, flexed, in cms.

X7 - Rt. Wrist Circumference, flexed, in cms.

X8 - Span in cms.

X9 - Vertical Grip Reach in cms.

The above anthropometric variables are generally thought to have

most significant influence on the hand applied torque strength of

an individual.

The summary of the results for Model Set I regression

analysis is given in Tables II A through D. It can be seen that

when males and females are considered separately the resulting

models are generally better than when they are combined. The R

values for models when males and females are considered

separately range about 0.9 while if the sexes are combined the R2  N.

values are around 0,8 or lower. The reason for this is the

increased variability resulting due to combining the males and

females.

This set of models can be considered as the most detailed

set. There is a specific model for each task related condition I.

of bolt orientation height, wrench portion, direction of torque

and sex. These models are based on anthropometric variables

only. The task related variables are not included in the model.

Thus the user will have to select the correct model for

prediction. From CREW CHIEF point of view, the utility of these

models will be limited as the task conditions are not included as

3.8
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Table III. Model Set II - Selected Models only
Regular Regression - Combined Males

and Females Clockwise Torque

Vertical
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -4- -

Wrench2
Elevation Postn. Const. xX3 4 56 X9 R2

0 27.79 -.04 -.09 .33 .22 .36 -.21 0.88
*Knuckle 90 -44.02 -.33 -2.21 .45 3.26 -1.60 .76 0.71

180 -79.84 -.38 -2.56 .44 2.94 -.39 .91 0.78
270 -81.05 -.14 -.88 .03 1.77 -.29 .60 0.51

Stature 0 -39.84 -.01 -.24 .02 .13 .48 .24 0.76
90 17.68 -.02 -2.06 .52 4.41 -7.23 .31 0.79

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* Facing
- - - - - - - - - - - -.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -4-- -

Knuckle 0 -17.17 -.13 -1.47 .04 -.06 3.36 .49 0.80
270 -69.77 -.19 -.50 .23 1.82 1.43 .25 0.69

4%
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variables. Therefore, the models cannot predict strength 
values I

at any new task condition. Also, the number of variables in the

models may be considered high. It will be useful from CREW CHIEF

point of view to have a limited number of models with as few

variables as possible. Therefore, the next set of models was
developed. 

-'

Mo el Se &L I.. 

-

The results of Model Set I were analyzed for the most

contributing variables in order to reduce the number of terms.

The following considerations were taken into account to retain or

eliminate a variable. ' .-.

1. The sequence of entry in step-wise regression.

2. The value of coefficient in relation to the value of the

variable.

3. The occurrence of the variables in the set of models.

Based on the above, it was decided to drop height (X2 ) and right

wrist circumference (X7 ) from the model input variables. As this '"

will influence the coefficients for other variables and the ,.

correlatioa coefficients regular regression mclels were developed -

for combined male and female population for selected task

conditions. The results are shown in Table III. These models,

as the previous ones, also do not show any consistent pattern of

coefficients,. The R2 values are lower as can be expected due to

the elimination of two variables. Thus, Model Set II also does

not show any great promise for CREW CHIEF purposes.

'.?4 P%..
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Model I ft

At this stage, it was thought worthwhile to include the

bench mark torque strength values and the task condition

variables such as bolt head elevation, wrench position, and

direction of torque, and the bench mark torque strength values as

independent variables in the regression model. Wrench position

and direction of torque are not quantitative variables.

Therefore, the following technique of indicator variables was -..

adopted to represent the levels of those variables.

Wrench Position Values fol Indicator Va.-le

0 degrees X3  1, X4 = 0, and X5 = 0

90 degrees X3 = 0, X4 = 1, and X5 = 0

180 degrees X3 = 0, X4 = 0, and X5 = 0

270 degrees X3 = 0, X4 - 0, and X5 = 0

Further clockwise torquing condition was represented by X7 = 1

and counterclockwise condition by X7 = 0. The following two task

conditions were considered as quantitative variables.

(i) Vertical bolt head at knuckle height with 90 degrees

clockwise torque as variable G.

(ii) Transverse bolt head at stature height with 0 degrees

counterclockwise torque as variable H.

The bolt head elevation in actual height was considered as a

quantitative variable, K. The selected anthropometric variables

were represented by A through F.

The resulting regression models can be considered as the

generalized model as the various task conditions are included in

the model. Initially attempts were made to include bolt head

3.15
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orientation and sex in the model. However, the resulting models

were very poor with R2 values less than 0.5. Given below are the

models with the corresponding R2 , M.S.E., and Cp values

indicated. These models have quite acceptable values of the

above criteria. The models for females seem to be slightly

better than those for males. However, it must be cautioned here

that the sample size is only 10 in each case. This means that

while this approach looks promising, additional data on large -

sample and other task conditions will have to be collected before

the models can be used with any confidence for prediction

purposes. It is hoped that the planned series of experiments

under the CREW CHIEF program will provide the necessary data for

this purpose.

GnrlzdRegression Moe f9 Males":"

L Facing lt Head Orientation

Y = -109.6 + 1.27 (knee height) - 0.34 (grip strength)

- 0.9 (Biceps Circumference) + 4.2 (Forearm Circumference)

+ 0.56 (Bench Mark) - 0.07 (Elev. Variable)

- 2.0 (Knee Ht *X4 ) - 1.4 (Knee Ht *X5 )

+ 4.1 (Biceps Circumference *X4 ) + 1.5 (Forearm
Circumference *X5 )

-6.5 (Forearm Circumference *X 4 ) - 3.7 (Forearm
Circumference *X5 )

R2  0.716

MSE = 99.5

C 6.50
p

3.16
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Genegtaliized Rersso Model*.~ I3 qS Males

Y =-127.9 - 0.15 (Weight) - 2.55 (Knee Ht.)

-0.18 (Grip Strength) - 1.11 (Biceps Circumf.)

+5.45 (Forearm Circumf.) + 1.03 (Vert. Grip Reach)

+0.46 (Bench Mark 1) - 0.35 (Bench Mark 2)

-0.08 (Elevation Variable)I]

+73.19 (1 for 90 degrees, 0 otherwise) + 123.5 (1 for 180
degrees, 0 otherwise)

+ 3.34 (Biceps Circumf. *X)+ 3.36 (Knee Ht.*X)

+ 2.93 (Biceps Circumf. *X 5) V

R2 0.703

MSE =73.73

C 20.97

Gen aize Rersion Model for Femle
at Verica DQ Heat Orientation

Y 112.5 + 0.18 (Weight) -0.55 (Knee Hit.)

+ 0.08 (Grip Strength) -1.4 (Biceps Circumf)

-0.36 (Vertical Grip Reach) + 0.28 (Bench Mark 1

+ 0.39 (Bench Mark 2) -0.06 (Elev. Variable)

-2 0.792

MSE =18.61

C 10.65

3. 17
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al Transverse Bolt Head Orietat

Y = -30.84 - 0.08 (weight)

+ 1.36 (Biceps Circumf.) + 1.49 (Forearm Circumf.)

+ 0.52 (Bench Mark 1) - 0.07 (Elev. Variable)

-1.0 (Biceps Circumf. * X3 ) - 1.2 (Biceps Circumf. *X 5 )

R2 = 0.559

MSE = 166.54

C= 1.98

GnrlzdRegression Model for Females .
t Transverse Bolt Head Orientation

Y = 231.6 + 0.25 (Weight) - 0.59 (Knee Ht.)

+0.36 (Grip Strength) - 2.39 (Biceps Circumf.)

- 0.82 (Forearm Circumf.) - 0.85 (Vertical Grip Reach)

+ 0.74 (Bench Mark 1) + 0.5 (Bench Mark 2) - 0.05 (Elev. Var)

+ 110 (1 for 180 degrees orientation, 0 otherwise)
-44.1 (Forearm Circumf. * X5 )

-1.1 (Knee Ht. * X5)

R2 = 0.604

MSE = 59.65

C = 12.59
p

n ai Regres n Model fr. Females S
at Facing 59lt Head Orientati'

Y = 226.4 + 0.09 (Weight) - 1.6 (Biceps Circumf.)

- 1.0 (Vertical Grip Reach) + 0.58 (Bench Mark 1)

+ 0.62 (Bench Mark 2) - 2.49 (Biceps Circumf. * X5 ) -

R2 = 0.692

MSE = 40.02

C = 27.7

3.18
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Toraue Stent MeasurementSytmJ

The second objective of the present effort is to develop a

system at UTA to measure the torque strength of individuals under

simulated maintenance task conditions. It was desired that this

system be identical to the one at the ergonomic laboratories of

AFAMRL. This was highly encouraged by the AFAMRL personnel as it

would be advantageous to U. S. Air Force to develop a research

resource in this area at a university such as UTA. The needed

financial resources were drawn from this research initiation

grant and from the regular budgetary allocation of the Industrial .

Engineering Department at UTA. The AFAMRL has loaned several

pieces of critical equipm,_tnt through the University of Dayton

Research Institute.

The development of the system involved several phases of ...

activities such as design of hardware, purchasing of equipment, ""

integration of the various units and calibration. All of these -.

activities have been accomplished and the system is ready for

conducting experiments.

Description of the System

The system consists of the following major components.

A. Torque testing hardware including a strain gage

sensor and a rigid frame work.

B. Microcomputer based data acquisition system.

The torque dynamometer and the bridge amplifier have been

loaned to UTA by AFAMRL. The "Unistrut" framework was designed

and fabricated at UTA. The "Compaq" microcomputer, the printer

and other accessories were bought under this grant and using

3.19 1
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UTA's matching funds. .,

The necessary software was developed by the University of

Dayton Research Institute under contract for U. S. Air Force.

This software has been loaned to UTA. Figures 1 through 3 show

various pieces of the system. Also shown in Figure 4 is a weight * a'.

lift test machine built as per U. S. Air Force Publication -

AFAMRL-TR-80-0040 for subject screening and strength assessment '_"

in future experimental studies. Figure 5 shows a sample printout 'a

of the data relating to a torque measurement test.

The primary objective for developing this system is to

develop UTA'S capability to provide the needed research support

in this area to U. S. Air Force. By successfully meeting this

objective, UTA has recently been asked to provide the research

support to experimentally collect the torque strength of

individuals under simulated maintenance task conditions as a

subcontractor under the CREW CHIEF program through the University .'

of Dayton Research Institute.
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EXPERIMENT - TEST SUBJECT - 001 DATE - SAT 07/27/85
POSTURE - STAND HEIGHT - K BOLT ORI. - F
WRENCH POS - 90 ARM - R EXTRA VAR. - 5

TIME TORQUE
(SEC) (FT-LB)

.000 1. I.l.."
0.100 9.7
0.a00 15.1
0.300 26.2 %
0.400 40.1 
0.500 52.8

0.600 65.0
0.700 77.6
0.800 88.2
0.900 96.4
1. 000 101.8
1.100 107.5
1.200 19 .6
1.300 111.2
1.400 110.8
1.500 111.5
1.600 111.7
1.700 111.5
1.800 111.5 1. 900a 111. 1 ".'-

2. 000 111.6
2.100 110.9
2.200 110.4
2.300 110.1
2.400 107.8
2. 500 107.0
2.600 106.5
2.700 105.6 %
2.800 108.1
2.1900 108.3
3.000 109.0
3.100 108.9
3.200 107.1
3.300 104.9
3.400 102.7

3.500 102.0
3. 600 102.1
3.700 102.2

3.800 103.5 %-?
3.900 103.5
4.000 102.5

START TIME - 03:15:48.72
MEAN VALUE FROM I TO 4 SEC - 107.5 FT-LB
PEAK VALUE FROM 0 TO 1 SEC - 101.8 FT-LB AND OCCUR AT 1.000 SEC
PEAK VALUE FROM 1 TO 4 SEC = 111.7 FT-LB AND OCCUR AT 1.600 SEC
RATIO ( PEAK 0 TO I ) / ( MEAN I TO 4 ) - 0.9469
TOTAL 0 VALUES FROM I TO 4 SEC OUTSIDE 10% OF THE MEAN C 96.7, 118.33

Figure 5. Sample Printout
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ABSTRACT

Hyperbaric ox:ygen treatment was found to adversely affect the

electrophysiological response of the retina to light in rats fed a
basal diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium (the B diet).
Both vitamin E and selenium are micronutrients that play essential
roles in preventing in vivo lipid peroxidation. After 4 weeks of
herbaric oxygen treatment (Z.0 ATA of 100 %. oxygen, 1.5 hrs per day,
5 ay/week) rats fed the B diet deficient in vitamin E and selenium

showed decreased (p K' 0.005) in a-wave amplitudes (8_3+I3 AUV, N=S) and
b-aeamplitudes (2'5--0 livolts) compared with a-wave amplitudes

4. 151+12 juV, N=17) and b-wave amplitudes (369+29 jivolts) for rats fed
an ientcalB diet but not treated with hyperbaric oxygen. Rats fed

a basal diet supplemented with both vitamin E and selenium (the B-fEl-Se
diet) or with vitamin E alone (the B-tE diet) showed fairly constant a-
and b- wave amplitudes that did not decrease after 4 weeks of

* hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Dietary antioxidants appear to provide-
* protection from hyperbaric oxygen damage to the retina.

44.
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I. INTRODUCTION: .P

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is currently being utilized at the School of
Aerospace Medicine to enhance wound healing and to treat a variety of
clincal disorders. These clinical disorders include radiation
necrosis, gas gangrene, gas embolism, decompression sickness, -4'.

osteomyelitis, carbon monoxide and acute cyanide poisoning. Hyperbaric
oxygen therapy has also been used on an experimental basis to treat
sickle cell crisis, hydrogen sulfide poisoning and carbon
tetrachloride poisoning and to promote fracture healing.

The therapeutic benefits of long term hyperbaric oxygen treatment are
potentially limited by the adverse clinical and pathological effects

of high oxygen concentration upon the retina and the lung (10,2) and by -.

adverse interactions with prooxidant drugs (3). Gable and Townsend .
(4) have observed pulmonary lesions in victims of fatal military
aircraft accidents "possibly attributable to prolonged intermittent
supplemental oxygen, stressing the potential hazard of oxygen toxicity
for aviators". Oxygen toxicity to retinal and pulmonary tissues most %-'

likely involves free radical damage to biological membranes.

The retina is more sensitive to toxic and environmental disorders than .
most other tissues. The retina is particularly predisposed to the
toxic effects of lipid peroxidation initiated by oxy-radicals. This
is because the retina has: a) a very high content of polyunsaturated
fatty acids (about 30% 22-:6n3) which are very susceptible to lipid
peroxidation (5); b) a very high consumption of oxygen, about seven
times more per g of tissue than the brain; c) the presence of pigments
(e.g. retinal) capable of inducing photosensiti-Rd oxidation reactions
(6).

In some animal models hyperbaric ox:ygen causes severe retinal
pathology and, in humans, causes loss of visual fields and visual
definition (7). The ability of the retina to resist o>:idative damage
is very dependent upon the functioning of both enzymatic and chemical
antioxidant mechanisms (8,9). Vitamin E and selenium are
micronutrients that play a central role in physiological antioxidant
mechanisms. Vitamin E effectively quenches free radicals generated by -""
lipid peroaidation. Selenium is a cofactor for glutathione peroxidase
which detoxifies lipid hydroperoxides. Dietary deficiency of vitamin
E and/or selenium cause in vivo lipid peroxidation (10).

We have previously found that retinas from rats fed a standard Purina '-'

diet have significant levels of vitamin E and the selenoenzyme * 0
glutathione peroxidase. Retinal levels of vitamin E and glutathione
peroxidase are decreased to very low levels by nutritional deficiency
of vitamin E and selenium, respectively (9,11).

Rats fed a diet deficient in both vitamin E and selenium (the B diet)
for 20 weeks or longer show retinal damage as indicated by decreased ..
a- and b-wave electroretinogram (ERG) amplitudes (6). The retinal
pigment epithelium of rats fed the B diet also show a large
accumulation of lipofuscin pigment as well as major ultrastructural
alterations (11,12). Lipofuscin pigment is thought to be a by-product
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of in vivo lipid peroxidation. Recent in vitro studies of Armstrong,
et al. (13), have shown that intravitrael injections of synthetic
lipid hydroperoxides into rabbit eyes causes a marked decrease in the
amplitude of the a-, b- and c-waves of the ERG.

II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT:
The research outlined in this preproposal is a direct continuation and %
follow-up of the pilot research project initiated at the USAF School
of Aerospace Medicine (Brooks AFB) during the Summer of 1984. The
objectives of the current research effort were to:

i) Investigate the toxic effects of long term
hyperbaric oxygen on rats fed diets deficient in
oxygen was measured by recording electroretinograms,

weight, weight gain, and food consumption.

ii) Determine if short term hyperbaric oxygen
treatment will cause retinal damage in rats
previously fed an antioxidant deficient diet for 6
weeks.

iii) Investigate the possible protective effects of
antioxidants nutrients on hyperbaric oxygen damage
to the retina.

iv) Determine if hyperbaric oxygen treatment results
in decreased levels of plasma vitamin E or plasma
and glutathione peroxidase

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:
The project was divided into two phases. In phase I , weanling rats
were fed the B or B+E+Se diets. After two weeks on this dietary
regimen, HBO treatment was given to half the rats in each dietary
group for five days a weeks for a total of four weeks. ERG
measurements were made in all groups after two and four weeks of HBO
treatment. During phase I, rats in B+HBO group were being depleted of
vitamin E and selenium and continuously treated with HBO. It is
reasonable, therefore, to ask whether any observed retinal damage in
the phase I B+HBO rats actually required long term HBO treatment. An
alternative hypothesis is that a critical level of vitamin E and
glutathione peroxidase exits below which retinal damage will be
produced even with short short term HBO treatment. This alternative
hypothesis was tested in phase II of the project by treating rats fed
the B diet for 6 weeks with a short term (3 days) treatment with HBO
and then recording the ERG amplitudes. In this experiment the rats
would already be depleted of vitamin E and selenium at the time of HBO
treatment. The detailed methodology for phase I and phase II of the
project are detailed below.
Animals and Diets ----

------- -- ----- ,

Male, 30 g, inbred Fischer-344 (CDF) rats from Charles River Breeding
Laboratory were housed in suspended stainless steel, wire-bottomed
cages and maintained at 25+2 C and 50% relative humidity. Lighting
was on a 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM light period and a 6:00 PM to 6:00 AM dark
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period. Upon arrival at Brooks AFB the rats were fed a normal Purina
laboratory chow (Rodent Laboratory Chow 5001, Ralston Purina Co., St.
Louis, MO) and water ad libitum for one week while under quarantine. -

The rats were then randomly divided into the two dietary groups. One
group (24 rats) was fed a basal diet deficient in both vitamin E and
selenium (the B diet) and the other group (24 rats) was fed an
identical diet but supplemented with both these micronutients (the
B+E+Se diet). The basal diet, although deficient in vitamin E and Se,
has adequate levels of all other nutrients as proposed by the National
Research Council for the Laboratory Rat (14). The B+E+Se diet was
supplemented with 50 mg vitamin E per kg of diet (1.1 IU per mg of
DL-alpha-tocopherol) and 0.4 ppm Se (added as sodium selenite).

All dietary supplies were purchased from U.S. Biochemical Co,
Cleveland, OH. Diets were frequently prepared in small batches by
slowly mixing the constituents to avoid heating, and stored at 2 C.
Glass and stainless steel feeders (Hazelton Systems, Aberdeen, MD)
were filled every 2 days and any uneaten food discarded to minimize
rancidity. Rats in all the dietary groups were provided with
deionized water to which 3 ppm chromium (as CrCI3) was added. Both
diet and drinking water were provided ad libitum. The composition of
the B diet is given in Table 1.

Phase I-Hyperbar i c Oxygen Treatment
After being fed the B or B+E+Se diets for two weeks, eight rats in
each dietary group were exposed to 3.0 ATA of 100 % oxygen for 1.5
hr/day, five days per week on a Monday to Friday schedule. The
hyperbaric chamber was installed in the animal care room and oxygen
was directly vented to the outside. Eight rats in each dietary group
were not treated with HBO. These nonHBO rats served as controls to
monitor retinal damage that might be due to antioxidant deficiency
alone. The electroretinograms in the set of 32 phase I rats was
measured every two weeks. When the rats in the B HBO group showed
diminished ERG a- and b-wave amplitudes they were euthanized under
halothane anesthetic and tissue samples collected for furture
structural and biochemical studies. The remaining rats in the phase I
study were also euthanized for future studies.

Phase I-Short term HBO ExoLSsure."
Eight rats in each dietary group were not e>:posed to either HBO
treatment nor did they have ERGs recorded in phase-I of the
experiment. These phase II rats were used for a "short-term" HBO
treatment experiment. When the B+HBO rats showed ERG deterioration
(about 4 weeks of HBO treatment) then the 8 phase-lI rats in each
dietary group were treated with HBO for 3 days and ERGs recorded. If
ERGs in the phase-II B+HBO rats decreased as a result of this
short-term HBO treatment, it would indicate that dietary deficiencies
of vitamin E and Se are more important than 4 weeks of chronic HBO
expossure. From our previous pilot experiment, we know that rats fed
the B diet for 6 weeks, and not placed in the HBO chamber, do not
suffer ERG amplitude decreases. ]

El ectroret i nogr ams
The electroretinograms (ERGs) were recorded in biweekly intervals.
ERG measurements were made using an aluminized mylar plastic positive

....... ...
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electrode placed on the cornea. This electrode effectively eliminates
the possibility of corneal damage. The ground electrode was attached
to the ear lobe and a negative pin electrode inserted under the scalp.
We used a ganzfeld (whole field) flash, a Grass photostimulator and a
Tektronic model 6512 recording oscilloscope with a 5A22N differential
amplifier and a 5BION time base amplifier. Animals were placed in a
dark room for at least 1 hr before measuring ERGs. About 10 min
before recording an ERG, each rat was anesthetized (IM injection) with
0.1 ml of ketamine (50 mg/ml). At least six a- and b-wave amplitude
measurements were made for each eye in each rat.

Vitamin E and Glutathione Peroxidase Activities.
Four rats from each group were evaluated for plasma vitamin E, plasma
glutathione peroxidase (GSHPX), and red blood cell GSHPX on a biweekly -

basis. GSHPX is a selenoenzyme and its activity in plasma and red
blood cells (RBCs) is a good measure of selenium status. Blood was
obtained from each rat after cutting (under methoxyfluorane
anesthetization) off a small section from the end of the tail. This
process is relatively untraumatic and can easily be done on the same
rat on a biweekly basis. Blood was separated into plasma and washed
RBCs. The plasma vitamin E and GSHPX assays on plasma and RBCs were
done at Meharry Medical College by the P.I.

Statistics
Student's t-test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to
establish statistically significant differences (i.e. a P < 0.05) in
the a- and b-wave ERG amplitudes of rats in the various dietary
groups.

IV RESULTS:
Phase I-Effects of antioxidant nutrients and long t@er R tbric
gxygen treatment on electroretinograms.
Table 2 shows the a- and b-wave amplitudes recorded for the B and
B+E+Se groups either treated or not treated with HBO for 2 or 4 weeks.
After 2 weeks, we found the ERG amplitudes to be very similar in both
the B and B+E+Se dietary groups and unaffectd by HBO treatment.
Two-way analysis of variance with unequal subsamples confirmed that
the mean a-waves (or b-waves) were indistinguishable in the four
treatment groups at week 2.

After 4 weeks of HBO treatment there was a marked decrease in the
a-wave (p < 0.005) and b-wave (p < 0.05) ERG amplitudes of rats in the
B+HBO group compared to rats in the B+nonHBO group. Rats supplemented
with both vitamin E and Se showed no decreases in a- or b-wave ERG 0

amplitudes after 4 weeks of HBO treatment. Furthermore, the ERG
amplitudes of the B+E+Se group (both HBO and nonHBO) were similar at 9
both 2 and 4 weeks after the start of HBO treatment.

Phase II- The effects of short term HBO on rats deficient in both

vitamin E and Se.
In phase II, we examined the effects of a 3-day treatment with HBO 6
(3.0 ATA of 100% oxygen for 1.5 hr/day) on six rats previously fed the .% %-

B diet for eight weeks but not treated with HBO. A control group of

four B rats were not treated with HBO. The a-wave amplitudes for this .. "
B+HBO group was 130+12 microvolts, which was very similar to that .

%,,%
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observed for the control nonHBO B rats and similar to that previously
observed for B+E+Se rats (HBO or nonHBO). These data indicate that
prolonged HBO treatment, as well as vitamin E and selenium deficiency
are required for a decrease in a-wave amplitudes.

The b-wave amplitudes in the phase II B+HBO and B+nonHBO were 262+61
and 273+59 microvolts, respectively. The fact that the b-wave
amlitudes were similar indicates that short term HBO treatment did not
cause any decrease in retinal function. The b-wave amplitudes for the
B rats was , however, somewhat lower after 8 weeks of B diet than
after 6 weeks. This could indicate that prolonged antioxidant
deficiency can cause retinal damage independent of HBO treatment.

Plasma vitamin E and selenium-gjlutathione peroxi dase levels
Table 3 provides the plasma vitamin E levels and the plasma
Se-glutathione peroxidase activities for rats in all treatment groups
at both 2 and 4 weeks after start of HBO. Rats fed the vitamin E and
Se deficient diet had significantly lower (p < 0.005) plasma vitamin E
and plasma glutathione peroxidase than rats fed the diet supplemented
with these micronutrients. This was true at both 2 and 4 weeks.

It is important to note that the levels of vitamin E and the the
activity of glutathione peroxid se were not influenced by 4 weeks of
hyperbaric oxygen treatment. This result is somewhat surprising. We
anticipated that hyperbaric oxygen would increase vitamin E
utilization and therefore increase vitamin E depletion in rats fed the
B diet and treated with HBO.

Weight_& _Vight gain and food consumption.
The weights, weight gains and food consumption of rats in all dietary
groups at both 2 and 4 weeks of HBO treatment are given in Table 4.
These data indicate that neither diet or HBO treatment has any -.

significant effects on the weights, weight gains or food consumption
of rats in the experimental protocol. From our previous pilot
experiment, we know that rats fed the B diet and treated with HBO will
have a decreased weight gain compared to nonHBO B rats soon after 4
weeks of HBO treatment.

V RECOMMENDATIONS:
Dietary deficiences of both vitamin E and selenium were found to
adversely effect the electrophysiological response of the retina to
light in rats treated with hyperbaric oxygen for 4 weeks. Decreased
a-wave and b-wave ERG amplitudes as a result of hyperbaric oxygen
treatment were apparent only in rats deficient in both vitamin E and
selenium. Hafeman and Hoekstra (10) have shown that dietary
deficiency of both vitamin E and selenium is much more effective in
promoting in vivo lipid peroxidation than dietary deficeincy of either
vitamin E or selenium alone.

Rats are generally considered a species very resistant to oxidative
damage. Rats have enzymatic antioxidant mechanisms that can be

induced in response to oxidative stress (8,9,15). The degree to which .
a organism can induce these enzymatic antioxidant mechanisms may be an
important parameter in determining an organism's susceptibility to
oxygen toxicity. For example, glutathione-S-transferase activity in
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the rat lung increases in response to hyperoxia (15). A number of
glutathione-S-transferase isozymes have a "nonselenium glutathione
peroxidase" activity that may protect against damaging in vivo lipid

peroxidation reactions. These potential enzymatic responses to HBO
treatment in rats must be characterized before the relevancy of our
results to humans can be understood.

Our results suggest that nutritional supplementation of patients with

antioxidant nutrients could diminish the oxygen toxicity problems
associated with HBO therapy. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy has been been I
experimentally used in the treatment of sickle cell crisis episodes.
We and other investigators have found that sickle cell disease
patients have a profound deficiency of vitamin E. We would therefore
recommend that the vitamin E status of sickle cell patients be
carefully considered before any treatment with hyperbaric oxygen. %
Precautions in using HBO therapy would 

also be indicated in any

disease states in which antioxidant mechanisms could be impaired.

Four animals in the B, B+HBO, B+E+Se and the B+E+Se+HBO groups were

euthanized at week 6 and samples of lung, liver, and retina tissue
were stored at -70 C for biochemical analyses. Four rats were also
perfused with Karnofsky's fixative. Retinal tissues were embedded in
Epon for future analyses by fluorescent microscopy, phase contrast
microscopy, and electron microscopy. We recommended follow-on
biochemical studies of lung, liver and retinal tissues and detailed
light/electron microscopy studies of retinal tissues, be pursued.
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Table 1. Composition of basal diet.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ingredient g/lOOg

Tourl1a yeast 36.00

Sucrose 43.05

Corn oil, tocopherol stripped 14.50

Vitamin mix 1 22

Mineral mix Draper 2 4.00

L-Methi onine 0.25

1. The vitamin mixture provided: (in mg/100 g of diet)

ascorbic acid, 99; inositol, 11; choline chloride, 16.5;

p-aminobenzoic acid, 11; niacin, 9.9; riboflavin, 2.2;

pyridoxine-HC1, 21.2; thiamin HClp 2.2; calcium pantothenate,

* 6.6; biotin, 0.05; folic acid, 0.2; vitamin B-12, 0.003. In

addition the vitamin mixture contains: (in units /100 g of

diet) vitamin A acetate, 1980; calciferol(D3), 2210.2.

2The salt mix provided (in mg/100 g of diet): CaCO3, 654;

CuSO4_.-H20, 0.72; Ca-(P04)2, 1422; Ferric citrate.3H20, 64;

MnSO4.H20, 5.5; potassium citrate.H20, 946; KI. 0.16; A-.

K2HPO49 309; NaCl, 4Z2; ZnCO3, 1.8; and MgCO3, 164.
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*Table 2 S.

The effects of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) on a- and b-wave

electroretinogram (ERG) amplitudes for rats fed diets either

deficient or supplemented with vitamin E and selenium. Each I

entry is mean+SEM and the number of animals is indicated in

parentheses.

time treatment diet a-wave b-wave

weeks mi crovol ts

''N

23 HBO(8) B 148+210 332+61

*nonHBO(8) B 13-:,9 +14 320+31

2 HBO(S) B+E+Se 148+10 359+23

2nonHBD(7 B+E+Se 140+14 320+31

4 HBO(B) B 83+132 25 5 +30 S

*4 nonHBO(17) B 151+12 369+29

4 HBO(6) B+E+Se 1-39+17 360+38

4 nonHBO(18) B+E+Se 135+9 326+22
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Table 3

Antioxidant levels (mean+SEM) in rats fed diets supplemented

(B-iE+Se) or deficient (B) ini vitamin E and selenium and with
. %,P

or without hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

time treatment vitamin E glutathione peroxidase A

ug/ml of plasma milli e.u../ul of plasma

2 B+HBO 1.6+0.12 4.0±0.22*

2 B 2.0+0. 1 4.2+0.6*

2 B-4E+Se+HBO 5.5+0.6 11.0+1.0

2 B+E+Se 6.1+0.4 8.9+1.21

4 BHO0.8+0.1* 2210

4 B 0.8+0.1* 2.1+0.5* r

4 B+E+Se+HBO 5.0+0.8 83.2+1.4

B+E'Se 4.3+0.5 9.8+2.8

1. Rats were on the indicated diets for 21 weeks longer than J

the time indicated in the table. Four rats were used in each P

table entry. Milli e.u. for glutathione peroxidase activity

is nanomoles of NADPH oxidized per min.

*indicates a p < 0.005 vs. the B+E+Se groups.
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Table 4

Weight (g), weight gain/day (g/day) and food consumption

(g/day) for rats fed diets either deficient (B diet) or

supplemented (B+E+Se) with vitamin E and selenium. Rats in

both dietary groups were either treated (HBO) or not treated

with hyperbaric oxygen (nonHBO).

treatment time on diets (weeks)
group 0 2 4 6

B (20) +nonHBO
weight 94.2+0.2 131.0+1.8 168.2+6.8 186.0+10.7

wt.gain/day -2.6 2.7 1.3
food/day -- 11.1 11.4

B+HBO (8)
weight 92.1+2.0 126.8+3.3 161.0+4.2- 183.0+6.3

wt.gain/day -2.5 2.5 1.6
*food/day -- 10.8 10.2

B+E+Se+nonHBO (2-0)
weight 93.3-+1.9 128.9+3.0 176.1+3.2 2-00.0+3.21

wt.gain/day -2.5 3.4 1.7
food/day -- 10.9 12.3

B+E+Se+HBO(8)
weight 94.0+3.0 12-37.5+3.2 161.0+4.2- 178.0+4.9

wt.gain/day -2. 4 2. 4 1.2
*food/day -11.2 10.4

----------------- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- ---
The number of rats is given in parentheses. Each data entry
is mean+SEM

%
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AND CLNRCLO A

by ,,",

John W.Shlo

Basic Program~s for the Tektronix 4052 desktop computer utilizing the SSI (semi- ["

symmetric implicit) schem are used to copte explosive inuction time for heat ..

generating first order chemical reactions in slabs, cylinders and spheres of EAK..:

with and without considering reactant consumpion. In numerical tests the SSI

results campare well with the results of exact calculations, calculations using -'-

~the explicit schbeme and with other work employing less flexible methods.",..
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I. Intxoduction

EAK (45.68% ethylenediamine dinitrate, 46.17% awmmnium nitrate and 8.15%

potassium nitrate, by wt.) is in the process of being classified as an insen- -

sitive high explosive (IfE). As a part of justifying the IHE classification

the response of EAK to elevated environmental temperature must be evaluated. 1

Materials such as EAK that undergo exothermic chemical decamposition re4ions , ,.

can exhibit self-heating phenamena. At steady state the heat lost by conduc-

tion and or convection is just balanced by the heat generated; howver above

a certain critical external terperature more heat will be generated than can

be removed by these means and the temperature will rise to ignition or explo-

sion. All self-heating calculations in which the heat loss is assumed to be

by conduction have only considered a single phase material.2-8 Since EAK

melts at 103.6°C it clearly undergoes a phase change as its temperature rises

fram ambient to critical.

Preliminary calculations of the influence of the melting process on tran-

sient temperature distributions in finite and infinite slab configurations

Wre carried out by the author during the 1984 USAF-S Sumlrer Faculty

Research Program at Eglin AFB. Since that work the application of a symmetric

seni-implicit (SSI) finite differences scheme to thermal conduction problems

9has been reported. Since finite difference schemes allow much more flexi-

bility than the previously used method. the SSI caxputational scheme

has been adopted in the work reported here.

-0

In section II the SSI scheme is described for heat conduction problems .

with a generalized temperature dependent heat generation term. The pro-

cedures including the melting process and reactant consumption in the

calculations are presented in Section III. The numerical results of test . '.

5.4
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cases are given in section IV where they are ccupared with exact calculations

and previous work. The SSI basic programs are presented in section V for slab,

cylindrical and spherical symmetry. Heat generation is by first order chemical

reafction, melting of the solid explosive during self-heating is included and a

version of each program is provided which includes reactant consumption. T1e

results for an EAK sphere of one am radius are given in Section VI.

II. The SSI scheme

The heat conduction equation with internal heat generation is given by

SC(lu/t) = ?2u + H(u) (i)

where u is the temperature, X the thermal conductivity, f the density, C the

heat capacity and H(u) the rate of heat generation. Writing (1) in the SSI

scheme of Livne and Glasner [9] for the cell (i).

i cvj (ui - J)/At kAik H(u?)V. + 1(2)

where Jik is the heat flux from cell (i) to (k), Aik is the area bounding

the (i) and (k) cells, V. is the volume of cell (i), uj+l is its temperature

at the end of the time step -t and u . its temperature at the beginning of .4-*.*,'
,%.

the time step. The term qi is added to approximate energy conservation-1.

at the interface between cell (i) and its neighbors. For one independent .*.-.

spacial variable in plane, cylindrical or spherical symmetry,

J1.i j +l
)AX (3)

i,k = - - u x

and

q= (x/2Ax)f(u3~ + u3 - -1 )~Ai i + u 1  u~ u ) ~A. (4)

where 1 is the temperature of the cell (k) at the tine step prior to

that indicated by . efining the geometric factors

G. = A.i '+X/V "

and the Fourier number

F N:,t/=C.Ix
2
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where the thermal properties are considered constant, .%

hi  (, t/oC) H(uj )  ,'

Q i = ( / ) [ i + l + i - i + l - + - i - i -1 i - - "'I

.~". -[%

III. A. The Melting Calculation "'

In order to include the effects of melting in the SSI calculations of the .

teffperature distributions in self-heating explosives the following scheme is

used. First the temperature drop that would occur if the latent heat of fusion

weeabstracted from a finite difference cell of explosive is calculated. This.

is the "temperature worth" of the heat of fusion. Wien, during the application o.

;, of the SSI scheme described in section II, a finite difference cell temperature ".-'_'

~is first predicted to exceed the melting temperature, the cell terperature is

5-_

set equal to the melting temperature and the difference between the first pre-

dicted temperat-re and the melting temperature recorded. During subsequent

%. ~iterations this adjustment procedure is continued until the cumulative total of ['

' adjustments equals the temperature worth of the heat of fusion. At that point

%' the cell temperature is allowed to increase in the manner predicted by the SSI";.

III. B. Reactant Con(m5tion

11

Boddington and co-workers 1,2have studied the influence of reactant con-:"

sumption on criticality and induction times. Mhen reactant consumption is ignored 7.'

therml nh y can occur and infinite temperatures are reached in a fite time

and non explosive reaction is characterized by a low stationary state of self- ,

heating. Wen reactant consumption occurs each temperature time history evolves %

1 1+ .[1 1-

nodrto inclmm epeaure athen fecs c to aientFo the p cltiresen ofate

5.6
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of first order chemrical reactions when reactant were~aent consuiption is

considered the reactant concentration C (t) decreases exponetially with tine
A

according to the expression

C(t) = Coexp(-kt)

where Co is the initial reactant concentration.

IV. Numerical Tests of the SSI Scheme

A. Constant heat addition

The SSI scheme was tested for the case of constant heat addition in a slab

of RDX with half-thickness 1 an. The physical properties of RDX are taken from ref. .%

[8]. No melting or reactant consumption effects are included. The initial

terperature of the slab was 3000K and the wall temperature was fixed at 300 0K.

The heat generation term was calculated from the date in ref. [81 for a constant

temperature of 500 0K. The temporal and spacial temperature distributions cal-

culated by the SSI method are shown in Fig. 1 for Fourier Numbers of 1.56 and

3.90. 7he exact solution for this constant heat addition problem given by

13Carslaw and Jaeger is also shown in Fig. 1 for comparison. . -.

B. Heat Generation by First Order Chemical Reaction

The SSI difference scheme was also tested for heat generation by first order

chemical reaction. For this case

H(u) =f-Q Zexp(-E/Ru)

where Q is the heat of reaction, Z is the Arrhenius pre-exponential frequency

constant, E is the activation energy and R the gas constant. No melting or

reactant consumption effects are included. Eq. (5) was used to calculate the

temperature profiles in 2.54 an thick slabs and 2.54 an diameter spheres of RDX

beginning with the RDX uniformly at 300 0K and the wall tenprature Uw. TheU

calculation advanced by time steps until a temperature reached 50000K at which

point an explosion was considered to have been initiated and the induction time,

5.7
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t recorded. The results are shon in Fig. 2 where they are ca ared with the h.

8
numerical calculation of Zinn and Mader . An explicit finite difference schemeI,~ b
was also used to ccmpute ti over the limited range for which it was practical.

These results are also displayed on Fig. 2.

0%_

Experience with the SSI sche has shown that the time step is limited in practice

. by the nature of the heat generation term. -hile the tine step nust, of course,

be small caqtared to the induction time, steps up to 50 times greater than allcwd

for the explicit scheme can give sufficient accuracy. The SSI results compare

well with the results of exact calculations, calculations using the explicit schere

and with other work enploying less flexible mthods.

1 0

--.
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V. Progracn Listinqs

This section contains listings of six basic programs which run on the

Tektronix 4052 desktop camputer. The physical properties of EAK as re-

ported in ref. 14 are used. Since the heat of fusion for EAK is not well

known, a value of 40 cal/gn is assumed. The listings are heavily remarked

so as to be self explanatory. Each program carputes the induction tine
to explosion as a function of wall temperature. An explosion is considered to

occur when a temperature in the calculated profile exceeds 5000*K. The -

output prints the induction time, the wall temperature and the tempera- S-'.

ture profile one time step before explosion. Time steps of 0.1 s are .

included below. Longer time steps can be used to shorten camputation e

time, but F, the Fourier number should not be much greater than 1.0 and

the time step should be small enough so that at least 50 steps are re-

quired.

, -

.

p,.
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I) J rr.M rJ :I I I L TEMP. PK.

160 V1=~300
1,10 iRE:M V:2=MELTIN(3 TEMP. iK. -C
180 1)2=376.6
190 RLM V3=WAt.L TEMP.iK.
200 REM*** INITIAL WALL TEMP. SET *

.21') V 3 -- o )

22) 0 REM L.=SLAB HALF-THICKNESSrCM.

24 EMA=HRMAL IIFFISIVITYrCM-CM/S.

260 FREM 1I=HEAT OF FUSOIONCAL/JM.

280 REM C4IHEAT CAPACITYiCAL/GM-K.
2,90 C=0.46
00' REM E1=ACTIVATION ENERGYiCAL/MOL.

3 2' REM R-GAS CONSTANTiCAL/MOL-K.
F!' = 1. 9 B37 .*

3-.I) r-EM Q=HEAT OF REACTIONiCAL/GM.

6v r'EM 2 PR'FE--EXFP. RATE CONSTANTr 1/S.

ood k-EM NzN. SPACIAL STEPS

'400 ' EM Til-IME SliE'S.
4J 0 1- :').1I
'2) [DIM U (',I+D

..- IlM Uli(N+1)

,440 [1IM 02 (N+ 1)
-4 S 0 DI 1114(N+I1)
-60 liIM U5 (N4-1)

-7 fj >1 r0N+

i2-) NEAF 1

~ ~r:I:1 'FACIAL ';TEPPCM1.
5.I /1L./N

:9) KiR '=l TO N+1

02 (E:.) =0
r nj

5.12
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.:,0 U(I) =Vl ;N XT .. '.

oo-) U( N4-I) =V3 --

c7) F'OR .1 TO N+1
d80 US(1)=U(I)
,,) NEXT .1
700 REM** *w*w* FINITE DIFF. CALCULATION * -

7 1 ) -0 P I - 1 T 0 N
'2, If- I:. THEN 980
_'30 Ul(I)=F'*(U(i+1)+U(I-1))+U(I)

75) UI (I)=Ut(I)/(14-2*F)
0 .) U I (I) =U1 (I) +EXP (LOG (A) -E/UI ) /(I+2F) F

IF U1(1)>5000 THEN 1020
S. F U(I))V2 THEN 870

IF U1(l)(V2 THEN 870
,0) tU2=U1 (1) -02 (1)
1') IF U2(V2 THEN 850

i 211 U1 I) =U2
q 3"-, 02 ( I) =0""

S., 00 TO 70
G"u 05 2 1) =02 (I)- (U1 (I)-V2)
0 (L,'' UIi ( )=V2"
87: U(1)=UI(I)

if.,) I (XEXT" I- 4 ( IJ ) :-Ul( 1) - "

'2!)FOP1=1 10 N+I l"

U,0 L (I) =U (1) ""
3,, U(I)=U4(1) -';

95) IF I =5000 THEN 1030

-,'. O TO 710
1;'3 1 1() (1) F'f(U(I+1)+U(1))+U (.) -

9?1,; LI(I)=F*(U(I1+1)+U(I)+2*U(I)US(I+1)-Ui(1)'2*US(1))/+UI(I)
9K,,,) (.30 TO 7",50 -A.

101) hEt**** * *****E**** PRINT EXPLOSION DATA ************** **.
I)20 RINT C+41:V3,T
S"".') FOR I=N+1 TO I STEP -1
I ,PRINT @41:U(I)

-",J:) fI[ <f I

1,)c-) I. U'1, 310 THEN 1070
I,)7,%) 'F T=,'000 THEN 1.110

108O REM*************** SET NEW WALL TEMP. ******************
9090 '),-"J3-- 1 0 ....

1i0 GO TO 420
!II ) K5 -"

5. 1 3 " '
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~:l*~~w~w* THIERMtAL. INILTIATION urF xLXLOwN *I W*e*Me

J2 )~*~**~ CYLINDRICAL SYMMETRY ***~ww~**eeuf
)EM*1**** SYMMETRIC SEMI-IMPLICIT SCHEME SSI)

i1v) F ****** EXPLOSIYE:EAK ***~***
I: f~i:M II:Is[ALTEMP. YK

I V~~ 2:-ME:LTINO TEMP. P K

U-PIE:I TEMP. PK<
R F M*** INITIAL WALL TEMP. SE *x**

:.~~:A f=THERMAL DIFl::,.-I.N)TYCM--CM/S.
-- 44

:-EM H=HEAT OF FUSIONCAL/GM.

i'- "EM C-=HEAT CAPACITh',CAL/GM-K.

rD) *EM\ EJ~iCTIVATION ENERGYCAU/rOL.

32:1 F RNF-z:AS CONSTANTYCAL/MOL -K.~

k) 7i'E" (J=-flT OF REACTIONpCAL/GM.

3t EM L FRE--EXF. R~ATE CONSTANTYI/S.

:FL! NNO. SPACIAL STEPS. %r/

4-) '1 lTIM1E STEPPS.

Dj IM02(NA-i)

4. -it UI U4 (,',+1)

r*.W~.<:'3i~CIL.STLF*,CM.0

J T 1 (aa'd

~3v F01+: E1I1 TO M+1

) C2~: >1TO Maa

U(I)=V1 7
-,U M4 II I =V3

-~t I M) 41 1~ I) ::V3

* c.0~ FrJ: ]:-1 TO N+1

ja5.14 
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I T -N
IF j:-I THEN 960

' ~ ~~~ /8 .1:/(I'"')2- -(I1)"'29 "

* ,' -2: (I - )/( "2-(I-.)'2) "

UJ () U1(1)+F (UU+1) +U (I) -US I(I +.) -US ()
U I (I)=U1 (I) +F'*02*(U(I-I)4-U(I)-US (I-1)-U5(I))
Ul (1) =U1 (I) (I+2*F* (G1+(32))
S. UI.(I)=UII)+EXF'(LOG(A) -E/U(I))/(I 42*F*(01+2))

IF UI.(I) 5000 THEN 1.030
IF U(I>>V2 THEN 850
I F U(I)<V2 THEN B50
U2.=U1 (I)-2 (I)
rF* U2<V2 THEN 830
Ul (I):U2
0i ) (2 (1i) :0 .. ,_',-.

C-0 TO 850 .
fl 2 (1) =Q2 (I) - (UI. ()-V2)

S. ' Ul(I) V250 U4, (I ) =l (I) ""

3, . NE/.T I
J-47, J.(1)=Ul ( 1.) '' "

. I. i (,' =U (N,#I)
r'0L. 1=1 TO , U I.

: F ) 00 THEN 1040

1 1.. ) i2 I IO 660 1 2% %

1.) 1~ -a., (1-1 1

Uf-*. I ( -)=2*F*(U(I+I)*G1+U(I)*G2) +tJ(1)
':'': D~l , )=U(j 1 ) -F'*GI (IJC + 1) +U (.1)-IJ,*(I + I)-'-JS(1))

I')'~U UI (1)=Ui(I)+F)*C2*(U(I)+U(I)-US(1)-US(i))
(' Um TO 730

j"t. rl'*(.*k *****4.****t* PFINT EXFLOSION iATA **** ********
! ,.,rRI NT i L V 3 T•..

2-.', OfP I--' - TO I STEP --1
'., INT L'41 :U(I) S

w) .IF <31, THEN 1030.
I ," :lE (lI --

0 L , ' , 120.'

% X.*%*******A* *** '.Ei NEW WALL IEM-. *X*%********ttt.**
; 1 ;' ll t) 

5
.1 0

0
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,w vw .vw j vv j q-v .v -Vl VVW~W u\N~ VWC -J -~ -X -~WWI V bU'W ~W '~W.v~W ~-~~

41%

1*) EM FILE: 3
06.'mi***.ww* THEIRMAL. INITIATIOJN OJF MXF[USION w w*wue
% m1L.M**************SPHERICAL SYMMETRY **i******.***

30 t:E1 *~~w*~SYMMETRIC SEMIf-IMffLICIT L,;CHf:ME(SsI) *~~**
14.kEM************ EXPLOSIVE-EAK *****~****~~*~

%' rV.. 1V2:METING TEMP. )K

210) REM***** INITIAL WALL TEMP. SET ***

220) REM L=RADIUStCM.
3-) L=l

24') REM A1=.THERMAL EIFFUSIVITYYCM-CM/S.
250A:7 5-~

6P EM H-HEAT OF FUSIONiCAL/GM.

200) REM C=HEAT CAPACITYtCAL/GM-K.
2190. (>0. 46 4

300) REM El=ACTIVATION ENERGYiCAL/MOL.
* ::'I ) El1-47000 '.

*320) REM R=GAS CONSTANTYCAL/MOL -K.

34 ') RiE 0=HEAT OF REACTION,-CAL/GM.

360) REM Z=FRE-EXF'. RATE CONSTANTPl/S.

380 r,EM N =N 0. SPACIAL STEFb.

-. y2 -JM TI~iME STEPtS.

42. IM U (N+l)
.4.) D IM UI1 01+1)

6t() riI M U5 (Nf44-)

-470 i IM X1=SFAL'IAL SrEFPtCM.
4)X1=L/N

5 52V Fr'dt-)-I/XI",2
530 FO 1=1 TO Hi+ 1

55' C, T 

57) oiR I TO H

*59.) N EX f I

* .1 ~ I N+ (1 ) ::V3
2 ill" 1=1. TO N+ I 47

5.16



c. j- X CIC L TICN4A
~) ~LM~***.*~FINICTE DIFF. LCLTIN * ***M ****v

1= I1 TO N
1=1:: THEN 960

Ul (I)=3*F*(U(I+l)WGl+U(I-)*G2)4-U(I)

7) 1IF Ul(D)>5000 THEN 1030
ZO IF U(I)>V2 THEN 850
7) IF Ul (I) <V2 THEN (350

79) IF U2(V2 THEN (330
8 C JU1(I) =U2

~~) GO TO 850
012 (D =01(I) M.(() -V2)

80 U1(I)=V2

360) NEXT I '

EZ7) UJ4 (I3) -:IJ1 (1.) &

33'',) U-. (N+1)=U(Nf41)
111.) 0 F'O.R I - T0 N + 1 . -

Ub(I)=U(I)
U1 (. ) :)1J4 (I)

7,2C N EXT I
9 LE f O THEN J.040

B 3(O TO 660O

1:10 (30 TO 730
. 20) RE M*****x** PUINT EXPLOSION IAiTA .***.*****

*23 ' FiINT ('141.: V3p V
1. '-4 F f, I=N4-i TO 1 STEP -1

IFF. (.C EPN T 3 143 1. U (1!)

l~oU IF U(l)(310 THEN 1080
J 07-) 1 E'XT I
I ')3,, 11' 1=5i000 THEN 11.20

)Q LM. t ****1**o~ SET NE.4 WAL.L TEMP. ~~***~*W*~

5.17
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1 u r:f C- M 1ACLk 4
Ii lllMK*** ***w**wgwo THE:RMAL INITIATI(ON OF LXPLOSION * *.we

4. 12. li~ ***** WITH REACTANT CONSUMPTION ***i...*.

130 -) f* i~ INFINITE SLAB SYMMETRY uw.* w*o
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VI. EAK Results

d Typical results of induction tine calculations obtained u.sing the pro-

grans of the previous section are presented here. Tt* effect of tine

step size on calculated induction tinres to explosion is shown in Figure a

VI-l. Thie accuracy of the calculation increases with decreasing step ,

size and the choice of step size is a canpramise between cciiputirq tine

andi desi-red accuracy.

a'. The induction tines to explosion for EAK spheres of 1 anradius are

presented i-n Figure VI-2. The curve is -Tcothed through the indlicated

points whkich were calculated at 10'K steps in wall temperature. A tine

step size of 0.2 s was used. The critical terrperature for this conf igu-

ration of EAK is 4640K.
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The temperature profile in the 1 an EAK sphere 0.2 s prior to explosion ".

is shown in Figure VI-3 for a wall temperature of 5000K. The spacial step

size is 0.01 am. Note that in this example the explosive has campletely

melted prior to explosion.

VII. Conclusions

Basic programs for the Tektronix 4052 desktop camputer utillizing the SSI

(semi-symmetric implicit) scheme can be used to campute explosive induction

time for heat generating first order chemical reactions in slabs, cylinders -.-

and spheres of EAK with and without considering reactant consumption. In

numerical tests the SSI results compare well with the results of exact

calculations, calculations using the explicit scheme and with other work

enploying less flexible methods. Experience with the EAK programs presented

here indicates the time step should be chosen such that the Fourier numiber

is not much greater than 1.0.
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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the geastrophic adjustment

process in meso-beta scale numerical models of the "4%

atmosphere. A one-dimensional shallow water model is used

as well as a three-dimensional atmospheric model.

These models were coded with several different lateral

boundary condition formulations. Simulations were made with

these models using initial conditions whose mass and wind

fields were out of geostrophic balance in some way. It is -'

shown that for localized imbalances, whose scales are much

smaller than the Rossby radius of deformation, the

adjustment occurs rapidly, provided the model's lateral

-. boundary conditions allow removal of the waves generated

during the adjustment. In the simulations carried out in

this study, only a radiation-type lateral boundary condition "

allowed the adjustment to progress naturally. Imbalances

in the large scale gradients imposed in the model

initialization adjust much more slowly than the local .

imbalances, requiring more time than a typical meso-beta

forecast. These results suggest that the choice of lateral

boundary conditions are very important in meso-beta models

and that great care should be taken in the initialization

"- to remove as much of the large scale imbalance as possible.
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I. Introduction

Numerical modeling of mesoscale processes in the

atmosphere has progressed rapidly in recent years with the .,*.

advent of faster, more powerful computers. A continuing

problem with these models, however, is in obtaining the

necessary mesoscale observations to use as input to the

model. In the absence of this data, most models use

smoothed fields obtained from interpolations of synoptic

observations or horizontally homogeneous fields derived from

a single sounding (Nickerson, 1979). In general, the wind

and mass fields initialized in this way will not satisfy

geostrophic (or gradient) balance and will undergo an -..-

adjustment (known as geostrophic adjustment) during the

early stages of model integration. Useful predictive

information is available only after the adjustment is

complete, so an understanding of this process in the model

is important for its operational use.

This study is specifically concerned with modeling on

the meso-beta scale. On this scale, the model domain is

much smaller than a synoptic forecast model domain, but the

time and space scales are large enough to require inclusion -.0

of the Coriolis effect. This leads to the possibility of

interior errors being caused by the geostrophic adjustment

of errors in the boundary values.

A complete discussion of geostrophically adjusted

boundary errors was presented by Anthes and Harner (1978). V.

We can think of the mean values of velocity and temperature

6.3.
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over the domain in terms of wavenumber zero flow. The

mean velocities in the domain are related geostrophically

only to gradients of the mass variables across the domain.

q An error in one of the mass variables on the boundary will

imply a change in the large scale gradient and lead to

a change in the mean geostrophic velocity in the domain.

The mean geostrophic velocity error is proportional to the

boundary value error divided by the domain width. Thus,

the meso-beta scale model should be much more suseptable

to this type of error than a meso-alpha or synoptic

scale model.

Geostrophic adjustment in a limited area model is

intrinsically tied to the lateral boundary conditions used
in the model. The adjustment is accomplished by the

generation of atmospheric waves which propagate away from

the imbalance region to leave a balanced state behind. If

the model's boundary conditions do not allow these waves to

exit the domain, or do not absorb them in some manner, a

balanced state cannot be reached. This report will present

the results of geostrophic adjustment experiments in both a

one-dimensional shallow water model and a three-dimensional

hydrostatic atmospheric model. These models have been

formulated with a variety of lateral boundary conditions,

and it will be shown that the ability of the model to adjust

to an initial imbalance is determined almost completely by

the type of boundary condition used.

" .'
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II. Objectives

The primary objective of this study is the

investigation of factors which promote or inhibit natural

geostrophic adjustment in a three-dimensional meso-beta

model. A complete investigation would require many

comparative simulations using a full three-dimensional .'

model. In the early stages of this study, it became

apparent that this approach would be prohibitively

* expensive. At that time, the research objectives were

modified to introduce the development and use of a

computationally efficient and inexpensive one-dimensional

model. The following objectives were then set forth:

(1) Develop a one-dimensional shallow water
model of the same scale as the three-
dimensional model and which used the .'"-

same numerical techniques.

(2) Code and debug the one-dimensional model
with a variety of lateral boundary
conditions.

(3) Run simulations with the one-dimensional
model to investigate geostrophic adjustment
on the meso-beta scale.

(4) Using guidance gained from the one-
dimensional simulations, code a few of the
lateral boundary conditions into the three-
dimensional model and run geostrophic
adjustment experiments.

(5) Investigate the lack of geostrophic
adjustment reported by Brown and Ridge
(1984) in their simulations using the
three-dimensional model. :"-.

-0

(6) Draw conclusions about the ability of the
model to adjust to different types of
imbalances and the time required for the
adjustment.

0
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III. The Models

a. The One-dimensional Model

The one-dimensional equations governing the velocities

u and v and the depth PI (see fig. 1) using the shallow

water approximation on an f-plane can be written

(1 ? U++ ) ( V(+) + v -' (17 (1)

+. ( W, V) V (o v) (2)..

",+ - (( U) 0

where g is the acceleration of gravity, f is the Coriolis.

-'-" parameter, and V is an eddy viscosity. The height- .--'

- ." weighted velocities, qu and #?v, are analogous to the.-..

pressure-weighted velocities used as prognostic variables in

4. many meso-scale hydrostatic models (Anthes and Warner, 1978;

Nickerson, 1979) and the continuity equation, (3), is

.. analogous to the pressure tendency equation in a hydrostatic

model. In fact, the set (1) through (3) is identical to the

equation set which is obtained when a hydrostatic mesoscale

model is collapsed to one-dimension along the x-axis.

We nondimensionalize the equations using the ,.--

undisturbed height, H, as a scale. Thus, letting primes

denote the nondimensional quantities, we have

u u' """"

V = /q' v'

t H V'g' t' rH '/g t (4) ""

6'.6--'. , * . :::
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X = Hx'

f = r./j'Hf' lg -/jWf'

= HijH' K'

Then the nondimensional equations are (dropping primes)

_ 42 (uv7A) - .f(qpr) J-. K(~I )(5

+ =  X (6)

* + 2 (q) 0 (7)

Note that K may now be regarded as an inverse Reynolds

number.

The choice of a value for the nondimensional Coriolis

parameter determines a relationship between the height scale

and the implied latitude. Thus, if a latitude of interest

is prescribed, a dimensional length scale must be implicitly

chosen even in the nondimensional analysis. We chose to let

f = 10 Y5 (96 = 43 Lat), and choose a height scale H = 8

km (approximately the density scale height). This yeilds a

gravity wave speed of lg' = 280 m/s.

The equations are finite differenced on a staggered

grid as shown in fia 1. Time integration is accomplished

with the leapfrog scheme with an Asselin filter (Asselin,

1972) to control timesplitting. The Asselin filter factor

is set at 0.5 as suggested by Schlesinger et al. (1983) for

the "lagged", weak diffusion used in the model. The normal

model domain has 26 grid points for #. A larger domain

with 50 grid points for can also be run. The

6. 7
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nondimensional grid spacing is chosen to be Ax 2.5 which

corresponds to 20 km. This value, and the resulting domain

". size of 500 km is typical of meso-beta models and is... ;-._,<.

identical to the three-dimensional model described below.

It also assures that all waves resolved in the model

satisfy the shallow water assumption on which the

equations are based. With the parameter values chosen,

a nondimensional time of 1.0 corresponds to 28.6 s. The

timestep is chosen to be 4at = 0.8. This is about half the

size required for linear stability (including the reduction

required by the use of the Asselin filter), but is typical

of the value required in a 2-D or 3-D model with the same

AX value. The inverse Reynolds number is set at

-3
K = 7.813 x 10 which corresponds to an eddy viscosity of

1.75 x 10q mi/s. The model has been coded with a variety 0

of lateral boundary conditions.

b. The Three-Dimensional Model

The three-dimensional model is basically the model

described in detail by Nickerson (1979), so only the general

features of this model and the differences between it and

the description given by Nickerson will be given here. The

model is a primitive equation, hydrostatic model which is

written in a modified sigma-coordinate system. The 4.

horizontal domain is 500 km X 500 km with a grid spacing of

_' 20 km in both directions. In the vertical, the model uses

". 16 levels to cover the region from the surface to zero

0. "

7-.
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pressure with the modified sigma-coordinate packing several -.

model layers in the surface boundary layer. Thne variables -
- ... p.-

are distributed on a staggered grid as described by Anthes
and Warner (1978).

Time integration is accomplished using the leapfrog

scheme with an Asselin filter. The time step is 20 s and

the filter factor is set at 0.5. The Coriolis parameter is

constant in the model and set at f = 10 s . The model

includes a lagged Fickian diffusion on all variables with

the eddy viscosity set at 2 x 10 m /s. No other

smoothing operator is used in the model. All of the moist

processes described by Nickerson (1979) have been removed

from the model in order to make it computationally more

efficient and because moist processes play little role in

the classical geostrophic adjustment problem. While the

model was designed to include complex terrain in a

.- straightforward manner, all of the experiments described

here were made with a flat horizontal terrain in the model.

This model was also coded with several different lateral >1
boundary conditions.

IV. Description of the Adjustment Experiments

The major concern of most lateral boundary condition

formulations is their ability to allow waves generated in

the domain to exit (or be absorbed) without reflection. If

this is accomplished, the lateral boundary will appear

%" %_
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transparent and allow the limited area model to betterI represent the unbounded region it is simulating. Another

concern is the possibility of errors in the large scale

gradients implied by the boundary values being

geostrophically adjusted throughout the domain. On the

meso-beta scale, temperatures and windspeeds must be

specified with errors of less than about 10C and 2 m/s,

respectively, in order to give acceptable geostrophically

adjusted interior errors (Anthes and Warner, 1978).

A major source of waves in the domain during a

simulation is the geostrophic adjustment of imbalances

between the dynamic fields. In general, at the start of the

integration, the velocity and mass fields will not be in

perfect gradient balance and gravity and Lamb waves will be

generated during the adjustment process. These waves radiate

away from the imbalance to leave behind a balanced state.

If the lateral boundary conditions of a numerical model

reflect some or all of the wave energy back into the •

interior, the reflected waves will unrealistically influence

the simulated solution, interfering with the balance and

prohibiting the adjustment process.

In this study, experiments were conducted with two

different types of localized initial imbalances as initial

conditions. Initial condition 1 is a perturbation in the
0

height field and initial condition 2 is an imbalanced local

wind. The scale of these imbalanced regions is smaller

than the domain size of the model (500 km) and therefore

. J
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much smaller than the Rossby radius of deformation

(L = C/f = 2.8 x 10 3 km). Theory predicts that the pressure

should adjust to the winds with the wind field remaining

* essentially unchanged.

Each of these two initial conditions were run in the

large domain one-dimensional model in order to determine

their natural evolution during adjustment. For these

simulations, the model used a radiation lateral boundary

condition with the phasespeed set to the analytical value

of C = 1.0. This will be shown to be the least

reflective formulation.

The first imbalance (initial condition 1) is a -...

perturbation in height only with the velocities set to zero.

The initial height field and its evolution are shown in fig. :,4'-.

2. The perturbation is a height deficit of 0.3 %

(comparable to a pressure deficit of 3 mb) in the center of

the domain. Height excesses are located on either side of

the deficit so that the equalibrium height is q = 1.0. As

linear shallow water theory would predict, the evolution of

this disturbance is for two deficit waves to propagate in

opposite directions at the shallow water wavespeed, C = t 1.0,

leaving a (trivially) balanced state behind. The Coriolis

effect plays little role in this adjustment as indicated by

a simulation with f = 0 (not shown) which yielded

essentially identical results. The primary velocities are

in the u component due to the height gradient. Small values .

of v are accelerated geostrophically as the first half of
%I
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the wave passes a point. However, these are quickly

diminished as the sign of the acceleration changes during

the passage of the rest of the wave. Note that by t = 72,

the wave is no longer present in the area covered by the J..

small domain and the height field is level.

In the second adjustment experiment, the height field

is initially specified as #= 1.0, but a limited jet is

imposed in v with u initially zero. This is essentially the

geostrophic adjustment problem studied by Cahn (1945) using

a linear shallow water model. The t = 0 frame of fig. 3

shows the extent of the Jet, which was set at v = 10 m/s

(dimensionally). The remainder of the figure shows the

evolution of the height field. As predicted by linear

theory, the height field adjusts to the imbalance by
- .°

producing a wave of excess which moves to the right and a

wave of deficit which moves to the left. The resulting

height field has a height gradient in geostrophic balance

with the velocity in the region of the jet and a constant 0

height in balance with the zero velocities away from the

Jet. Note that, unlike initial condition 1, the

balanced state requires final boundary values to be

different from their initial values. Also note that while

the Coriolis effect plays little role in the evolution of

initial condition 1, it is essential to the evolution shown

in fig. 3. If f = 0, the v component is decoupled from the

other variables in equations (1) through (3) and no

adjustment would be necessary.

4.7
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In the following sections, specific lateral boundary

condition formulations will be described and the results of

tests using these conditions in the one- and three-dimensional

models will be presented. All boundary conditions used in

the one-dimensional model were tested with both initial

conditions. In the figures which allow comparison of the

boundary conditions, the height field labeled "LD" is the

large domain's center 26 grid points and may be thought -

of as the "exact" solution. The three-dimensional model

was only run with an initial condition similar to

initial condition 1. Each boundary condition formulation

will be denoted with a three letter descriptor (such as

FXD for fixed conditions) which is used in the

figures.

V. Lateral Boundary Condition Formulations

a. One-dimensional model formulations

1) Fixed boundary condition (FXD). This boundary

condition consists simply of specifying boundary values

initially and holding these values constant throughout

the integration. It may be written

0-- (8) "

0.0

where is any prognostic variable (7 U, or v in .

the present model). This approach eliminates the .,..

potential problem of geostrophically adjusted boundary

• . .... : '..'<' -. ,, ', .. . . .. . . . .-- . .- ".. . . .. ,..'- . - -. " ','
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errors, provided the initial boundary values are

correctly chosen. This boundary condition is not

mathematically well-posed, however, in that it results

in an overspecification of the problem. It also is

purely reflective of waves generated in the domain's -,

interior.

2) Combination of fixed and extrapolated (FEX). In

order to allow the boundary to be more "open", while

still controlling geostrophically adjusted errors, some

mesoscale models use fixed conditions on some variables

while extrapolating others (Anthes and Warner, 1978;

Nickerson, 1979). The typical approach is to fix the

pressure and thermodynamic variables and set the
-. " *'.

horizontal gradients of the velocities equal to zero

(Anthes and Warner, 1978). Here, the formulation

follows Nickerson (1979) with the height specified and

the velocities extrapolated only when the flow is

outward. That is

-o+o

-- ? 0 for u outward (9)

w-+ 2.- 0 for u inward

3) Zero-gradient condition (GRD). This condition

extrapolates all variables on the boundary by

specifying the horizontal gradient to be zero. This

may be writtten ".",

(10)%

'S6 .14
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where u = , u, or v. This condition is implemented

by setting the boundary value equal to the value one

grid point interior to the boundary at each timestep.

4) Sponge condition (SPG). This condition follows the % .

formulation of Perkey and Kreitzberg (1976). The

boundary values are specified and do not change in

time. However, the time tendencies at the gridpoints

are modified such that

,~l4~ T ( 1la)

where

0.0 for I = boundary grid points .

0.4 for I = boundary-l grid points
W((I) 0.7 for I = boundary-2 grid points (11b)

0.9 for I = boundary-3 grid points (-ib)
f1.0 for all interior grid points .

This type of boundary condition absorbs waves by

reducing their phase speed to zero as they approach the

boundary (Perkey and Kreitzberg, 1976). As the

phasespeed is reduced, the wavelength also becomes

smaller. This adds energy to 2Ax waves. Therefore, a

filter of some sort is required. A fourth-order

diffusion term is used in this study to remove this 26X

energy.

5) Radiation condition (ORP). Radiation type lateral

boundary conditions are based on the Sommerfeld ,.

radiation condition -.

+- C 0 (12)

6.
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where 0is the variable of interest on the boundary

and C is the phasespeed of the outgoing wave.I C is required to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy

(CFL) condition, and, if C is calculated to be

inward, it must be set equal to zero to prevent

spurious generation of waves. Thus, C must satisfy

(0 for C inward
C ( C for0(<C < x/,at .(13)

IAX/At for C >)ax/&t

Note that for C = 0, (12) reduces to 0i t =0

for that timestep. The finite difference form

* of the radiation condition used here follows

Orlanski (1976). C is calculated by inverting (12)

and evaluating JO/)t and JOI)x at the previous

* ~timestep and one grid point interior to the boundary. .-

That is

C - ~.L~J(14)

where

/ and

?1= -L~oT *[j.2 -('].(6
2x AX 2(6

In the above. 01,-, is the ith grid point interior to

the boundary and the superscript denotes the timestep.

The term in parenthesis in (16) is used to prevent

tiesltn onI th onar on. h e budr

vau i he ivnb 0

*
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where D = 1 + Clt/dx. For the shallow water system,

the phase speed is known to be C = 1.0, so this known

analytic value can be used in (17) to allow a nearly

perfect radiation of waves. This will be denoted ORE.

b. Boundary Conditions for the Three-Dimensional Model

1) Combination of fixed and extrapolated (FEX). These

cc' ditions are the same as those used in the one-

dimensional model. *. ,

2) Sponge condition (SPO). This also is implemented

in essentially the same manner as in the one-dimensional

model. However, since the three-dimensional model is

coded to have only three adjacent x-z planes of

gridpoints in core at any one time, a fourth-order

diffusion could not be used. Instead, a second-order

diffusion term was added which increased the diffusion

in the sponge region to a value of 1 x 10£ m /s.

3) Three-dimensional radiation condition (RKP). Most -.

two- or three-dimensional models which use a radiation

boundary condition implement this condition in the form

used in the one-dimensional model along the coordinate

dimensional radiation condition developed by Raymond •

noe

and Kuo (1984) which can allow a fully three- ,

dimensional form. This condition may be written

o. 17'
P. 7 le
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5T + C2 2X (18)

Again, all C values are required to satisfy the CFL

condition and the phasespeed perpendicular to the

boundary is set to zero if it is calculated to

be inward. Relationships allowing the evaluation of

the C values are derived by inverting (18) and using

the orthoganality of the phasespeeds. For the case

where C, is perpendicular to the boundary we have '

(Raymond and Kuo, 1984)

C.L~J (19a) -

C7  (19b)

CZ (19c)

where

and

- A (21a)

~ ' k+ ;A (21b)

A Pjs1 ;- , ~) 12-6X ,(21c)

In (21d), note that the vertical index, k, increases

downward and that in the sigma coordinate system Az

is variable in space and time. The model calculates

6.15
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*the geopotential height, for each grid point,

so we let

2AZ j( j),jj~ k) . (22)

The boundary value is then updated using the calculated -

Pbhasespeeds in

icN At/x r - C tA

- A X _- ~h I ,k I 7 (23)

- za c,3L kjk- I /D

where D =1 +- C#.tIAx. Note that this condition

reduces to the one-dimensional radiation condition

when CY, = 0. In the results shown in this report,

a slight modification of the boundary condition was

used which set C. = 0, so a two-dimensional condition

resulted. Simulations with variable Cz developed an

instability on the boundary early in the integration.

The source of this instability has not yet been 5

determined.

0
* VI. Results for Small Scale Initial Imbalances

a. One-dimensional model results for initial conditions

l and 2

Figures 4 and 5 show the height field in comparative

test results for initial condition 1 at the nondimensional .

6. 19
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times t = 36 and t = 72, respectively. The height field

labeled LD is the center 26 grid points of the large domain

model and may be thought of as the solution resulting from

truly open lateral boundaries. All the conditions yield

similar results out to t = 36, but after that time the

simulations begin to differ markedly. It is clear that

the ability of the model to approach geostrophic

adjustment is strongly influenced by the lateral boundary

condition used.

The fixed and fixed/extrapolated (FXD and FEX)

conditions produced nearly identical results. This suggests

that extrapolation of only the velocities does not allow the

boundary to be more open to the outgoing wave.

Extrapolation of all the variables through the zero-gradient

condition (GRD) is not adequate either. This condition 0

appears to produce errors of comparable magnitude to FXD

and FEX (though of different phase). The sponge condition

fails to completely absorb the wave. This may be a 0

result of the small number of gridpoints in the model

(which is typical of the number of grid points in one

direction in a 3-D model). It may also be a result of the

relatively rapid phasespeed of the wave in this model.

Tests of the sponge condition reported by Perkey and "

Kreitzberg (1976) which showed nearly completed absorption -?

involved internal gravity waves which required many

timesteps to traverse the width of the sponge. If the

sponge had completely absorbed the outgoing waves, it

0.20
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would have allowed an acceptable balance to be reached in

this case.

The radiation condition formulations (ORP and ORE) yield

results superior to the other boundary conditions, allowing

the adjustment to proceed almost exactly as in the large

domain model (LD). The radiation condition with the exact

phasespeed (ORE) was superior to ORP which calculates the . ."

phasespeed. Since the phasespeed is exact in ORE, the small

errors apparent at t = 72 must be due to the finite

differencing of the scheme. An important and very noticable

point in the variable phasespeed formulation results (ORP)

is that the height field has dropped below the equilibrium

level of k7 = 1.0 at t = 72. This indicates that mass has

been lost through the open boundaries as waves exited.

This is a potentially serious problem which could adversely

affect the performance of a more complicated atmospheric ..

model. This is clearly related to the variable phasespeed -

since the exact phasespeed results do not exhibit a

noticable change in mass.

A similar comparative display for initial condition 2

at times t = 36 and t = 72 is shown in figures 6 and 7. It

is impossible for any of the boundary conditions which hold

the boundary value fixed (FXD, FEX, SPG) to achieve the

balanced final state. This leads to a very disturbed

solution as the initial jet in the v component continually

forces a height gradient but the reflection of the waves

generated interferes with the height field adjustment. The

F. 21 -' 7" -
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only acceptable balanced final state for these conditions is

for the jet in v to be diminished to zero. Since the *.4 .

geostrophic adjustment on this scale is made by the height

field, however, v is only diminished by the small viscosity

in the model." "i

The zero-gradient condition (GRD) which is not

constrained by fixed endpoint values appears initially to be

allowing the adjustment to proceed with only small errors.

At t 36, the height gradient in the jet region is

approximately correct. He can see also that the endpoints

have adjusted in the right sense, although they are further

from the equalibrium height than they should be. However,

by t = 72, it is clear that this condition is not handling

the adjustment properly.

Since the boundary values ir, the radiation condition

are able to evolve in time, this formulation allows natural

adjustment to take place. In this case, ORP performed nearly

as well as ORE. This is a significant result since exact S
analytic phasespeeds are not available for a general

atmospheric model. There was little evidence of a change

in mass in the radiation condition experiments using

initial condition 2.

b. Three-dimensional model results

The three-dimensional model was run with an initial

condition similar to initial condition I used in the one-

dimensional model. This initial condition was constructed "

44J
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by starting the model at t= 0 with a horizontally %

homogeneous atmosphere with no winds whose temperature

profile was given by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. An

oblate ellipsoid temperature perturbation was added
: -- .

gradually during the first 20 min of integration. This warm

bubble was 200 km in diameter and about 5 km thick, centered

at about 700 mb with a maximum temperature in the center of e

about 3 C above the environment. This imposed temperature

perturbation produced the surface pressure perturbation

field shown in fig. 8. The central pressure deficit is

3.1 mb. An annular region of small pressure excess is

located around the central deficit so that the domain

average of pressure perturbation is zero. At t = 20 min the

temperature perturbation is artificially removed, leaving an

imbalance in pressure similar to the imbalance of initial S

condition 1. After t = 20 min the model solution is allowed

to evolve naturally.

Before discussing the evolution of these simulations it

should be noted that this perturbation did not adjust

directly toward a balanced state of zero pressure

perturbation as in the one-dimensional model. Instead,

upward motion produced by the temperature excess during the

first 20 min initiated a bouyancy oscillation in the center

* of the domain. This slightly damped oscillation should have

a frequency given by the Brunt-Vaisala frequency appropriate ,

for the Standard Atmsophere stability (-0.01 s-), giving a *

- period of approximately 10 min. The surface pressure

,' .. . . . . .. " . .. . ." -" ." ."" -. ". ....."-"v -',.- ' ' - ' '- ',-' "" " "'k. ..
' ' "
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perturbation field should reflect this with an alternating .4-

pressure deficit and excess as the upward and downward -..

motion cools and warms the column, respectively. It should

also be noted that the initial perturbation was centered on

grid point (12,12) which is one-half grid point southwest of

the center of the domain. This small assymetry provided a

convenient method of determining the extent of wave

reflections off the boundaries because the interference ''
S

pattern of any reflected waves will be noticably assymetric.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the surface pressure

perturbation fields at t = 30 min for the model with FEK,

SPG, and RKP lateral boundary conditions, respectively. As

can be seen, the deficit wave is moving outward from the

center of the domain very rapidly. Unlike the shallow water

model, this model admits more than one type of wave. The 5

rapidly propagating wave evident in the figures is the Lamb

wave which has a phasespeed of approximately 300 m/s. The

model equations also permit slower moving internal gravity

waves. At t = 30 min, all three model results appear quite

similar with the deficit wave just reaching the boundary.

The ability of the radiation condition (RKP) to allow

outward transmission of the wave is evident even at this

early time. The fixed/extrapolated condition (FEX) will

cause total reflection of this wave and the sponge condition

(SPG) will reflect that portion of the wave not absorbed,

similar to the one-dimensional model results.

Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the surface pressure

6. 2
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perturbation fields at t = 60 min for FEX, SPG, RKP, "".

respectively. Striking differences are apparent at this

time. The differences in the evolution leading up to this

time are actually much larger than would be implied by these

figures alone. Analysis of the FEX simulation showed that

the field depicted in fig. 12 is almost totally a result of

the contructive and destructive interference of the

reflected deficit wave and the internal gravity wave. This

reflection can be easily traced in frames plotted for times

between t = 30 and t 60 min (not shown), indicating that -

the solution at this time has little bearing with reality.

The "sloshing" of this model solution continues with only

minor damping for the entire 3 hr of the integration. Thus,

use of the FEX condition prohibits an evolution toward a .

natural balanced state.

The sponge condition did absorb a significant portion

of the energy of the initial wave, but allowed some

reflection as well. The reflection of the initial wave was -".

especially noticable in the corner regions at t 40 min

(not shown). Analysis indicates that the pressure pattern

shown in fig. 13 is at least partly physical, but clearly -

influenced by the reflected portion of the waves. The

phasespeed of waves within the sponge region is modified

(Perkey and Kreitzberg, 1976), so the interference patterns

created in this simulation by the wave reflection are S

considerably different than for FEX. Since energy of the

reflected waves is partly absorbed whenever the waves enter

°,'° .N
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the sponge region, this condition eventually removes the

nonphysical portion of the solution. This simulation

produced a reasonably balanced state after about 2 hr of

integration. (Note, however, that nonlinear interactions

with the reflected waves can alter the physical solution in .

. the early stages of integration and therefore cast doubts on

the latee results.)

The radiation condition simulation (RKP) was the only

one which allowed rapid removal of the imbalance. Even this

.* condition resulted in a small amount of reflection, though,

which is evident by the assymetry in fig. 14. At times

beyond about t = 50 min, the central bouyancy oscillation

was clearly evident in this simulation and had a period very

* close to what theory would predict. This result indicates

that the radiation condition allowed the model to adjust

naturally and correctly to the imbalance. There was a

problem with this simulation, however, in that an

instability developed on the boundary after t = 120 min

* which grew rapidly and destroyed the solution. The source

of this instability has not been isolated, but it has some

of the characteristics of a time-splitting instability. If

this is a time-splitting instability, it should be possible

to remove it by casting the radiation condition in an

upstream difference form as suggested by Miller and Thorpe

(1981). While the one-dimensional simulations suggested a

-' potential problem with a change of mass in the domain durina

integration, no evidence of this was found in the three-

dimensional simulation.
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VII. Adjustment to Large Scale Imbalances

The results for initial conditions 1 and 2 described

above involve geostrophic adjustment of imbalances on scales

smaller than the Rosby radius of deformation. In these

cases, the height field adjusts to the winds. The model's '4

response to imbalances in the large scale ("wavenumber

zero") fields yields results of importance to both model

initialization and lateral boundary condition formulation. -

Even though the model domain is smaller than the radius of

deformation, a constant gradient of height which is out of

balance with a constant wind will be treated by the model as

an infinitely large disturbance. In this case, theory P 4

predicts that the winds should adjust to the pressure.

One experiment involved initializing the one-

dimensional model with a constant height gradient which

would be in geostrophic balance with a v velocity of

2 m/s. The initial v component was set to zero, however,

so the fields were out of balance. The adjustment process .4.-

in this case is fairly clear from a consideration of

equations (1) through (3). The height gradient accelerates

a u velocity (from ()) which in turn accelerates a v

velocity (from (2)). As v becomes larger and approaches

geostrophic balance with the height gradient, the

acceleration of u is diminished (through the Coriolis ".-

term in (1)) and eventually u is decelerated to zero

leaving only the qeostrophically balanced v component ,"

and height gradient. Simulations with the one-dimensional

d' 6 ~b27 """
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model show this adjustment process to be an order of

magnitude slower than the adjustment of a localized

disturbance. By the nondimensional time t = 240, the v
'p.'.

component had been accelerated to a dimensional value of

only 0.44 m/s.

In a different experiment, the same height gradient was

imposed but the v component was initialized at I m/s. Thus,

v was half the value required to be in geostrophic balance.

This experiment was carried out to verify that the previous

results were not influenced by the initial choice of v = 0,

which prohibits any immediate nonlinear interaction by the

advective terms. The v component in this experiment was

accelerated to a value of 1.22 m/s by the nondimensional

time t = 240. The smaller acceleration in the same time 'p

compared to the previous results follows from the adjustment

process discussion in the preceding paragraph, where the time
..,... -

rate of change of v decreases as v approaches geostrophic

balance.

For comparison, a third experiment was made with the

height initially at = 1.0 and a uniform value of v = 2 m/s

specified. Again, the velocity should adjust to the height

field for this wave number zero imbalance, so the v

component should be decelerated to zero. By the N

nondimensional time t = 240 in this simulation, the v

velocity was decreased to 1.55 m/s while the height field

remained virtually unchanged (the maximum change in #7 was

1.9 x 10 at t = 240).

6.28
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The results of these simulations can be used to explain

the lack of geostrophic adjustment in the three-dimensional

model simulations by Brown and Ridge (1984). They

initialized the full, moist three-dimensional model with

horizontally homogeneous wind fields which were not in

geostrophic balance with the topographically induced height

gradients. After 6 hr of simulation, the upper atmospheric

winds had turned to flow primarily down the height gradient

rather than parallel to the height contours as required in

geostrophic (or gradient) balance. Brown and Ridge (1984)

attributed this result to an undetermined model coding

error. This result, however, is completely consistent with

geostrophic adjustment of a large scale imbalance. The

initial accelerations are down gradient before being turned

geostrophically to contour-parallel flow. For example, in

the one-dimensional model results of the first experiment ...

described in this section, the u velocity at t = 240 had . .

*. been accelerated to u = -1.24 m/s while the v component was

only v = 0.44 m/s. Since the height gradient was in the x-

direction, this flow was also primarily down the height

gradient.

The results of these one-dimensional model experiments

and the problems encountered by Brown and Ridge (1984)

indicate that it is very important for the large scale

gradients to be very close to balance in an atmospheric -

model's initialization. The local imbalances due to

topography or higher resolution data present in the .tl

(,:.2,
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initialization will balance quickly provided an appropriate

lateral boundary condition is used. Imbalances in the large
.. .4 %

scale gradients, however, will adjust in a time scale

comparable to the inertial period (-17 hours).

These results also indicate that the concern of Anthes

and Warner (1978) about geostrophically adjusted boundary

value errors is not warranted in meso-beta models, which

typically make forecasts for periods much shorter than one

day. However, it may still be important for larger scale

models which forecast for a day or more. The adjustment

*. process is sufficiently slow that errors produced by the

boundary conditions will require several hours to

significantly affect the mean geostrophic flow in the

interior. In chosinq lateral boundary conditions for

meso-beta models, then, emphasis should be placed on the

ability of the condition to deal with waves generated in the

interior of the domain by natural processes or by the

geostrophic adjustment of initial local imbalances.

VIII. Conclusions

This study has investigated the .eostrophic adjustment

process in meso-beta scale models of the atmosphere. In I
simulations with both one- and three-dimensional models it

was demonstrated that the ability of the model to reach a

balanced state is intrinsically tied to the lateral boundary
conditions used in the model. Of the boundary conditions

.
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used in this study, the radiation condition allowed the most

natural adjustment. Also, the radiation condition

was the only condition which allowed correct adjustment

of imbalances requiring modification of the boundary values.

Imbalances in the initial large scale gradients were

found to require times on the order of the inertial period '

to adjust. This result explains the lack of adjustment

found by Brown and Ridge (1984) in their three-dimensional

simulations since these integrations were for a period much

smaller than the inertial period. In general, on the meso-

beta scale, local imbalances will adjust on time scales of

about one hour while large scale imbalances require on the

order of one day. These results point to the necessity of a

good initialization which produces at least a near balance

in the large scale gradients.

IX. Recommendations

The results of this study lead to a series ofaof

recommendations which should be incorporated into the

operational version of the three-dimensional model. S

(1) The model should use some sort of radiation
lateral boundary condition to allow waves
generated by the adjustment of local imbalances
to exit the domain.-

(2) A more sophisticated method of initialization
should be developed which results in the large
scale gradients being brought into near geostrophic
balance. If sufficient data is available, this may
be accomplished by some form of objective analysis
which uses geostrophic constraints. If the model
is initialized with a single sounding, a scheme 6
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must be developed which uses geostrophic and
thermal relations to specify the initial gradients.
Of course, if the model is nested in a larger
domain model, the gradients specified by the larger
model will be in near balance and provide
acceptable initial fields.

(3) Small scale imbalances due to topographic effects
and higher resolution surface data will always be
present in the initialization. An "adjustment
period" will be required at the beginning of any .#1.
operational forecast to allow the removal of these
imbalances before any useful predictive informa-ion .
is available. The results of this study show that
in a 500 km domain, the adjustment of local
imbalances should occur in less than one hour.
Thus, a 40-60 min adjustment period should be
considered part of the initialization and be
carried out prior to the start of the operational
forecast.

(4) Although not directly addressed in this study, the
waves produced in the initial adjustment could
affect initialized cloud and moisture fields. This
might leave the cloud, moisture, and possibly
precipitation fields with inappropriate values at
the end of the adjustment period before the actual
forecast begins. Thus, it might be desirable to
re-initialize these fields after the adjustment
period. Alternatively, the adjustment period could
be carried out with these fields held fixed in
time. This latter choice would probably prohibit
a truly natural adjusment, but should yield a more
balanced state at the end of the period.
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I. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES %

The objective of this research project was to determine the effects ."1
%

of temperature and reactant solvation upon both the rates and the

product branching ratios for the gas-phase reactions of selectively .- _

solvated anions such as OH-(H 2 0)n (where n = 0, 1, 2 or 3) with -

neutral molecules su'ch as acetonitrile, the hydrogen halides, the - '

methyl halides, and others. These reactions include proton transfer,

nucleophilic displacement (methyl cation transfer), and solvent

switching. These studies were motivated by the recognition that .

solvated ions play an important role in the chemistry of the lower

ionosphere,1 where their reactions significantrly affect the
, ,v-. .

atmospheric composition subsequent to natural and artificial %.

perturbations such as aurora, nuclear detonation, and missle reentry. %

More specifically, tnis project had the following objectives:

(1) The processing of a large amount of kinetic data collected at %

the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, where the author spent ten weeks ..

as an AFOSR Summer Facilty Research Program participant during the ..

suimmer of 798'4.

(2) The analysis of the Processed data to determine the effects of

reactant solvation, temperature, and reaction exothermicity upon the .

rate constants and product branching ratios for the reactions stidied.

(3) The interpretation of these results, including comparison of

the experimentally measured rate constants (and their temperature

dependences) with the predictions of current theoretical models. S

(4) The publication in scientific journals of the results obtained

in this study.
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II. STATUS OF THE RESEARCH

A. Processing of Kinetic Data :_

During the ten-week period spent at the Air Force Geophysics '.r

Laboratory in the summer of 1984, tne author used the AFGL Selected

Ion Flow Tube2 to obtain kinetic data on the reactions of selectively

solvated anions with a number of neutral molecules over the

temperature range 200-500K. Although a variety of reactions were t"'-%

studied, particular emphasis was given to the following two types of -

reactions because of their importance in both gas-phase and solution

ion chemistry.

(1) Proton transfer (acid-base) reactions between hydrated 0H- and

various proton donors (HA), including acetonitrile and the hydrogen

halides,
0H-(H2C)n  + HA -0 A-(H.) m  + (n+1-m)H2 0 (1)

where n = 0, 1, 2 or 3, and A = CHCN, F, Cl, Br, or I.

(2) Nucleophilic displacement (methyl cation transfer) reactions

between hydrated OH- and the methyl halides, CH3Y,

OH-(H 20)n + H3- Y-Y(H2O)m + CH30H + (n-m)H2,0 (2)
2 3 3-C

where Y = F, Cl, Br or I.

For most of these reactions, data were obtained It several (i.e.,

3-7) different temperatures in the range 200-500K. At each

temperature a number N (typically, N = 3-7) replicate runs were

performed. In each run, reactant and product ion intensities were

measured as functions of the concentration of the neutral reactant ir,

the flow tube, these concentrations being stepped through 8-10 vali es

per run.

0
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To process these data, the ion intensitites observed for a given %

reaction at a given temperature in the N replicate runs were first ?-

combined and plotted vs. the concentration of the neutral reactant, %

thereby producing a graphical representation of the ionic intensity

%,p.

profiles for the given reaction.

Next, a reaction mechanism was assumed and appropriate differential

*equations written to aescribe the rates of disappearance of the

• reactant ion and formation of the product ions. Integration of these

rate equations then yielded equations for the intensities of each of

the ionic species as functions of the concentration of the neutral

reactant. •

Finally, a computer program was written which optimized the fit of

these integrated rate equations to the observed ionic intensity

profiles, thereby giving rate constants for reactant consumption and %

product formation for Pach reaction at each temperature.

B. Data Analysis

1. Reactant Solvation

The effect of reactant anion solvation upon the rate constant kn(T)

for a particular reaction at a given temperature T was investigated by

plotting n (T) vs. n for the reaction of interest. Figure ', for

example, illustrates the effect of reactant solvation upon the room

temperature rate constants for the proton transfer, reactions of 2H-

with the hydrogen halides. Three features are apparent. First, the

reactions of insolvated OH- with HX are all very fast, having rate

constants in the range (1-3)xi0 -9 cc/molec-s at 298K. Second, for "

reaction with a given anion, minor differences in rate constants are

observed for the various hydrogen nal ides, with the order of

%
8.4
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reactivity being HF > HCl > HBr > HI. Third, the rate constant for

the reaction of a given hydrogen halides decreases slightly as the

number of water molecules clustered to the reactant anion is increased

from zero to three.

The nucleophilic displacement reactions of CH3 X with OH-(H20)n,

however, exhibit quite different behavior with increaed reactant

solvation (see Figure 2). CHBCI, CHBBr, and CHBI react very rapidly
3C , 3.- .

with the unsolvated OH- anion, the room temperature rate constant all ."

being about 2xIO9 cc/molec-s. (CH3F reacts immeasurably slowly, with

a rate constant < 10- 12 cc/molec-s, and will not be included in the

subsequent discussion.) The addition of a single solvent molecule to "

the OH- reactant anion reduces these rate constants by a factor of 2-

5, and the addition of a second solvent molecule to the reactant anion

further reduces them by an additional factor of 10-100, the reaction

with methyl chloride being most affected by reactant solvation and

that with methyl iodide the least. The addition of a third solvent

molecule o the reactant anion effectively quenches all three

reactions, reducing their rate constants below the detectable limit of

10- 12 cc/molec-s.

The product distributions for these two types of reactions also

show different dependences upon reactant anion solvation. For the

nucleophilic displacement reactions, the unsolvated halide anion X is

the major product in all cases, irrespective of the extent to which

the reactant anion is solvated. This indicates that water molecules

are not transferred efficiently from the OH- reactant to the X

product; consequently, increasing reactant solvatlon, which stabilizes

the reactants and thus decreases the exothermicity for production of

8.5
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the unsolvated product anion, ultimately quenches reaction.
p- .-

Conversely, solvent transfer appears to be facile in the proton

transfer reactions; in all cases the dominant reaction channel was

found to be that for which a sufficient number of water molecules were

transferred to the product anion that the process remained exothermic.

2. Temperature Dependence

Both types of reaction, regardless of the extent of reactant

".'-

solvation, were found to exhibit negative temperature dependences, the

rate constant decreasing with increasing temperature. This behavior

was more marked for the nucleophilic displacement reactions than for .

the proton transfer reactions. Among the nucleophilic displacement

reactions, that of CH 3 C1 is most strongly affected by temperature and

that of CH 3 I the least. These findings are discussed in more detail

below.

C. Data Interpretation -.

In an attempt to understand the effects described above of

solvation and temperature upon the rate constants, the measured

reaction rate constant have been compared with calculated rate

constants for col lisions of ions with polar molecules. Four -

theoretical models have been employed to calculate these collision

rate constants: (1) the AADO theory of Bowers and co-workers,3 (2) the

parameterized trajectory method of Su and Chesnavich, 4 (3) the

statistical approach of Ridge,5 and (4) the ACCSA approach of Clary.6

Over the temperature range studied here (200-500K), the collision rate

% constants predicted by these four approaches differed by no more than

20% and usually by less than 101. -

.4I
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The measured rate constants for the proton transfer reactions of

the unsolvated 0H- anion with HX are plotted vs. temperature over the

range 200-500K in Figure 3. Also shown are the collision rate

constants calculated for each of these reactions on the basis of AADO

theory (broken lines). The close agreement between the measured rate

constants and the calculated colIsion rate constants reveals that

these reactions occur with essentialy unit efficiency over the

temperature range studied, and that the slight negative temperature

dependence shown by these proton transfer reactions is caused by a

4,. decreasing contribution to the collision rate from the ion-dipole term , .

with increasing temperature.

Similar plots (not shown) for the proton transfer reactions of the

solvated hydroxide anions with the hydrogen halides show similarly

good agreement between the measured reaction constants and the

calculated collision rate constants. This indicates that the proton

tranfser reactions between OH-(H 2 0)n and HX always occur with unit

efficiency (i.e., at the collision rate), regardless of the

temperature or 'he degree of reaction salvation. The slight

variations observed in the reaction rates with changes in temperature,

solvation, and the identity of the halide can, therefore, be be

attributed solely to the variations these changes cause in the

collision rates.

The nucleophilic displacement reactions of CH 3 X with OHC(H20)n,

however, exhibit quite different behavior. In the reaction of methyl

chloride with the hydroxide anion, for example, the measured reaction '7'

rate constant is considerably less than the calculated collision rate

constant at all temperatures studied, with the disparity being

8.7
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greatest at the higher temperatures. Thus, the displacement reaction

between OH and CH3 Cl does not occur on every collision, and the

relatively strong negative temperature dependence shown by this

reaction is seen to be caused by a decrease in both the collision rate

constant and the reaction efficiency with increasing temperature.

This behavior is summarized for the reactions of OH- with the

various methyl halides in Figure 4, where the reaction efficiency

(i.e., the ratio of the measured reaction rate constant to the

calculated collision rate constant) is plotted vs. temperature. The

reaction efficiency is seen to decrease with increasing temperature -.

for all three reactions studied, this effect being most pronounced in

the case of the least exothermic reaction (i.e., that of methyl

chloride).

As shown in Figure 5, the addition of a single solvent molecule to

the reactant hydroxide anion further reduces the reaction efficiency,

which again exhibits a negative temperature dependence. Again, the

efficiency of the least exothermic reaction, that of methyl chloride, r '41

is the most strongly affected by increases in reactant solvation and -

in temperature.

These findings are consistent with the predictions of the "dow: le-

minimum model" developed by Brauman and co-workers.7  The essential

features of this model are as follows (see Figure 6): the reactants

form an addict at the collision rate, k1 . This adduct may then either

reform the reactants with a rate constant k- 1 , or Dass over the

t o~~~~' f o r t h r o u t a d u t
central barrier with the rate constant k2 to form the product addct.

For such exothermic reactions as those studied here, the overwhelming

majority of these prod ct adducts wil I then go on to form the

separated products, so that the observed rate constant k is given by

P

8.8
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9k kj K ,</(k- +1 2)

Since K, is just the coll1ision rate constant, the reaction

efficiency eq-ials the ratio k,/(k-l k,,). That is, the reaction

ef fic iency is simD ly the fraction of reaction add-ict3 that sujrrno nt .

the central barrier to form the prodict adducts and will therefore be

determined by the relative magnit-ides Of K n 2

f the reactants possess apprec iable energy &E in excess of that

*requ ired to surmoin t the ce ntral a rr ier, K,7 will be l.arger than k

and the reaction efficiency will approach unity. Tnis appears to be

the situation in the proton transfer reactions, which would be

.6 expected to have relatively low central barriers. Although the

nucleophilic displacement reactions wouild be expected to have higher '

barriers, the react ions of the urisol1vated hydrox ide ion with the

methyl1 halIides are so exotherm ic that a F w ill aga in De l arge and the

reaction efficiency will approaceh uinity. S-olvition of the reactant

anion, however, wilIl lower tne energy ot' the reactants more than that%

of the trans it ion state, rtedic ing the *,xces3 energy & E ava iab 'e fcr.

surmouint ing the oentr 3l barr ier and thereby lecre13i ng < and theel

react ion e ff ic i tncy. Th i s effect w il be) most prc.-noinced f or toe,

ipast exotnrmi~ react ions :)ecis o ny intr ir~s i IlIy :0Soss 33 e

least eX,'-eSs !?nrWy A:'.

Fntropi oonsi iorition3, on tr.e ther nandl, favor c ver K, 3ncl

th'1s tend to tro rca ~t on ff i'~ncy. Tb is c 't ncre,3ss in

importance with ncrnasing temperatire inI to is .,x,-. ,ns tn.o -noat i y
temperatuire d.-pen lence exo hibit ,d by the ri, lepri lri sp i'mrt

react ions. Bec a 13., the r eac t i an -,f Ci -,i e ,,y 1.3 Iterr. in j 1y the ... *

ro I a t i y e magn i t ide ~f K -1 i t~h r -aesnet t o K - 10 tO. i tost

8.95
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upon temperature will be shown by those reactions for which the excess . .

energyhE and hence the rate constant k2 are small; that is, the least

exothermic nicleophilic displacement reactions would be expected to

temperature, whereas the efficiency of the proton transfer reactions

would be relatively insensitive to temperature changes.

D. Publications

The results obtained in this study are being disseminated via three -

mechanisms: arti:les puolished in scientific journals, lectures %

presented at scientific conferences, and "in-house" reports submitted

to AFGL. The current status of these activities is given below.

1. Publications: At this time four manuscripts have been prepared

for submission to scientific joirnals. These manuscri-ts have been

forwarded to Dr. John F. Paulson at AFGL for final approval before

sbmission for piblication.

a. "Translation-1 Energy Dependence of Cross Sections for Reactions

of OH- H-) n with 2H3 C and CH 3Br," P. M. Hierl, M. J. Henchman,

and J. F. Pa1.son (to be submitted to J. Them. Phys.).

"Rate Constant and Producot Distributions as Finctions of

Temperatire for the Reaction of 6H-(H,2,) with H 3N," P. v.

Hieri, A. F. Ahren3, Y. J. Henchman, and J. F. P iilson 'to be

submitted to J. Am. Chem. Soc.).

c "Proton Transfer -s a Function of Hydration ; rmbtr and i
Temperatire: Rate 'onstants nd Product Distri),tions fr <V

- 2 , H H 3 hF from 200-500K," P. "I. Hieri, A. F. Ahrens, VI

M. Henchman, A. A. Viggiano, and J. F. Pau' 1on (tc !e simltter-

to J. Am. Them. .oc.). -. '

8.18.10 ..-.
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d. "Nucleophilic Displacement as a Function of Hydration Number and

Temperature: Rate Constants and Product Distributions for

OD-(10) 0 , 1 2, 3 + CH3Cl from 200-500K," P. M. Hierl, A. F.

Ahrens, M. Henchman, A. A. Viggiano, and J. F. Paulson (to be

submitted to J. Am. Chem. Soc.). l

Single copies of each of these manuscripts accompany this report.

in addition to the manuscripts listed above, four other manuscripts

reporting the findings of this study are in preparation.

2. Lectures: Z.

a. "Effects of Temperature 3nd Reactant Solvation upon the Rates

of Ion-Molecule Reactions," P. M. Hierl, A. F. Ahrens, M. J.

Henchman, A. A. Viggiano, and J. F. Paulson, contributed paper

presented at the 33rd Annual Conference on Mass Spectrometry 10

and Allied Topics, San Diego, CA, May 30, 1985. r

b. "How Does Solvation Affect Reactivity?", P. M. Hierl, M. J.

Henchman, A. A. V igglano, A. F. Ahrens, and J. F. Paulson,

invited paper presented by M. J. Henchman at the international

Conference on Chemical Kinetics, NBS, Galthersburg, MD, June

17-19, 1985.

c. "Nucleophilic Displacement in the Gas Phase as a Function of

Temperature, Translational Energy, and Solvation Number," M.

Henchman, P. M. Hieri, and J.F. Paulson, invited paper

presented by M. J. Henchman at the National ACS Meeting,

Chicago, IL, Sept. 1985.

d. "Reactivity of ionic Clusters as a Function of Temperature and

('lu~~~tere -3ize, P.M H er'luster Size," P. M Hir ,A. F. Ahrens, M. Henchman, A. A. -P

8.11 .
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Vlgglano, and J. F. Paulson, presented by M. Henchman at the %

Gordon Conference on Metallic Clusters, Aug. 1985.

e. "Reactivity as a Function of Solvatlon Number," M. J.

Henchman, P. M. Hierl, and J. F. Paulson, to be presented at ,..*

the National ACS Meeting, New York, NY, April, 1986. -a

3. Reports: A report evaluating current theories for calculating %

ion-polar molecule coLlision rate constants as functions of .

temperature has been submitted to Drs. M. J. Henchman and J. F.

Paulson, AFGL.
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*: FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Rate constant k at 298K vs. extent of reactant anion

solvation n for the proton transfer reactions of OH-(H2 0)n

with the hydrogen halides. The lines connecting the data

points have no significance other than serving as guides

to the eye. ,.

Figure 2. Rate constant k at 298K vs. extent of reactant anion

solvation n for the nucleophilic displacement reactions of

OH-(H 2 0)n with the methyl halides. The lines

connecting the data points have no significance other than '."

serving as guides to the eye. . .

Figure 3. Rate constant k vs. temperature T for the proton transfer

reactions of OH- with the hydrogen halides HF, HCI, and

HBr. The data points represent the measured reaction rate

c':sStants and the broken lines show the collision rate

constants calculated on the basis of AADO theory for the

corresponding pair of reactants.

Figure 4. Reaction efficiency vs. temperature T for the nucleophiiic

displacement reactions of OH- with the methyl nalides

CH 3Cl, CH3 Br, and CH3 1. Tne dita points represent the

ratios of the measired 'eaction rate constant -< to the :or-

responding collision rate _:onstant KT calculat'?d on tne 1ais

of AADO theory it the same temperature. The broken lines -P

have no 3ignificance otner than 3erving as guiles to the eye.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for the nucleophilic displacement

reactions of 0H -H-2 with the methyl halides CH3Cl, CH3 Br,

and CH 3I.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the double-minimum model. See

text for a discussion of the essential features of the model.
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EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATION ON THE OPTICAL

CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER COMPONENTS

.1'. .. :. "

ABSTRACT

In view of requirements stemming from projects under the auspices of the

Strategic Defense Initiative, work has been initiated to explore the effects

of nuclear radiation on the optical characteristics of laser components. .

Pre-irradiation tests have been conducted and samples have also been exposed %

to the fast-neutron environment in the beam stop of the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility and to energetic electrons in the beam of EG&G's LINAC. -

Computer codes for analysis of experimental data have been developed, tested,

and used to obtain preliminary results. Further experiments of relevance are

in various stages of planning. %
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Determination of nuclear-radiation effects on the optical

characteristics of laser components, such as mirrors and windows, has

recently become a matter of vital interest with the scope of several projects

under the auspices of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Such

knowledge, at least of a phenomenological nature, is of utmost and urgent .-

importance for the design of laser systems for anti-missile defense

applications. In the long run, basic understanding of response kinetics and

the concomitant ability to formulate theoretical models will be essential to

harden these systems and reduce their vulnerability to hostile actions.

Based on the common knowledge of solid-state physics, energy deposition

from absorption of nuclear radiation changes the microstructure of the

crystal lattice and the distribution of the electrons and holes in quantum -

mechanically available energy states; to complicate matters, inevitable W. _.r

impurities and dislocation defects are generally of profound importance.

Such changes impact a variety of physical properties of the solid material, .'

such as electrical conductivity and optical absorbance. Thus, the essential %

question to be answered is not whether germane effects will actually occur,

but as to what their magnitude and the associated practical significance for

the military systems design might be.

Except fo efforts by the author and his graduate students at

1,2,3,4,5,6 7,8
FJSRL ''''

5  and by researchers at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL)

virtually no significant research to explore this vital problem area had been

reported. Published observations of nuclear-irradiation effects on the
9 -.

performance of fiber optics , although in themselves certainly interesting,

are of exceedingly limited value in addressing the laser-component problem "4.

because the vagaries in solid-state behavior and the lack of a sound

9.4
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theoretical understanding preclude any quantitatively credible scientific

inference. Also, some very preliminary and limited information for

dielectric coatings relating to cosmic radiation encountered by space

10vehicles, having been published lately , is of very little relevance for SDI

system applications. Simply speaking, the stat2-of-the-art is on square one.

To conduct the investigation reported here requires diversified

expertise in several scientific disciplines: radiation physics and nuclear

radiation effects, solid-state physics, plasma physics, laser physics, and

optics. All these necessary ingredients are within the author's repertoire

of extensive research experience. - --

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The objectives of the research effort is the exploration of nuclear-

irradiation effects on the laser-damage threshold of laser com-,onents to be

used in military application of laser systems with strong emphasis on

problems relevant to the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Short-range

goals are directed toward satisfying some immediate high-priority SD[

requirements in a timely manner. Long range goals entail the development of . '. '-

theoretical models and basic understanding of the relationship between

observed macrophenomena (reflectivity, absorbance, etc.) and microphenomena

at the atomic and electronic scale of solid-state physics.

0

III. NEUTRON IRRADIATION EFFECTS

Mirrors (multiple dielectric coatings of ZrO2 and Si02 on Si substrate)

designed for optimum reflectivity at the I-laser wavelength X - 1.315 -m,

were exposed to fast neutrons in the beam stop of the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility (LAMPF). The pristine-sample reflectivity R = 0.99 0.01

was reduced to R 0.71 ± 0.08 for samples sublected to a fast-neutron %

W0

9.5
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fluence of about 1.5 x 10 neutrons/M. Further samples will be exposed

to lesser fluence levels after the current modification project of the LAMPF

beam-stop facility is completed. Detailed results are documented in reports

by Ferrel. 12,
13

TV. EFFECTS OF ELECTRON-BEAM IRRADIATION

Mirrors (multiple dielectric coatings of Al 0 and SiO, on fused silica
2 3

substrate) designed for optimum reflectivity at the KrF-laser wavelength

= 248 nm as well as metal-coated mirrors (200 nm Al layer on fused-silica .

substrate and layers of 90 nm Cu plus 200 nm Ag on fused-silica substrate)

were irradiated with intense energetic-electron pulses in the beam of the %

electron LTNAC operated by EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc. The coatings were

14
subjected under the following nominal conditions: (a) pulse duration

T - 20 n, dose rate D = 2.5 krad/ns, dose D - 50 krad; (b) pulse duration-

T = 20 ns, dose rate D - 3.5 krad/ns, dose D = 70 krad; (c) pulse duration "
•., _.:~-...- .,

T= 45 ns, dose rate D =.8 krad/ns, dose D = 126 krad; () pulse duration"= 45 ns, dose rate D = 2.8 krad/ns, dose D = 126 krad; (d) pulse duration ' .

T = 200 ns, dose rate D = 0.1 krad/ns, dose D = 20 krad; and (e) pulse

duration T = 500 ns, dose rate D = 0.1 krad/ns, dose D = 50 krad.

Reflectivity of the samples was observed during and immediately following the

electron-beam pulse. Reflectivity and absorption of the samples were also

measured two weeks after irradiation. Comparison of the results with values

for the pristine samples reveals that the effects are very small. It should .

be noted that these electron irradiations give, at least qualitatively, an

indication of gamma-radiation damage effects that might be anticipated.

15Preliminary results are documented in reports by G.W. Scronce and K. A. -

Stroh, as well as a paper presented at the 1985 Topical Meeting on

High-Power-Laser Optical Components.1 7
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George R. Doyle, Jr.

In recent years the United States Air Force, aerospace

ompanies, and universities have developed simulation techniques

to predict aircraft dynamics during ground operations, specifi- -

cally taxiing over unpaved or repaired runways. These techniques
are used to determine: the strength of the airframe and landing
gears; the ability of the pilot to function in a vibratory

environment; and if sufficient thrust is available to overcome

soil drag, reach liftoff velocity, and takeoff in the available
distance. The purposes of this report are to: first, review the
computer simulations that have been developed for the prediction ."-']

of aircraft response to austere airfield surface conditions;
second, to comment on simulation techniques that could be "

improved in accuracy or running time; and third, to recommend 0
future efforts that would improve the simulations.

I. .

During the design of an aircraft heavy emphasis is placed on , x

flight-induced motions and loads. However, ground based
operations produce an environment that can generate significant '" 10-.
aircraft dynamics that could be uncomfortable to passengers, or

.'- o°S
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damaging to the cargo. In addition, high vertical accelerations

in the cockpit represent a potential disorientation problem for %

the pilot, which may cause landing or take off accidents.

Perhaps more important the aircraft structure can be subjected to

large local deformations leading to stress failure, or the gears

could experience loads beyond their design limits. For normal

commerical aircraft and airports, ground loads (except for

landing impact) should be of secondary concern. But aircrafts

such as crop dusters and small private planes, which often

operate from unimproved fields, experience a harsh environment

during ground operations. Perhaps of greatest importance is the

growing need of military aircraft to be operational from austere

airfields.

Most current United States Air Force (USAF) aircraft operate

on rigid, smooth, paved Main Operating Base (MCB) surfaces. In ."-

all the recent wars that the United States has been involved in,

it enjoyed air superiority, and its airbases were generally well .-

protected and operational under normal procedures. Future corn-

flicts may, however, be fought from MCB that are vulnerable to

enemy attack, and MCB surface damage or MCB denial are

anticipated. Therefore, the Air Force is placing greater

emphasis on aircraft-surface operations, particularly on repaired

bomb damage MCB surfaces, soil and other emergency surfaces.

One effort to meet this challenge, which is presently

underway in the United States is to define the rough surface

capabilities of mainline fighters and cargo planes. The USAF is

establishing these capabilities, through a program called HAVE

BOUNCEl under which:

*Simulations are prepared for each aircraft on bomb damage

repaired (BtR) runways.

'Aircraft component weaknesses are identified through

simulation. S-

*Simulations are validated with test data. S.[,

-Operational limitations are developed. - -

The HAVE BOUNCE program is scheduled to be completed in 1985. -' .
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A second related ongoing effort is the Soil Airfield
Fighter Environment (SAFE) Program. The objectives of SAE are
to improve and validate existing techniques for predicting

aircraft operations on soil, and to adapt these techniques for

predictions on Alternate Launch and Recovery Surfaces (ALRS). Z

II. Micie
In the pjest five to ten years a substantial number of

computer simulations have been developed to predict aircraft-
suf%-e interaction. Many of these programs have been written .
hy personnel in the USAF or have been contracted to various

organizations by the USAF. Others have been developed by
aircraft companies to meet their own needs, or by individuals at
universities, or in foreign countries (most notably in NAO .. .

countries). ..%

The objectives of this study were to review the literature

concerning aircraft-surface dynamic simulation techniques: 1) to
establish a historical view of the improvement in the state-of-

the-art, 2) to recognize the individuals and organizations which
have played a prominent roll in advancing the state-of-the-art,
3) to develop a knowledge base of physical phenomena that have '

been simulated, 4) to identify mathematical techniques that have
been used, 5) to classify the simulations according to their

general purpose, complexity, and accuracy, and 6) to suggest ,

areas in which simulation techniques could be improved, and tests
could be run to validate the simulations. -.

This report contains a brief summary of the computer " . -'.

programs that nave been written to predict the dynamic -
displacements and forces resulting from nonflight aircraft
operations. The capabilities of each program along with their

limitations and numerical techniques are cited.

III Si mllJat ion
A literature search and review on aircraft-surface dynamics -

was conducted by Cox, et.al. 2 in 1977-78. They gave a general " "
discussion of input characteristics for simulations, the types "

10.4 , -
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Of modeling techniques used, the outputs of the models, solution e.'

techniques, and the relation of automobile and rail dynamics to .'-4
aircraft dynamics. Only f ive aircraft-surfacie simulation codes i.

were mentioned. Drevet 3 developed a simulation on an analog-_' ,
computer to investigate aircraft takeoff. Wignot, et.al. .,"WW-V

included ai rf rame flexible degrees Of f reedom in a digital ".",'program to study dynaic load during taxiin. Booer and
Butterworth5 used a flexible aircraft with nonlinear landing gear .
and tire stiffnesses to study the dynamic response of a C-141A !! ;:i

taxiing on a rough runway. A follow-on computer code by Gerardiand Lohwasser6 increased the complexity of the gear model, butn

attemnted to keep the simulation as simple and as versatile as
possible so that any aircraft could be simulated at a reasonable

- ~~cost. The previous two programs predicted the aircraft dynamics '. -
and strut forces. Kilne r 'v simulation predicted aircraft

component loads in an attempt to establish acceptable BIOR tech- "
niques. Its simportant to note that all of the a lve aircraft-

surface programs were for pitch plane dynamics only, and that no

attempt was made to model the soil as a viscoelastic element. - "-
The authors2 also made the point that the pilot was not included

in the simulations (open-loop).

Many of the aircraft-surface computer codes have been. .
written in the past five to ty te ya i rsposthe HAVE BC1 or_

SAxE programs, but many computer codes, in addition to those

reviewed by Cox, et. al.2 existed prior to these major programs. / "

andIn 1962 Silsby8 used a simple linear model to determine the

power spectrum acceleration response of a rigid frame supersonic
otransport due to the power spectrum of runway unevenneso The

aircraft had two degrees of freedom: pitch and bounc; and the

undercarriages each had a vertical degree of freedom. All ....

damping and stiff ness characteristics of each strut were 1linear
and identical. Silsby's results were strongly and inconsistently

influenced by speed; but he did conclude that the acceleration
respons as me cockpit of a supersonic transport would be worse

than that of a subsonic transport. " ""'
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Tung, et.al.9 developed a ten degree of freedom digital
simulation to investigate supersonic aircraft vibrations when ____

traversing runway intersections and other unevennesses. The

model included rigid body bounce and pitch of the airframe and " '

bounce of two landing gears, six flexural modes of a free-free

airframe, and nonlinear damping and stiffness characteristics,

with friction, in the struts. The equations were numerically

integrated to determine the vertical acceleration of the pilot.

The results indicated that supersonic aircraft, with a long -

slender fuselage, produce significantly higher cockpit accelera-

tions then subsonic aircraft, and that the flexural modes greatly

increased the cockpit acceleration. .. .

Ortasse10 suggested a different approach in constructing a

deterministic runway profile with the same spectral content as
several representative measured profiles. Although he discussed

the importance of airframe roll and asymmetric modes, his
model was pitch plane only with rigid body pitch and bounce and
four symmetric flexible modes. Undercarriage nonlinearities were

discussed, as were aerodynamics and structural damping. His
theoretical results showed good agreement with measured data at

low taxi speeds, but inaccuracy increased with speed. y.-
Bolton, et.al.1 1 developed digital and hybrid computer

simulations for both deterministic and random runway input to

predict undercarriage and airframe loads on the Boeing 747. .

Their deterministic model was three-dimensional and included the

nonlinearities of the oleopneumatic* struts. Runway inputs were
1-cosine waves. The input for the random analysis was P.S.D.'s .-.[*.a

for commerical runway profiles. All loads were below the design %

load levels.

•Oleopneumatic implies a nonlinear force-stroke relation -

involving a polytropic process of compressing a gas, and a

nonlinear force-stroke velocity relation involving the forcing 0

of a hydraulic fluid through an orifice.
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In 1968 Richmond, et. al. 1 2 developed an analog model for

taxiing, and digital models for landing and takeoff, specifically

to analyze a Boeing 367-80 on substandard runways. The model

included three airframe rigid body modes (vertical, pitch, and

roll), and thret symmetric and two asymmetric airframe flexible

modes. The landing gear degrees of freedom included vertical
stroke and fore-aft spring back for each of three gears, and

truck pitch for the two main gears-a total of sixteen degrees of

freedom. The gears were oleopneumatic; the tires were non-

linear springs with a point-ontact follower; the soil was a
nonlinear, rate sensitive spring; and the runway obstacle was

modeled by 1-cosine dips or bumps.
Sharp1 3 used the same test results as Richmond 12 on the

Boeing 367-80 to verify a one degree of freedom simulation for

C-141 and C-5 takeoffs on clay or sand airfields. Although

SharPs wheel/soil interaction was very detailed, none of the

strut characteristics were included. Much of the wheel/soil

interaction model was based on empirical data. Sharp used a

fourth order Runge-Kutta with a variable time step for numerical /.

integration.

Furnish and Anders 1 4 developed a three-demensional model of

a flexible aircraft: bounce, longitudial, pitch, roll, yaw, and

up to ten coupled flexible modes. The emphasis in this model v..

was the gear, which included: polytropic air compression,
velocity squared damping, variable orifice shape, snubber

orifice damping, and strut friction with breakout and lockup.

This model was verified by mounting an A-37B aircraft on

hydraulic actuators and simulating a 1-cosine bump."" "

A statistical approach was used by Kirk and Perry1 5 ,1 6 in "-

which they only considered the vertical degrees of freedom of the
airframe, wheel, and the first symmetric wing bending mode. The

strut stiffness and damping were linearized, and the input was

defined as the vertical spectral density of the runway. Transfer

function techniques were used to predict RMS displacements and S

forces. An extension to the statistical model was made by Kirk1 7  .

when he added the pitch rigid body mode, but he removed the

10.7.
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flexible mode used in his first model. Furthermore, to simplify

the analysis, he uncoupled the heave and pitch motions by

assuming that the mass/stiffness relationships of the nose and

main struts were identical. Comparsion to experimental data from

the Boeing 707 differed by 18 percent at the center of gravity

and 10 percent at the cockpit.

In his doctoral thesis Hsueh 18 '19 developed time and

frequency domain simulations of the pitch plane dynamics of a

flexible aircraft during ground operations. Rigid body degrees

of freedom included fuselage bounce and pitch, and nose and main

gear bounce. Symmetic flexible modes for a free-free airframe

were also included. The tires were represented by linear

springs, and the landing gear mechanism by a parallel conbination

of a nonlinear spring, a nonlinear dashpot, and a Coulomb

friction device, Aerodynamic lift was included. Numerical

integration was performed by a finite difference method.

Comparisons of the variance in vertical accelerations at the

cockpit and center of gravity, and main and nose landing gear

tire forces were made for a Boeing 707 airplane with rigid body

modes only and with the flexural modes included. The flexural

modes decreased the tire forces and the center of gravity

acceleration, but generally increased the cockpit acceleration.

A master's thesis by Crsetti 2 0 simulated a C-130 aircraft

with active hydraulic controllers in the struts. The analysis "

was stochastic; and the performance criterion was to reduce wing
fatigue damage. Three separate models were developed with the

most complex including airframe bounce, pitch, and roll along ..

with wing flexibility represented by an additional spring/mass/

damper arrangement. Results showed that wing fatigue damage

would be reduced by optimizing the active controllers in the

struts.
Lynch, Dueweke, and Young2l developed a general six degree

of freedom simulation for a rigid airframe with up to five

landing gears. The program could simulate control and performance

during glide slope, flare, landing, or takeoff, all under

," conditions of winds, braking or strut or engine failure. It also.5

5'. ,... !e10.8
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modeled ground effects, engine reversal, drag chute, carrier .

takeoff, inclined runways, runway perturbations, landing gear
loads, and control systems. The integration technique used was a
fourth order Runge-Kutta with variable step size leading to a

long solution time.
Mitchell 22 developed a two-dimensional model to study the .,.

cockpit acceleration of the Concorde during taxiing. His model I-'
included the bounce and pitch rigid body modes plus the first
eight symmetric modes of the airframe. The struts were modeled
with nonlinear stiffness, damping, friction and stiction.
Aerodynamics were included. Mitchell concluded that taxi
performance could be improved by significant reductions in the

stiffnesses of the struts.
Whitehead23 presented a thesis in which he developed a two-

dimensional hybrid simulation of an aircraft taxiing over
deterministic runway profiles. The model assumed two rigid body
(bounce and pitch) and five symmetic flexible modes for the
airframe, and one bounce mode each for both the nose and main

undercarriages. The gears contained nonlinear stiffness,

damping, friction and stiction, and the tires were assumed to
have linear stiffness and damping with point-contact. •

Aerodynamic lift and moment were included. Whitehead proposed an

optimization technique based on ride comfort and structural

fatique to determine the undercarriage parameters. The
simulation time histories were compared to Mitchell's 2 2 results for
the Concorde for validation.

A complex three-dimensional model of aircraft dynamics on a

runway was developed by Reynolds 24 . The model included symmetric
and asymmetric flexible airframe modes, all the nonlinearities

for any number of undercarriages, and ground effect aerodynamics.
A Runge-Kutta Merson numerical integration technique was used to -

obtain solutions. The main results of the study was that the
model was impractical because of long comuter tines.

In 1975, Crenshaw25 developed a series of five computer -
programs to investigate soil/wheel interaction and aircraft

response during landing, taxiing, takeoff, and turning. The

• ~. .l,,
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first program predicted the number of passes by an aircraft over A
a soil before a certain rut depth was produced. The rut depth _

formula was based on empirical results developed by Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) 26, and was only good for low-speed
operatior The second program computed vertical wheel load 'A
during landing impact on a yielding surface, and the rut depth
due to the vertical load and spin-up load. In this dynamic
simulation the ground model was a primary soil spring in series - '
with a secondary soil spring and viscous damper in parallel
Wheel slip and soil hardening effects were included. The
airframe had two degrees of freedom (bounce and pitch) and was

acted upon by aerodynamic lift cnd strut forces. The struts were
modeled as single degree of freedom oleopneumatic elements with
no bearing friction. The tires' load-deflection characteristics
were nonlinear. Because of the high frequency of the unsprung
mass, a fourth order Runge-Kutta integration was used. The third

computer code included landing impact and runout with cyclic

braking.

The fourth program developed by Crenshaw25 simulated taxi
and takeoff in the pitch plane for an aircraft with up to five
landing gears. At the beginning of taxiing, static balance was 1.:

achieved by iteration. Aerodynamic lift and drag, but not

moment, were included, as well as thrust as a function of
velocity. The same soil and landing gear models used for

landing were used for the taxi and takeoff simulations, but the

numerical integration technique used was a Taylor series rather

than Runge-Kutta. The fifth program simulated turning, using -

the landing gear and soil models developed for the landing and
takeoff programs. After a short taxi time the nose gear was

rotated such that the wheel had both a free rolling and a

skidding component. To accommodate the turning effect, two

additional airframe degrees of freedom were assumed for a total
of four: bounce, pitch, lateral, and yaw. Taylor series

integration was also used in the turning simulation.

Durham and Murphy 27 used the U.S. Army's vehicle dynamics
model to predict the pitch plane response of a C-12A on substandard

10.10
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runways. Four rigid body degrees of freedom were used: body
bounce and pitch, and nose and main gear bounce. The nonlinear
stiffness and damping characteristics of the struts were modeled;
and the tires were assumed to be clusters of radial springs. :.- '-

An aircraft simulation by Gerardi and Lohwasser 6 was a pitch
plane analysis of aircraft response during a takeoff roll over a

runway, approximated by a third order polynomial at elevations
specified every two feet. The degrees of freedom included:

horizontal, pitch and vertical, and fifteen flexible modes for
the airframe; and the nose and main gears' strokes. The struts
were nonlinear oleopneumatic (friction neglected), but the tires -' '-'

were linear point-contact springs. The equations of motion were

integrated using a three term Taylor series. In 1977 a roll

degree of freedom was added Gerardi 2 8 , along with 15 asymmetric ,-' --

airframe flexible modes, and asymmetric runway profiles.

A digital program was developed by Kilner 2 9 to specifically

simulate the dynamics of the F-4C and F-ill aircraft taxiing over
BDR runways. Somm, etal.3 0 used a modification of the program
to analyze the T-43A, KC-135, and YC-14. The model simulated the
bounce and pitch modes of the airframe, and the bounce of the
nose and main wheels along with symmetric flexible modes (eight
for the F-4C and fifteen for the F-ill). Aerodynamic lift and
pitching were applied, and used to calculate loads on the fuselage
and wings. Strut forces included pneumatic springs, hydraulic
damping, stops, and friction. Wheel drag loads were also
calculated. A dynamic programing language (MIMIC) was used with

FORFRAN subroutines added for initial conditions and I/O
variables. A Runge-Kutta technique with automatic time step
adjustment integrated the equations of motion. The simulation

predictions were used to establish aircraft component failure

criteria.

The general capabilities of a digital simulation used at
McDonnel-Douglas is summarized by Burkhart and Wilson31 . This ..

time domain simulation assumed four rigid and up to ten ,

symmetric, flexible body degrees of freedom for the airframe. '-".
Strut oleopneumatic and friction forces were modeled for up to

*.J+,,
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five flexible landing gears-each with six degrees of freedom.
Thrust, braking and control surfaces could be varied based on .

taxiing or landing simulations. Aerodynamics and ground friction
were also modeled. BER runway profiles were simulated by ramps
and constant curvature arcs. A predictor-corrector technique

with a constant time step was used to numerically integrate the
equations of motion. Numerous computer runs indicated potential
structural problems in operating the F-4C and F-4E on BER

runways.
The "EASY" computer program is basically an analytical tool

which was originally developed by Boeing to model control
systems. As sud, the program has many capabilities, e.g. root

locus, eigenproblem, stability, etc. The code consists of

modules which must be assembled in the model generation part of
the program. The model is then analyzed based on the desires of
the user. In 1979, "EASY" was expanded to EASY-ACLS (Air

Cushion Landing System).32 Aircraft equations of motion,
various air cushion devices, and arresting gear capability were
added. The model generator could select up to six rigid body . .
degrees of freedom, thrust variations, and wind gusts. The

program could simulate landing, takeoff, taxiing, and flight.
Integration techniques available were Runge-Kutta (fixed or
variable step), Adams/Bashforth/Moulton predictor-corrector,

4,.. Euler, Heun, and Gear.

A second revision to "EASY" was made in 1980 when Warren •

and Kilner added an Advanced Brake Control System. 3 3 This new

version of the program was developed to simulate aircraft-

surface response during adverse weather conditions. The program
included pilot input in the form of control surfaces, throttle,
and brakes. Each strut had four degrees of freedom: stroke, .

fore-aft, lateral, and steering. The tire characteristics were

nonlinear properties of displacement. The ground profile
(different for each wheel) could be sinusoidal or random.

10.1 2 i:[:
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A different aproach to rigid body aircraft simulation was . 4

taken by Gajewski3 4 when he developed the total simulation model

(bounce, pitch and roll) based on modal equations. Knowing

natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes, he

integrated the equations of motion using the Newmark or Wilson e
method. Symmetric or asymmetric surface roughness on a rigid

runway was used to excite the aircraft. The strut and tire

stiffnesses were combined in series, and the wheel masses

ignored.

Dawson and Larkins 3 5 developed a pitch plane dynamic -

simulation for the F-4E traversing runway irregularities

including AM-2 mats. The airframe had three rigid body modes-

forward, bounce, and pitch, and fifteen flexible modes for the

wing, fuselage, and pylons. Each nose and main gear had a

vertical mode, and the struts were oleopneumatic with rebound

snubbing and friction. The tire was modeled as either a

nonlinear spring with point-contact or a pneumatic membrane that

enveloped surface irregularities. Thrust and aerodynamic lift,

drag, and pitching moment acted at the aircraft's center of

gravity, and were used to calculate loads on the wings and

fuselage. This model had an unusual feature that would simulate

the effect of tail scrape. An iteration process was used to

balance the aircraft for initial steady state conditions, and a

Runge-Kutta numerical integration with variable time steps solved

the equations of motion.

A Master's thesis by eight graduate students at the Air

Force Institue of Technology resulted in a three-dimensional

simulation of an aircraft operating over a BR runway 3 6 . The

primary purpose of the simulation was to investigate one active

and three passive alternatives to the current F-16 shock strut. 
,

The airframe was modeled with five rigid degrees of freedom

(bounce, pitch, longitudinal, lateral, and roll), and up to

twenty symmetric flexible modes. Each strut had a vertical

degree of freedom and was modeled as a nonlinear spring and -

damper in parallel. The tire was modeled as a nonlinear spring
having point-contact with the surface. The surface was assumed

,5 * .* 5 _
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to be rigid with roughness elevation modeled by algebraic or %
trigonometric expressions. The Adam's predictor-corrector was used

to integrate the equations of motior

A seven degree of freedom model by Ottens and Nederveen 37

was part of the Netherland's contribution to NAT, s : -

investigation of aircraft response induced by runway bumps or
repairs. The model included the bounce, longitudinal, and pitch

motion of the airframe, and the vertical and longitudinal motion
of the nose and main gears. Landing struts were represented by : ::

oleopneumatic sliding members and a linear torsional spring.
Tire stiffness was a function of deflection, and point-contact
was assumed at the tire/surface interface.

Work done in Czechoslovakia by Kropac, etal.38 produced a
frequency domain computer program that predicted the vertical
vibrations of an aircraft excited by runway unevenness and

propulsion forces. The results were interpreted as comfort
criteria for the crew and passengers, and for structural safety.

The model included five degrees of freedom: sprung mass,
unspring mass, flexible body sprung mass, passenger or cargo

mass, and the mass of a propulsion device. Linear elastic and

damping elements were used to connect the different masses, and ...

the tire was represented by a linear spring.

Much of England's contribution to ND's investigation of

military aircraft response on damage and repaired runways was -
summarized by Payne, etal.39 ,40 While their stated goal was to
use relatively simple general-purpose computer programs, many

important details were considered. The models contained both

rigid and flexible modes for the fuselage; polytropic gas spring,
velocity-squared damping, and friction/stiction in the gears;

tire models; undercarriage details; and even parachute
deployment. A Kutta-Merson variable step integration resulted in

a significant savings in computer time compared to a fixd step.

Several aircraft were modeled (Concorde, C-130, VC-10, Jaguar,
etc.), and excellent correlation with measured data for low

speeds was made.
An initial examination of the suitability of hand-held

*O 1 . *.' .
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programmable calculators to predict aircraft response was made by
Taylor, et.at.41 Both a TI-59 and a HP-41C were used. In

particular the TI-59 was used to integrate the bounce degree of

freedom of an aircraft traversing a runway repair mat.
. -

Stiffness and damping forces were linear, and a Runge-Kutta

numerical integration was used. Lack of memory limited the

analysis to one degree of freedom, but the gear load response

correlated well with Gajewski's 3 4 model which also ignored wheel

mass.

Cook42 developed a computer simulation that was simple in

terms of only three degrees of freedom, but complex in the

tire/soil interaction. The program simulated a single rigid

landing gear supporting an effective aircraft mass. The degrees

of freedom were bounce, longitudinal, and wheel spin. Surface

roughness was approximated by a fourth order polynomial, while ,.-,[

soil flexibility was modeled as a nonlinear spring and damper in .o

series. The tire was modeled as radial springs whose force

dependency on displacement was quadratic. An iteration -.-

procedure was used to determine the forces in the tire and soil
at each time step. Integration was performed by a Taylor

series. The program could predict tire sinkage for a static
aircraft, and then axle start-up loads due to thrust buildup and

subsequent motion.
Due to the need for a short takeoff capability, the U.S.

Navy has investigated ramp-assisted takeoff. 43 The model .-

included bounce, pitch, and longitudinal for the airframe, and

stroke for the nose and main gears. The struts were

oleopneumatic, and the tires were nonlinear point-contact

followers with rolling friction. Detailed aerodynamics,

controlled by pilot imput to control surfaces, and thrust as a

function of velocity, throttle setting, and air temperature were

modeled. The ramp was either circular or user-supplied. The

fourth order Runge-Kutta technique was used to integrate the

equations of motion. An wasteful feature of this simulation was
that it integrated the lateral, yaw, and roll equations of motion

even though there were no motions in those directions.

..1.*:
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A third major modification by Skinner 4 4 was made to the

Gerardi's simulations ,2 8. The new program was a modularization

of the old ones for the purpose of making it more flexible to

model any aircraft. The new program used a Newton-Raphson

iteration to balance the aircraft and produce initial conditions.
In addition to the Taylor series integration technique, the

program could also use the Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector with

a Runge-Kutta starter. Skinner's modifications included new

capabilities such as simulating landing impact, a variety of

landing gear geometries, and braking and aerodynamic devices such
as a tailhook or drag chute.

A one-dimensional simulation of an aircraft under the

actions of weight, aerodynamic lift and drag, soil drag, and

thrust was developed by Phillips, et. al. 4 5 Although this model

had only one degree of freedom (longitudinal), it did oontain

Cook's tire/soil model 4 2 , which was a tire with quadratic radial

springs and a damper and spring in series for the soil. The

program predicted sinkage and drag during takeoff or landing on

soil. It used a fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical integration

with a variable time step.
Levy 4 5 summarized work that had been done at Fairchild

Republic Company to analyze the pitch plane dynamics of the A-

10 aircraft traversing both deterministic and stochastic runways

or soil. The main emphasis was to study six conceptual landing

gears and their effect on gear/wheel loads, ground loads, tire

deflection and rut depth. The soil was modeled with a linear

spring in series with a combined parallel linear spring and

velocity damper. The tire was represented by "n" radial springs
with quartic and cubic force-displacement functions, based on the

University of Dayton model. 42 Articulated and active landing

gears and anti-skid brakes were modeled. The degrees of freedom

included rigid body airframe longitudinal, vertical, and pitch;

wing bending and torsion; fuselage bending; stores lateral and

pitch; and vertical, horizontal, and pitching of struts. Time .
~domain studies were done with a second order Taylor series /.

numerical integration. One interesting study was made to
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determine when the multi-element tire model would yield

significantly different results than a single-point tire model. -.

Multi-element tires gave higher loads, especially for small-scale

irregularities at low to moderate taxi speeds.

Crenshaw and Hollenbeck 47 developed a three-dimensional
model to investigate a F-4C fighter taxiing over a surface of -

varying strength. In particular this simulation included

turning in soil. The airframe had six, while each wheel had
one, rigid body degrees of freedom. In addition, each strut had
a flexible bending mode which effected the gear load, but did
not effect the airframe dynamics. Ihe strut suspensions were
oleopneumatic. The tire was modeled by a point-contact -

follower or a distributed contact (radial springs) 42 . he soil

was modeled in the vertical ditection as a spring in series with
a spring and damper in parallel. In the longitudinal direction a

free rolling wheel with rolling drag, and in the side direction
an element that included bulldozing drag and wheel skid was
assumed. De to both soil and tire flexibility, an iteration

was necessary to determine soil deflection; the Method of False
Position was used. The equations of motion were integrated using
a fourth order Runge-Kutta, but the program has undergone 4

modification to an Adam's predictor-corrector48. -

Cook used his previously developed42, detailed tire/soil

interaction model, and expanded it to a complete three-
dimensional aircraft model 49 . The airframe had six rigid body

degrees of freedom. Each of three wheels had a spin degree of

freedom which included braking and slip effects; and each strut
was modeled as oleopneumatic with sliding friction. The tires
were modeled with quadratic radial springs, the soil with a

spring and damper in series, and the surface profile with a .' ,0

fourth order polyncmial. Pitch plane aerodynamics and thrust .'-

through the center of gravity were included. The program could ..
be used in three modes of operation: takeoff; landing; and stop,

sink, and start up. Numerical integration was performed by a -
Taylor series.

A more complete simulation by Taylor, et. al. 41 , 50 was

A k-.?. "
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developed to run on an Apple II computer. The model included the

rigid body bounce, pitch, and roll degrees of freedom of the .. 4"

fuselage, the bounce degree of freedom of up to five wheels, and

up to five symmetric airframe flexible modes. Gear

characteristics were represented by oleopneumatic elements, and
the tires were linear point-contact springs. Five numerical

integration techniques were available: 4th-order Runge-Kutta,

Houbolt's, Central Differences, Taylor Series, and Newmark. The

model could be used to simulate either three or five post aircraft

traversing single or double runway repair mats. This model ...- ,

originally developed for an Apple II computer was made '-"-

operational on a VAX and used to investigate the response of the

F-16 to ramp inputs.

As part of the HAVE BOUNCE program, Crenshaw and Owen 51  "
modified and improved existing simulations to predict C-130 "

aircraft dynamic response and loads when traversing AM-2 mats.

Although the program contained the airframe roll degree of

freedom, only bounce and pitch motions were simulated over

symmetric obstacles. The first eight flexible modes due to wing

bending and torsion were also used. The strut models contained the
oleopneumatic nonlinearities plus bearing friction, while the .

tires were point-contact, nonlinear spring wih linear damping. -

Each wheel axle had a vertical degree of freedom. Control inputs

for elevator deflection, thrust, and braking were provided.
Aerodynamic lift and moment as functions of ground speed and

aircraft altitude were a major development in the simulation. The

computer simulations were compared to test data, and the program

was modified, resulting in reasonable accuracy in peak load

predictions. The equations of motion were numerically integrated

using a fourth order Runge-Kutta. .

Also as part of the HAVE BOUNCE program, Justice52 developed

an aircraft-surface simulation for the C-141B cargo plane. The
model included four rigid body degrees of freedom for the

airframe (vertical, longitudinal, pitch, and roll) and fifteen

airframe flexible modes. The three struts were oleopneumatic

with sliding friction. Each strut also had a spring-back degree

10.18
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of freedom. The tires were represented by nonlinear springs, and .o

interacted with the ground as point-c=ntacts. Runway roughness
simulated AM-2 mat configurations by using ramps and flats or 1-
cosine bumps. Pitch plane aerodynamics and thrust as a function . .% %-

of velocity were included. The simulation was capable of landing
impact, landing and takeoff runout and taxiing. The equations of

motion were numerically integrated using the Runge-Kutta Gil

technique. This basic computer simulation was also used by Kent,
Justice, and Venne1 53 to simulate the C-5A for the HAVE B(UNCE.
program.

A project recently completed by Northrop5 4 was to develop a

computer simulation to combine airframe structural modeling with
the latest advances in tire, soil and landing gear modeling.
This program was an extension of TAXIG44 and generally applicable

to any military aircraft regardless of landing gear type.
Because the program was written in modules, the user can select

different components to solve a particular problem, or can write

his own module. The airframe had six rigid body degrees of
freedom and up to fifteen flexible modes. Each gear had four

degrees of freedom: three translations and one i n rotation. For
a multiple wheel truck, each wheel had an angular degree of

freedom, which could include soil drag, rolling friction, and
slip forces. The basic tire model was either a nonlinear spring

with hysteretic damping or a multispring model 42. When the wheel
was yawed, cornering forces were calculated. The landing gears
were oleopneumatic with friction, spin-up/spring-back, and

stiction. For the soil Crenshaw's model 47 was modified. Several
runway surface models were available that would allow for random
elevations, various spacing of bomb damage repairs, and different

forcing profiles on each wheel. Aerodynamic forces and moments

due to fixed geometry and control surfaces, plus general thrust

capabilities were available. Integration techniques included " "

either a fourth order Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector, with a

variable time step or a Taylor series. Simulations involved 0
% landing, takeoff, taxiing, and turning.
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In a comparison of the simulation techniques reviewed, it

would be easy to identify some models as being more accurate for

a wider variety of conditions than other models. On the other 'p.

hand, some models were developed to predict special phenomena,

or to simply look at relative tradeoffs. In these cases a

detailed model can not be justified. However, there are several -

comments that can be made which apply to the general area of

aircraft-surface simulation.

First, few of the simulations reviewed used a frequency

domain approach in which the outputs were RMS values of vertical

force or displacement. Most simulations were directed at
I-.'

predicting the dynamic response due to discrete events, or in the

case of operations on soil, the actual peak forces generated. .. 4*

This emphasis leads one to believe that the general thinking was zV.

that failure to successfully launch or retrieve an aircraft

depends on avoiding a catastrophic occurrance, e.g. a landing

gear failure due to a single BMF. Although catastrophic events

must be avoided, high cycle fatigue may also cause a landing gear

failure or a structural failure of the airframe. High cycle ,.

fatigue may be due to as few as a couple docen takeoffs and *

landings on an unpaved runway.

Second, several simulations considered the effect of

asymmetric perturbutions on the main gears. This required the

introduction of extra degrees of freedom for the second main

gear and also for the airframe. In most cases an airframe

roll degree of freedom was added, but not a lateral degree of

freedom. This constrains the aircraft to roll about its long-

itudinal axis rather than translating laterally and rolling

simultaneously. Although it might be argued that the effect is 0

negligible, its significance would surely depend on the specific -p.

aircraft and the magnitude and phasing of the runway perturba-

tions. None of the above reports attempted to justify the Ii.

absence of an airframe lateral degree of freedom when the roll 0

degree of freedom was included.
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Third, many of the simulations used a point-contact at the
.'6 .% 4*

tire/surface interface, and a few of the simulations assumed
that the tire stiffness was linear. Although tire properties

are not as easily specified as metallic properties, they are V

available, and the radial stiffness is nonlinear. Any time

domain simulation attempting to predict the dynamic response due

to perturbations in which the tire undergoes more than a small
deflection, should model the tire stiffness as a nonlinear
spring. The relative merits of using a point follower are less
obvious. If the slope of the perturbation is gradual and its

wavelength is long compared to the tire's footprint, a point

follower is probably adequate. However, for steep, short
perturbations and soil, the enveloping effect of the tire may be

significant in determining the maximum forces developed. ..--

Another phenomena associated with the tire/surface .. .

interface is the loss of runway contact of the tire due to a

sharp drop off in runway elevation. Although several of the

models could handle the event because they simulated actual

takeoff and landing, it was not clear whether or not some of the
models, which might simulate landing or takeoff runout or high

speed taxiing, would allow the tire spring to expend beyond the
undeformed tire radius (tension).

The last observation is in regard to the numerical

integration techniques used. While fourth order Runge-Kutta was
the most common, several other techniques were used, e.g.,

Adams predictor-corrector, Hamming predictor-corrector, Taylor

series, etc. The EASY, TAXIG and Northrop simulations gave the

user a choice of several techniques. Some codes used a simple

Taylor series technique because the number of calculations was
large, but the frequencies were low. Runge-Kutta techniques were .

reserved for high frequency oscillations. None of the documenta-

tion actually attempted to establish criteria for which technique
should be used.

V.-

A review of dynamic simulations of aircraft-surface opera- '. -....
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tions revealed a wide variety of computer programs that predicted

gear loads, structural response, and soil behavior when the

aircraft traversed BDR runways, or manuevered on soil The -

simulation codes ranged from linear, single degree of freedom
models to nonlinear three-dimensional models with flexible air-
frame modes. Except for a few programs, the simulations

involved numerical integration and sometimes an iteration. Many

of the codes had been partially validated by test data or om-

parison to other codes.

Based on the programs reviewed, there seemed to be less

effort to consider frequency domain analysis in an attempt to

predict high cycle fatique than to use time domain analysis to

predict catastrophic failure, especially in the past ten years.

Although some simulations included a detailed tire model, most
used a point-contact to model the tire/ground interface. Lastly,

several numerical integration techniques were used. Minerical

instability and long running times were cited as problems by more

than one author.

VI.

Although there have been many worthwhile developments of

dynamic simulations for aircraft-surface operations, there are

several areas where future efforts could improve or add to

present techniques. The following suggestions are given:

Develop frequency domain simulations to determine high cycle

effects.

*Improve the tire model to more accurately model the traversing

of short wavelength obstacles or dips

*Determine tne accuracy of using a point-contact follower for
the tire/ground interface.

*Determine which numerical integration technique gives the most

accurate and efficient results.

'Determine the effect of neglecting the lateral degree of .

freedom when an airframe roll degree of freedom is included to
simulate asymmetric obstacles.

10.22
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* -Investigate the effect of wheel,/runway loss of contact when

negotiating obstacles.

Tevelop small scale and full scale testing techniques to verify

- existing and future models. Some of the full scale tests Could

be accomplished using only the tire or tire and strut, e.g.

better tire models or loss of contact when negotiating

obstacles.
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Program Name (Acronym): TAXI

Descriptive Title:%A

Computer Program for the Prediction of Aircraft Response to Runway
Roughness .%-.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Pitch-plane analysis of a general aircraft response to runway profiles.
Different aircraft geometries can be input to obtain specific aircraft's
responses at the pilot station, c.g. and tail section. Program showed good
correlation to measured data.

Key Words (Categories):

aircraft dynamic response, runway roughness, pavement smoothness,
aircraft/pavement interaction, aircraft vertical accelerations

Author(s): Name(s): A. G. Gerardi, and A. K. Lohwasser

Organization: Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Address: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Date Written: September 1973

Program Language: FukTRAN

*Software Operations: Gujmpoter s): CDC 6600

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch

Pre- or Post-Processors: ;ilcomp plotting

10. 31
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Presented in Reference 1, outlines major areas.

User's Manual:

Flow charts and program listings, variable definitions, sample input
and output contained in Reference 1.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Provided five examples of measured vs simulated for different
aircraft on various runways.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Fuselage: 3-DOF rigid body with pitch, vertical and horizontal, plus

up to 15 flexible modes.
2) Landing Gear: Sum of tire forces and weight of unsprung mass equals

the strut force.
Strut bogie was modeled as a single wheel and tire. One nose gear
and multiple main gears can be modeled.

3) Struts: Conventional or articulated and/or double acting type
(oleopneumatic).

4) Tires: Point-contact; linear spring constant.
5) Runway: Elevations at 2-foot increments were used to fit a 3rd-order

polynomial of surface elevation. Three elevations and the slope of
the previous increment were used to find the constants in the
trinomial.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Taylor series used for numerical integration.

Validation:

Compared experimental results with theoretical. Showed good correlation
for five different aircraft.

. --
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Input Data:

Aircraft geometries, weight, initial velocity and thrust, rotation speed,
aerodynamic coefficients; main and nose gear parameters, number of
struts, piston areas and other strut parameters, main and nose gear tire
spring constants, integration step size, plot options, mode shapes and
frequencies for the flexible body and the runway profile magnetic tape.

Output Data:

1) Time history Calcomp plot of c.g. and pilot station vertical
accelerations and the runway profile traversed by the nose gear.

2) Prints main and nose gear strut strokes, strut forces, tail
accelerations, pilot station and c.g. accelerations, speed, distance
and time. -

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Pitch-plane analysis only.
Point-contact tire model only.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Gerardi, A. G. and Lohwasser, A. K., "Computer Program for the Prediction
of Aircraft Response to Runway Roughness, Vol. 1, Program Development; .
Vol. II, User's Manual," AFWAL-TR-73-109, Ki tland AFB, NM, Sept. 1973.
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Program Name (Acronym):I Descriptive Title:
Stochastic analysis of supersonic transports on runways. .

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Based upon a stochastic analysis Of aircraft dynamics on runways, it was
concluded that acceleration responses of supersonic transports would be
worse than subsonic transports at the cockpit.

Key Words (Categories):

Stochastic analysis, taxiing, supersonic transport dynamics

Author(s): Name(s): N. S. Silsby

Organization:

C' Address:

Date Written: 1962

Program Language:

Software Operations: Computer(s): Hybrid

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10. 34
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'%Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:%

Model description in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Teoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled): ,,.

1. Rigid airframe: vertical and pitch. ,.

2. Under carriage: vertical.
3. All struts had linear ddmping and stiffness characteristics and were

4. Tires had linear stiffness and no damping.
5. No aerodynamics.
6. Linear model-stochastiC analysis.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):
..--

+ Validation:

10.35



Input Data:

1. Power spectrum of runway unevenness.

2. Aircraft geometry and inertias.

Output Data: -

1. Power spectrum of accelerat ion at various points along longitudinal
axi s.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.): -

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Silsby, N. S., "An Analytical Study of Effects of Some Airplane and d.

Landing Gear Factors on the Response to Runway Roughness with
Applications to Supersonic Transports," NASA, TN-1492, 1962.

41.
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Program Name (Acronym):

* Descriptive Title;

Dynamic response of aircraft due to runway profiles at intersections and
* due to uneven settlement.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A pitch plane nonlinear digitdl simulation of the flexible and rigid
vibrational modes of a supersonic aircraft determined that cockpit
acceleration was significantly greater than for subsonic transports, and when
flexural modes were included.

Key Words (Categories):
0 %

Aircraft runway dynamics, taxiing, runway, intersection, supersonic
transport digital simulation.

Author(s): Name(s): C. C. Tung, J. Penizen, R. Horonjeff

Organization: -

Address:

Date Written: 19640

Program Language:

Software Operations: Computer(s):

digital

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10.37



Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Description in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Comparison of Boeing 707 and 733-94 (supersonic design) cockpit
acceleration is given in Reference 1.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

I. Airframe rigid: bounce and pitch.

2.. Airframe flexible: six modes of free-free airframe. .
3. Landing gears (2): vertical. . .

4. Statistical technique was discussed, but concentration of effort was in ,,
deterministic analysis.

5. Nonlinear stiffness and damping plus friction in struts.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Validation:

10.38
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Input Data:

Runway profiles.

-" W"

Output Data:

Vertical acceleration at pilots location.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Tung, C. C., Penzien, J. , Horonjeff, R., "The Effect of Runway
Unevenness on the Dynamic Response of Supersonic Transports," NASA, CR-
119, 1964.
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Program Name (Acronym):
!J.

Descriptive Title: "

Airplane taxi loads due to a generated random runway profile.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A digital time domain computer simulation predicted airframe pitch plane
response traversing a deterministic runway having many spectral components.

Key Words (Categories):

Taxiing, digital simulation, aircraft runway dynamics, random runway
profile

Author(s): Name(s): R. Ortasse

Organi zati on:

Address:

Date Written: 1966

Program Language:

Software Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive): .-

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10 4 0
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Brief discussion in Reference 1. .

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Two rigid body modes: bounce and pitch.
2. Four symmetric flexible modes of airframe.
3. Anti-symmetric modes and nonlinear struts are discussed but do not appear

to be in the model.
4. A theoretical deterministic runway profile was generated having the same

spectral content as a number of measured random profiles.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Validation:

Good comparison between predicted and measured data at low taxi speeds
with inaccuracy increasing with speed.
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Program Name (Acronym) :

5- Descriptive Title:

5- Runway dynamic load analysis on Boeing 747 landing gears and airframe

Brief Description (Capabilities):

p. . Discrete and random runway inputs were Simulated to Snow that tne loads
on the Boeing 747 were less than 75%. of design load levels during taxiing on -

commercial runway profiles.

Key Words (Categories):

Autnor(s): Name(s): B. A. Bolton, R. J. Trippett, J. T. Rogers

Organization: Boeing Company

Address:

Date Written: 1968

Program Language: _ _ _

Software Operations: Computer(s):

digital and hybrid.

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10-143-
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Input Data:

Output Data: Ole

-. Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Bolton, B. A., Trippett, R. J., Rogers, J. T., "Landing and Taxi Dynamic
Loads Analysis of the Boeing Model 747 Airplane," AIM Paper No. 68-310,
1968.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:
Aircraft dynamics during taxiing, take-off and landing on soils or over

discrete obstacles.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Mathematical simulations were developed to predict the dynamic response
of a Boeing 367-80 on substandard runways during landing, take-off and
taxiing. Flexible aircraft modes, soil and 1-cosine bumps were modeled.
Tires were high floatation (low pressure).

Key Words (Categories):

computer simulation, taxiing, landing, take-off, rough runways, soils,
obstacles, sinkage

Author(s): Name(s): L. U. Richmond, N. W. Brueske,
K. S. DeBord w-<.-

. 
.

Organization: Boeing Company

Address: Renton, Washington

Date Written: 1968

?-. .-,

Program Language:

. ,'.

Software Operations: Computer(s): Analog for taxi analysis
digital for landing and take-off analysis

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

% %

!,..W'%
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Summary of theory in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled): .. ,

1) Rigid body: Aircraft vertical, pitch and roll.
2) Flexible: 3 symmetric and 2 asymmetric aircraft modes.
3) Landing gear: vertical and fore-aft bending for each of 3 gears and

truck pitch for 2 main gears.
4) Oleopneumatic gears. ".i".
5) Tire - nonlinear spring.
6) Soil - nonlinear, rate sensitive spring.
7) Obstacle - i-cosine dips and bumps.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Validation:
..,.-:

,:

"...
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Input Data:

i Aircraft inertias and geometry.
Pneumatic gear properties.

3j Runway profile.
Tire properties.

5) Soil characteristics.
6) Runway PSD.

Output Data:

1) Time history of dynamics of c.g., pilot and tail of aircraft.
2) RMS values of dynamics.
3) Soil sinkage.
4) Probability of exceedance. --.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.) "" q M

Roll but no lateral motion.

Recommendations (suggested Improvements):

1 .,.<-,.

References:

1. Richmond, L. D., et al., "Aircraft Dynamic Loads from Substandard Landing
Sites," AFFDL-TR-67-145, Vol. 1, Part 5, 1968.

ii
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Program Name (Acronym): TAKEOFF (Also SOLDG and SOLDG2)

Descriptive Title:

Take-off performance on clay and sand airfields.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A prediction technique for determining wheel sinkage, gear drag and take-
off speed on clay and sand airfields.

Key Words (Categories):

wheel/soil interaction, aircraft take-off, sinkage "-,-.

Author(s): Name(s): Alfred L. Sharp

Organization: Flight Dynamics Lab

Address: WPAFB, Ohio

IL •

Date Written: April 1969

% aIn

Program Language: FORTRAN 4

'a. ~.' .'"a

Software Operatioins: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch S

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10.4
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Details of wheel/soil interaction discussed in References I and 2.

User's Manual:

Listing given in Reference 1. Variables defined in listing.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input/output given in Reference 1 for Boeing 367-80, C-141, C5.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Wheel/soil interaction (Drag) is based on empirical data.e
2) One rigid body DOF-longitudinal.
3) 3 models ,

a) SOLDG - assumes constant taxi speed, no lift or drag
b) SOLDG2 -assumes constant taxi speed
c) TAKEOFF -complete 1-DOF simulation.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Runge-Kutta integration (4th order with variable step size).

Validation:

Good agreement with Boeing 367-80 test data.

10.50'
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iptData:

1) Aircraft weight and geometry.
2) Thrust vs velocity.
3) Tire geometry and Characteristics.
4) Soil properties.

,I\.

Output Data.:

Time history of aircraft's longitudinal motion, drag and sinkage on nose
and main gears. :

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.): r.

Recommnendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Sharp, A. L., "Computer Programs for the Prediction of Aircraft Take-off
Performance on Clay and Sand Airfields," AFFL)L-TR-68-115, WPAFB, April
1969.

2. Richmond, L. U., Bruske, N. W., and De~ord, K. J., "Aircraft Uynamlc
Loads from Substandard Landing Sites," AFFDL-TR-67-145, 1968.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Analytical simulation of landing gear dynamics traversing a bump.

Brief Descriptive (Capabilities):

A 3-dimensional model was developed to analyze landing gears while
taxiing over discrete runway bumps.

Key Words (Categories): '

Landing gear, hydraulic systems, taxiing, aircraft simulation

.L a.
Author(s): Name(s): J. F. Furnish and D. E. Anders

Organization: Military and Twin Div.
Cessna Aircraft Co.

Address: Wichita, Kansas

Date Written: 1971

Program Language: DSL (Digital Simulation Language)

" ? .5 ''

Software Operations: Computer(s): .**5 J

Mode (batch interactive):
.4.64

Pre- or Post-Processors: .

10.52
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Documentation Adequacy- 
%

Theory: Summarized In Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Rigid body 5 DOF: bounce, longitudinal, pitch, roll, and yaw.
2) Flexible model: with up to 10 coupled vibration modes.
3) Gear included: polytropic air compression, velocity squared damping,

variable orifices shape, snubber orifice damping and strut friction
with breakout and lockup.

i 
€.. #,

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

.4

Validation:...

Model was verified by mounting an A-37B aircraft on hydraulic actuators

and simulating a (1-cos) bump. Correlation between test and predictions
were good.
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Input Data:

Output Data:

1i Aircraft dynamics.
Gear dynamics and loads.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Roll DOF with no lateral DOF.

Recommendations (suggested improved):

References:

1. Furnish, J. F. and Anders, 0. E., "Analytical Simulation of Landing Gear
Dynamics for Aircraft Design and Analysis," SAE 710401, 1971.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

* Rigid body, pitch plane, random analysis of aircraft taxiing.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

P.S.O. analysis of rigid body aircraft taxiing. Pitch and heave degrees
of freedom are uncoupled.

Key Words (Categories):

Dynamic simulation, random analysis, taxiing ~

Author(s): Name(s): C. L. Kirk

Organization:

Address : .

Date Written: 1971

Program Language:

JISoftware Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

V,~
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Documentation 
Adequacy:

Theory:

Brief description in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. 2 rigid body degrees of freedom - pitch and heave.
2. Pitch and heave motions were uncoupled by assuming that the

mass/stiffness relationships of the nose and main struts were identical. ..

3. All stiffness and damping elements were linearized for P.S.D. analysis.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Validation:

Comparison of theoretical and experimental results from a Boeing 707 at
the center of gravity and cockpit were good.
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Input Data:

%

Output Data:

'. .. .- ,

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Kirk, C. L., "The Random Heave-Pitch Response of Aircraft to Runway
Roughness," The Aeronautical Journal, Vol. 75, July 1971.
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Program Name (Acronym): R?4S Solution

Descriptive Title:

Rt4S response of a taxiing aircraft by PSD method.
NF

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Simulation predicts the statistics of the dynamic response of an aircraftN
excited by a rough runway defined by a PSD.

Key Words (Categories):

Power Spectral Density (PSO), aircraft taxiing, runway roughness.

*Author(s): Name(s): C. L. Kirk

Organization: Cranfield Institute of Technology

Address: Cranfield, Bedford, England

Date Written,: January 1973

Program Language: FORTRAN 4

Software Operations: Computer(s): ICL 1905

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10.58 -*
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Documentation Adequacy: .4

Theory:

Given in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Listing of code and flowchart in Reference 1. i
* Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input/output in Reference 1.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled),:

1) 3 linear degrees of freedom: airframe and wheel vertical and first
symmetric wing bending.

2) Velocity squared damper in strut is linearized by assuming an
equivalent viscous damper with equal energy dissipation.

3) Runway is represented as a PSD.

d Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Calculate transfer functions and find PSD of vehicle motion as a function
of PSD of runway.

Validation:

-Z -Z
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Input Data: 'M

1) PSD of runway.
2) Aircraft and main wheel mass.
3) Strut linear stiffness and damping.

Output Data:

1) RMS displacements, velocities and accelerations of aircraft c.g.,
wheel, and strut.

2) RMS force in strut.
3) PSD of dynamic variables.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problem, etc.):

No nose gear.
No pitch degree of freedom on aircraft.

Recommendation (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Kirk, C. L., "Analysis of Taxiing Induced Vibrations in Aircraft by the
Power Spectral Density Method," AFFDL-TR-72-74, Jan. 1973.

2. Kirk, C. L. and Perry, P. J., "Analysis of Taxiing Induced Vibrations in
Aircraft by the PSD Method," The Aeronautical Journal, Vol. 75, March
1971.
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Program Name (Acronym): SANS

Descriptive Title:

Time and frequency domain simulation of pitch plane dynamics of flexible
airplanes in ground operations.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Computer programs were developed to predict dynamics and loads of a
flexible aircraft in the pitLh plane. Excitation was discrete runway
unevenness or a spectral density of the runway.

%

, ' ,

Key Words (Categories):

aircraft ground operations, flexible aircraft modes, time domain
simulation, runway spectral density, frequency domain simulation

Author(s): Name(s): T. Hsueh and J. Penzien ,

Organization: Division of Structural Engineering and
Mechanics

University of California

Address: Berkeley, California

Date Written: 1974

Program Language: FORTRAN IV

Software Operations: Computer s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

General description of the model is given in Reference 1. Details in
Reference 2.

User's Manual:

Details in Reference 2.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

A Boeing 707 was simulated in both the time and frequency domains at
100 fps runway taxiing.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

Four rigid body degrees of freedom - fuselage bounce and ptich, nose and
main gear bounce.
Finite number of symmetric flexible modes of a free-free airframe. -
Tires are represented by linear springs.
Landing gear mechanism is a parallel combination of a nonlinear 

spring, d dP

nonlinear dashpot, and a Coulomb friction device. , 4 .,
Aerodynamic lift is included.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Finite difference method for numerical integration. .1.

4,.-

Validation:
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Input Data:

Runway spectral density.

Output Data:
Tim hs

Time history of vertical accelerations and tire forces in time domain.

' ~Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.): '7
S'U.'.

Recommendations (suugested improvements): ,

-. ,. ,.

Reference:...

1. Hsueh, T. M. and Penzien J., "Dynamic Response of Airplanes in Ground "-."Operations," Tarnsportatons Engineering Journal, August 1974.
2. Hsueh, T. M., "Stochastic Dynamic Resoonse of Airplanes to RunwayUnevenness," Doctoral thesis presented to the University of California,

at Berkeley, California in 1971. ,-
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Active control in the undercarriage system to reduce wing fatigue due to
runway induced vibrations during taxiing.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A stochastic three-dimensional analysis of the C-130 with an active
hydraulic controller in the strut was used to assess fatigue damage in the N'

wing during taxiing.

Key Words (Categories).:

Stochastic analysis, taxiing, aircraft dynamics, fatigue, C-130 ~

Organization: Air Force Institute of Technology

Address: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Date Written: 1971

Program Language. N

Software Operations: Computer(s): %6

Mode (batch, -interactive): - ~-

Pre- or Post-Processors:

- N10.64
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Documentation Adeq1uacy:

Theory:

Description in Reference 1.

User's Manual: *.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Results showed that wing fatigue damage could be reduced by T

optimizing the active controller in the struts.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Rigid body al-frame: bounce, pitch and roll.
2. Wing flexibiity was simulated by an additional spring/mass/damper

sy stem.

-p Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Stochastic analysis.

Validation:

0I
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Output Data:-

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar Problems, etc.):

Recommuendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Corsetti, C. D., "A Study of the Practicality of Active Vibration
Isolation Applied to Aircraft during the Taxi Conditions," United States
Air Force Institute of Technology~ Thesis, GGC/EE/71-6, Wright-Patterson
AFB.
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Program Name (Acronym): TOLA (FATOLA includes flexible body modes)

Descriptive Title: P.

Take-off and Landing Analysis Program

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Program capabilities include: control and performance during glide
slope, flare, landing or take-off roll, all under conditions of winds, braking
or strut or engine failure. It also models ground effects, engine reversal,
drag chute, carrier take-off, inclined runways, runway perturbations, landing
gear loads, and control systems. ..

Key Words (Categories):

Take-off, landing, ground effects, aircraft dynamics, landing gears,
computer simulation, aircraft control \.%J

Author(s): Name(s): V. H. Lynch, J. J. Dueweke and F. U. Young

Organization: Flight Dynamics Lab 7
p,

Address: Wright-Patterson AFI8, Ohio -'
M, 

.-_' . .V

Date Written: February 1972

". ,.-% "i

Program Language: FURTRAN 4

Software Operations: Computer(s): IBM, CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch
-. .-..-

Pre- or Post-Processors: Calcomp plotting.

10.67
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Documentation Adequacy: .-

Theory:

Very well-documented in Part 2 of Reference 1. 
'- =.-

User's Manual:

Defines subroutines and presents flowcharts for each in Part 4. NO
program lisitng given; however, the flowcharts are very detailed. rx

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample problems and selected output can be found in Part 1.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Six degrees of freedom on general rigid airframe (longitudinal,
lateral, vertical, pitch, roll, yaw).

2) Up to five independent landing gear struts (5 DOF).
3) Tire forces depend on the vertical deflection and the coefficient of

friction between ground and tire (which is dependent on "percent
skid").

4) Gear bounce can be simulated.
5) Auto pilot with lag time is modeled:

a) senses errors in trajectory
b) defines maneuver to correct errors
c) specifies magnitudes of control variables to
achieve maneuver. 'y. .

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Runge-Kutta variable step-size integration techniques. .' -%

Validation:

Compared well with test results.

10.68
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Input. Data

Output Data:
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Taxi vibrations in supersonic aircraft.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A two-dimensional model of the Concorde prototype was used to predict -*

cockpit accelerations during taxiing.

Key Words (Categories):

4. dynamic simulation, taxiing, Concorde

Author(s): Name(s): C. G. B. Mitchell

Organization: Loughborough University of Technology

Address:

Date Written: 1970 >:~

Progrm Language:

Software Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

% % %~
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Documentation Adequacy: I
Theory:

Discussed in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.): ?"

Results indicate that stiffness of struts should be lowered to lower .VZ
cockpit accelerations. *~i

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Rigid body airframe: bounce, pitch
*2. Flexible airframe: first eight symmetric modes

3. Nonlinear stiffness, damping, friction and stiction in struts.
4. Aerodynamics applied to airframe.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.);

Validation:

Fair correlation with Concorde test data.

1i
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Input Data: -

Output Data:

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

1. P..

Recommnendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Mitchell, C. G. B., "A Theoretical Analysis of Undercarriage Loads and
Taxi Vil, 'tion on a Supersonic Transport Aircraft with Experimental
Comparisu.i and an Assessment of Modifications to Reduce Ground Loads,"
Unpublished Ministry of Technology Report, Loughborough University of
Technology, 1970.

2. Mitchell, C. G. B., "Some Measured and Calculated Effects of Runway
Unevenness on a Supersonic Transport Aircraft," Symposium of Nonlinear
Dynamics, Loughborough University of Technology, Paper C-2, March 1972.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Optimization of aircraft undercarriage for comfort and safety due to
runway excitation.

Brief Description (Categories):

Aircraft/runway dynamics, hybrid simulation, taxiing, flexible airframe,
Concorde. .

Author(s): Name(s): M. R. Whitehead

Organization: Department of Transport Technology

Address: Loughborough University of Technology
-j.-

Date Written: 1974

Program Language: April and Autocode?

Software Operations: Computer(s): Hybrid

Digital: Ferranti Argus model 108 with 8K storage
Analog: SC60 and EAL TR48 each with 60 op. amps. -

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

Runway data tapes were produced on an I.C.L. 1904A
digital computer

10.7
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Documentation Adequacy:

__Theory:

Derivation for two-dimensional model given in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

a. Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Rigid airframe: bounce and pitch.
2. Flexible airframe: first five symmetric modes of free-free structure.
3. Undercarriages: bounce of nose and main.

a.4. Nonlinear stiffness, damping, friction and stiction in gears.
5. Aerodynamic lift and drag.%%

%6. Inputs were measured profiles of existing runways.
%7. Tires were represented by a linear spring and damper having point
% contact.

8. Rosenbrock optimization was used to determine under carriage parameters.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Analog integration.

Validat ion:

1. Predicted natural frequencies compared well with measured response.
-~ 2. Taxi simulation on runways were correlated with an independent

computer simulation.

.4. 4.

10.7



I Input Data:
A- .

Output Data:

p.77~

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

W,. loo

Recomendtios (sggeted mprvemets)

References

10.7
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Three-dimensional simulaton of runway induced vibrations of aircrafts.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A three-dimensional simulation of aircraft dynamics including flexible
modes, nonlinear struts, aerodynamics, and several undercarriages predicts '

aircraft performance on runways.

Key Words (Categories):

dynamic simulation, taxi, aircraft/ground vibrations, flexible aircraft .-. 4,

Author(s): Name(s): J. Reynolds

Organization: Loughborough University of Technology

Address:

Date Written: 1975

Program Language: -.

Software Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

10.76
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Documentation Adequacy:..*,*'

Theory:

Reference I

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Three-dimensional model of airframe and undercarriage system.
2. All the nonlinearities in the shock absorbers.
3. Any number of undercarriages. .
4. Symmetric and antisymmetric flexibility of the airframe.
5. Nonlinear aerodynamics including ground effects.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolaiton, etc.):

Runge-Kutta-Merson numeri cal integration.

Validation:

%%
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Input Data:

Output Data:

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc-): 5..

Solution time proved to be impractical.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Reynolds, J., Thesis to Loughborough University of Technology, 1975.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Use of the Army's ground vehicle model to simulate an aircraft on a rough •
runway. "

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Pitch plane dynamics of the C-12A traversing discrete obstacles was
predicted with a model developed to describe the dynamics of land vehicles.

Key Words (Categories):

C-12A aircraft, taxiing, dynamic model

.(.

Author(s) Names(s): G. N. Durham, N. R. Murphy, Jr.

Organization: U. S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station %_,

Address: Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180 *,

Date Written: 1976

Program Language: Fortran

Software Operations: Computer(s):

*r '~*a *\

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre or Post-Processors:

10..79
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Details in Reference 2.

User's Manual:

Details in Reference 2.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Four rigid degrees of freedom: body bounce and pitch, nose and main gear
bounce.

2, Struts: nonlinear stiffness and damping with hysteresis.

3. Tires: radial spring cluster

4. No aerodynamics

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Validation:

11). • i
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1. Mass and pitch inertia
2. Gear masses
3. Damping and stiffness characteristics of gears .,
4. Aircraft/gear geometry.

Output Data.:

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References: . -
.5,

1. Durham, G. N., Murphy, N, R., Jr., "Preliminary Evaluation of the Ability
of the C-12A Aircraft to Operate Safely on Substandard Airstrips," WES-
MP-M-76-18, Uctober 1976.

2. Murphy, N. R., Alvin, R. B., "AMC-74 Vehicle Uyunamics Module," Technical
Report M-76-1, U. S. Army, WES, January 1976.
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Program Name (Acronym): TAX2

Descriptive Title:

Dynamic response of a flexible aircraft during taxiing or take-off from r. %e
asymmetrical runway profiles.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

TAX2 simulates the dynamic response of a flexible aircraft during
constant speed taxi or during take-off on rough runways. Runway elevations at
each wheel are the forcing functions.

le" J.

Key Words (Categories): ..r p

Aircraft taxi, aircraft take-off, runway surface, flexible aircraft.

Author(s): Name(s): Tony G. Gerardi

Organization: Air Force Flight Uynamics Laboratory

Address: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Date Written: August 1977

Program Language: FORTRAN

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch

Pre- or Post-Processors:
Calcomp plotting %
Runway profile read from a tape.

10.8-,
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Oocumentation Adequacy:

Theory: ,

Mathematical model is detailed in Reference 1 and is summarized in
Reference 2.

User's Manual:

Input data defined in Reference 2 and on computer listing output data
and computer listing given in Reference 2.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Boeing 727, AMST and C9-A taxiing on rough runway or traversing 1-cos
dip, or take-off from a rough runway with and without flexible wings,
and with and without roll are simulated and compared.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled): .,.. %

1) Aircraft rigid body DOF: Longitudinal, vertical, pitch, roll.
2) Aircraft flexible DOF: Up to 30 modes of vibration.
3) Landing Gear DOF: axial for each wheel-pneumatic spring/hydraulic

damper. -
4) Tire is modeled as a point contact with linear stiffness. -
5) Runway profiles (independent) for each wheel are defined at two-foot -

increments.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

1) Numerical integration: 3-term Taylor series for displacement,
2-terms for velocity.

2) Surface profile is made continuous by fitting a 3rd-order polynomial
through three elevations and the slope at the end of the previous
profile segment.

Validation: 0

Limited comparison to test data was satisfactory.

0
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oInput 
Data:

1) Aircraft weight, Inertias, geometry, thrust and aerodynamics.
2) Gear weights, hydraulic and pneumatic characteristics.
3) Tire stiffness.

. 4) Flexible body mode shapes, generalized mass, modal frequenc. %'-%

Output Data:

1) Landing gear deflections, runway elevations at gears.
2 Aircraft pitch and roll displacements and accelerations.
3) Aircraft longitudinal position and velocity.
4) Aircraft c.g. and pilot's vertical acceleration.

Limitation (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

1 Strut bearing friction force is neglected.
2 Lateral degree of freedom is neglected, eliminating high center or

low center roll.

Recommendations (suggested improvements),:

1 Add lateral DOF.
Taylor series integration should be replaced by a better technique.

3) Add strut bearing friction. '..,,.-

.- M-W.

References:

1. Gerardi A. G. and Lohwasser, A. K., "Computer Program for the Prediciton

of Aircraft Response to Runway Roughness," AFWL-TR-73-109, Vols. I and
2. I1, Kirtland AFB, NM, Sept. 1973.
2. Gerardi, A. G., "Digital Simulation of Flexible Aircraft Response to

Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Runway Roughness," AFFDL-TR-77-37, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio, Aug. 1977.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title: N

Dynamic simulation of F-4C and F-ill traversing bomb damage repaired
runways. .- . 5*

Brief Description (Capabilities):.-.-.

A digital program simulates the rigid and flexible modes of vibration of
F-4C and F-ill aircraft taxiing over BDR runways.

Key Words (Categories)-: . *

Aircraft dynamic simulation, bomb damage repair, surface simulations, %

taxi, aircraft loads criteria.

Author(s): Name(s): J. R. Kilner

Organization: Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Address: P. 0. Box 3707
Seattle, Washington 98124

Date Written: October 1977

Program Language:

MIMIC dynamic programming language with FORTRAN subroutines to calculate
initial conditions, and I/O variables. -;-24

Software Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

NZ %" %

10.85
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Documentati on Adequacy:

Theory:

Discussed in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample output data.
Landing gears of the T-43A, and YC-14 were analyzed - Reference 2.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Rigid Body: vertical and pitch of airframe, vertical of nose and main .
wheel axles.

2. Flexible airframe: eight symmetric modes for F-4C, 15 for F-111.
3. Aerodynamic lift and pitching moment is applied to the aircraft c. g.
4. Steady-state distributed aerodynamic loads are used to calculate loads on

the wing and fuselage.
5. Strut forces include: pneumatic spring, hydraulic damping, stops and

friction.
6. Wheel drag loads.
7. Landing gear linkage kinematics.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Runge-Kutta integration with automatic time step adjustment..--j

Validation:

10.86
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Input Data:

1. Terrain geometry
2. Aircraft inertia and geometry
3. Gear and tire characteristics ~ :

Output Data:

1. Shears and moments in fuselage, wing, tail and pylon N

2. Vertical accelerations
3. Gear loads I

4. Tire deflections

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Reconmmendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Kilner, S. R., "Roughness Criteria for Bomb Damage Repair of Airfield
Pavements," CEEDO-TR-77-50, October 1977.

2. Sommi, P. T.; Straub, H. H.; Kilner, J, R., "Adaptive Landing Gear for
Improved Taxi Performance," AFFDL-TR-77-119.
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Program Name (Acronym):

I Descriptive Title:

McDonnell-Douglas Landing and Taxi Loads Computer Program

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Time history solution to determine landing gear and airframe loads during
taxi and/or landing over runway obstacles.

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft-ground dynamics, digital simulation, ground induced loads,
external stores response, taxi loads, landing gear loads, flexible aircraft .
response

Author(s): Name(s): T. H. Burkhart, E. G. Wilson, Jr.

Organization: McDonnell Aircraft Company

Address: P. 0. Box 51b
St. Louis, MO 63166

d '. rW J

Date Written: 1978

4 .4

Program Language:

.1- '

Software Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

,o .
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Brief description given in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.): -

Many time histories of loads are shown in Reference 1, some showing ,-,*
potential structural problems in operating the F-4C and F-4E on BDR
runways.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Four rigid body degrees of freedom (vertical, fore-aft, pitch, roll).
2. Ten flexible aircraft modes based upon a free-free vibration in pitch

plane.
3. Strut hydro-pneumatic and friction forces.
4. Aircraft aerodynamics.
5. Ground friction.
6. Thrust and control surfaces are balanced for proper landing

configuration.
7. For taxi problems, thrust, control surfaces, and braking can be varied.
8. Up to five flexible landing gears with six degrees of freedom.
9. Bomb damage repair runway profiles were simulated by ramps and constant

curvature arcs.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Predictor corrector with a constant time step.

V .. , .
%.%

Validation:

Acceleration response measured during taxi tests of a RF-4C correlated
well with prediction of peak acceleration and frequency, but correlation was
poor in damping.

10.89
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Input Data:

Output Data:-

1. Time history of loads, displacements, velocities and accelerations.
2. Tables of maximum and minimum accelerations at c.g. and pilot

location, gear loads, and wing loads.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Airframe roll with no lateral degree of freedom.

* Recommnendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Burkhart, T. H. and Wilson, E. G., Jr., "F-., Response to Ground Induced
Loads," CEEDO-TR-79-04, June 1979.
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Program Name (Acronym): EASY-ACLS

Environmental Analysis Control System-Air Cushion Landing System

Descriptive Title: ,..

Dynamic simulation of aircraft with Air Cushion Landing System (ACLS)
using a general purpose computer program.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

EASY-ACLS simulates the dynamic response of aircraft with a variety of
Air Cushion Landing System components which include aircraft flight model
components, wind, engine and air flow components, inelastic-trunk and cushion,
air bag skid and arresting gear model components. ...

Key Words (Categories):

Air Cushion Landing Systems, aircraft dynamics, arresting systems, air
bag, aircraft take-off, aircraft landing, eigenproblem, stability,
transfer functions, root locus, optimal control.

Aauthor(s): Name(s): M. K. Wahi, G. S. Duleba, J. R. Kilner, and

P. R. Perkins

Organization: Boeing Military Airplane Development

Address: Boeing Aerospace Company
P. 0. Box 3999 ".,

Seattle, WA 98124

Date Written: September 1979 .1?

Program Language: FORTRAN

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch

Pre- or Post-Processors:

1) EASY Model Generation program is a pre-compiler program which processes
model description instructions to formulate the specific model. -

2) Plotting of output variables.

e. 10.91
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Details given in Reference 1, Vol. 1.

User's Manual:

Reference 1, User's Manual
Reference 1, Vol. II - Computer Program

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Flight, drop landing, take-off, air bag, arresting, taxiing simulations
of JINDIVIK RPV, XC-8A, and YC-14 aircraft in Reference 1, Vol. III. .'

-'K:

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Aircraft rigid body: 6-DOF, or 4-DOF, or 3-DOF longitudinal, or
3-DOF lateral or 2-DOF longitudinal.

2) Engine thrust and control thrusters.
3) Wind gust. -
4) Trunk and air bag models.
5) Arrestor.
6) 3-D aerodynamics.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

,P... ,

Integration using: Runge-Kutta (fixed or variable step);
Adams/Bashforth/Moulton predictor-corrector, Euler, Heuns, Gear.

Validation: .

1) Some good correlation with XC-8A flight simulator; Reference 1, Vol. ,
III.

2) Some good and some poor correlation with XC-8A flight test data;
Reference 1, Vol. I1.

10.92
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.

Input Data:'"

Before running a simulation, the user must specify the system components
necesary to solve his problem. EASY will connect the components and
produce a schematic that illustrates the model, input data required, and
output quantities provided. •..%;-.:

Output Data:

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

1) Air cushion system unstable during take-off of XC-BA; Reference 1,
Vol. Ill.

2) XC-8A taxiing simulation indicates a trim angle different than test
data; Reference 1, Vol. III.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

Simulation needs validation because of instability In the air cushion
system, because of improper trim angle, and because of poor correlation with
test data.

,N NJ

References:

1) Wahi, M. K., et al., "EASY-ACLS DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, Vols. I, II, I1,
User's Manual," AFFDL-TR-79-3105, Boeing Military Airplane Development, *1/.

Seattle, Washington 98124, September 1979.
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Program Name (Acronym): EASY/ABCS

Descriptive Title: N:

Dynamic analysis Of aircraft with Advanced Brake Control System (ABCS)
I' using a genera) purpose computer program.

d" Brief Description (Capabilities):

EASY/ABCS controls the rudder, steering and oraking systems to make
maximum use of ground and aerodynamic reactions to maintain control during
adverse weather conditions.

Key Words (Categories):

brake control system, anti-skid system, runway veer-off, taxiing,
landing, take-off, adverse weather

Author(s): Name(s): S. M. Warren and J. R. Kilner

Organization: Avanced Airplane Branch
Boeing Military Airplane Co.

Address: Seattle, WA 98124

Date Written: August 1980

Program Language: FORTR~AN

-. Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch

-. Pre- or Post-Processors: Samne as EASY-ACLS

. 0
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Reference 1I

a. User's Manual:

Reference 1, Vol. HI

Other (sample problems, etc.):

F4E simulated in Ref. 1, Vol. I

Model: Theoretical (number anld types of equation, concepts modeled):

1) Rigid body aircraft - nonlinear, 6 DOF.
a.2) 3-D aerodynamics.
'a3) Landing gear: 4 UOF - stroke, fore-aft, lateral, steering.

4) Tire: includes lateral, longitudinal, vertical, spin, braking and
slip as nonlinear functions of the applied forces.

'a5) Ground profile: 1-cosine, or random entered in tabular form; all

wheels can see different profiles.

a.6) Pilot inputs: throttle, stabilator and brake.

'a Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.): '

'a see EASY-ACLS

Validation:

109
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,'. .- ..

Input Data: -. 5,

Output Data:

, 9-

Limitations assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar probems, etc.: -I

p -*

Reconulendations (sugested improvements): 
;..€

References : 
""

0

. Warren, S. M. and Kilner, J. R., "Advanced Brake Control System, Vo. I,..."

AVo. II," AFWAL-TR-80-3082, Boeing Military Airplane Company, 
Seattle,'"

WA 98124, August 1980.,
,o'
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Program Name (Acronym): .. ~,

Descriptive Title:

Dynamic response of aircraft taxiing over spalls.
%.~ .

Brief Description (Capabilities):
pJ .

One and three DOF modal equations of motion. ~~

Key Words (Categories): 
Ps

Taxiing, modal analysis, runway roughness, aircraft response.

Authorls): Name(s): R. R. Gajewski

Organization Department of Engneering Mechanics
United States Air Force Academy

*Address: Colorado 80840

Date Written: June 1980 * .

Program Language: CAL (computer analysis language)

Software Operations: Compte s:

Mode (batch, interactive):--.~.'

Pre- or Post-Processors:

In. 3
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P, Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Given in Reference 1

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.):

PP. ,*, %,m,"

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Rigid body 3 IF - bounce, pitch and ro"..-

2) Surface is modeled as straight line segments on a flat runway.
3) Surface spalls may be asyommetric.
4) Rigid body 1 UOF - bounce.
5) Strut and tire stiffness combined in series.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

1) Newmark or Wilson e numerical integration.
2) Modal analysis -superposition.

* -,*-° I-

Validation:

Good correlation with TAXI in gear loads traversing a spall with 3 OF
model.

10.98
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Input Data:

Natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes for 3 DOF from test
data.

3 DOF dynamics and gear loads.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

1) Roll DOF, but no lateral.
2) Linear vibrations.%
3) Wheel mass ignored.
4) Natural frequencies, damping ratios dnd mnode shapes must be known train

test data or other computer programs.

Recommvendations (suggested Improvements):

References:

1. Gajewski, R. R., "Modal Analysis for Aircraft Response to Runway Surfdce
Roughness," ESL-TR-80-32, Tyndall AFB, June 1980.
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Program Name (Acronym): BOUNCE

Descriptive Title: V%

Pitch plane dynamics of F-4E aircraft traversing runway irregularities.

Brief Description (Capabilities)

The F-4E was modeled with both rigid and flexible degrees-of-freedom in
the pitC~i pidne to predict its response due to surface irregularities. f
Aerodynanics, thrust, oleopneumatic struts and a nonlinear or pneumatic tire -,:

were included.

Key Words (Categories):

flexible aircraft.

Author(s): Name(s): K. L.Dawson, C. D. Larkins, 5

Organization: Boeing Military Airplane Company

Address: Seattle, Washington 98124 . .'\

dDate Written: April 1980

Program Language: MIMIC dynamic programming language and FORTRAN 4
uroutinesA

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode __ __ _ (bth.,trctv)

Pre- or Post-Processors:

Calcomp plots of time histories
7

*J r
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory.:S.~

Condensed version of equations and model description given in Volume

2, Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.): .

Sample input data for F-4E

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Aircraft rigid body: forward, bounce and pitch. .'-

2. Aircraft flexible: first fifteen free-free modes for wing,
fuselage, and pylons.

3. Nose and main gears vertical.
4. Aerodynamic lift, drag, and pitching moment at center of gravity.

5. Distributed aerodynamic loads on wings and fuselage.
6. Forward acceleration was a function of drag and thrust. .

7. Struts were dual-stage pneumatic springs, hydraulic damping, rebound
snubbing, and cylinder friction.

8. Tire models: a) nonlinear stiffness with point contact, b) a tire
that envelopes surface irregularities.

9. Surface irregularities include AM-2 mats, cables, spalls, and curbs.
10. Tail scrape.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Iteration process was used to find the initial steady-state conditions.
Runge-Kutta numerical integration with variable time step. .

Validation:

Validations of the simulation and penumatic tire behavior in Volume 1,
Reference 1.

10. 10 1
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Input Data:

Aircraft and landing gear characteristics
Aerodynamics and thrust

% Runway elevation
Tire characteristics
Pneumatic, hydraulic, friction and snubbing characteristics.

Output Data:

a Time histories of dynamics and loads.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems) etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

a'. References:

1. Dawson, K. L., Larkins, C. U., "Validation of Software for the Simulation
of the F-4E Dynamic Response to Surface Roughness, Volume 1: Test Versus

-,Analysis Correlation, Volume HI: Appendicies,' ESL-TR-80-23, Boeing
Military Airplane Company, April 1980.

0
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Program Name (Acronym): RUNWAY 
e • %

Descriptive Title: 
v-

Simulation of aircraft dynamics and landing gear loads during operation
over a repaired bomb damaged runway.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Surface profiles of repaired bomb craters are forcing functions on the % %

tire and strut of the F-16 during take-off or landing operations. Alternative
landing gear concepts are investigated.

Key Words (Categories): f.,./

Aircraft landing or take-off, aircraft landing gear loads, bomb repaired 
,.

runways, aircraft dynamic simulation.

Author(s): Name(s): C. M. Cocchiarella, et al.

Organization: Air Force Institute of Technology ,

Address: Graduate Systems Engineering

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Date Written: December 1980

Program Language: FORTRAN IV

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Both batch and
interactive

Pre- or Post-Processors: Two files must be generated -.
for input. Up to three files are used for output.
Graphics program to plot 55 output variables (up to 3 -
per ordinate) versus time available.

10. 103
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' .Documentation Adequacy: or

Detailed explanations, especially of the landing gear models, given ,,"
in Reference 1. ,.',.

User'-s Manual,-.

Flow chart, input/output variables defined, subroutines described andl- -
computer listing given in Reference 1.-'.

" ~Other (sample problems, etc.).:--"-

Sample input and output given for both batch and interactive modes•,.'
COMMON BLOCK variables and control parameters are defined in comment (
statements in main program and each subroutine. ,r,

Model: Theoretical (number and tpes of equations, concepts modeled):

1) .Rigid aircraft DOF: Longitudinal, lateral, vertical, pitch, roll. -
2) Flexible aircraft DOF: 20 modes of deflection - symmetric about the .

• - fuselage centerline. -.
3) Strut DOF: Vertical for nose and 2 main gears. '

P' 4) Thrust and aerodynamics, including ground effects, are modeled. ."
", 5) Rigid runway profile is modeled as an elevation based on aircraft

position, and algebraic and trigonometric equations depending on crater W.."
size, upheaval sag, etc.

6) The strut is modeled as a nonlinear spring and nonlinear damper in

parallel (active or passive).
7) T Fe tire is modeled as a nonlinear spring-pinnt contact wit surface and

Compusntr liting givend inB tesfenc a 36txigovra mt

aln Oterica le nbuems erat)inbitiond er atio nt motions
adam pe i toandotpu ie f o botat eative modes. h.rgm

ComMion BoC v~ darls And cnrpamters F1 taredeing ed n co-2mmet"
steger aemet in a prgamr an eah subroutine.itoswr od ...

~ ~~oel:ep Toreialhg (neumerndy typscleqationipsd concepts mode l)..:.

a.. 3)StrultoFlo Verica fomria nostn abiiny gr. adga tahetmtos;"
4) Thprust andy erodynicsh incldinrgrundeffetsa-emodled
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Input Data: ; -*

1) Description of runway roughness: bomb crater width, upheaval width,
sag in AM-2 mat, distances between mats, etc.

2) Aircraft and landing gears inertias.
3) Aircraft/landing gears geometry.

Output Data:

1) Runway surface elevation at gears, and C.G.
2) Displacement, velocity and acceleration of DOF.
3) Forces and moments at landing gears.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

If the aircraft flexible modes are included, both main gears must
encounter similar surface profiles at the same time because all flexible modes
were assumed to be symmetric. . :

Rigid body variables (DOF) and first derivations are contained in one
array, S-dimensioned 16.

Recommendations (suggested improvements): . "

References:

1. Cocchlarella, C. M., et al., "Investigation of F-16 Landing Gear
Alternatives fur Operation on Repaired Bomb Damaged Runways," AFIT/GSE-
80D, Master Thesis, Uecember 1980.
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Program Name (Acronym): '

Descriptive Title: \ ~

Pitch plane dynamics of aircraft taxiing over rigid obstacles.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A simple pitch plane model simulates the motion of the aircraft and
landing gear loads induced by runway bumps or repairs.

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft Simulation, taxi, gear loads

Author(s): Name(s): H. H. Ottens, and A. Nederveen

*Organization: National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Address: Amsterdam, Netherlands

Date Written: 1981

Program Language: FORTRAN

Software Operations: Computer(s):

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors):

% V.
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Summary in Reference 1. ...
Full description is given in Reference 2.

User's Manual:

Other (sample problems, etc.);

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equation, concepts modeled):

1) 7 DOF: Vertical, longitudinal and pitch of rigid aircraft. Vertical
and longitudinal of nose and one main gear.

2) Landing struts are represented by linear torsional springs and an
oleopneumatic sliding member. .*.-.- -,

3) Tire stiffness is a function of tire pressure and deflection. %-%
4) Point contact for wheels.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.): .

Validation:

Compression of nose gear, aircraft pitch angle, and aircraft verticalr
acceleration predictions over a rigid bump compared well to test date.

d P. -
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Input Data.:.

1) Aircraft inertias and geometry. -

2) Landing strut characteristics.
3) Tire Characteristics.
4) Obstacle Characteristics.

Output Data: l--,

1) Aircraft response dynamics. a

2) Strut loads.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements): p

References:

1. Ottens, H. H., "Predicted and Measured Landing Gear Loads for the
NF-5 Aircraft Taxiing Over a Bumpy Runway," presented at 54th

-' Meeting, AGARD Structures and Materials Panel, 4-9 April 1982.
2. Ottens, H. H. dnd Nederveen, A., "Description of a Model for Taxi

Response Calculations of the NF-5A Aircraft," NLR-TR-811U3C, 1981.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Frequency analysis of vertical vibrations of aircraft during ground
o p e ra t io n s. ,, / r."

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A frequency domain digital computer program simulates the vertical
vibrations of an aircraft excited by runway unevenness and prooulsive
forces. The results is interpreted as comfort criteria for crew and -
passengers, and for structural safety. .- '

Key Words (Categories):

aircraft simulation, ground operation, spectral density, vertical
vibrations

Author(s): Name(s): 0. Kropac, J. Spinc, and M. Prochazka

Organization:

Address: . ..

Date Written: 1981

Program Language:

Software Operations: Computer(s): S

Mode (batch, interactive):

Pre- or Post-Processors:

$
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Equations of motion are discussed and presented in Reference 1. .
V General discussion of author's experiences is presentea. -

User's Manual: .,

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Several figures showing input and output spectral densities are
given.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled): -

Five vertical degrees of freedom: unsprung mass; rigid body sprung mass;
flexible body sprung mass, passenger or cargo mass; mass of propulsive
device.
Linear elastic and damping elements.
Excitation is both the spectral density of the runway's unevenness and
the spectral density of the forces of vibration due to the propulsive
device.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Frequency domain solutions were obtained for passenger/crew accelerations -.-. ,.-
and aircraft's vertical deflections tnrougn spectral density
calculations.

Validation:

Analytical results nave been verified by experimental data according to
Reference 1.

* .,%.
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Input Data: - .

Inertia components of aircraft, cargo, crew, and propulsive device.
Linear stiffness and damping elements.
Spectral densities of runway unevenness and propulsive forces.

Output Data.: *.

Maximum acceleration of cargo dnd crew (comfort). -.. '

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Kropac, 0., Spinc, J. and Prochazka, M., "The Oscillation and Vibration
of ircaftDuring Ground Operations," Translation from Czechoslovakia,

FTD-ID(RS)T-0524-84, May 24, 1984.
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Program Name (Acronym):

"V

Descriptive Title:

An overview of U.K.'s approach to aircraft dynamic response on damdged
and repaired runways. .,.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Emphasis is placed on a relatively simple general purpose computer
program to predict aircraft operations on damaged and repaired runways.

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft dynamic response, repaired runways, taxiing, dynamic simulation. -.

Author(s): Name(s): B. W. Payne, A. E. Dudman, B. R. Morris,
and M. Hockenhull

Organization: British Aerospace Aircraft Group
Weybridge-Bristol Divison

Address: Brooklands Roa.
Weybridge

Surrey KT13 OSF U.K.

Date Written: 1982

Program Language:

Software Operations: Computer(s): Mini-computer system

Mode (batch, interactive):

interactive ...

Pre- or Post-Processors:

Animation and plotting of time histories
envelopes of inaximum and minimum values.

10.,',1"
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

User's Manual: NI

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Comparison of results from a detailed model to a simplified model were
good.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled:

Several aircraft have been modeled: Concorde, C-130, VC1O, Jaguar, etc. The
actual model depended upon the aircraft, but the following concepts have been
used. -

1 Rigid body and flexible fuselage.
2. Polytropic gas spring, velocity-squared damping, and friction/stiction in

gears.
3. Tire models.
4. Parachute deployment.
5. Undercarriage details.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Kutta-Merson variable step integration resulted in a significant savings
in computer time compared to a fixed step.

Validation:

Excellent correlation of predicted year loads with measured data for low .
speeds over planks (Reference 2).
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Input Data:

Output Data. -

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Space limitations because of mini-computers.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References: 
%. U*

1. Payne, B. W., Dudman, A. E., Morris, B. R., Hockenhull, M., "Development '
of a Cost Effective Approach to Modeling Aircraft Response to Repaired -
Runways," AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 326, August 1982.

2. Payne, B. W., Dudman, A. E., Morris, B. R., Ormerod, M., Brain C., "U.K.
Approach to Aircraft Dynamic Response on Damaged and Repaired Runways,"
AGARD Report No. 685, March 1980.

% '
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Bounce response of an aircraft using a hand-held calculator. .'

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A TI-59 hand-held calculator is used to integrate the bounce
degree-of-freedom of an aircraft traversing a runway repair mat. %

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft response, runway repair mats, hand-held calculators.

Author(s): Name(s): R. F. Taylor, T. A. McMahon,
K. L. Miller

Organization: University of Dayton Research
Institute

Address: 300 College Park

Dayton, Ohio 45469

Date Written: November 1982

Program Language: Algebraic Operating System

Software Operation: Computer(s): TI-59 Progamnmable Calculator
HP-41C Programmable Calculator

Mode (batch, interactive): interactive r -

Pre- or Post-Processors:

Attached to a printer, low-quality plots were
available
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Equation of motion, mat profile, system characteristics are given in%
Reference 1

* ~User's Manual: I.

Vol. 11

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input dnd response to a half MAT is presented in Reference 1.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

Bounce degree-of-freedom.
A single repair mat configuration with 4 slope changes.
Stiffness and damping are linear.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Runge-Kutta numerical integration.

Validation: '

Main gear load response correlated well with Gajewski's model analysis
model which also ignored wheel masses.

10.116



Input Data: ~ ."

Vehicle mass
Landing gear stiffness and damping coefficient
Runway profiler
Forward velocity I

Output Data: A

Force in main gear strut .

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.): ~

Lack of memory limited the analysis to one degree-of-freedom with a
* single mat disturbance.

Effect of nose gear encountering obstacle and inducing a response is
ignored.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

10.. 117
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Program Name (Acronym): ROUGH %

Descriptive Title:

Prediction of Aircraft Tire Sinkage and Start-up, Take-off and Landing S,*

*" Impact Axle Loads on Rough Soil Surfaces. ,...

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Simulates a single F-4C main landing gear. Uses an effective mass in
place of the aircraft. Provides gear axle loads, tire sinkage and start-up
axle loads for soil operations. Also gives take-off and landing impact axle -

loads for operation on smooth or rough surfaces.

Key Words (Categories):

tire sinkage, landing impact, take-off, aircraft dynamics, ground
operations, rough runway -

Author(s): Name(s): Robert F. Cook, '

Organization: University of Dayton Research Institute ,,.

Address: 300 College Park Avenue -
Dayton, Ohio 45469

.' . S ".

Date Written: June 1983

Program Language: FI(RAN

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC ,

Mode (batch, interactive): bdtc n 7 -l-

Pre- or Post-Processors: none

10.11
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory: * a

Documents modifications made to computer program of Reference 2. No
other theory is shown or explained from that reference. Reference 1
summarizes theory.

User's Manual: , *

Gives program listing, flow chart, separate input and program
variable listings, sample input and output, in Reference (1).

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) 3-Degrees of freedom: translational, wheel spin-up, vertical motion.
2) Surface roughness is expressed as a fourth-order polynomial.
3) Tire model is quadratic radial springs. .

4) Soil model is a spring and damper in series - both are a function of
wheel velocity and tire footprint length. %,

5) Tire sinkage for a static aircraft and axle loads experienced at .

start-up are predicted.
6) No strut flexibility.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

1) Integrates equations of -otion using truncated Taylor series.

2) Iteration at each time step to determine tire/soil interface force. ..

Validation: Compared computed (DRAG/Fvert vs Rut/Diam) gainst the same
ratios obtained from F-4E ground tests at McClellan AFB. Computed results
fell within a wide range of experimentally obtained results.

a w-',
• ,*. %
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Input Data: .

Thirteen lines of input data required for each mode, which include soil
parameters (profile heights, strengths, etc.) and tire data (spring
constants, section heights . .

Output Data:

Echos aircraft parameters and soil constants. Prints a table consisting
of x-coordinates, vertical and drag forces, depth of rut, displacement R .
and engine thrust.

<-pk

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

There is an error in the development of the equations for vertical and
drag forces, with the omission of a 1/sine in the second-order term of
the tire force/deflection equations. This results in a negligible error
in the final calculations of Fvertical and Fdrag (approx. 1/2 of 1% for a
worst case). ' '*

Recommednations (suggested improvements):

Include 1/sine in the tire force/deflection equations. ' -"

References:

1. Cook, R. F., "Prediction of Aircraft Tire Sinkage and Start-up, Take-Off .- ,
and Landing Impact Axle Loads on Rough Soil Surfaces," AFWAL-TR-83-3061,
Univ. of Dayton Research Institute, June 1983. %

2. Cook, R. F., "Tire Model for Computing Axle Loads and Displacements from
Short Wavelength Obstacles," UDR-TR-81-40, Univ. of Dayton, March 1981.

°%
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Program Name (Acroynym): JUM4P

Descriptive Title:

Ramp-assisted (Ski Jump) take-off for conventional take-off and landing
aircraft.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

The computer simulation predicts the aircraft trajectory through take-off
roll, through the ramp, and during free flight.

Key Words (Categories):

Ski jump, aircraft simulation, take-off, pilot control

Author(s): Name(s): Clark, J. W., Jr.

Organization: Naval Air Development Center

Address: Warminister, PA 18974

Date Written: June 1983

Program Language: FORTRAN 4

* Software Operations: Computer(s): CUC -4.

Mode (batch, interactive: Batch
0

e Pre- or Post-Processors:
*Off-line plotting of trajectory output.

Data file must be generated to read input % .

values.



% Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Details outlined in Reference (1).

User's Manual: "

Reference (1) defines input/output, gives a listing and defines the
use of each subroutine.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Reference (1) gives a sample problem of a F-14A Ski-jump take-off
along with plotted results.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Three rigid body DOF: longitudinal, vertical and pitch.
2) One DOF each for nose and main gears unidirectional stroke.
3) Struts include nonlinear spring and damping forces (oleopneumatic)-
4) Tires include nonlinear, undamped spring force in the normal

direction and rolling friction in tangential direction.
5) Aerodynamics is a function of angle of attack, horizontal stabilizer,

wing flap deflections, and a ground effect.
6) Thrust is a function of aircraft velocity, throttle setting, and air -

temperature.
7) Pilot input determines control surface response.
8) Ramp: circular or user supplied.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

1) Integration: 4th-order Runge-Kutta. .
2) Uses a finite difference derivative estimation method to compute the

aircraft stability and control derivatives.

Validatio.,.

Good correlation of landing gear response, aircraft controllability and
take-off performance for T-2C, F-14A and F/A-18 shown in Reference (2).

l0 1 S.12
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Input Data:.
%'..

1) Aircraft inertia, geometry, aerodynamics and thrust characteristics.
2) Gear/tire characteristics.
3) Pilot control parameters.

Output Data:

1) List of input variable values.
2) Time history of 65 trdjectory parameters including dircraft dynaMICS,

strut loads, aerodynamics, thrust, and pilot input.
3) 28 trajectory parameters are redd to a tape for later plotting.
4) A summary of maximum/mninimum values are outputted at the end of the

run.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

1) Program integrates the lateral , roll,* and yaw degrees of freedom
unnecessarily.

2) Program jimps in and out of integration subroutine five times for
each first-order differential equation to be integrated.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

1 ) Eliminate extra degrees-of-freedo~m to reduce costs.
2) Simplify numerical integration routine.

References:

Wp 1. Clark, J. W., jr., "CTOL S .i Jump Uyndmic AnalYSIS Model a Computer
Program," NAUC-63U35-6O, Ndvdl Air Systems ComImand, June 1, 1963.

2. Clark, J. W., Jr. dnd Wdlters, M. M., 'CIUL $il jump Analysis,
Simulation, dnd -lignt Test Results: T-2C dnd F-14A Aircraft,' NAUC,

Report (in prtir),rdtion).
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Program Name (Acronym): TAXIG

Descriptive Title:

Dynamic Response of a Flexible Aircraft Over Irregular Rigid urfaces.

Brief Description (capabilities):

TAXIG simulates the dynamic response of d flexible aircraft operating on
a rough runway. Its capabilities include irregular surface elevations,
aerodynamics, thrust, thrust reverse, braking, drag chute, tailhook,
hydraulic, pneumatic and friction forces in the nose and two main gear struts,
landing impact.

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft taxi, surface roughness, flexible aircraft, dynamic simulation,
oleopneumatic struts, landing.

Author(s): Name(s): Skinner, M., et al. ..

Organization: BDM Corporation .

Address: 7915 Jones Branch Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102

Date Written: August 1983

Progra, Language: FORTRAN 5

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC, AX

Mode (batch, interactive): Batcn

Pre- or Post-Processors:
data is written to a file for later plotting
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Documentation Adequacy:
-a. .w%.

Tho: Outline of theoretical developments given in Reference (1), _
volume I

User's Manual: Variable definitions, input/output sample in Reference
(1), Volume I, Program Listing in Reference 1, Volume I. '....,.

Other (sample problems, etc.): a, -a

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Aircraft Rigid Body DOF: Longitudinal, vertical, pitch, roll.
2) Aircraft Flexible DOF: Up tc 15 bending modes for fuselage, up to 2U

lumped masses for wing bending and torsion. -
3) Landing Gear DOF: axial for nose, main right and main left "% %

(polytropic pneumatic spring, friction, hydraulic damper).
4) Tires: Point contact.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Program is structured, making it easy to remove, replace or amend one
subroutine at a time. Newton-Raphson iteration method is used to balance
aircraft to find initial conditions. Integration is performed by a
three-term Taylor series or Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector, with a
fourth order Runge-Kutta starter. Linear interpolation between input
data points define the surface profile.

Validation:

Comparison of iose and main year loads to test Jdtd dnd utner I 0
simulations showei reasonable correlation, eference I).

° - . . .
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Input Data:-

1) Inertias and physical dimensions of aircraft.
2) Surface profile for each gear.
3) Thrust, braking, aerodynamic, strut characteristics.
4) Modal masses, deflection coefficients, damping, and frequencies for

flexible modes.

Output Data:

1) Time history of aircraft dynamics and gear loads.

2) Time at which maximum values are obtained.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Lateral displacement is not allowed, eliminating "high-center" or "low
center" roll. All dynamic variables and their derivatives are stored in array
HD, dimensioned 88, pitch and roll angles and derivatives are small.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

1) Add lateral DOF.
2) Eliminate Taylor-series integration technique.

References:

1. Skinner, M., et dl., "TAXIG- Modified TAXI Computer Prugram - VoIs. I
and II," ESL-TR-83-32, BUM Corporation, McLean, Virginia, August 1983.
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Program Name (Acronym): TURNG

Descriptive Title:

Prediction of aircraft landing gear loads during turning operation.

Brief Description (Capabilities): .

This program predicts the side dnd drag forces on the landing gear Of an
aircraft during turning operations. It includes the effect of nose gear
steering angle, main gear brake-slip and thrust.

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft turning, tire/soil interaction, tire forces, sinkage, braking,
0 ire rut.

Author(s): Name(s): Phillips, N. S. and Saliba, J. A.

Organization: University of Dayton
Research Institute

Dayton, Ohio 45469

Date Written: August 1983

Program Language: FORTRAN

SoftWare Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch

Pre- or Post-Processors: none

10. 12



Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Basic equations outlined.

User's Manual:

Flow chart, program listing, variable definitions, and sample
input/output given.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input/output for a F-4E simulation of turning.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

The sums of the transverse forces and moments including inertia, at the
center of gravity, are set equal to zero and the wheel forces and
instantaneous center of turn are calculated. Each wheel drag is calculated as
a function of braking, turn angle, and coefficient of friction or percent
slip; wheel side forces are calculated as functions of turn angle, vertical
tire deflection and coefficient of friction. >.'-

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

The Newton-Raphson iteration technique is used to find the

instantaneous center of turn. Divergence due to large changes in the
variables was prevented by limiting those changes to 50 percent.

Validation: none

10 12-8
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Input Data: ,

1) Aircraft: moment of inertia, weight, velocity and distance from c.g.
to gears.

2) Tires: number per axle, dimensions, percent deflection. N.
3) Engine: location w/r to aircraft centerline, and thrust.
4) Normalized nose wheel steering angle and braked slip angle in equal

time increments. Maximum steering angle and percent slip and time
increment.

5) Soil type and cone index.

Output Data:

1) Trajectory coordinates of aircraft c.g.
2) Thrust required to maintain speed.
3) Turn and steering angle on each wheel.
4) Drag and side forces, and turning torque on each wheel.
5) Sinkage and rut depth for each wheel.
6) Instantaneous radius of curvature.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

A better theoretical manual is needed, especially on soil/tire
interaction.

Reference:

1. Phillips, N. S. and Saliba, J. A., "Aircraft Uperation on Soil Surfaces-
Computer Routine Revisions and Improvements, Vol. II - Compu.er Routine
User's Manual," University of Uayton Research Institute, Uayton, Unio,
1983.

% %
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Program Name (Acronym): LANOG

Descriptive Title:

Aircraft response during take-off and landing on soil surfaces.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

This program calculates the response of an aircraft in a three-point
attitude as it accelerates or decelerates under the actions of weight, lift,
aerodynamic and soil drag, and thrust.

Key Words (Categories):

Aircraft take-off, aircraft landing, tire/soil interaction, sinkage. P

Author(s): Name(s): Phillips, N. S., Cook, R. F. and Saliba, J. A.

Organization: University of Dayton Research Institute

Address: 300 College Park Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45469

Date Written: August 1983

Program Language: FORTRAN

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): batch

Pre- or Post-Processors: none

10. 13(



Documentation Adequacy: i."'",

Theory:

Well-documented.

User's Manual: 
%

Flow charts, program listing, variable definitions and samd le
input/output given.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input and output given for a simulation of an F-4E aircraft. -"

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Longitudinal motion of aircraft during landing or take-off, including
thrust, aerodynamic forces, and wheel sinkage dnd drag.

2) Tire: radial quadratic springs.
3) Soil: damper and spring in series.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

A fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique for

first-order differential equations was used. Variable step size with
a check on accuracy was incorporated into the routine.

Validation:
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. Input Data:

1 ) Aircraft weight, thrust, gear spacing, wing reference area.
2) Lift and drag coefficients.
3) Tire dimensions, deflections and spacing.
4) Soil type, cone index, density and shape.

Output Data:

1) \ircraft accelerations, velocity and distance.
2) Gear drag.
3) Tire sinkage.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

The variable step size (check for numerical accuracy) should make the
program very time consuming.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

Replace the present numerical integration routine with one that is less
time consuming.

References:

1. Phillips, N. S., Cook, R. F. dnd Saliba, J. A., "Aircraft Uperation on
Soil Surfaces-Computer Routine Revisions and Improvement Vol. 11 -

Computer Routine User's Manual," University of Udyton Research Institute,
Dayton, Ohio, August 1983.
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Program Name (Acronym):

Descriptive Title:

Pitch plane dynamics of the A-IO aircraft with various landing gear
configurations traversing deterministic or stochastic runways or soil.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

A digital computer program was developed to study six conceptual landing
gears for the A-IO negotiating runway obstacles and soil. The gears employed -
high floatation tires, and passive adaptive and active control systems.
Multi- and single-point tires were used as well as anti-skid braking.

Key Words (Categories):

landing gear, wheel/soil interaction, aircraft ground dynamics, multi-
point tires, stochastic runways, active control landing gear, articulated
landing gear

Author(s): Name(s): Robert S. Levy

Organization: Fairchild Republic Company

Address: Farmingdale, NY 11735

Date Written: September 1983

Program Language: FURTRAN

Software Operations: Computer(s): IBM, CDC

Mode (batch, interactive): Batch

Pre- or Post-Processors: Plotting V
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Documentation Adequacy

*Theory:

Some details of mathematical model, especially the gears, are given
in Reference 1, Vol. II. Theoretical results are presented in
Reference I, Vol. I.

User's Manual: ,-

none

Other (sample problems, etc.)

A study was made to determine when the multi-element tire model would
yield significantly different results than a single Doint tire
model. Multi-element tire gave higher loads, especially, for small-
scale irregularities at low to moderate taxi speeds.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Soil was modeled with a linear spring in series with a combined
parallel linear spring and velocity damper.

2) Stochastic runway profile was represented by a spectral density
function.

3) Tire was represented by "n" radial springs with a quartic-force
displacement function.

4) Articulated landing gears were modeled by cantilever gear "
equi valents.

5) Active landing gear and anti-skid brake were modeled.
6) Rigid body airframe longitudinal, vertical, and pitch; wing bending

and torsion; fuselage bending; stores lateral and pitch; vertical,
horizontal, and pitching of strut.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

Second-order numerical integration with Taylor series.

Validation:

10.134
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Program Name_(Acronym): LATAX

Descriptive Title:

Dynamic simulation Of a C-130 traversing NA1-2 mats.

Brief Description (Capabilities):

The program predicts loads and dynamics of a C-130 traversing AM-2 mats
at constant speed, braking or accelerating. Nonlinear strut characteristics
and aerodynamics are included. The program has been used extensively for
pitch plane analyses.

Key Words (Categories): :~*

Landing gear loads, taxiing, bomb damage repair, C-130 aircraft dynamics, -

At4-2 mats, HAVE BOUNCE

Author(s): Name s: B. M. Crenshaw, M. M. Owen

Organization: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Address: Marietta, Georgia 30063

Date Written: December 1983

Program Language: FORTRAN 4

* 1
Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC, Sigma VI

Mode (batch, interactive): bdtch

Pre- or Post-Processors:

MIDAS graphics package available for plotting

)LA



Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Main equations used in simulation were given in Volume I of
Reference i. . . "

User's Manual:

1. Source listing with variable map in Volume 1, Reference 1. __

2. Flowcharts, variable definitions, program instructions, and
input/output data formats in Volume 2, Reference 1.

Other (sample problems, etc.): -.- -

Many comparisons of computer simulation and test results in
Reference 1.

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1. Aircraft rigid body: bounce, pitch, and roll (roll not utilized because
all input loads were symmetric). 's*,

2. Aircraft flexible: eight lowest modes due to wing bending and torsion.
3. Aerodynamic lift and moment as a function of ground speed.

" 4. Wheel-axle: vertical acceleration. ' "

5. Oleopneumatic characteristics for struts plus bearing friction.
6. Control inputs for elevator, throttle and brake.
7. Up to three laterally spaced, asymmetric bomb damage repair profiles.
8. Point contact for tires with nonlinear stiffnesses and linear damping.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc):

1. Numerical integration by fourth-order Runge-Kutta.
2. Iterative solution to balance aircraft at begining of simulation. -

Validation:

Computer results were compared to C-130 test data, and the simulation was
modified to increase its accuracy. ,.
Comparisons of predicted and test results were reasonable.

0I
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Input Data- .A.

1. Aircraft inertias and geometry
2. Runway repair profiles
3. Tire nonlinear characteristics
4. Aerodynamic coefficients
5. Thrust and braking profiles
6. Oleopneumatic strut characteristics. .% ..

Output Data:

Tire histories of aircraft dynamics, wing shear, bending and torsion
moments.
Maximum and minimum values for gear and wing loads and accelerations.
Data files generated for later plotting.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Roll degree-of-freedom with no lateral degree-of-freedom.

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References:

1. Crenshaw, B. M., Owen, M. M., "C-130 Response to Bomb Damage-Repaired
Runways: Volume 1: Test Program and Simulation Validation; Volume 2:
Computer Program," ESL-TR-82-23, Dec. 1983.
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Program Name (Acronym): LNDTAX2

Descriptive Title:

C-141 Response to Repaired Bomb-Damaged Runways

Brief Description (Capabilities): .?

LNDTAX2 is a digital computer simulation for the dynamic response of the
C-141B during taxiing, takeoff and landing roll, and landing impact. The a.
response is forced by runway roughness due to repair configurations or ..
1-cosine bumps.

Key Words (Categories): . -,-

HAVE BOUNCE, aircraft-surface interaction, runway roughness, landing ....
gears, taxi, landing, takeoff, C-141B dynamic response, rapid runway repair. -..

Author(s): Name(s): R. S. Justice
- '-a%

Organization: Lockheed-Georgia Company -.

Address: 86 South Cobb Drive
Marietta, Georgia

Date Written: March 1984 -

Program Language:

ANSI FORTRAN 4

Software Operations: Computer(s): CDC

Mode (batch, interactive).

batch

Pre- or Post-Processors:

Results are written to a permanent file for the MIUAS
Graphics Package or other plotting routines.

(. 138 | I
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Documentation Adequacy: -',

Theory: I

Some details given in Reference 1, Volume I ',--.

User's Manual: ..,A-

Excellent details given in Reference I, Volume II

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input/output given in Reference 1, Volume 11

Model: Theoretical lnumber dnd types of equatlons, concepts modeled):

1. Rigid body: vertical, longitudinal, pitch, and roll

2. Flexible: 15 aircraft modes
3. Landing gedrs(3): nonlinear oleopneumatic struts, friction, metering

pins, brakes, springback
4. Tires: point-contact, nonlinear tire spring, spin-up
5. Aerodynamics: lift, drag, pitching moment, spoiler and elevator .

variation -

6. Runway roughness: AM-2 mat configurations using ramps and flats or
1-cosine bumps

7. Thrust: table lookup vs velocity

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.): -

1. Numerical integration by 4th order Runge-Kutta-Gill

2. Aircraft is balanced by computing gear forces and iterating on .. '

vertical and pitch degrees of freedom
3. Newton-Raphson iteration used to find tire force for static odlance

Validation:

Fair to good correldtion with test data shown in reference 1. S
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[nput Data:

1. Aircraft modal data is on a tapeOW2. Repair profile and runway survey data is on a tape
3. Oleopneumatic and tire characteristics .
4. Aircraft inertias, thrust, aerodynamics, geometry5. Spin-up/spring-back characteristics for tire/strut '',--.,

Output Data: "

1. Input data including repair profile, aircraft modal data
2. Aircraft static balance results
3. Time history of aircraft position, velocity and accelerations; tire

and strut loads
4. Summary of peak loads
5. Time history plot tape and MIDAS plot tape generated

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

1. No lateral degree of freedom -

2. Integration scheme is confusing

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

Simplify RLnge-Kutta integration subroutine.

References:

1. Justice, R. S., 'C-141 Response to Repaired Bomb-Damaged Runways, Volume
I: Computer Simulation Development and Validation, Volume I: Computer
Simulation User's Manual, Volume III: Aircraft Limitations and
Operational Procedures," ESL-TR-81-52, Lockheed, Georgia, March 1984.
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Program Name (Acronym): NORTAX -J;

Descriptive Title: g'

Dynamic Response of Aircraft on Rough Standard/Nonstandard Airfields j.,,,w,

Brief Description (Capabilities):

Program objective: to combine airframe structural modeling with the
latest advances in tire, soil and landing gear modeling into a generally
applicable analytical prediction technique capable qf providing rapid
assessment of the structural capability of military aircraft, regardless of
landing gear type or arrangement, to perform ground operations on rough
repaired or unpaved surfaces.

Key Words (Categories)

landing, taxi, turning, braking, takeoff, landing gear, runway profile,
soil models, tire models

Author(s): Name(s): Pi, W. S.; Yamane, J. R.; Smith, M. J. C.

Organization: Northrop Corporation

Address: Aircraft Division
,% One Northrop Avenue

Hawthorne, California 90250

Date Written: April 1985

Program Language: FORTRAN

Software Operations: Computer(s): IBM, CDC, VAX

Mode (batch, interactive): batch, interactive

Pre- or Post-Processors:

I 1. Output is saved on a file for later plotting.

2. Can interface with an aircraft loads program.,
FLEXLODS
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Documentation Adequacy:

Theory:

Detailed in Reference 1.

User's Manual:

Detailed in Reference 1.

Other (sample problems, etc.):

Sample input for C-141B, C-130, F-18, F-16, F-4E. -.
Sample output for C-141B. ",..

Model: Theoretical (number and types of equations, concepts modeled):

1) Airframe: 6 DOF rigid body; up to 15 flexible symmetric and
%, antisymmetric DOF. ,

2) Landing Gear: Up to 5 gears (tricycle, 4-post, 5-post, flexible or rigid
cantilever, articulated, fully levered); 3 translational and one gear
axle rotation DOF, plus pitch of bogie; Forces include: hydraulic
damping, pneumatic force, friction, stiction, rebound damping, spin-
up/spring-back, snubbing.

3) Tire: Normal, drag, and side loads; point contact or multispring model,
damping and hysteresis, dynamic load-deflection characteristics.

4) Tire/Soil: A modification of Cranshaw's model-Lockheed, AFWAL-TR-74-115,
Jan. 1975.

5) Surface: Separate random elevations for each strut on rigid or yielding '
surfaces.

6) Turning: Nose gear steering, asymmetric thrust, or rudder deflection.
7) Antiskid breaking, engine thrust, drag chute, tail hook, cross winds,

aerodynami cs.

Numerical Techniques (integration, iteration, interpolation, etc.):

1. Second-order Taylor series - fixed time step. .'..I
2. Fourth-order Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector with a Runge-Kutta %,

starter variable time step.
3. Fourth-order Adams-Moulton predictor only - fixed time step.

Validation:

Simulated peak gear loads correlated well with test results on C-141B and
F-4E, although simulated gear strokes were somewhat less.

10.142 %S.
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Input Data:

Modular components must be selected or developed by user to solve a
particular problem.

Aircraft types available for simulation are:
1. Fighter (F-1ll, F-16, F-4, F-15, F-5, F-18)
2. Cargo - four engine turboprop
3. Cargo - four engine turbojet (C-141 with pylon-hung engines)
4. Tanker (KC-lO configuration with centerline main gear).

Many landing gear configurations are defined.

Output Data:

Time histories of: 6 - DOF displacements of aircraft c.g., angle of
attack and sideslip angle, forward speed and vertical acceleration, strut
axial forces, landing gear loads transmitted to airframe, accelerations at
specific locations on fuselage, wing, store and engine pylon, wind shear %
loads, bending and torsional moments, soil rut depths.

Plot max-min vertical accelerations and strut axial forces as a function N.

of initial speed. S

Variables associated with these extremes: instantaneous c.g. location
and attitude, c. g. vertical acceleration, strut axial forces, instantaneous
ground elevation under tires.

Limitations (assumptions, inaccuracies, peculiar problems, etc.):

Recommendations (suggested improvements):

References: . _

1. Pi, W. S., Yamane, J. R., Smith, M. J. C., "Dynamic Response of Aircraft
on Rough Standard/Nonstandard Airfields, Part I. Theoretical Manual of
the Generic Aircraft Ground Operation Simulation Code NORTAX; Part II.
User's Manual of the Generic Aircraft Ground Operation Simulation Code '
NORTAX;" Contract F33615-82-C-3216, Northrop, April, 1985.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computational Fluid Dynamics Is making an increasingly major impact on

the design process of aerodynamic devices and flight vehicles. Recently a

thin-layer Navier-Stokes code has been developed for high speed compressible

fluid flow problems [l]. This code can provide unsteady or steady inviscid

and viscous flow solutions; for the viscous case, one can further specify ,Y;.

either a laminar flow or a turbulent flow. The turbulence closure model

programmed in the code is a two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity model [2]. The

Navier-Stokes code also has been simplified for axisymmetric flows to improve

the computational effectiveness [3]. The application of the thin-layer "p

Navier-Stokes code to transonic projectile aerodynamic problems has been

investigated by the U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory and acceptable

accurate solutions had been obtained for a projectile with sting at zero angle

of attack when a good adaptive grid system was provided [4].

Under the USAF Summer Faculty Research Program sponsored AFOSR, the

principal investigator had spent the summer of 1984 with the Aerodynamic %

Branch of the Air Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin Air Force Base. The main

objective of the summer research was to assess the accuracy of the thin-layer

Navier-Stokes approximation coupled with the algebraic turbulence closure r.-

model as well as the implication of the solution algorithm. The Navier-Stokes I%%

code and a grid generation code obtained from Ballistic Research Laboratory

were installed and investigated in detail for their application implication

and effectiveness to the computation of transonic projectile aerodynamics.

The result of the summer research conducted at Eglin AFB showed that the thin-

layer Navier-Stokes code can provide satisfactory results for transonic

.b
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projectile problems if a good adaptive grid network is used in the computa-

tion; moreover, it also called for further assessment on the accuracy of the

turbulence closure model for shock-boundary layer interaction regions [5]. %

II. OBJECTIVE

The main objective of this research is to further advance the application

of Computational Fluid Dynamics in the analysis of transonic projectile

aerodynamics. As stated in the research proposal for the RISE program the

following studies were proposed for investigation:
- -'

1. Continue the summer research effort on assessing the algebraic

turbulence model programmed in the Navier-Stokes code;

2. Assess a 3-D thin-layer Navier-Stokes code and its solution algorithm

for transonic projectile aerodynamic problem;

3. Develop an adaptive grid generation technique based on constrained

variational principles.

A major part of the research effort has been spent on completing the

development of an adaptive grid generation technique for the computation of

transonic projectile aerodynamics; consequently, the proposed studies, Item I

and 2 cannot be completed. , '

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The transonic flow past a secant-ogive-cylinder-boattail projectile with

sting is considered in this study. The projectile model used has a 3-caliber

secant-ogive part followed by a 2-caliber cylinder and 1-caliber 7-degree

boattail which is further extended for about 1.7 calibers to meet a horizontal

sting. The model is chosen for the study because accurate surface pressure

measurements, Cp, are available for assessing the accuracy of numerical

11.3
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results [6]. Critical features of the transonic projectile aerodynamics are

the high pressure gradients caused by imbedded shock waves at the discontin-

uity of surface curvature, that is, at the ogive-cylinder and cylinder-

boattail Junctions. Therefore, the use of a properly adaptive grid system in

the Navier-Stokes code is crucial to the accuracy and convergence of the solu-

tion algorithm.

As a continuation of the summer research effort a fixed 90 x 40 hyper-

bolic grid is used for the viscous transonic flow past the projectile at zero

angle of attack. The integration process of the Navier-Stokes code was

carried out to a maximum number of time steps N = 2800, 2400, 2800 and 2800,
• .J. ,

respectively, for four flow cases M. - 0.91, 0.94, 0.96 and 0.98 considered.

Figure 1 shows a few Cp-distributions computed at different times for

M 0.91. We observe that the agreement between the computed result and the % A,

measured data is excellent on the ogive and boattail portions and is accept-

able on the cylinder portion of the projectile. A brief examination of the

results obtained for the other three cases show the same. Therefore, one can

conclude that the turbulence closure model programed in the thin-layer Navier-

Stokes code can provide an acceptably accurate pressure field for the tran-

sonic flow problems.

For the computation of transonic flow past a projectile at an angle of

attack we have obtained a vectorized 3-0 thin-layer Navier-Stokes code from

the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory. The largest grid system

allowable tn the code is of the size 80 x 21 x 24, which is apparently limited

by the capacity of the supercomputer CRAY 1S. As a trial run we have ,.-

considered an inviscid transonic flow past the projectile model at an angle of

attack - 20. A fixed hyperbolic grid system of the size 78 x 21 x 24 is used

and the integration process of the Navier-Stokes code has been proceeded for

11.4
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1200 time steps. A close examination of the computed Cp-distributions shows

that the Navier-Stokes code is functioning properly and that a better adaptive

grid system is needed for accurate solutions.

The development of an adaptive grid generation technique mainly based on

constrained variational principles for the computation of inviscid transonic

projectile aerodynamics has been successfully completed. The preliminary

results of this work have been accepted and were presented at an open forum

session of AIAA 7th Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference held in

Cincinnati, Ohio, on July 15 - 17, 1985. The detail of the work accomplished

is documented in the attached manuscript which has just been written and

submitted to Journal of Computational Physics for possible publication.
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An Adaptive Grid Generation Technique Based On Variational
Principles For Transonic Projectile Aerodynamics Computation

Chen-Chi lsu and Chyuan-Gen Tu
Department of Engineering Sciences

University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

Abstract

An adaptive grid generation technique mainly based on constrained

variational principles has been developed and coupled to a thin-layer Navier-

Stokes code for the computation of inviscid transonic projectile aero-

dynamics. In this technique the variational principles have been modified *.'.

with the assumption that the Lagrange's multipliers are variables but their

variation is zero; furthermore, a clustering technique has been implemented. %

The numerical results obtained for three flo( cases, 4. - 0.91. 0.96 and 1.10, '

show that the technique developed indeed can provide, without any experimenta-

tion on boundary grid positioning, good grid systems for accurate computation

of the transonic projectile aerodynamics. The distribution of surface

pressure coefficient computed is in excellent agreement with measured data. , ,
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In troduc t ion

An accurate prediciton of the aerodynamic drag force is essential to a

better design of aerodynamic devices and flight vehicles. Recently a thin-

layer Navier-Stokes code has been developed for high speed compressible fluid P"'.

flow problems [1). This code can provide acceptably accurate solutions for

unsteady or steady inviscid and viscous flow problems if a good grid system is
** .%.

provided; for the viscous case, one can further specify either a laminar flow

or a turbulent flow. The turbulence closure model programmed in the code is a

two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity model [2]. The Navier-stokes code also has

been simplified for axisynmetric flows to improve the computational effective- -.-.-

ness [3..

The application of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code to transonic

projectile aerodynamic problems has been investigated by the U. S. Army

Ballistic Research Laboratory. The grid network used in the computation is an

axisymmetric grid system formed by a sequence of planar grids around the axis

of a projectile. The planar grid is obtained from a grid generation code

named GRIDGEN (4]. This code can provide either an elliptic or a hyperbolic

grid which is then modified with an exponential clustering along the grid

lines normal to the stresiuwise, direction to give sufficient grid resolution*

for the viscous region. Hence, a good adaptive grid can be obtained for

transonic flows past a projectile with sting at zero angle of attack if the

the boundary grid points are properly chosen. For a secant-ogive-cylinder-

boattail (SOCBT) projectile with sting (i.e. no base flow) at zero angle of

attack and Mach number M. - 0.91, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98 and 1.10, the computed .

surface pressure coefficient C over secant-ogive portion and the boattailp -'ii-

portion of the projectiles agrees rather well with the measured data; however,

the agreement on the cylinder portion (between the shocks), which may be

l h: ' : ~~~~~~~~~~. ....... :.-..: :..,.........x = ...-..-. :...-. i.................--.......-.-..-.........., ...
I4 .4.., . .4* ....... , 4 - -



acceptable, is not very satisfactory for some cases considered (5,61. As '-,

reported in reference [71 a good adaptive planar grid for accurate solutions F,.

can be obtained from GRIDGEN only after considerable experimentation with

boudary grid positioning. For the projectile model at 2* angle of attack

and MM - 0.91 the C p-distribution computed from a CRAY IS computer agrees

qualitatively with the measured data but quantitatively the agreement over the

cylinder and boattail portions is not satisfactory at all [7]. It is believed

that the main cause for the unsatisfactory results can be attributed to the "

use of a grid system which is not properly adaptive to the solution. _...

A good grid system for fluid dynamics computations can be justified from

the smoothness of grids, the orthogonality of grids, and the grid resolution

adaptive to the solution in the physical space. It had been reported that

rapid changes of the grid size and highly skewed grids can result in unde-

sirable errors [8]. It is also well known in the approximation that the

choice of high grid resolution in regions where the solution gradient is very

large is essential to the accuracy of the numerical result. In fact an

improper grid resolution in high gradient regions can be detrimental to the

solution accuracy as well as to the convergence process of a solution

algorithm. There have been a number of adaptive grid generation methods
f .P .

proposed and reported in symposium [81, workshop (91 and conference (101. The .

method based on a constrained variational principle, proposed by Brackbill at

the symposium, is rather general and seems to be a very promising approach for *... .

complex fluid problems in which shock waves, flame fronts, and viscous layers

may cause extremely thin high-gradient regions of unknown location and -

orientation, since the governing differential equations for an adaptive grid

system are derived from minimizing a general variational functional which .

consists of functionals for measuring the smoothness of grids, the

11.1o
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orthogonality of grids, and the grid resolution adaptive to a chosen control

function. In fact Saltzman has investigated the application of an adaptive

grid generation technique based on the variational principle to a two- ,

dimensional inviscid supersonic flow past a step in a wind tunnel (111. In ./ -

his study, the adaptive griddLng in the domain was controlled by the computed

pressure gradient while the boundary grids were determined by extrapolation

from internal grids out normally to the straight boundary. The unsteady

solutions computed for the formation and propagation of shock waves were

striking; they showed that the adaptive mesh generator moves the computation

grid with shock fronts and consequently enhances significantly the desirable

resolution of the finite-difference scheme for the accuracy.

The objective of this study is to explore further the application of %.-,?-

variational principles for generating a good adaptive grid to the computation

of transonic projectile aerodynamics. Numerical experiments have been carried'I,

out to assess the implication and difficulty of the grid generation method .

and, consequently, an adaptive grid generation technique mainly based on 'A. .

constrained variational principles has been developed and coupled to a thin- . v -

layer Navier-Stokes code for SOCBT projectile aerodynamics computations. %

Variational Principles for Grid Generation

With a boundary conforming transformation an irregular two-dimensional

domain n in the physical space, xy-plane, can be mapped into a rectangular

domain n ' in the computational space, 0-plane; consequently, a square grid

network in the computational space can be constructed for solving boundary

value problems. The & and n coordinates then become the curvilinear "-%

coordinates for n in the physical space and constant &-lines and n-lines form

a grid system in n. It is known that the coordinate transformation yields the .-

o •
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a

metrics relations
yn ' " - -- (1)

x ti yini J x Ti' Y J
in which J is the Jacobian of the transformation given by

J - ~ ~(2)

If one chooses At - An - 1.0 in the computational space, then the Jacobian I

represents the grid size in the physical space.

The smoothness of a grid network in the physical space can be measured by

the integral '-'

I f [(VE) 2 + (Vn) 2 dxdy (3) 4.d

An extremization of this integral with prescribed boundary conditions will .'r

result in the Laplace equation; hence, a unique solution exists for the grid

network. Moreover, the orthogonality of grids can be measured by the integral

I - I (VE7n)2J 3 dxdy (4)
0

while the grid resolution adaptive to a control function v(x,y) can be

represented by

IV -f wJdxdy (5)

We note that the term J 3 in Eq. (4) does emphasize the orthogonality for large aJ

grid and the choice of the cubic power is for the simplification of the

resulting governing equations. Therefore, a good grid network in the physical

space can be measured by the smoothness functional subject to the subsidiary * .

conditions, the orthogonality functional and the grid resolution functional; ....-

consequently, a constrained variational principle for the grid generations is .%'

to minimize the functional

Tmi + I T~ (6)
in which T and I are Lagrange's multipliers.

The introduction of undetermined Lagrange's multipliers requires

prescribed values for the subsidiary conditions, Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Since a

11.12 ' .
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proper choice of these values for a good grid system is very difficult to

make, if not impossible, it is more effective in practice to select values for

the Lagrange's multipliers. Let Lp and Lc be respectively the characteristic

length in the physical domain and the computational gn-plane. Also, denote W

as a referenced quantity for the control function w(x,y) in Eq. (5). We then

observe that the integrand of the functionals 1s, To and IV has the dimension

of I and (L/L )2 Therefore, if the Lagrange's

multipliers are defined as
L L .

.07_ _) (7)0 %, o- L VV,

then each term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) has the same order of

magnitude provided X and X are of 0(1). The relative importance of the

three functionals for grid generation can be identified from the value chosen .. 4

for ) and X"
0

For adaptive boundary gridding, one-dimensional variational principle can

be employed. The functional consisting of a smoothness functional and a grid

resolution functional can be written as .'s

I 1BS + XBV IBv f .2 ds + fwB(s)sds (8)

Similarly, the Lagrange's multiplier is defined as

Bv V LB) (9)

",B BP

where LBP, LBC and WB are characteristic quantities.

11.13
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*Governing Equations for GrdGnerato

If a physical problem is to be solved in the transformed rectangular

domain, the metrics of transformation must be provided. It implies that a

curvilinear grid network in the physical domain must be generated;

consequently, the dependent variables and the independent variables of the

functionals have to be interchanged. Accordingly, applying the relation

dxdy - Jd~d1 and the metrics relations Eq. (1), the general functional for

grid, Eq. (6) becomes

I f j x2 + x2 + y2 + y ]d~dn + " [x x n + y&ynld d ""
nZ &o (10) ,--

+- ' v1 ,I w(x,y)j 2 d~d~ . ""+ (10

in which the Jacobian J is defined in Eq. (2). Hence the governing equations

for grid generation are the Euler equations for extremizing the functional I, %

provided x(&,n) and y(&,n) are prescribed on the boundary. They are the

following two quasilinear elliptic differential equations

.--. .
~~ ,2,a 4ax +axrI x +ba3 + - 0

b1x + b2xEn + b3xnn + c ly + Cy + C3ynn + T w y...'-

Her 2h 3oficet a,,~ b~ J2n ,frI-12ad3aegvnb

.a ax +bx 4 - a + c(Xy~~4 ~ 4 a.

i si o Coi vlxy)V

in which

a A, a 2-- 2K, a

bsl B, bs2 = 2 OB, bs3 Y B .[.
si s22 ~ 93

Cs8- a C, c s2 - 2SC, cs 3 ' Y C 70

te%
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Similarly the governing differential equation for adaptive boundary gridding

can be derived from Eq. (8). One finds

[ !B v B 2 ds) SE. 0 (12)

in which a is the distance measured along the boundary.

Numerical Experiments and Results
I 

P *
Transonic inviscid flows past a SOCDT projectile with sting at zero angle .

of attack have been considered for the study. This projectile nodel has a

3-caliber secant-ogive part followed by a 2-caliber cylinder and 1-caliber

7-degree boattail which is further extended for another 1.77 calibers to meet .

a horizontal sting. There are surface pressure measurements available for

asessing the accuracy of numerical results (6]. The physical domain of the6

problem considered has about 4 projectile-lengths from nose, 5 projectile-

lengths from the cylinder, and 3 projectile-lengths downstream of the base.

The transonic aerodynamics problem is solved by an axisymmetric thin-layer

Navier-Stokes code obtained from the U. S. Army Ballistic Research Labora-

%%
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solved by the Beam and Warming scheme in which a second order implicit dis-

sipation term and a fourth order explicit dissipation term heave been added

for controlling the numerical stability. The code has an option for solving

Lnviscid flow problems and a steady solution is resulted from a converged4',
solution of the unsteady problem. It is mentioned in passing that a planar

grid must be generated and provided to the code for the aerodynamics compute- -

tion. ,

All planar grid networks generated and used in this study consist of

70 x 35 grid points with 70 points along the surface of projectile model;

hence, the range of (r,n) in the computational space is from (1,1) to %

(70,35). Moreover, resulting from experience, we have fixed the distribution .'

of boundary points along the projectile model as follows: 23 points on the

ogive, 22 points on the cylinder, 17 points on the boattail, and 8 points on
r, .

the sting. For grid generation, governing partial differential equations,

Eq. (11), are approximated by second order central difference schemes and the

resulting nonlinear algebraic equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson

iterative method supplemented with overrelaxation. The boundary conditions -,

for x(C, n) and y(C,n) at the projectile surface n - I and at the outer

boundary n - 35 are predetermined by Eq. (12) for grid resolution; however,

the conditions at the side boundaries, I = 1 and E - 70, are obtained and

updated by extrapolation from inner grids at the end of each iteration. We

note that the extrapolation technique for determining boundary grids on

projectile surface can be detrimental because of the complex geometry.

The generation of a good adaptive grid based on the variational principle

depends on a proper choice of the control function w(x,y) in Eq. (5) for grid

resolution as well as suitable choices of the Lagrange's multipliers "1 and "1 V0 V.

defined in Eq. (7), provided good adaptive boundary grids are prescribed. In ..-
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this study we have chosen the control function

W(Xy) = Ipv + IPy1 (13)

in which Px and Py are components of the computed pressure gradient. A

converged solution of the projectile problem at Mach number - 0.96 has been

used to investigate the relative importance of the multipliers on the grid

resolution functional I, with 0 - 1 and 7. varies from 0 to 10, the variance0 V

of I, over the mean of I changes from 9.0 to 7.8. It implies that different

choices of the multipliers will have rather minimum effect on grid resolution

adaptive to the control function. Hence, we have assumed for the following

study that

X0 XV X (14)

Note that X and X are related to the corresponding multiplier by Eq. (7).
0

For assessing the application of the adaptive grid generation technique, 7 %

we have considered the projectile aerodynamics problem at . - 0.91. The

characteristic lengths Lp and Lc used in Eq. (7) are the global ones similar .. .

to those used by Saltzman while A is set to 4.0. The initial grid provided to

the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code is a smooth one. The computed surface

pressure coefficient C after 50 time steps, i.e., 4T - 50, is shown in Fig- -

ure l(a); measured data for steady solution, * , are also plotted for ref-

erence. A new grid adaptive to the computed result at '4T - 50 is then gen-

erated for the continuation of the solution code. Figure l(b) shows the grid "

network near the projectile. The thin-layer code is restarted for another

150 time steps, i.e. NT - 200, and the computed pressure coefficient is shown

in Figure l(c). Apparently the solution is not converging correctly, which .,'.-.I

can be attributed to the poor grid used in the computation. A new grid

adaptive to the computed result at NT - 200 is again generated for the restart

of the solution process. As shown in Figure 2, the result obtained at

11.17
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(a) Grid network generated at NT -200

A-

0.0

-0.41.

0 24 56

(b) Surface pressure at NT u350

(c) Grid network generated at NT - 350

Figure 2. Surface pressure and adaptive grid; M. m0.91.
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NT - 350 does not seem to be properly converging either, even though the grid

used looks better than the one used previously; moreover, we note that the

updated adaptive grid at NT - 350 is very similar to that at NT - 200. The

continuation of the solution algorithm with the updated grid has failed within .-

the next 150 time steps.

A close examination of the planar grids generated clearly indicates that

the grid characteristics right next to the projectile are rather poor, partic-

ularly the grid resolution is not sufficient. It implies that the effect of

boundary geometry to a good grid generation has to be investigated and

considered in the control function. In this study, however, the difficulty is

overcome by applying an exponential clustering along n-lines with the smallest

spacing equal to 0.01 at the projectile. An adaptive grid with the clustering

9. generated at Nr - 350 is shown in Figure 3(a). With this new grid the thin-

layer code provides a converging solution at NT - 500 as evidenced from the

result shown in Figure 3(c). The process has been repeated and the distri- %

bution of C computed at NT - 650 indeed shows better agreement with the

measured data. %

The adaptive gridding with exponential clustering is next tested on the %

projectile problem at M, - 0.96. The first adaptive grid is again generated

at NT w 50, but subsequent new grids are generated at every 200 time steps

interval. The solution process proceeded smoothly without any difficulty and

provided acceptably accurate pressure distribution at NT - 850. For assessing

the grid generation technique, however, the integration process was carried

out further to NT - 1650. Figure 4 shows the agreement between computed C at
p

NT - 1650 and measured data; however, appreciable differences observed on the I Z

cylinder and its junction with boattail still call for better grid resolutions

in those regions.

%
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The choice of the control function w(x,y) for better grid resolutions is ..

not a trivial one; it requires extensive parametric study and numerical exper-

imentation. For instance, we have used a stronger control function equal to

the square of the pressure gradient and experienced overflow in the process of

grid generation. However, the expression for the general functional, Eq. (6),

shows that the grid resolution can be enhanced by choosing a larger value for

the multiplier .., that is, a large X defined in Eq. (7). Unfortunately, the

use of an extremely large Xv can be detrimental to the grid generation.

Moreover, a good adaptive grid should have not only good adaptive grid

resolutions but also good orthogonality and smoothness characteristics. [

Therefore, the value for the parameter Xv M - X has to be in the order of

magnitude one or 10 at most. For the projectile problem considered, the use

of a large X and global characteristic lengths for the multipliers has not

resulted in a better adaptive grid. We observe that the grid resolution

functional I of Eq. (5) can be considered as a limiting case of the general

functional; consequently, the variational principle of I V will give a grid

best adaptive to the chosen control function w(x,y). Apparently, the control

function used in this study does not provide sufficient grid resolutions for

the transonic flow problems. .

The variational principle of the general functional 1, Eq. (6) indicates

that the effect of grid resolution functional can be enhanced locally if

variable Lagrange's multiplier t. is used. Departing from the classical

variational principle by assuming the variation of the Lagrange's multipliers

*" and zero, the variation of I equal to zero will result in exactly the

same Euler equations, Eq. (11), for grid generation. Now the variable

" and 7. defined in Eq. (7) must be selected. In order to realize the
o4-•

relative weight of each term in Eq. (6) we have fixed the parameters X
0
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and X and assumed the relation Eq. (14) in grid generation; accordingly, the P
VP

referenced qdantities Lc, Lp, and W are considered variables. In the

following study we have chosen the local grid spacings as well as local values

of the control function for the referenced quantities; hence, Lc of the %

computational space is equal to one. Equation (7) indicates that grid,-

resolutions will be further enchanced locally in the region of small grids

(i.e. small Lp), even though the weight of grid resolution term in Eq. (6)

remains the same. In the process of grid generation, the nonlinear governing

equations, Eq. (11), are solved by an iterative method; hence, the referenced

quantities L and W are updated at the end of each iteration. Similarly,

Eq. (12) for adaptive boundary gridding is solved with LBp and WB, defined in

Eq. (9), taken as the local quantitf.es.

The adaptive grid generation technique based on the modified variational '

principles and a clustering strategy is first investigated on the projectile

problem at M. - 1.10. An adaptive grid generation code developed has been

coupled to the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code with a strategy of adaptive

gridding fixed as follows: the first adaptive grid is generated at NT 50

with X - 0.5 and subsequently a new grid is generated and used at 150 time

steps interval with . - 1.0, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 at NT - 650 for enhancing the

weight of grid resolution term. Pigures 5-8 show the sequence of results

computed to NT - 500. We observe that the solution algorithm is converging

very smoothly and highly accurate results have been obtained at NT - 500;

moreover, the adaptive grids generated exhibit clearly the development of the

pressure field and shock waves. Exactly the same solution process has been

applied without any difficulty to the projectile problem at H. - 0.91 and 2
0.96. The surface pressure coefficient computed at NT - 650 and 800 for

I
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M. 0.91 and 0.96, respectively, and that of M.- 1.10 are shown in Figure 9

with corresponding measured data plotted for comparison. . -

The adaptive grid generation technique developed indeed can provide,

without any experimentation on boundary grid positioning, good grid systems

for accurate computations of the transonic projectile aerodynamics. It is %

mentioned in passing that good adaptive inner grids and conforming adaptive

boundary grids are often essential to the accuracy of the solution while good
% . '

adaptive boundary grids only can be detrimental to the solution algorithm;

moreover, a good grid adaptive to a converged solution may not be a proper one

for use in solving unsteady problem.

This work was partially supported by a 1984 USAF-SCEEE research

initiation program.
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Figure 9. Converged surface pressure based on adaptive grid
generation technique developed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADAPTIVE GRID GENERATION TECHNIQUE r.%

FOR rRANSONIC PROJECTILE BASE FLOW PROBLEMS

by

Christopher W. Reed and Chen-Chi Hsu

ABSTRACT

An existing thin-layer Navier-Stokes code for the computation of

axisymmetric transonic flow past a projectile with sting has been studied and

', consequently modified for the projectile base flow problem. The solution %J-

" obtained for a transonic flow over 3 sphere indicates that the modificatiois %

made to the boundary conditions in the thin-layer code are correct and hence

the code should be applicable to other projectile base flow problems if a

proper grid is provided.

Preliminary results obtained from investigating the adaptive grid

generation technique for the sphere problem indicate that the method based on

constrained variational principles is indeed effective iT1 the general domain;

however, additional analyses and experiments are required for proper choices I
of the parameters and the control function so that high grii resolutions can

be achieved for the viscous sublayer region. loreover, two methods of

adapting the boundary grid points have been developed and the testing results .'.

show that both methods provide good conformity between the boundary grids and

the domain grids.

A continuation of the research project is being supported by a 1)85 USAF- %

I EC GSSP program.
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INTRODUCTION

An accurate prediction of the aerodynamic drag force is essential to a

better design of aerodynamic devices and flight vehicles. Of specific

interest to the Air Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB is an accurate

prediction of the aerodynamic drag force acting on stores which are to be

released from under aircraft traveling at transonic speeds. These forces '-

influence the stability of the stores and consequently the safety of the .

aircraft. It is known that an accurate computation of the aerodynamic force

is difficult and involved; consequently an effective numerical algorithm for N.

predicting the forces is yet to be developed. The aerodynamic force in

general can be divided into three components from the physical as well as the

computational view; they are the pressure drag, viscous drag and base drag

with relative magnitudes for a standard store shape at transonic speeds of

20%, 30% and 50%, respectively.

Recently, a thin-layer Navier-Stokes code has been developed at NASA Ames -

Research Center for three dimensional compressible fluid flow problems (11.

It has been shown that this code can give acceptably accurate solutions for a

number of high speed compressible flow problems provided a good grid is ,.....1

used. The application of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code to a specific

axisymmetric transonic projectile flow problem has been investigated by the

Aerodynamics Research Branch of the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory.

A secant-ogive-cylinder-boattail (SOCBT) projectile has been modified to

eliminate the computational difficulties associated with the base flow by S

attaching a sting. For the axisymmetric case, the computed surface pressure ' .'I

coefficient Cp agrees well with experimental data indicating that the code can ..
successfully compute both the pressure and viscous dra?.
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When the base region is to be included in the solution, however, the

transonic flow problem becomes increasingly complex. Both a shock and

separated flow are expected at the sharp corner of the base and for supersonic

flows an additional shock is expected in the wake region.

The problem now becomes one of generating a good grid that will adequate-

ly resolve the large gradients associated with the flow, therefore the main

objective of this program is to develop a theoretically sound adaptive grid .

generation technique for use with the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code to solve

the complete transonic projectile flow problem. It should also be pointed out

that the large number of grid points required for an accurate flow simulation

is often limited by the capacity of existing super-computing systems; hence "

the development of an effective adaptive grid generation technique becomes

essential for complex transonic projectile flow problems.

The necessary research and development to solve the complete transonic

projectile flow problem can be organized into three parts.

(1) Modify the existing thin-layer Navier-Stokes code to include the

base region. e

(2) Develop an effective adaptive grid generation technique capable of

generating a good grid for the base flow problem.

(3) Couple the adaptive grid generation scheme with the thin layer

Navier-Stokes code to solve the axisymmetric transonic projectile flow problem

and extend the solution method to three dimensions. "

Part (1) has been completed and partial results obtained for Part (2) are

presented in this report. Subsequent research to complete part (2) and begin

part (3) is being supported through a 1985 USAF-UEC GSSSP program.
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PART 1- THE THIN-LAYER NAVIER-STOKES CODE

The Thin Layer Approximation U

The complete set of governing equations for three dimensional compress-

ible flow problems includes the three momentum equations, the equation of %

continuity, the energy equation, and an equation of state. However, in many

flows, such as high Reynolds number flow over projectiles, the velocity gradi-

ents along the projectile surface are small compared to the velocity gradients "t .

normal to the surface in the boundary layer. The viscous terms in the govern-

ing equations containing these gradients can therefore be neglected without -

introducing appreciable error. This 'thin layer' approximation to the Navier-

Stokes equations has considerable computational advantages. The elimination

of many viscous terms reduces substantially the size of the governing equa-

tions. These equations are still capable, however, of calculating separated

and reversed flows since many of the terms neglected in the boundary layer

equations are retained in the thin layer approximation. Also, larger grid a

spacing can be used in directions along the body surface reducing both the

computer storage requirements and necessary CPU time to obtain a converged

solution. .

Coordinate Transformation

It is general practice when applying computational techniques to

calculate flows over arbitrary shapes to use a boundary fitted curvilinear

coordinate system. Although the complexity of the governing equations

increases when transformed into the new coordinate system this approach does

have many advantages from a computational standpoint. By applying a general '

transfornation

% r
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curved and unequally spaced coordinates in the physical domain are mapped into

equally spaced rectilinear coordinates in the computational domain as is shown

in Figure 1. Treatment of the boundary conditions is also simplified as the

coordinate lines coincide with the boundaries on the edge of the domain.

Furthermore, application of the thin-layer approximation can be accomplished

simply by dropping the viscous derivatives parallel to the body surface (i.e. - 4

the n and & directions). However, the most important advantage in terms of '. ."

providing a good grid is that the grid points can be adaptively clustered in

the physical domain to adequately resolve the flow field gradients. _

4.:,..

The Thin Layer Code "
'

.

A thin-layer code has been developed at NASA Ames by Steger et al. (i] .- I..

which solves the governing equations resulting from the thin layer approxima-

tion using an implicit approximate fractorization scheme developed by Beam and

Warming [21. The code has available a number of options to stipulate the

assumed flow conditions. It can provide either unsteady or steady inviscid or

viscous flow with the option of specifying either laminar or turbulent flow

for the viscous case. The turbulent closure model is an extension of Cebeci's

two layer eddy viscosity model which avoids the determination of the match ' 1

point [3]. A simplified version of the Thin layer code has also been

developed for the effective computation of axisymmetric transonic projectile

problems [4]. The governing equations for the axisymmetric flow problem can

be written in conservation law form as follows: -

% % -
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where q the vector of dependent variables and E, G. H, and S are as follows: % .

P PUPU ouU + xp

q I- E j OVU + yp

y(
PW PW+ ~ZP

e (e + p)U -t
p

=-U-PuW + p + 
1

0

PwW + CzpG yH J OV [R (U - + R(W-)
I~W+t C t

pPVR (V -n)- p/R(e + p)W - Ct

f(C2 +y2 + z2 )u  / u yc + CW)×....;""':•

j (:2 +y2 + C2 )u + w/3 (C u + yV + CzW )Cy
K z x y4 z x

(42 2 2 p

+ C + ; )v + u/3( C u+ C v + CzW )c
'C y z 4x4 y z y

-1 2 2 2
S j u (C +C +-)w +-u/32 u+CvC+Cw

2 + 2 + 2) O.5(u2 + V + W2) + iPr ()
x y z L

+ u/3(C u + 4yV + 4 w) (4 u + yV + C w..
x y z xC y C z4I+

The contravarient velocities U, V. W corresponding to the streamwise 0

coordinates, the circumferential coordinate n and the radial coordinate

C respectively are: A
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U = t + u + v + w
t x y z

V = n + rlu + flv + nwt X y z

W - t + ;xu + Cv + C w
t x y z 'p J

The pressure is related through an equation of state

2 +2 + 2
p = (Y - l)[e - 0.5(u + v + w

.
The details of the derivation of these equations can be found in Refer-

ences [5] and (6]. Note that there are only two spatial derivations .-

remaining, and t, thus only a two dimensional grid will be required.

Modifications

The Aerodynamics Research Branch of the U. S. Army Ballistic Research

Laboratory has applied the axisymmetric version of the thin Layer code suc-

cessfully to determine the flow over a SOCBT projectile shape with a sting for

a variety of Mach numbers in the transonic regime. These results are reporfed

in Reference [4].

This thin layer code, however, applies boundary conditions corresponding

to the simplified projectile flow problem in which a sting is attached to

eliminate the base flow region. Thus, the code must be modified to apply the

proper boundary conditions for the complete projectile problem which includes

base flow.

The original code used by the Army, assumed a flow domain of the form

shown in Figure 2 and the boundary conditions were applied to each segment of

the domain as follows: Free stream values were assumed on the outerboundary

BC. Along the downstream boundary CD it was necessary to use a first order

extrapolation for Ill flow variables to supress high frequency oscillations

12.8 .2
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that would occur if the pressure was specified [6]. Along the upstream "

symmetry axis BA the conditions of symmetry are imposed:

u 0
3z

3

W 0 J0

3e 0

On the solid surface, line AED which includes both the projectile surface

and the sting, the no-slip condition was enforced for viscous flow:

U = V - w =0

and the other flow variables were set equal to those at the neighboring grid

point.

In order to adapt the thin layer code for application to the base flow

problem a new flow domain was assumed (Figure 3) and the boundary conditions

were applied as follows. Identical boundary conditions are used on the outer

boundary BC, the projectile surface AE,and the upstream axis of symmetry BA as

were used as corresponding boundaries in the original code. As before, the

flow variables are extrapolated to the downstream boundary CD but along -

coordinates rather than & coordinates. The boundary ED now becomes an axis of

symmetry similar to those used on the upstream symmetry axis were applied to

this axis.

Results

In order to test the modifications made to the thin-layer code, the code

was used to solve transonic flow over a sphere. The flow over a sphere serves A
as a good test case; it has a qualitatively similar flow field to that of a

base flow problem in that there is separation and reversed flow, but does not ',

12.9
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contain a sharp corner which creates difficulties in the grid generation. The

grid used for the investigation which contains 60 points in the streamwise %

direction and 40 points in the radial direction is shown in Figure 4. A Mach

number of 0.96 and a Reynolds number, based on the radius of 700,000 were

used. These values correspond to typical values used in previous studies on

transonic projectile aerodynamics. The results of the test shown in the form

of a pressure coefficient plot along the surface and a streamline plot are %'p

shown in Figures 5a and 5b. Although there is no experimental data available

for comparison, these results are believed to be qualitatively correct and it ,

is assumed that these modifications will be satisfactory in applying the thin-

layer code to the axisymmetric full transonic projectile aerodynamics problem.

% .
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Part 2 - ADAPTIVE GRID GENERATION

Mathematical Formulation

The general purpose of an adaptive grid generation scheme is to enhance * -

the three properties of a good grid, smoothness, orthogonality and mesh

refinement in regions where the flow variables have large gradients. Each of

these characteristics has been shown to increase the stability and accuracy of

numerical algorithms. The adaptive grid generation scheme used here,

originally developed by Brackbill and Saltzman 17), is based on a variational

principle. Each of the three characteristics can be represented by a func-

tional and for a two dimensional grid, the three functionals Is, Io and Iw for

smoothness orthogonality and adaptivity appear as follows:

s  ! (V 2 + 7 2) dxdy

1° = f(V ) J3 dxdy

I.1  f w(x,y) J dxdy

In minimizing Is by applying the Euler-Lagrange equations, Laplace's

equations which are known to have a smoothing effect, are recovered. In the

function 1o, the dot product:

represents the orthogonality of the and C grid coordinates. By minimizing

this functional the coordinates are forced to be orthogonal. The term J3 is

the Jacobian of the transformation cubed. It represents the grid spacing and

its presence emphasizes orthogonality in regions of large grid cells. In the

third functional, lw, w (xy) is a weighting function which is to be pre-

scribed. When minimizing I the Jacobian J and consequently the ,rid spacing -

12.111 -W-g
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These three functionals can be combined into a total functional

8 0 0 W W

where X and X are prescribed par eters that weight the importance of % ..

* . 4*

orthogonality and adaptivity to smoothness according to their perceived

importance. In order to obtain a grid, the dependent and independent var-

iables are first interchanged so that the solution can be obtained on the

computational grid. Application of the Euler-Lagrange equations to theivit

transformed functonal:c ci tt

_IX +, 7z2 d +xI + 2dd + r wj2 dd-'

0 W

results in a set of elliptic partial differential equations which can be "''

solved by a Newton-Raphson i teratve technique. The solution in the form

, . .. '.'

×(F", ) y( ,MO. .

defines a set of discrete points in the physical plane for integer values

of m and which constitute the grid Details of this approach can be found

in Reference (8]. Rowever, there are two important considerations that must .-.-.

be addressed before this method will be successful. First, the relative "''

magnitude of the three functionals must be determined through dimensional .. v'

analysis to ensure that the parameters X and X wwill accurately reflect the '-"

perceived importance of each functional. Also, since the grid generation

equations are elliptic, the boundary points must be prescribed, uccessful r-

application of the adaptive grid generation scheme requires consistency

12. 12i
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between grid points along the boundary and In the domain: thus it is also -

necessary to develop adaptive techniques for the boundary. .1*

Dimensional Analysis

In order to normalize the three functionals I s  to, and Iw a dimensional 11
analysis is applied. Let L be a physical length scale, L' be a computational

length scale and W is a measure of the weight function. Using these scales

the three functionals have the following orders of magnitudes:

I - - - '

4 4 2

1 0-L 4IL'2
4

L 'w L2 
.. ,,

The total functional 1, can be rewritten as -- ,.

%
+ +r W.

0 w

where Xo' and Xw' are determined to normalize the functionals Io and I
0 w0

According to the determined order of mangnitude for the functionals, the

following choices

x L 4 X* =rI 4

L --

o ' w ' L'),.

will accomplish the normalization. Currently the choices for the scales L, L' I"-

4and w are as follows: ,.

%

a m,)."" -

L A

"<'0
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where A is the area of the physical domain, J, is the number of grid points in

the & direction and Km the number in the , direction.

Boundary Adaptation

Two methods of adapting the boundary to obtain consistency with the %

domain have been developed. The first method is a one dimensional version of

the variational principle. Let s be a measure of the physical arc length

along the boundary and ' he the coordinate coinciding with the boundary. Then . "

a one dimensional version of I can be written as

S .

0

Let W(s) be the corresponding weight function along the boundary. Then Iw ,

becomes: - .

I - f W(s) Srds
w

where S is the Jacoblan of the transformation. These two functionals can be

combined and the variables interchanged to yield the total functional in the

computational domain:

W La ..ji "
A similar dimensional analysis shows that X w should be:

I . % . S ,
w L'

The scales L, L' and W for the one dimensional problem are defined as

L SL 'nax -

W ' ------ -'s

L'-.

l % %1 -A. "- * "
-°e uee

, %"J"'
%}
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This boundary adaptive method has been implemented in the adaptive grid.,.

generation scheme to adapt the grid points along the body surface.

A second boundary adaptive technique has also been employed. This method

is based on an extrapolation of the grid spacing from the domain onto the

boundary. Let SD() represent the arc length distribution of the grid points

along a coordinate adjacent to the boundary. The normalized distribu-

tions S can be obtained as:

DD

D ma

where (SD)max ii the total length of the boundary. Let SB() be the arc

length distribution along the boundary. After each iteration of the solution

algorithm for the domain, the position of the boundary points can be updated ,.L '

to correspond to those of the domain with a zero order extrapolation:

SC(¢) - S( ) • (S )
B D B max

Thus as the points in the domain move to satisfy the governing equations, the

boundary points will continuously move to be consistent. This boundary adap-

tive technique also has been implemented in the grid generation scheme to

adapt the points along the two axisymmetric boundaries. At this point, no

boundary adaptive technique is employed along the outer or downstream

boundary.

Results

As a test case to develop and analyze the adaptive grid generation

scheme, the scheme was applied to a radial grid with 40 points in the circum-

ferential Itrectton and 25 points in the radial direction. There are two
parameters ) and k and one function w(x y) that nust be given. In practice,

0

i %i
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the weight function w(xy) will be some function of the pressure and velocity .-

gradients that develop as part of the solution to the transonic flow problem. --

For purposes of this study, however, an artificial pressure distribution of

the form

%

is applied to an initial 40 by 25 radial grid shown in Figure 6. The weight-

Ing function Is calculated as:

w V7p! + 17(1IVp I I
. , -

The primary purpose of this analysis is to check the effectiveness of the *-'.*

adaptive grid generation and to determine the consistency between the adapted

boundary grid points and the domain. Three separate cases were run each with

a different pressure distribution.

The pressure distribution for the first case was chosen as

p exp [ ( 2

which constitutes a spike centered on the - 20 coordinate and consequently

the weighting function w should be large in that region. The resulting adap-

tive grid, obtained with X - 2 and ) 4 is shown in Figure 7a and it is

0 w
apparent the coordinates are clustering toward the region of large w. The ..i
enlarged view of the grid near the sphere (Figure 7b) reveals the good degree

of consistency between the domain and the boundary obtained using the one

dimensional variational approach along the sphere surface.

In order to analyze the second boundary adaptive -ethod which was used N"

along the axis of symmetry the following pressure listribution was applied:

! 2 2
p = exp - - 20) .+ exp )- I).

12.1I(
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Use of this pressure distribution is expected to cluster the circumferential %

lines near the ! - 17 coordinate as well as near = 20. The results

for Xo = 2 and Xw= 4 are shown in Figure 3. The good degree of consistency
0 w

obtained between the domain and boundary using the extrapolating boundary

adaptive technique is readily apparent along the two symmetry axes. Ile

The third and final adaptive grid was generated using the pressure

distribution

p e -exp 20)2 + exp 3( j)

which was expected to cluster the grid near the sphere surface as well as near

the - 20 coordinate. The resulting grid obtained using X = 2 and X - 4 iso w .. .=

shown in Figure 9. In a comparison with the grid of Figure 7a, it appears -.- t

that the grid is clustering towards the sphere, but not to a large degree. A

careful examination of the selected pressure distribution shows that the con- :..

tribution of the second term to the magnitude of the weight function is not .. .%

very overwhelming near the sphere surface. Note also that the clustering of

the coordinates towards the r = 20 line is not as strong in Figure 9 as it is

in Figure 7a even though the same values were used for X and X .
0 w

The results of numerical experiments conducted have shown that both '

boundary adaptive techniques implemented can provide a grid with good degree

of consistency between the boundary and domain at least for the circular N .,.

boundary geometry considered. Moreover, the results indicate that it will be

necessary to analyze the relative characteristics of terms constituting the

weight function so that one term, the pressure gradient for instance, will not

swamp the effect of other terms such as velocity gradient. It is clear that .

the adaptive grid 3eneration scheme has potential for effectively generating a "

good ,riA; however, for a specific problem, iore detailed analysis and

%%

% % % . . .-.
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experimentation must be carried out to determine the effects of the parameters

X 0 and X as well as the choice of grid resolution control function for

generating a good adaptive grid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is ample evidence to conclude that ground water is becoming increas-

ingly vulnerable to contamination by various chemical elements and compounds

(Hess et al., 1983). Ground water, long considered pristine and not particu-

larly susceptible to manmade pollution, has become the primary source of drinking

water for approximately half of the American population. Skeptics may take

solace in recent reports that only I to 2 percent of the useable ground water

in the United States is contaminated (Pye and Patrick, 1983; Lehr, 1982; USEPA,

1980b). Taken out of context this can be a misleading statement. When one

considers that man's activities, a primary source of pollution, are usually ,

located in the general vicinity of his sources of ground water and that these

estimates did not account for all pollution sources, it becomes quite clear

that the threat is much more substantial.

In a recent study, a survey of 1583 drinking water supplies that failed

to meet Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations for inorganics revealed

that a large majority cited ground water as their source (Hess et al., 1983;

Clifford et al., 1983). The inorganic chemicals that appeared most commonly

in these supplies were chloride, nitrate, selenium, barium and arsenic. While

these are generally produced by natural processes, industrial and agricultural

sources may also be responsible. Also appearing were metals such as lead, _

cadmium, chromium, mercury, and silver--usually indicators of manmade contamina- .

tion. A recent paper by Hess et al. (1983) reports that more than 700 organic

compounds have been identified in ground water based drinking water supplies

in the U.S. Certain trihalomethanes appeared in as much as 70 percent of the

supplies and some chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents appeared in approximately

one out of four. While the appearance of trihalomethanes can often be traced

1 4 . 2 
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to chlorination (for disinfection), the presence of other oganics is probably -

due to contamination of the ground water source. -

Exacerbating this problem is the fact that many chemicals (especially

organic chemicals) have not been tested for their possible deleterious effects "

on public health. In addition, analytical procedures have not been developed

to detect many organic compounds. Adding a further complication is the pollution

transport characteristics of ground water. The movement of ground water is

generally very slow and, thus, many trouble spots remain to be discovered.

It seems that the contamination of ground water based drinking water supplies

is a problem with no readily identifiable bounds, but it is almost certainly

significant and widespread.

The U.S. Air Force, because of its mission, has long been involved in

operations that generate considerable amounts of hazardous wastes and, thus,

the potential for contamination is present at many installations. Preliminary

data collected from monitoring wells at several Air Force installations indicate

that some ground water contamination is occurring as a result of past disposal

practices or accidents. These data were collected as part of the Installation

Restoration Program (IRP). This program is charged with identifying, quantifying ..

and controlling the problems associated with inactive hazardous material disposal

sites and past accidental spills (Dept. of Defense, 1981). A list of the detec- . -

ted contaminants is shown in Table I. The effect on the drinking water supplies

at these installations is unclear at this time. However, there is sufficient

concern for Air Force officials to question the present and future quality

of drinking water supplies taken from ground water sources at all Air Force

4nstallations, especially with regard to organic compounds. .

14.3
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Table 1. Ground Water Contaminants Detected at IR? Sites.

Carbon Tetrachlor ide N-nitrosodiphenylamine
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform 1 1.2 .2-Tetrachloroe thane
Chloroothano Tetrachloroe Uhylene 4

Tolunen
1,2-Djchlorobenzene 1 .2-Trans-dichloro. thyleno
I .3-Dichlorobenzene 1.2 .4-Trichiorobenzon.
1 .4-Dichloroboaeno%
1.1-Dichloroethane 1.1.1-Trichloroethane

'1.2-Dichloroethane Trichloroothylone
1,1-Dichloroothylono Trichlocoflioromethane

.2-Dichloropropana
2,4-Dimethylphenol Zylenes
Di-n-butyl phthalate Vinyl Chloride
2,6-Dinitrotolmne

14.4
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Air Force officials have also been concerned with the ability of the current ,.

drinking water surveillance program, as delineated in Air force Regulation

161-44 (Dept. of the Air Force, 1981), to effectively detect contamination

by organic compounds. AFR 161-44 essentially monitors supplies for the contamin-

ants contained in the EPA Interim Primary Regulations for Drinking Water and ,'-

those contained in secondary regulations (see Table 2) once every three years.

The list of regulated inorganic chemicals is not exhaustive but probably contains

most of the major concern. The list of organic chemicals, however, contains

some of the compounds detected thus far at several Air Force installations

but it is lacking when one considers the hundreds that have been found in sup- N.

plies around the U.S. Considering the apparent scope of the problem, it appears

that AFR 161-44 is inadequate. , %,..

The principal investigator's brief tenure at the USAF Occupational and
.1*

Environmental Health Laboratory (USAF OEHL), Brooks AFB, Texas for the SCEEE

Summer Faculty Research Program was, in part, devoted to developing a methodology .. p.-

for assessing the potability of ground water based drinking water supplies

at Air Force installations around the world. Only contamination by organic

compounds was considered since their presence and the apparent inadequacy of .

AFR 161-44 to detect them were the major concerns of Air Force officials.

The procedure is a rather simple, conservative decision making process that, . _

as was noted in the associated report (Nix, 1984), should be modified as more

information becomes available. The simplified nature of the methodology was

dictated by the short time available for its development and the need of the

Air Force for a procedure that would not consume large amounts of resources %-

and time. The objective of this study is to solidify and enhance the decision

making process used in this methodology by structuring the process within the

.................................... ..
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Table 2. USEPA Interim Primary and Secondary Reguli:ions for
Drinking Ater (USEPA 1981; USEPA, 1980a) -'

e% PRIMRY I SECONDARY
O NTk MLNAT HAI. I .,4. NT .MA1 I Mu M

OR P.ARAkTER LEVEL OR PARAMETER LEVEL

Inor anic Chemicals Chloride 250 mg/L-

Color 15 color unitsi

Arsenic 0.05 mgIL ,. Copper 1 mg/I.
Barium 1.0 mg/LV' Corrosivity Noncorrosive

Cadmium 0.010 mg/Ll Foaming Agents 0.5 mg/L

Chromium 0.05 mg/L Hydrogen Sulfide 0.05 mg/L

Lead 0.05 mg/.iL Iron 0.3 mg/L
Hercury 0.002 mg/L Kangane se 0.05 mg/L.-e.

Nitrate (as N) 10 mg/L Odor 3 Threshold Odor Number'

Selenium 0.01 mg/iL
Silver 0.05 m/Ll pH 6.5 - 8.5

Fluoride 1.4-2.4 mg/L Salfate 250 mg/L
TDS 500 mg/L

0reanic Chemicals Zinc 5 mg/L.

Endrin 0.0002 mg/L .

Lindame 0.004 mgiL
Metbox7chlor 0.1 mg/L
Toxaphene 0.005 mg/L j.

2,4-D 0.1 mg/L I.,

2.4.5-TP Silvex 0.01 m/il-

Total Trihalomethanes 0.1 mg/il,

Turbidity 1 TU - S T-

Coliform Bacteria 1/100 mL (mei)

Radioloxical
Radium 226 and 228 (5pCi/L)

Gross Beta 4 mrem/year
(50 pCi/l)

Gross Alpha (15 pCi/L) • ,%

*Additional organic chemicals 0
proposed for inclusion:

Benzene

Chlorobeuzeue
Dichlorobenzene (s)

Trichlorobenzene(s) Notes:

1.1-dichloroethylene 
m/L = milligrams per lie.,

cis-1.2-dichloroethylene TU = turbidity units

tr ars- 1 ,2-dichloroe thy lene mL - milliliters

Trichloroethylene pCi/L = picocuries per liter

Tetrachloroethylene mrem = millirems
- Carbon Tetrachloride

1.i,l-Trichloroethane

* I ,2-Dichlaroe thane
Vinyl Chloride

Methylene Chloride

14.6
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framework provided by Bayesian decision theory. While the theoretical aspects

of this management science discipline are not difficut to grasp, its application

requires careful attention to the numerical assignments made to various facets

of the decision making problem.

The assessment of drinking water quality certainly involves a measure

of decision making since limited resources must be allocated effectively in

order to correctly evaluate the potability of a large number of supplies.

Not considered in this study is the decision making process involved in deter-

mining the fate of an individual supply. The true value of this work is the

guidance it may provide for the improvement of AFR 161-44 in its ability to

detect contamination by organic compounds and its cost-effectiveness. Addition-

ally, the information provided here will be useful in formalizing and improving -

the decision making processes involved in other, similar Air Force activities

within the area of environmental monitoring.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study is to structure the monitoring and assessment

of ground water based drinking water supplies at Air Force installations as "-'

a Bayesian decision process. Bayesian decision theory is a tool by which the -

decision making process can be identified, compartmentalized, and, in the end, S

better understood. The U.S. Air Force currently conducts a fairly extensive

drinking water monitoring program that may be improved and made more cost effec-

tive if approached as a decision process involving experimentation, evaluation,

and the assessment of risk. This study will outline an approach for using

Bayesian decision theory in the development of this perspective. The focus

of the effort is on the detection of organic compounds as these probably repre- .

el
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sent the most compelling challenge to the potability of ground water based

drinking water supplies. %-%-Op

I

III. REVIEW OF PRELIMINARY EFFORT

The principal investigator, while at the USAF OEHL under the aegis of

the Summer Faculty Research Program, was given the task of formulating a proce- .'2

dure for assessing the potability of ground water based drinking water supplies

with regard to organic chemicals. This was and remains an important task. I
Thousands of people at dozens of installations and an array of vital missions

are affected by the suitability of drinking water supplies. This task as part ,

of a larger set of concerns put forth by Air Force officials. More specifically,

the following questions were posed: e...P.

(1) Which Air Force installations rely directly on ground water sources,

or vendors using ground water, for drinking water?

(2) Which of these installations are known or alleged to have reason %

to be concerned about the quality of their drinking water supplies

with respect to contamination by organic compounds?

(3) Which water quality parameters and constituents are most commonly

associated with contamination by organic compounds?

(4) Do present sampling schemes and analytical procedures detect and

identify organic contaminants?

(5) If the answer to the last question is negative, what analyses should

be performed to ensure that ground water sources are not contaminated ,

and that future threats can be rapidly identified?

A survey has been conducted by the Air Force Engineering Services Center

(AFESC) to determine which Air Force installations are relying on ground water

.

,.. ...
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sources, thus answering question 1 and providing a wealth of related information #''

(see Nix, 1984). The focus of the earlier effort was the development of a

methodology to answer question 2. As mentioned earlier, the methodology develo-

ped during the short summer research period is a rather simple, conservative

procedure that should probably be enhanced. The effort in this study was direc- .-.-

ted toward improving the methodology and providing a vehicle for answering

questions 3, 4 and 5. -

The procedure developed during this effort is a chronological sequence - .

IIdesigned to be applied to each installation using ground water. The priority %$,~

in which the various installations are studied is not addressed. The procedure

can be summarized by the sequence of steps given below and is shown in Figure ,

1. A more detailed description may be found in an earlier report (Nix, 1984).

Step la) Determine the potential for the drinking water supply to be contam- .P *

inated by any nearby waste discharge or disposal sites or other sources

of pollution. The analyst is asked to consider three basic questions

in order to make this determination: (a) Are there waste discharge

or disposal sites containing organic materials that could contaminate

the ground water source? (b) Is there a possible hydrologic and/or

hydraulic connection between the identified waste sites and the drink-

ing water supply? (c) Is there a history of water quality standards .

and/or criteria violations or illnesses associated with contamination

by organic compounds that have not been explained by localized acciden-

tal spills with short impact times? Some guidance is provided in

order to answer these questions, but considerable weight is placed .

on the )udgement and localized knowledge of the analyst. Given the .*.,

answers, the analyst can state "yes", there is potential for contamin-

-
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ation of the drinking water supply, or "no", there is none. This

* simple response (although it is not implied that the determination

is easy) is used in a simple decision matrix, along with other informa-

tion, to determine if further sampling and analysis of the supply .

is warranted. Positive responses to questions (a) and (b) indicate

that, "yes", there is a potential problem. A positive response to

question (c), even if not accompanied by responses to (a) and (b),-'7.'

will also indicate a potential problem. Much of the information

used in this evaluation will be provided by the AFESC survey mentioned -

earlier.

Step lb) Sample and analyze the finished or treated water supply (i.e., that

which is presented to the consumer) for a small set of "indicative"

or "surrogate" water quality parameters that portend the presence

of various groups of organic compounds. Following the lead of other

related programs, it was proposed that those parameters should be

total organic carbon (TOC), total organic halogen (TOX), and oil

and grease (O&G). These parameters are listed in Table 3 along with

their analytical methods and detection limits. The parameter TOC

is useful for detecting general org nic contamination. TOX is parti-

cularly useful because it detects an important class of compounds, .

namely organic halogens, and because of its relatively low detection

limit. Oil and grease measurements are useful because of obvious

dependence the Air Force has on a number of petroleum products and

its low detection limit. A sampling and analysis scheme that includes

these parameters provides additional information, at a very low cost,

for use in determining the need for more detailed and costly schemes.

- S *1 t
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Table 3. indicator Organic Parameters (Dept. Of the Air Force, 1984).

Surrogate ?ir =eter knilrtical lie t!o Dteto0Ii
Total Organic Ca.-bon (TOC) .. .. EPA Method 415.1 (LISEPA, 1979b) 1000 gigIL
Total Organic Uailogeas (Tax).. EPA Me thodi 9020 (USEPA, 1982) 5 ;tg/L
Oil and Grease (0&G) ........... EPA Metriod 413 .2 (USEPA, 1979b) 100 gg/L

Note: jig/L M icrogram~s per liter..e

%d
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Since the detection limits given in Table 3 are relatively high when

compared to the levels of individual compounds known to cause health

problems (see Table 4), these limits given were suggested as food

"flags" for indicating the possible presence of organic contaminants. .

It was also suggested that all available data collected under AFR

161-44 be consulted for possible indications.

Step 2) Review the results of Step 1 (parts a and b) and determine if detailed %-p.

sampling and analysis for specific contaminants is warranted. The

decision matrix is shown in Table 5. An important feature to note

is that the focus of any detailed sampling and analysis scheme is

guided by the knowledge of what types of contaminants may be expected

given the indications provided by Step 1. Prompted by an overriding

concern for public health, the decision is conservatively determined.

There is only one situation in which no further action is required.

The apparent presence of contamination and/or the potential threat

of contamination triggers more detailed sampling and analysis. J-

Step 3) If the results of Step 2 demand it, sample and analyze the finished

drinking water supply for specific contaminants. Again, the actual

scheme should be a function of the signals provided by Step 1.

Step 4) Compare the results of Step 3 with established standards, criteria, p

and guidelines (see Tables 2 and 4) and assess the potability of

the finished drinking water supply. This involves the identification

of the offending contaminants and alerting installation officials

if a problem is found. Not addressed in this methodology is the

validity of the various standards, criteria, and guidelines. Its I
purpose is to evaluate the supply in light of current wisdom.

14.13
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Scenn Tet (Ste 1)

Table P.tceeenin Procedre Ac Aon tiboe

1 Potential Detection Sample and analyze
Indicated Level specific organic

Exceeded contam inants. 3

2 PtnilNo R eview and possibly
Indicated Detection Irepeat Step 1. If

original results are

1 reproduced sample and
3 No Detection janalyze for specific

Potential Level contaminants. 3  if
Exceeded results change, take

th appropriate action.

Noes No No ;:o further action

Potential Detection required.

1. Any surrogate parameter exceeding a detection limit will trigger some
sort of action (see note 2).

2. The sampling and analysis for specific contaminants is guided by the
results of Step 1. In other words, a certain group of contaminnats
ma7 be expected given the information gained in assessing
contamination potential and the presence of certain surrogate0
parame ters.

14.15
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Step 5) Review the results of Steps 3 and 4 and recommend any further action.

If a potability problem was found, remedial action may be needed.

Possible actions might include treatment of the supply, closure of

the supply, control of the contamination source, or using alternative

supplies. The appropriate action will be determined by the severity % %%

of the problem, the consequences of the action, and, of course cost.

However, before any remedial action is recommended, a monitoring

program should be used to pinpoint the cause of the problem. If .- (

no potability problem was found in Steps 3 and 4 but the results

of Steps I and 2 suggested a potential problem it would certainly -

be prudent to initiate a precautionary monitoring program. This

would be even more apropos if detectable but "safe" levels of various

contaminants were present.

The methodology outlined above seems to be a reasonable approach for asses-

sing ground water based drinking supplies at Air Force facilties around the

globe. The procedure itself is rather simple, but it relies heavily on the

judgement and experience of those carrying it out and the encapsulated techniques .

(e.g., chemical analyses) may be fairly involved. However, it seems obvious

that a firmer foundation is necessary in the long run. ,

IV. CONTAMINATION DEFINED

An effective methodology needs a working definition of contamination.

To contaminate means, by most dictionaries, "to make impure by contact or mix-

ture." The classical environmental definition says that a contaminant is any

material out of place in the environment. These are good general definitions

but they beg the question of how impure must a medium such as ground water

14.16
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become before the beneficial uses are impaired. Perhaps a contaminant should

be defined as a material that causes the most beneficial use of the resource

to be impaired. However, this just transfers the problem to other questions.

What is the "most beneficial use"? What does "impaired" mean?

One might say that contamination is indicated when statutory limits are

exceeded. This may satisfy the legal requirements but what if the regulations

do not reflect the latest scientific knowledge? This is a particularly acute

problem when one considers the rate at which new scientific literature is appear-

ing on the subject of organic compounds and their impact on the environment

and public welfare. Abandoning this definition, it could be said that contamin-

ation is indicated when natural or background levels are exceeded. What if

the background levels already exceed recognized environmental and health thres-

holds? What if there is not enough information to establish these levels?

This issue defies simple resolution. However, a working definition is

needed for any assessment methodology to be meaningful. Lvt's change the attack

slightlv and ask the question: "Is the water safe to drink?" Given this per-

spective and a sense of practicality, the following definition is proposed. . -

A drinking water supply is contaminated when currently established and accepted

public health euidelines are exceeded. These guidelines include regulatory

standards, criteria, and recommendations put forth by respected scientific

organizations.

DeterMiin 1g1 thle sd' 1 ;Or porabi 1 IIty of add r ink ino, wit e r suppl i 1s not

an easy task. I t is ne ess.3rv to consider closing the -ipplv, there are

many economic, politico i, pIbli relat ions , mi Ii tarv prepiredness , ard public

health issues that must be addressed. Of course, public health is paramount;

but in marginal cases, other tactors will play roles ot varvin4 importance

depending upon the individual si t unt .on.

%
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V. CONTAMINATION OF GROUND WATER

Sources of Contamination

Ground water quality can be affected by many different sources of contam-

ination. These contaminant sources can be natural or anthropogenic in origin ;

and may or may not be a concern with regard to drinking water supplies and %

human health. Contamination can originate from sources above or below ground

and above or below the water table. The sources at or below the water table

have a direct and immediate affect on ground water quality. Figure 2 summarizes

the possible sources.

The ground water may become contaminated from natural recharge by surface

waters if these waters are in fact themselves polluted. A common case is that

where municipal or industrial waste is disposed of in a stream or river and

pumping of nearby wells causes the polluted waters to be drawn into the well.

The spreading of solid or liquid wastes, such as manure or municipal sewage

sludges can result in ground water pollution. These waste materials are spread

directly on the land surface and water soluble substances may leach out and

flow to the water table. Another concern in colder climates is the use and

storage of road deicing salts. These salts can dissolve and flow directly

to the aquifier or may take an intermediate step by first polluting surface

waters which recharge the aquifer. Dumps and landfills are another source

ot pollutant for ground water, their leachate is generally highly mineralized '1
and can contain a wide variety of chemical and biological substances. In agri-

cultural areas chemical fertilizers and pesticides may be a problem. Pesticides

may contain highly mobile toxic substances. Fertilizers contain high concentra-

tions of ammonia which degrades in part to nitrate. Accidental spills of hazar-

J.. %
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dous materials during use, storage or transport may result in ground water

pollution. Other sources of ground water contamination originating at or above

the ground surface might include stockyards or even particulates which have

settled out of the air. In short almost any substance which could pollute

the environment above the ground may have potential to pollute ground water.

Pollutant sources that exist in or under the ground are generally associated

with the storage and transport of hazardous materials or treatment and disposal

of wastes. Septic tanks are probably one of the most abundant possible sources

of ground water contaminants and can cause problems if their density across

an area is sufficiently high. Cesspools and privies may present similar prob-

lems. Holding ponds and lagoons for the storage or treatment of municipal

or industrial wastes may leak into the subsurface if improperly designed or

maintained. Leakage from underground storage tanks and pipelines may contribute

to ground water polltuion. Common problems of this type are leakage from old

and deteriorated gasoline storage tanks and municipal sewage systems. Metal %

storage tanks and pipelines which hold corrosive materials are exceptionally

susceptible to leakage. The controlled or uncontrolled disposal of wastes

in excavations can lead to problems like those of surface dumps. Leachate

will flow into subsurface waters if precautions are not taken to prevent pre-

cipitation from flowing through the wastes. If an excavation is of sufficient

depth to be at or below the water table at some point in time the ground water

itself may transport the pollutants.

Some potential contaminant sources may have a direct connection to an

aquifer. A simple case of this is a drainage canal dug to the depth of a shallow

aquifer. Wells mav also be used for drainage or artificial recharge of aquifers,

or disposal of wastes. Abandoned or test wells may also transmit water from

• -
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the surface or from other aquifers if they are improperly sealed or cased.

In all of these cases the contamination potential is great if the quality of

the inflowing water is low.

It can be seen that the types of pollutant sources takes on many different

forms. This great diversity makes a close inspection of the area surrounding

a water supply well a must. The historic records of the area should also be

checked for potential sources that may now be hidden.

Factors Affecting Contamination Potential

The movement of groundwater is driven, like the flow of all water, by

the force of gravity. Surface waters flow into ground water systems from re-

charge areas and may remain in the ground water system for a long period of

time before returning to the surface from ground water discharge areas. These .5

recharge waters, as was previously mentioned, may present a source of ground

water contamination. There are many factors that determine whether a contaminant

source will or will not influence the quality of ground water based drinking

water supplies, but they may be placed in three major categories: dilution, .

degradation, and direction of movement of the contaminant. These effects are

in turn determined by properties of the sur'ly aquifer, the well, and the con-

taminants themselves. S

The supply aquifer may have a natural defense against the influx of lower

quality ground water. Aquifers which have sufficient depth, sorption capacities,

impermeable flow barriers or a combination of these attributes may be able

to maintain good quality drinking water supplies against some or all forms .

of contamination. Depth to the aquifer is one of the most important factors

to be considered when trying to determine if contamination is likely, because

14. 1 1
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it is directly related to the time it will take a contaminant to reach the

aquifer. As a contaminant moves through the unsaturated zone above the aquifer

it is subject to different physical, chemical and biological reactions which

serve to degrade and dilute the contaminant. Larger suspended particles may

be filtered out by the porous materials, clays and organic materials may dilute %

by sorption of chemical compounds, and microbiological degradation may occur.

These same processes go on within the saturated zone below the water table.

When the contaminant plume reaches the water table, flow is generally horizontal

with direction determined by the hydraulic gradient. The hydraulic gradient

is also directly related to the velocity of the ground water, and is therefore

of great significance when attempting to predict when and if a contaminant

% source will endanger the use of a drinking water supply well. The other para- ,.-,

meter which is directly related to ground water velocity is the hydraulic conduc-

tivity of the aquifer material. Hydraulic conductivity is a function of the

fractional volume of voids to total volume of soil (porosity), and the size

and space distribution of these voids throughout the soil matrix. For example,

the flow of water through a well graded sand and a fractured limestone with

the same porosity and hydraulic gradient will not occur at the same rate.

The flow paths through the sand are small and tortuous and therefore longer

than the relatively straight and large pathways provided by a fracture system.

This difference gives the sand a lower hydraulic conductivity than that of

the fractured rock with the same porosity. Dispersion of a contaminant is

caused by two processes; molecular diffusion, important at very low velocities, - !

and hvdrodvnamic mixing, which is dominant at higher velocities. Mixing will

be more extensive in porous media with relatively long flow paths. Dispersion

occurs both longitudinally and transversely to the direction of flow. Aquifers .,

, ,°,v0
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which are confined or overlain with a relatively impermeable strata will have

an added measure of protection from the inflow of contaminated waters. Confined ..

aquifers can bring in contaminated water if their recharge sources, which may g[

be a great distance from the area of interest, are polluted. Transport of .

the contaminants from the polluted source may take a long period of time and

may result in contamination of a water supply which was thought to be at low

risk.

A pumping well can greatly affect the hydraulic gradient of the water

table in the area immediately surrounding the well. This effect, referred

to as drawdown, will create a cone of depression in the water table around ,

the well. The extent and depth of the cone of depression at any given time

.*, is a function of the pumping rate and the aquifer properties of transmissivitv ,

(or transmissibility) and storativitv (or storage coefficient). The storatvi tv.

and pumping rate are directly related to the cone's size and depth while the

transmissivitv has an inverse relationship. The drawdown cone can cause con- -.

taminated waters to flow into the well. It is therefore important to be able

to estimate the extent and hydraulic gradient of the cone. The most obvious

and important factor in determining a wells contamination potential Is its

location relative to potential contaminant sources. The first concern is whether -

the well is up or down gradient from the source(s) and if the distance is suffi- i

cient to prevent or keep contamination at an acceptable letvel. The const-uction -'

of a well may also be important t the casing and seals (in the well ar not

properly installed. Contaminants may possibly flow along the well openinn
* I

and into the well or aquifer during a flood period or accidentul spill. .\.

proper set of records (well logs ) on the construct i on, ust, and abandonment

of wells are invaluable in the assessment of contamination potent ial. -'4. "

*
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The chemical make-up of a contaminant will determine if it can persist

in its subsurface environment. The primary factor is the potential contaminants ,. -

initial concentration upon release. Another important consideration is the

density of the contaminant. A contaminant with a much higher or lower density

than water will tend not to mix well within the subsurface water column. Less

dense contaminants tend to collect on top of the water table and float in a

thin layer. Contaminants of greater density tend to collect on the bottom

of the aquifer and may become stagnated. In both these cases the depth of

a well screen may determine whether the contaminants are pumped into the well.

There are many chemical reactions which may take place to degrade a con-

taminant. Particularly important is the contaminant's affinity for adsorption

on the surface of the porous media. This is mostly a function of surface area

and organic content. A contaminant's capacity for sorption is affected by

its hydrophobility or aversion for dissolving in water, which is indicated

by the contaminant's octanol or water partition coefficient. Contaminants

with relatively large water partition coefficients tend to be adsorped or move

into the air. Hydrophobilitv and the fraction of organic carbon in the soil

matrix are the most significant factors in determining a contaminant's retarda-

tion in the soil (Roberts et al , 1982). Retardation factors, the ratio of

the groundwaters velocity to that of the contaminant s, generally range from

one to ten for some common groundwater pollutants in sand ind gravel aquifers.

rherefore contaminants will move at a rate from ten to one hundred percent

of the groundwaters velocity in an aquifer of that type iMackav et al., 198 .

Chemical reactions mav also significantly influence the fate of contamin-

ants. The two most important reactions are oxidation and hydrolysis. It is

not know if empirical methods now used to determine rate constants for these
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processes are applicable for reactions in groundwater. It is however thought

that biological degradation reactions occur at a faster rate relative to oxida- . .

tion and hydrolysis (Mackay et al., 1985).

% Biological reaction rates are dependent on many different factors concernin -'

% microorganisms and their environment. Microorganisms grow on the surface of
%%

the soil particles and feed upon nutrients in the flowing groundwater (Mackay

et al., 1985). Contaminants may act as food for microorganisms if they are

at proper concentration levels and have a chemical composition which they can

" utilize. The contaminant's potential for utilization by microbes is affected

by its chemical structure, toxicity, and the subsurface environment (aerobic

or anaerobic). The concentration levels must be high enough to sustain the

microorganisms, but there must also be low amounts of toxic constituents.

The microorganisms may require a period of time to acclimate themselves to

a contaminant before making use of it. Microbes can generally only ise the

soluble portion of a contaminant and can more easily utilize nonaromatic and

ansaturated organic compounds. The microbial transformation of some contaminants

may result in conversion to intermediate products which are incapable of being

further transformed and/or more noxious than the original contaminant. Due

to the vast number of factors which control biological and chemical reactions

and the large degree of uncertainty surrounding the estimation of those factors

It shou ld be 'issumed that contaminants wi II endure for an indefinite per iod .

, of line unless spec i I ic evidence is found to dispute this arVument IMackav * "

t a . ,198 . " 0
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depth and flatter than those characteristic of humid zones, which tend to be

closer to the land surface and more closely mimic the shape of the topography.

A contaminant which persists at a source may be periodically leached out by
I

intermittent rainfall. This process can result in small contaminant plumes

separated by clean water. These disjunct pulses may result in periods of high .1' ,

qualitv water followed by low quality water being drawn from a supply well.

A similar situation may occur in humid areas where the water table has seasonal I

fluctuations and rises to come in contact with a contaminant source.

VI. ASSESSMENT OF CONTAMINATION POTENTIAL

The evaluation of a site's likelihood for contamination of a water supply

is, as can be seen from the previous section, a difficult task involving the

analysis of many complex and interrelated components. These components determine

contaminant behavior, but it is very difficult to determine the temporal and . %

spatial distributions of a contaminant due to the extensive nature of the para- .

meters used to characterize the contributing factors. In an ideal situation,

a full hydrogeologic and chemical analysis would be performed, but this is -

often noL a viable economic possibility. It is therefore necessary to attempt

to determine, through a less extensive investigation, where contamination of P%'.1

supply wells will most likely occur. Several relatively simple methods for

assessing an area's potential for contamination have been developed, each re-

quiring different types and quantities of data input. Thrce of these methods

are discussed in some detail below.

One system for evaluation of contamination potential ,or waste disposal .

sites has been developed bv LeGrand (1964). rhis system characterizes the

probable effect of five environmental factors on a contaminant source. These -'

1 ,-4 2 f
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five factors are: depth to the water table, distance from the source to point .

of use, the hvdrualic gradient of the water table, the permeability of the ..

aquifer, and its sorption capacity. These five factors can be measured or

estimated on-site and evaluation is based on weighted values relative to their

significance. The system was developed for unconfined aquifers and works best

_ on relatively deep homogeneous soils. The method is not suitable for situations

involving mixed wastes, such as those from dumps and landfills, or if the criti-

cal problem is slowly attenuated chemical waste. The five tenvironmental factors

are given point values determined by rating scales. An additional factor of

depth to a parent material or bedrock strata may be added were applicable.

The five (or six) values ire added up to give a total point value. A "high"

point value signifies a "low" contamination potential. What is an acceptable

point value or contamination potential must be determined by the decision maker.

LeGrand suggests a point value of zero to six as indicating high contamination

potential and value above sixteen as very low potential sites and a values

above sixteen as very low potential for contamination by normal sewage. A
I

higher point value is desirable for most chemical wastes as they will often

attenuate more slowly than .sewaoe and be a greater health risk to possible

recept or .

.'ther ve , or model, which uses different weights for contamination

I ictor, - arvng i.nificance is the "Hazard Assessment Rating Methodolv"''

developed ,)r the D.pirtment of Defense and the U.S .Air Force IClLM-ll,

l'8 ). [h r . , ' !,',! into three categories; receptors, waste cha,act :-

iit nd , i, , ,r p is 4iven a rating score. 'he averalie ot the

IS then moditic'! i . i ' it et ermined by the "waste mana.z.enment proc -

t IC ''. le e' t't oi- . r COre is dtttermined tLv -oimmtnt, thie prodllct

% %. ..
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of the individual factor scores and their respective weighting constants. .

The pathways category rating procedure is designed around three possible routes .

of contaminant migration; surface water, flood water and ground water. For

the purposes of this study only the groundwater migration score should be con- P '.

sidered. This score is compared to a rating based on evidence of contamination %

migration. If direct evidence of contaminant migration is substantiated a

maximum score of 100 points is assigned. A score of 80 points is given for

indirect evidence. The pathways score is assigned the highest of the contamin-

ation evidence's or potential route's scores. The third category, waste charac-

teristics, is scored in three parts. The first portion assigns a score from %I" a waste characteristic matrix with three subfactors; waste quantity, hazard
rating, and information confidence level. The subscore determined from the -.W. %

matrix is then multiplied by a "waste persistence factor" which serves to lower

the score for contaminants which endure for relatively short periods of time.

The total waste characteristics score is calculated by modifying the score

from the first two sections with a "physical state multiplier". This multiplier

ranges from one, for liquid wastes, to one-half for solid wastes. The final . .--

hazard assessment rating is found by application of the "waste management prac- ..rhaar

tices factor", which ranges from one, for sites with no containment, to one-tenth

for well-contained and managed sites. This hazard assessment model is designed 6

for sites with enough hazardous waste present to offer a potential for contamin-
4

ation and also potential for these wastes to migrate. The model has evolved N. -,

from one developed for the EPA by modifying it to represent hazards found on

Air Force installation.

A simple and rapid graphical approach to predicting a leachate plume's

movement and respective concentrations has been developed by Kent et al. (1985).

4 -E
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The "nomograph for plume center-line concentration" is a one-dimensional model .

which can approximate one of the following variables if two are held constant;

travel time, distance, or concentration at a point directly down gradient from

a contamination source. This model requires inputs of aquifer thickness and

porosity, velocity of groundwater flow, transverse and longitudinal disper- %-%

sion rates, the retardation factor, volumetric flow rates, and the initial

A
source contaminant concentration. Scale factors for use in the nomograph are -

then calculated as ratios with the primary variables distance, time and mass

flow rate from the source. These factors are assumed to remain constant spa- .1
tially and temporally. The nomograph is designed to model conservative chemical

constituents taking into account dilution, dispersive mixing, and retardation.

The three preliminary assessment techniques reviewed above all scrutinize

the same basic interrelated attributes to determine potential groundwater contam-

ination at a site. These attributes are (1) time a contaminant has been in

the groundwater system, (2) the distance a contaminant has or will move, and

(3) the concentration at the space and time of interest. The LeGrand and Air -

Force hazard assessment methods attempt to qualify the three characteristics

with a single scale or index number while the nomograph method makes an effort

to quantify them and give a representa ion of the contaminant plume.

VII. CONFIRMATION OF CONTAMINATION

Indicator Parameters "

The measurement of gross chemical parameters can give an indication of

the extent and type of contamination a drinking water supply may have. Changes

in the levels of total organic halogens ([OX), total organic carbon (TOC),

pH, and specific conductance may indicate the presence of contaminants. The

presence of any TOX concentrations should be of concern due to the lack of

14.29
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possible natural sources. The levels of these indicator parameters should -

not only be looked at quantitatively to assure levels below maximum permitted

levels, but also to detect any changes in the levels which can not be explained

by seasonal or other cyclic deviations. TOX measures the levels of organic , .-

halogens, a group including many common groundwater pollutants such as trichloro-, , % V.

ethylene or TCE. The levels of TOX and TOC may be compared with each other

to help determine what may or may not be a contaminant. Those levels should

also be compared with later, more detailed chemical analyses to measure their

efficiency. The measure of pH and specific conductance levels gives the acidity ..

or alkalinity and concentration of ionic constituents in the water respectively.

The pH measurements give an indication of an acidic or corrosive contamination, "

while the specific conductance indicates the contamination of any ionic substance

including metals, chloride, acids and bases, etc. Another valuable indicator

parameter is the concentration of oil and grease. 
This level will indicate -_.

the contamination of a water supply by a nondegraded petroleum product. The

observation of all these indicator parameters can give a good indication of

a change in the quality of a drinking water supply. 
i W

Detection of Specific Organic Contaminants

The indicator parameters discussed above are designed to measure fairly -

large concentrations of organic matter. They are capable of identifying trends

in water quality and indicating the presence of groups of contaminants. However,

they are not capable of identifying trace levels of specific organic compounds

on the order of 1 pg/L or less. A cursory look at Table 4 reveals a number

of suspected carcinogenic levels at values much lower than I pg/L. There are

many publications dealing with specific sampling procedures and analytical
-- d
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techniques and the reader is referred to them for more details (USEPA, 1979a;

APHA, 1981, USEPA, 1979b; ASTM, 1983). The general protocol for detecting

trace organic contaminants is shown in Figure 3. This protocol involves three

steps (Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1985): isolation, resolution, and detection.

The first step concentrates the trace contaminants in the sample. The second

separates the contaminants into individual components. The last step quantifies %I
the concentration of the individual contaminants. These procedures are, of

course, more expensive than those for determining the indicator parameters.

However, as analytical techniques improve the costs will decline. A set of

indicator parameters (TOC, TOX, pH, and specific conductance) is fairly inexpen-

sive--less than $100 in 1983 dollars (Barcelona et al., 1983). A full-scale

interpretive analysis (organic and inorganic) may cost as much as $1400 in e...

1983 dollars (Barcelona et al., 1983). Undoubtedly, these costs will decline

as the analytical techniques improve. But, there is no doubt that quantifying

trace organics comes with a cost and it may be that the cost is not always

justified.

VIII. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Bayesian Decision Theory

Bayesian decision theory is a form of systems analysis which structures

a decision process into a simple analytical procedure for choosing and evaluating

alternatives (Benjamin and Cornell, 1980; Davis et al., 1972). This method

of analysis allows for inclusion of uncertainty with respect to the parameters

affecting the different decision alternatives. There is also provision for

the updating or improvement of the decision maker's selection of an alternative

as new and better information becomes available. A "good" decision can be

considered one which results in the maximum expected utility for the decision

14.31 -
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maker's on the basis of the available information. Utility is a term used

to describe the value or usefulness ot the specific possible consequences of

a decision process. The theory and assessment of utilities will be discussed

later. The steps employed in a Bayesian decision analysis can be outlined

as follows (Davis et al., 1972):

(I) Define the decision and its viable alternatives.

(I) Determine the utilities for the possible outcomes of the decision

process.

(a) Select state and decision variables.

(b) Assess uncertainties of variables.

(III) Make a sensitivity analysis to determine any dominated alternatives

or outcomes which may be elminated.

(IV) Make the decision.

(a) Determine the expected utilities for each alternative.

(b) Choose the alternative with the maximum expected utlity.

(V) Analyze uncertainties.

(a) Determine expected changes in utility due to uncertainty.

(b) Evaluate information.

(1) Determine the expected increase in utility due to further

information.

(2) Gain additional information if warranted, and repeat

analysis.

This method of analysis enables the decision maker to combine the treatment

of risk due to uncertainty and the value of information which may be used to

reduce that risk. The level of risk is a function of a combination of random

and uncontrollable factors and by the insufficient knowledge of some part(s)

14.33 0
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of the system. There are three major catagories of risk associated with ground -.

water contamination; socioeconomic risks, risks to human health, and risks

to the environment. Through the use of the Bayesian decision process the changes -

which may occur to the amount and types of risk encountered at a site can be . ,.

incorporated into a new assessment. A change in the level of risk may be attri-
% 

% I?-
buted to a variety of factors. The advent of new or better information, such %

as alterations in management techniques, changes in population densities, or

improvement of chemical analyses. These factors can result in a modification

of uncertainty, the perceived risk, and ultimately the decision chosen. The %

value of additional data to a decision maker can be considered as the expected U

increase in the utility (due to a reduction in uncertainty) minus the utility

of the cost of obtaining the information. Generally, information can be consi-

dered to have value (utility) only if it can cause a possible change in the

final decision. The uncertainty of an outcome is inherent in the assessment

of that outcome's utility. In other words, the possibility of further costs .. s

or damages from making the wrong decision are built into the process. 1his

is especially r,2evant to ground water contamination where an improper decision

could have extensive adverse effects on the environment and human health.

A general decision problem can be summarized as a set of experiments,

a set of observations or information gained from those experiments, a set of 0
.'.0

actions based on that information, and finally a set of the states of nature

(the environment) and their consequences (which are a result of the action

taken). The decision true is a representation of these linked events showing

all the possible combinations that mav occur throughout a decision process.

The basic construction of a decision tree is very simple. A fork or node repre-

sents a selection which must be made by the decision maker or will be determined
S
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by the state of nature. The branches from a node indicate the possible choices

'4 to be selected or determined. A typical decision tree is shown in Figure 4.

The tree is employed by assigning utilities to each of the potential outcomes

and probabilities to all possible experimental results and states of nature. .

The decision maker must then move down the decision tree, from utilities to % ,

experiments to determine which chain of decision will result in the greatest

expected utility.

The subjective assessment of probabilities for the decision tree is aided

by use of Bayes' Theorem (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970): S

P(EOj/Z i )  = P Z / i ( )2:i'2

P(Zi)

n
and P(Z i ) P(Z;i/Ek) P(Ok) X

k=I

with Zi 
= the prediction from experiment i, and 8= the j state of nature.

The unconditional probability of the 1 state of nature, P(E)), is known as •

the prior probability of ej, so-called because it is determined before any W"r

experimental information is evaluated. It logically follows that the conditional
' -.%.

probability P(6I/Zi) is referred to as the posterior probability. When experi-

ments are done in series the posterior probability of the previous experiment .

will become the prior probability of the following experiment. The use of

Bayes' Theorem to determine the posterior probability allows the decision maker

to include a measure of their confidence for the experiment to predict the

actual state of nature. This is done bv assessing the conditional probability

of experimenta outcome e n, ti/). ,

% *5,.
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The assessment of probabilities is one of two crucial ingredients to the .

decision problem. The other is the evaluation of the decision maker's utility • , .11
for various outcomes. The numerical values associated with various levels

of utilities is based on an arbitrary scale and the subsequent quantification ".. a..•.

of the decision maker's relative preference for different outcomes (Hammond, I
1967; Benjamin and Cornell, 1970). Determining these numerical values can

be demonstrated by the following example. Assume that a decision maker is

given the choice between making an "insurance" payment of say $10,000,000 and

a "lottery" in which he will either suffer no losses or a substantial loss

of $50,000,000. The decision maker must ask himself what probability of no

* loss will cause him to be indifferent between the "sure thing" (i.e., the cost -

of insurance) or the lottery. This probability is called the crossover or

indifference point. Let's assume this particular decision maker requires a ? P J

probability of 0.90 or 90% that he would suffer no loss to be indifferent between ...

the lottery and insurance. This means that if the probability were greater

than 90% she would select the lottery (i.e., not pay the insurance); if it

were less she would pay the insurance. More importantly, if we had arbitrarily

assigned utilities to the best outcome (no loss) and the worst outcome ($50,000,000

loss), a utility could be assigned to the $10,000,000 cost of insurance. In

other words, the utility of the decision maker for a loss of $10,000,000 could

be identified. This is done by assuming that if she is indifferent between

the "sure thing" and the lottery at the 90% probability level, then her utility

for each must be equal. If the arbitrary utilities assigned to the best and _

worst lottery outcomes are 100 and 0, respectively, the expected utilitv of

a. * %the lottery is 0.90 (100) + 0.10 (0) or 90. Thus, the uti litv of a loss of

$10,000,000 is also 90.
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If the lottery question was posed to the decision maker ior se~verail vV

of insurance cost, a utility curve could bc identified. Stuch curves show the

utility associated with a range of outcomes which can, in tuirn, be used, t,)

assign utilities to the outcomes on a decision tree. Typical tiilitv cutrves

for three rvpes of decision makers are shown in Figure 5. 'The risk averter
%

has a decreasing marginal utility as the UULLCjmo improves. He enjoys the better

outcomes but is not comfortable taking risks to achieve them. The risk lu-vel

or gambler also enjoys improving outcomes but he will risk much to achieve%

them, i.e., his marginal utility increases as the outcome improves. The risk-

neutral decision maker is the rare individuaL who is neither ris-k averse or

* risk loving. His marginal utility is constant and the relationship between

outcome and utility is linear.

'The utility curve is a synopsis of the psyche of the decision maker.

Within it are captured his or her assessment of risk, tanclible and intangible

costs and damages, and the value of information. Along with subj~ective probabil-

ities associated with the experimental results and the states of nature, the

decision tree can indicate the path of action that will maximize expected uiti-

* lity.

Prop34).sed Approach
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I)preliminary site investigation

2) indicator parameters (i.e., TOC, TOX, pH, O&G, etc.)I, and r

3) detection of specific organic contaminants.

The f irs t levelI i s noth in g more than a good c harac te r izat ion of thtte s it e--s")Me -

thing that should already be known and well established. A water suppl; locatcd

a 1l. ng distance upgradient from any contamination source obviouslY ha'; a low

risk of contamination. Conversely, a supply located several hundred meters

downgradient from a hazardous waste site most certainly demands close scrutiny.

Sampling and analyzing for the gross indicator parameters is an inexpensive

step that yields additional information and reduces uncertainty. Howev er ,

without the site investigto te results ot this Step Will be much less meaL,-

ingful. The third step could be taken without the first two. While this will

determine which contaminants are present, this information will come at quite

*a cost! The f irst two steps will1 not on Iv i'.e some ind ic it ion of the need

*for such a measure. b)ut they. will also illot, the inPlyst ~otailor the program

to what hie expects to seeu. It appears unaivoii4,ibie to con:lude thit a logical,

strctuedapproach to thi!s issessment prohlIcm coiuld Improve the cost-,ttective-

ness of the Ai r Force's; ono i no ,tort r o -Ioni or the -t, wter I uppl ies

it its many insrtoll.itions. In 0'1hU. wordy1, It I; ;1in. o cOnstructtrl

Ia lmonitit in,,t: iot ins t hat ioid nt~ v. -
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mination pote~ntial does not preclude the later possibilitv of sampling tor

%the indica3tor parameters or specific contaminants. The second decision i.1%,<

samplins and inalv.zing for the various indicator parameters. Once aan ~

N decis ion not to do so does not preclude the possibilitv )f test ing, for s ie.

contaminants. The third decision involves the detection of specific cn.:

Fhe decision tree is easy to formulate: the difficulty comes with e -

the probability associated with each experimental result and the litilit-y

h. the end of tmach path. rhe concepts behind these two cornerstones of ai~e

decision tree were discussed earlier. With the probabilities and util:ii

est:Lsl~dthe decision maker selects the route that maximizes expe,,t-I

Exp.ecred !ltLlitv is calculated at the "chance" nodes (see Figure 2')!r,7

tleft. rhe largest expected value determines the action made at thc

* node and the expected value associated with the node.

IX. CONCLISIONS AND RECOMMIENDATIONS

The methodology outlined above suggests a logical a,:-*

the potability of ground water based drinking water upf

*organic compounds. The U.S. Air Force has a lar'e, nur-,!ut

*at its installations around the world. The su,'-cest,

the potential to reduce the costs of monitori7......

tial. process tj assess potability. I'he 'nk

can help to redesign the Air Force's Ir

by promot ing the use of avaii it

potent ial -and gross indtc,:tor 0i

logical decision proce .,, .

are sampled and anail
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Problems encountered during the course of this project prevented the develop-

ment of firm guidelines for establishing the probabilities and utility values

needed to drive the decision making process. The probabilities can probably

be established by studying the data base currently being developed by the Occupa-

tional and Evnironmental Health Laboratory (OEHL). These data involve site

characteristics, many of the indicator parameters cited earlier, and the results

of various sampling and analysis protocols for organic contaminants. The establish-

merit of utilities for various outcomes requires the responsible decision maker.' "'I-

to estimate his or her own utility function. Future study could develop some

"typical" curves by interviewing decision makers (within the Air Force) responsible

for environmental monitoring. J.
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Intodutio

The frequency estimation of ernemy radar pulse, is of vital and '

obvios importance to the U.S. Air force.~1 The passive RN receiver

that perform this function is currently configured in either the ,

Chennelized kos-iver (CR) mode or the Instantaneous rrequency

Measuremnt (JIM) mode. The channel ized receiver configuration is

essentially a contiguous filter bank that has problem in the abort pulse

situation and is physically bulky. The IM configuration estimates

frequency by measuring at a given samling time the differential phase,

W ,accumulated by passing the signal pulse through a kniown time delay,

r; Figure 1 Illustrates. The IM receiver is a broadband receiver that

handles the short pulse case well but can not estimate frequency In the '

(2

mltiple signal came. As originally configured, the 1IM receiver~2 is

primarily an anlog device with dedicated time delays, amlifiers,

mixers, and comparators. Given the constraints of the current receivers,

it was possible at the end of the suer of 1984 to define the optim

digital receiver. Such a receiver would realise the time delays by

discrete smpling, would have the mltiple signal caability of the CR

receiver, and would posses" the broadband and sbort pulse width

capability of thn IM receiver.

Early attempts at digitizing the receiver design concentrated as the

IM configuration since it -a more adaptable to the digital approach and

wsbroadband in mature. A fairly straightforward all-digital

realization of the IM receiver is defined and discussed in Sect ion 11.

The sensitivity of this receiver to SIN, timing jitter, finite samling

. .
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width. and quantization effects were analyzed and simulated. Although

feasible, the all-digital 1DM receiver is only a single frequency device

that can not function in the multiple signal environment. Mltiple

frequency estimat ion requires same technique of spectral est imat ion.

Modern discrete spectral estimation can be clasified as either

non-parmasetric or parametric in nature. Non-parmetric linear techniques

include the traditional fast fourier tranform (FIT) * the fast Walsh

transform, adthe recetly developed nube theoretic transform. In * .*

general, these fhn-paemetric methods suffer from poor short pulse -

freqmency resolution and from a high computational requirement. In

* contrast, by assuming a general waveform class, the parametric spectral

estimation methods offer good short pulse frequency resolution but suffer ~-

frvo a generally higher noise sensitivity. Typical parametric methods

include autoregreseive modeling, the Pimarenko decompositin. and the

classical Prosy method. Although these highly similar methods differ in

detail, they invariably include a computationally demanding mtrix%

inversion and/or sigananalynis in addition to a polynomial equation root

finding step. Becase of the saling rate and computational

requirements of the transform methods, a primary emphasis was placed in

this report on the Prony method. A review of the Prosy technique and a%

two frequency illustrative exmle are presented in section III.

Decam of the noise sensitivity of the multiple frequency Prosy,

the subject of a Prony noise preprocessor is of great operational

significance. The twto noise preprocssors considered in this report are

the all digital least squares approach of Hildebrand (7 ) and the .-

1) 3
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traditional 11W configuration wherein the in-phase, za i Coo (w ir), and

quadrature, za~ sin (w r) components, are presented at video bandwidths.

Both configurations are analyzed and discussed in section IV along with 0 0'

some new mltiplication free noise smoothing approaches.

The actual mechanis of the Prosy noise sensitivity is analyzed in

section V. Matrix condition numbers are derived and plotted for the two 1

and three frequency case and the polynomial root noise sensitivity >
problem is discussed. An interesting mlti-level Prosy approach is also

presented which has attractive noise empression properties. The :
mlti-level approach, which ia actually required because of current

limitations in high speed A/D converters, introduces an amiguity that

can be resolved using the novel scheme presented in section Vt.

The effects of signal limiting on the Prony algorithm is also ,*

discussed in section VII and two additional digital frequency estimation

schemes are presented in the final section VIII.

(I) All-Diffital TIN Singl. freausac, Estimates

An early attempt was made to -se a standard differentiating approac

as shown in Figure (1). Simulation indicated that the derivative

operation greatly amlified the quantization noise and prevented

successful operation. Various noise smoothing derivative-based methods -

involving central differences have been proposed but have not as yet been

simulated.

In order to eliminate the amlifier, mixers, time delays, of the

traditional IPM receiver. it was proposed to process samled coaplem-
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data, yto ytl ,tt..mt...., an follows: let A =yi, B y +1where
ii

t -+I ti r

i.e., AIajt AI1IA

B c LJu(t i+l C Jk 4Jwt +T) (1)B

where c, is the complex magnitude of the sine wave. Rewriting B as

c 14L i . we can solve for (j.) as

(5w) = I n In B +1i 4ji/r (2)

or 
t ,

wu= where. @ =13 ]A(3
a, T r

Using standard sensitivity analysis, the per unit effect of ampling

time jitter can be shown to be:

N N

(4)N%
T-Z- -rt

where a~ is the time jitter and r is the nominal time delay. for a 1G~z
at

signal and a r of 5 nanosecs., a 0.1 % accuracy requires a saling
a, jitter of 'ess than 10 pico seconds which io quite a severe requireiment.

As a way of circumventing this problem, the synchronized sampler of

Figure (2) was proposed which reintroduces delay lines but allows for

simultaeous samling without jitter.

Quauntization noise along with broadband noise was included in the

simulation with em indicated S/K threshold of 20 db. Referring to

equation (3), the frequency estimator in basically a phase demodulatorL

with a phase noise variance twice that of the average complex sape.'

% N%
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Referring to Stremler(3 ) the threshold for pure phase demodulation in 14 .p

db which with the added 6 db gives a threshold in close agreement with

the simulation. The maximum liklihood noise preprocessor for the singlee

frequency all-digital IM receiver is the running sum, Sk, given as
k

k : Z R Lwhere R : Yi+1 / Y (5)

t-1

Successful operation < 0.001 has been realized at S/N ratios as

low as 0 db for I psec pulses using this preprocessor.

An interesting result was observed when the effect of finite sple

width was simulated. Although preliminary analysis (incorrect) indicated

a sensitivity, actual simulation results indicated no sensitivity

whatsoever. The explanation for this effect is simply that the single

frequency INM receiver is actually a special case of the Prony algorithm

which is not sensitive to smpling pusle width as will be demonstrated

in section (V). .4

(III) Discussion of the Classical Pronv lthod

Because of its computational directness, the multiple frequency

parametric estimator of choice is the classical Prony method. In the
(4)

excellent review article of S.M. Kay-4 °. the equivalence of the Prony
method to the auto-regressive mximum entropy, and linear prediction

methods is established. The outstanding quality of the parametric

methods is the excellent frequency resolution obtainable over short

observation intervals. As with all the parmetric methods, the Prony

method is however quite noise sensitive and mast be preceeded by a noise 

15.6
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In equation form, N uniformly sampled, complex samples for N unknown

frequencies of unknown power can be witten as follow.:

YO =l + c2 +c 3  ++cL

+ C1 2 a+C3 a-*L+ & LIL0

6+ C2 +c 3  +...+ C

* 0N

(6)

J (U-I)#A I J (M-l)w2 " J(N--)" 3 T J (lt-).l/ L' -T

SYN-1 I I + C 2 a + C 3 a +... "  4 a .

'Since there are 2 N unnon, N equals 214 in the usual Irony formlation./".; "

As stated, the system of equations in (6) is a simltaeous set of non . .

linear lgebraic equations which can be made explicit in expression 7 .J.,.

* W T

when Pi a i  
/""

YO c + c2 3 3 "

Yl cIal + CAP + C^/a + "" + C ' "

Y2 t aI 2 + Cus2 + Cel2 + in + I M l"

(7) '"

ye- C~a- + CA22' + c31W321 '  . l2- ~

a5.7 bm ep i nso 7
%....

when £ %

".,''.#.#k,'Zfl'/,.-'' '.0'',.-.' /,..-.- .-. '.." =01 +.2-', " .-.- .. + '... c . ..-. '..' / . -
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Because of the uniform sampling and the resulting polynomial structure,

the solution of (7) can be realized by the Prony algorithm which is a two

stage algorithm involving the solution of a set of linear equations

followed by a polynomial root finding step as indicated in Figure (3).

As an illustration of the algorithm, the two frequency case will be

presented. This example is especially relevant since the two frequence

case is the only case treated in the simulation.

Let us assume that the unknown frequencies, pJI, 2 , are roots of the
2P

quadratic equation, -M 2 -l 2=0, Given the following observation
fe

equations,

"YO -c 1  + c2

(2) y1 = Cl~l + c 2

(3) y2 = c1p1
2 + c 2  (8) 5.a.

3 3 ...(4) y5  Cqa *..-3 Il +

we first multiply equation #1 by a2 , equation #2 by a,' equation 03 by -1

to yield

VO C 1 8 2  + c2 2

a1 ,1 = c1a1P1 + C2 llp2  (9)
2 _

Adding the above equations, we arrive at

2 2
*2y0 + *lyl-y2 = clC8 2 .Gi 1 -'P 1  + =2[ lD'1I'P 0 + 0 = 0 (10)

or

2 ll+ 2"0("
In the second step, we multiply equations 2 thru 4 by a2, 1 -1 to *5

yield as in step *l a n equation given as -.

.'U
15.8,-
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Y3 =alY2 +a 2 yl (12) "

which when combined with (11) can be written in matrix form as

=Yo = [A (13)

Y2 .2 Y3 
,,.-.

which yields solutions for a1,a2  which immediately give the two

frequencies as

aI  + 4 a2 (1)"'::
P_'P2 2 (14)

2

where
fi%

i [ en (pi) (15)

Using the Prony method, we can then estimate two seperate

frequencies from four complex smples. The resolution of the estimates

is determined strictly from the S/N ratio which is to be contrasted to I. 

the Fourier Transform whose resolution is determined by the reciprocal of

the total sampling aperture which then restricts a one megahertz FFT

system to pulse widths greater than one microsecond. The Prony algorithm

is highly sensitive to noise however since the matrix A of (13) is

ill-conditioned (rows are highly correlated). The polynomial root

finding step may also be quite sensitive to noise as discussed in the

next section.

(IV) Noise Pensitivity of the Prony Altorithm

The noise sensitivity of the Prony algorithm can be considered on a

stage by stage basis as illustrated in Figure (3). Considering the

effect of noise on the first stage, equation (13) can be rewritten, with
- ...'- ..",,-

additive white gaussian noise, n. as follows:

.• #% .. '=

15.9
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u + : (A + : (16)y n n . ri

;the solution ca then be writtn as

((A] + • (17) %

2 n 1" L3 1 + n3.

ror reasoable SIN ratio@, the major noise perturbation, on the

(al,a2) roots can be approximated by

, [A)- ' • ; (18)

i.e., (A] constitutes a noise gain matrix. One reasonablet conditioni.e.

number for the (A) matrix is simply the modulus of the value of the

determinant. Other condition numbers involving eigenvalues could be

defined but the determinant modulus is as useful an any other.

Ivaluating the determinant of (A) for the two frequency case yields

IAI = Y 2  2c C 2 a J( 1 2 )T -2 ) aj21  (19)

which reduces to .

I IAI 1 C 25J 1 24 -l (20)

For small (,w,). IAIl can be approximated by

I JAI , Icllc, (.,.) (21)

-..* -. 1
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which indicates that noise sensitivity is most severe when (*&er) is -0

which is reasonable since this implies that too little differential

phase, (a..?), has accumulated to distinguish the two signals from noise.

* The determinant modulus, I1AI , has also been evaluated for the

three frequency case with the general expression given as

j IAIj 2yly 2y3 - y~~4 +yy 4 + yOy32()
22 2~Y (22)

* with a small (&wr) approximation of

I IAIj (13.5) 1(c 1+C 2 +C311 2 ( 2 2r) 2+c 3 (A63r)2)}23

where

2 '2 1

3 3 1

Expressions (21) and (23) can be extended to any arbitrary number of

frequencies. Expression (19) and (22) were computer evaluated in Figure

(4) and (5) over a range of (awr) for the two and three frequency case. -

The periodic nature of the condition number with (&wr) is evident in the

f igures. In the two frequency case, a (Aawr) of around 0.56 appears to be

a reasonable sensitivity threshold. in the three frequency case, the

maximum noise sensitivity occurs when both (1112?r) and (aw 3 r) are close to

zero but improves when either but not necessarily both (Awr) increases in .

value. This kind of noise sensitivity analysis illustrates the same type

of tradeoff as the Cramer Rao bound but it is more direct to derive and

offers more physical insight.

Referring again to Figure the noise sensitivity of the root finding

stage ca be considered in term of the general polynomial equation, -

P(x) %. x a + -. + %=0, where a noise error in a,. £aProduces a

perturbation in the jth root tit ati, given y6

15.11 J
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(22

For the Prony two frequency case, p(x) x - a - a 2  0 has the root dod

sensitivities given below for n 2:

A1 = AM (*c IZC- ~ ACt 1

(25)

Atl 1 2 '2 -u At 2  'n2 C

The maximum sensitivity occurs when 2 - a I = 0 which corresponds to the

zero discriminant or multiple root case. For the case where 2C a .

0, equations (25) suggest that it may be possible for one root to be

noise sensitive while the other is not due to the relative phasing of

" a° ' ( ' C2. a . 02. This situation has been observed frequently in

the simulation. .

In general, it is not always clear how to distinguish the noise

effects of the linear stage from the root finding stage of the Prony

algorithm since they both have their greatest sensitivity at the same

operating condition, (aer = 0). Reflecting on the dynamics of the IF

situation, it would seem that a strong noise effect in the linear stage
would increase the apparent (aer) into the root finding stage and reduce

its noise sensitivity whereas a weak noise effect in the linear stage .
I.. would preserve the low (ser) and result in the most sensitive situation

in the root finding stage. The overall effect is the same high noise

sensitivity although the two mechanims are different.

15.12 
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() Noise Preprocessing for the Prony Almoriths

Without a noise preprocessor, the unprotected Prony algorith, has a

S/N threshold of around 55 db. for (AwT) products as high as 1.25.

Simlation have indicated thresholds as high as 67 c~b. for lower (MOO

products. Such high thresholds demand a noise preprocessor for practical

application. It should be mentioned thta postprocessor would not

provide adequate noise smoothing since it occurs after the nonlinear

Promy estimator. The following three sections present various approaches

to noise preprocessing. The first section deals with sow multiplication

free methods for smoothing the oversampled set of the [a] equations given

in expression (13). The second section treats the analog IN X

preprocessor which presents noise smoothed complex ampled values,2- smohn *fte(x qain

a .to the Prony algorithm and the third section considers the least *

For the oversmled case, expression (13) can be written as4. P

+e yo*2 *Y 2

* (26)

where (M+l) is the numer of samles. In the noise free case, the

sam (Gia 2 ) would satisfy all N equations and any am of

% I

.0.
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equations would yield an equation with sam (@a2)slto.

w- therefore proposed to smooth the noisy (y I) values by analog

adding H/2 equations in two subgroups to produce two smoothed

equations in a1 and a2. Noise smoothing of this type lowers the

noise variance by a factor of (2/N). Unfortunately, it also

attenuates the signal since the processing is equivalent to

passinig the (y) values through a filter with -n Impulse response

equal to (#O(t)-gi(t - NM r)) where r is the samling period. The

4 first oull bandwidth of such a filter is WHO~v which would

represent a significant attenuation over a frequency range of

(1/r) hertz. In general, the output SIN for this smoothing

'Aapproech ca be expressed s

SI) (S/N) 1  t} ic (akfrJ (27)

*where f is the frequency of the sine wave.

The ethod was simulated with very little SIN improvemant observed

as is in fact suggested by (27).

IA aimiliar kind of noise smoothing is achieved with the

samling pulse width itself. Incorporating samling pulse width,

-~T., into the Prosy expression (6). we get for M 2, N 4.%

15.14-
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WUWWJ W' WUWWIV 'r'/  - '. * "

= W I2 T - W J W2 a 2 T

YI =l c I w jW + C 2 (& ,)W } 'L (28) .,.

(2=C J ulT s -1 ILj~l ( 2 0 )  2 JW 2 T a- 1 JW2(20)

t2 c JOl } ¢ JW2

G -11 G j- l/  (3r) + 4L 2T8-1 JW213r) -.

.'V..
Y2= I jWC24

which merely changes the values of the coefficients and does not "-

affect the wl9 W 2 solutions. This bes beow verified by

simlation. Unfortunately, the method also attenuates the signeal ..

1 ~ 2 J .- / ,

as before.

B. Analos 1114 Prycesor ""-

The traditionl IN1 system has been a single frequnmcy ..

estimtor that forum a frequency estiate from a (coo wr, sin wr) .'--

,ample smoothed to video bandwidth--, Figure 6,, an 7 ,, give two:

s chematic illustrations of the IM receiver. Iror the single-.

frequency case, delayed and non-delayed in phase and quedrature . ..

channels as formed to produce term like - - '

A= A am (ut - r) - A sin (wt) (29)

which, when sqae by nonlinar diods action, Iberome

2 = C 1* 2GD

A 2 Ce(wt-wT) -2A coG(wt-Wr)Gin(wt)+A e2(wt) (30)_..

which. after low aes filterin to video beffidtet reduce to , ..

A2 A2 A.

as before.

15154 €
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As suggested by Tuft. (6), the IFM processor can misc serve as a

noise preprocessor for the multiple frequency Prony algorithm.

For the general N-frequency signal case with arbitrary relative

tim delays, ? nd and phase modulations, * (t). the corresponding

expression for Al. become for a general delay of r; -

N

A inI

N

N N_

+ A cn ttr r ,-t.r (33)
n=11

wich easo (33)ltre cxprseio prue the dsie d temgie

N N

A A *in n(W W) (34)d WT +

Unfortunately, expression (33) also indicates difference or "beat"

frequency term, (w -WO that can be passed by the low pass

* filter especially for the af w 0 came. The resulting error in the

Prony algorithm is the result of the IMN processing itself and is

not related to the sensitivity of the Prony method. The problem

of the "beat" frequency term has been verified in a simulat ion of

the MI.

F-
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The presence of phase moduletion reduces equation (34) to ..

A2Gn T+0(-d)- 0 tTdr] (36) w-

which for maII r can be appro imated by

i A. 2 Sin( + (T) d(t- Id (36)

which results in a time varying phase modulation which coaple6tely

masks the constant (wir) phse term and defeats the Prosy

algorithm. -

C. Least 3-ura -_thin- -....

h' suggested by Mildebrand(? ) the oversmipled [a equations .''

of (26) can be solved for the (ala 2 ) pair that minimizes the ..

leest squares error over the smoothing time. The noriml

equations ( 0  are are written as follow;

a,2 361 9
A + a222

R02 a, (37)

wher the autocorrelatioa fumction, R are given as follom

with T equaling the saling period and r equaling the Prony

delay:

w.,..-7.

eS J~ e e p --P

.;........
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= Y(nT) y (nT+r)

202 y(n+T) y(nT2r)

N
RUyn-r n+r

an th iiumnwsureerrisgvnb

"2IkO -f+- a2- 2(9

Theopimm ae f 37 ar tanpasedtoth rot inin

JO s yiT)y nT2r

12 2
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E accuracy over a 2CM range. The common approach to achieving the

11 bit accuracy is to utilize multiple Prony's where the fundamental

(ri} delays are related (for 4 levels) by r> 3 > r and the bit .....

levels for the four stages are related by b, b2 S b3 I b4 with

b + b2 + b3 + b4 Z 11. The first r, level covers the entire frequency

range (1/rI  2000) ad the bit level. bI, is chosen to be low in order "

to resist the effects of nise. Assuming a successful first Prony

stage. the r2  of the second stage should be chosen so that - -

l/r which then allows the second stage to resolve the known12b r r1 )  -.--.

interval into 2b' equal subintervals which is them equivalent

to a resolution of b +b2 bits. This process can be continued as
1 2 ( ' b ) r . Te'.C

illustrated in Fig. (8) with bl1, b =2, and r3  2( ) r1  The

third and final stage displays the frequencies to a resolution of 5

bits or (/2 5) of the original 1/72 interval. Starting at the second

stage, an ambiquity problem presents itself since the second stage mst

present its output modulo l/r over the entire defining l/rI interval.
2 1

In geueral, there is no way the Prony algorithm can distinguish a group

of frequencies defined as (f + n/T) for n = 1,2.3, - since a sine

wave is modulo 2a. For any arbitrary frequency, f, the Prony output

will always be the remainder term after dividing f by I/r. Referring

again to the fl = 20, f2 = 60 example of Figure (8), the ambiguity
1~ 2

problem is apparent with a choice required between (W. B) and (A, ).

It i further observed that (A, A), (1, 9) are not viable candidates

since they are generated as modulo 1/r2 frequencies and are recognized

W such. (bay can also be identified on the basis of equal amplitudes

.-..... °%% %'.'% %

..... ~..'* ***%~*•***',-. .
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of () ar ledfor litue fl th

where the Prony equations of (8) are solved for amplitude following the

determination of frequency.) Because the abiguity problem increases

geometrically with additional stages, it is essential to resolve the _ .'

ambiguity problem at each stage as it develops. Consequently, there

will be only two preferred frequencies passed from one stage to the

next. The actual abiguity resolution algorithm is discussed in the

next section.

(VII) Ambiguity Resolution Alsorith-

In order to resolve the ambiguity, it is necessary to distinguish

the true frequency pair (fllf 2 ) from the false frequency pair. The -
.

essential distinguishing characteristic of the false or reflected

frequencies is their modulo 1/r representation given as

f + i/r

I,. (41) --+.--

f2+ J/r

where the carrot superscript, ^, represents a quantized estimate. The

reeoluti-n algorithm mist sehow distinguish between the true case

(nam=0) and the false case (O.0, mO). In order to test for the nOO,

nO condition, some reference or omparison must be established. The ..-.

algoritba forms this comarison by generating frequency estimates from ..-

I Aa Proy with a r close in value to the original r. By a proper

choice of rA ,prB and the quantization levels, NA, NB. it can be assured

A 8
that the true frequency pair will be closer in the r A , r Prony's than

any false or reflected pair. The notation for this discussion .,

represents the r values as r A ind r where i refers to the ith level or

stage of the Prony. A refers to the primary Prony of level i, and B

F.

a. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. *. . . . . . . . . ..
....... ,- .-....-..-........- : ........ ,- .,.-..-.,
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refers to the reference Prony of level i required to resolve the

eabiguity generated at level i. In a sense, the proposed scheme

appears to be a "boot strap" kind of arrangement but it does provide a

A B, NA
solution to the ambiguity problem provided ri, r, NB are chosen

properly. After the abiguity is resolved at each stage and a beet

estimate frequency pair is chosen, intervals or "delimiting spans" are

formed symetrically about the two frequencies. The two intervals or

spans will then define the acceptable candidate frequency pair vectors,

(f .A d that will be tested in the next level i+l with the(f'r)i+l 1' .-.

ambiguity algorithm. The forming of the span intervals at level i

effectively restricts the acceptable frequency range of level (i+l) to

within at least (1/r ) of the best previous estimate thereby
i+ 1.

maintaining a constant dimensionality as the frequency resolution .

improves with each new level. An updated estimate of the frequency ....

pair is generated by the ambiguity algorithm as you proceed through the

levels in a manner similar to that of a binary tree or successive .

approximation arrangement. Figure (9) illustrates a quantized second

level with r = 30 n.s., N = 4, and delimiter spans from 0 to 33 MUZ for

the low frequency (f 1 = 20 MHZ) and 66 MH1Z to 100 MHZ for the higher
, .- .

frequency (f2 
= 80 MHZ). The setting of the delimiter span intervals

results in a tradeoff between allowing enough range to include the

correct frequency pairs and limiting the nuber of candidate frequency

pairs that the ambiguity algorithm must resolve. In general, the

delimiter span should be large enough to cover the remaining .2
uncertainty in f1 and f2 and wide enough to allow for a gradual noise -,-V.1.'.

degradation in the Prony's.
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The key step in ambiguity resolution is to compare each acceptable
A%

frequency pair vector from A with each acceptable frequency pair
B b.

vector from rB and to then choose as the best (fl, f2) estimate that

pair vector fm r i which has the minimum euclidian distance from all
.1. . A. d."-

Aacceptable pair vectors in ri . That is, we form the scaler F given by

F n = (fl, f2 ) - (fl' f2) (42)

where n ranges over all candidate pairings between rA and r as defined

by the delimiter. The best estimate is taken as that quantized

frequency pair, (flI f2 ) , that gives the minimum F. In equation (42),

the f and f always belong to the sam delimiter although in the% 1l 1l .

false or reflected case either f of f would be a reflection of the

other frequency, f 2 , and would be identified as such by the ambiguity .-,

algorithm. These statements can be extended to the n-frequency case

whereare n n delimiter sa with f A,  B belonging to the
i'

sam delimiter. In the general n frequency case, there are at least

(n!)2 values of F generated since n! is the minimum nmber of
n

candidate pair vectors associated with both A and B, Prony's. With

wider span intervals, the nmber of F generated will be greater. ThenO
ambiguity resolution algorithm works because the difference in

0i/v -jIT associated with false frequencies, exceeds any possible

difference due to quantization errors in the true estimates. Assuming

a worst case situation, the greatest difference possible on a per

fI basis between a true frequency in r A and a true frequency in

rB is the aum of their maxiwm quantization errors given by

1 +(43) -

15.22
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In order for the algorithm to suceed, the value of (43) must always be

less than
" I.l JI -- x-r+ . ..,(44) .,

r 2~ 21r % P1%
which assumes that the maximum quantization errors add destructively

for the false frequencies which then results in the criterion

1 t r/rA .T

"--_< i J ; (45) ." -
1T i S j S 1 e ..''''

Expression (45) refers to a comparison between false frequencies (A and

B) in a span interval which can be shown to yield the lowest value of F

of all comparisons involving at least one reflected component. The

important quantity, J! A , is non-zero everywhere except at those

integer values of i, j where

- B
- = R. (46) ,-

The minimum non-zero value of w will occur at (i-1), (i-i)

where i, j are the integers specified in (46). The delay ratio,

B A
R = r / , can be written (comensurate delay lines) as the rational

nmber R n/n where either n or a is a prime integer. If r/rA < n,

P/rB < m, we can then write 0

i < r nr"<"n

and

j < / B < a (47)

which implies from (47) that no j, . can exist. The constraint (47) is

actually too severe. The only real requirement is that n > number of

(1/r ) in span interval and a > number of (1/rB) in span interval. For
%-.0

'..-./'
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ticl span intervals, n need only be greate than 3 ad aneed only

be greater than 2 which will lead from (47) to the condition R < 3/2.

*Under this constraint on R, there will be no - 0 case within

the delimiter spans other than the 0 tru 0rqec ae h

J r e f e u n c a e h
S.minimum possible value of I - j under these conditions will be in

T T

the state (rn-1, n-1) so that

S( r- ) (n - 1)

~AD
TI r

10

or

I LlII 1 (48)
TA T P

5, Expression (48) led rm(48) to the final criterion given as

.4 1 + (49)

where NB/NA = 2k(k=0,1,2.---).

aExpression (49) leads directly to the following constraint on NA,

NA A I (50)
{1 - 1/R}

In the second level of the four level simulation (section VIII), R was

set to 1.333, k equaled 1, and the required condition on NA becomes

NA 5.5 (51)

which was satisfied for the third and fourth levels and for the second

level the great majority of the time. The validity of criterion (50)

was confirmed in many runs. The worst case potential problem in the

second level was only encountered for one frequency pair and it was

15.24 .5
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resolved simply by raising k from I to 2. The problem could be .

completely resolved by raising the bit level of the second level to 3;

ie. NA to 8. As long as criterion (53) is met, the ambiguity problem

can be completley solved provided the Prony algorithm are accurate to -

within their quantization noise interval, 1. If the Prony's are not

accurate, the method will fail (as will any other method) since the

entire foundation has been undermined. The criterion of equation (50) -

applies as stated only to the two frequency case. In the three

frequency case, for example, the generation of F involves the

comparison of two different reflected frequencies in a given delimiter

which is a situation that did not arise in the two frequency came. One

consequence of this fact is that expression (44) has a new term, &F, .
-J

which is the difference between the two reflected frequencies and which

enters expression (44) as IL+ aF - How this affects ambiguity I.

A T1.T Vrs . .

resolution remains to be determined.

Although the ambiguity resoltuion algorithm requires additonal

computation, the computational demands are not as great as the Prony

algorithm itself and much of the work can be done in parallel. For the

four level case, seven Prony algorithm must be accurate for a

successful estimate of multiple frequenices. Although this requirement

sounds quite severe when compared to a single level (impossible in

hardware) Prony, the requirement on a given Prony is less severe since

the quanitzation noise interval is greater. In terms of noise

suppression, the multi-level Prony seems to offer some of the same

advantages as observed in bit stream regeneration in a repeater P(. .

15.25
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a mplifier chain. This quantitative claim has not however been proven

analyticalliy. Z-

(VIII) Computer Simulation

Using the multiple pulse, filter-limiter-filter simulation program

developed under AJOSR/SCRU9 support~l in the summer of 1984, the

multi-level Prosy algorithm was simulated along with the ambiguity

resolution algorithm and the UNW and least squares preprocessor. Using Z

a primary first level r of 5 n.s., the total frequency interval at

interest is 200 MIZ with an 11 bit resolution requirement representing %*

100 KHZ. Only the two frequency case will be considered in the%

simulation although the method should be extendable to any arbitrary

number of frequencies.

The primary simulation program dealt with a four level Prony with .

bit levels of quantization per level given by b 1 , b 2, b =2, b 6.

The r, T", NA, NB, and R. choosen are listed in the following table

MI:

Level ,A R N
Number ri r i Ri i i2

1 5.0 n.s. N/A N/A 2 N/A

2 16 n.s. 20Ono. 1.333 4 8

K3 35.0 n.s. 45.On.s. 1.29 4 8
14. ~. 196 .s. 1.34 32 J64 S

Table (1) .
As observed from the Bit N . values, the criterion for amiguity

resoltuion is met with the minima F always yielding the correct .

frequency pair. After some initial problems, the derivation of

15.2h



criterion (50) motivated the parmeter choice that solved the ambiguity

problem. No false ambiguity indications were ever observed when the

condition O<R. Q.5 and NA a 4 were observed. Except for the start-up
i A *4% .'*J*

first level, the delimiter spans were chosen 50% greater than the 1/r

interval of the next Prory level (see discussion). The open or

intervals were not found to be a sensitive parameter.

Tables II thru V list some typical output with the last two

columns representing the effective bit level of resolution for that '. "4

particular fl, f 2 " Tables II and III list a comparative study of the ,.

least squares and IFI preprocessor for a one microsecond pulse with the

* video bandwidth of the IF% processor set at one megahertz. A nominal • ..- '

S/N ratio of 20 db was choosen as the point of comparison. The

threshold estimate in the least squares case is also included. The

least square results are quite impressive with 11 bit resolution .'..

retained down to a threshold as low as 15 b without ambiguity.

The noise suppression properties of the multi-level Prony are

illutrated by a comparison with the 11 bit single level Prony of Table

IV. As expected, the single level resolution is quite sensitive to the

noise sensitivity level as expressed by the (&wr) value. The

multi-level Prony does not exhibit this dramatic noise sensitivity. A

two level least square Prony is also included in Table V which shows "4-

good results although the A/D converters are operating at their upper

bit limit. In general, the noise suppresion properties (which are not

claimed to be dramatic) of the multi-level Prony exist because the

quantization error interval is less in the multi-level case which then

15.27"
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permits a true track of the frequency pair within the delimiter spans

until the lat Prosy level where the frisquenices are finally eatimated.

A detailed analysis of this effect baa not been completed.

Simulation haa further show that a "chirp" or quadratic phase

modulation defeats the Prosy with either noise preproceasor.

15 2
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S/N fI f2 fl f2 bits bits

(db) TRUE TRUE EASURED IMEASURED fI f

37 47 ill 45.8333 112.5000 7.42 7.05

37 7 18 6.9444 18.0666 11.81 11.81 ',,'

20 5 92 3.9663 94.5913 7.59 6.27 1 '

20 19 123 18.9,03 128.4050 11.97 5.21

20 20 60 20.8333 59.7220 7.90 9.49

37 70 82 (Lost In First Stage) -

29 5 87 3.9663 89.3830 7.60 6.39

20 17 29 18.0665 29.1666 7.56 10.22

TABLE (II): IN PROCESSING
FOUR LEVEL PRONY -I. :
bI=1, b=2, b3 =2, b4 =6

S/N f f f f bits bits

(db) TRU TRU MEASURD IASURED f f 1 Thresbold
(S/N

20 47 111 46.9962 111.0180 16.36 13.44 15db

20 7 18 6.8510 18.2292 10.39 9.77 15

20 6 92 6.2099 92.1074 7.36 10.86 16

20 19 123 18.8702 123.1970 10.58 9.98 10

20 20 60 20.1522 59.8157 10.35 10.08 15

20 15 75 15.1041 74.8796 11.00 10.70 15

20 70 82 69.9118 82.0112 11.00 14.00 15

20 5 87 5.0080 88.9023 11.00 8.57 15

20 17 29 16.9471 29.0464 11.88 12.07 11

TABLE (Il1): LEAST SQUAMS2 PROCESSING
nOUR LEVEL PNY"""
b -1. b2 =2, b4 =6.

1 2 4= 'p'.
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S/N f f'2 fl f2 bits bits

(db) TRUE TRUE MEASURED MASURED fI  f1 (w)

20 47 ill 47.0163 111.1570 13.58 10.32 2.01

20 7 18 8.7696 25.7193 8.82 4.70 0.346

20 6 92 4.9316 92.1198 11.51 10.71 2.73

20 19 123 18.9939 122.9690 15.00 12.60 3.27

20 20 60 19.8727 60.8792 10.62 7.83 1.26

20 70 82 71.1300 85.0900 7.46 6.02 0.377

20 5 87 4.9316 87.1406 11.51 10.47 2.57

20 17 29 18.7009 34.8130 6.87 5.10 0.377

TABLE (IV): LEAST SQUARES PNDCSSING
SINGLE LEVEL PRONY -.

(b=ll or N =2048

S/N f f f f bits bitsa..

a.(dt) TRUE TRUE MEASURED MEASURED 5 f -

20 47 111 47.2653 111.3280 9.56 9.25

20 7 18 6.6406 18.1466 9.12 10.42

20 5 92 5.0781 91.7970 11.32 9.94

20 19 123 19. 1410 123.0500 10.47 11.97

20 20 60 19.9220 59.7660 11.32 9.73

20 70 82 69.9220 82.4220 11.32 8.88

20 5 87 5.0781 87.1090 11.32 10.84

20 17 29 16.7970 29.2970 9.94 9.39

TABLE (V): LEAST SQUARES PROCERSSING
TWO LEVEL PRONY: (N1=32; 2:64; b1 =5, b2=6)

1530
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EI) ffect of Limiting on the Prony Almoriti

A limiter is included in the signal processing chain as a way of i

increasing the usable dynamic range. Since a limiter distorts the .

signal, it would be expected to have an effect on the Prony algorithm.

An analysis approach based on the analytic signal representation

is proposed where the instantaneous output of the zero memory limiter

is f(R) where

R (P I+P2) + (ql.q2)2 (52)

is the envelope of the sun of the two signals and (P1 ,q1 ) (P2 2  are

the analytic representation of the two signals. Dapresenting the

effect of the limiter as equivalent additive noise, (n ,n we can

write the following equation: q ()

IS/N) (lq) rai+o os free liieroertona

Z'I -. (0 % )(6
1 2) [( +13.31

I 2)'(l~q2)]
-~~~~~~~~~~( I~ +P 2) +(q,-J jJ . F. F *... . ... *.-2) ~...--

or.V.-%.%%% %%* ~...
n I~ (P + PF * . . . * - . . . . . .

**,*~~~ 2*'. S ~ *** ' ~ . . .* * * .



A computer simuation was run to investigate the effects of hard. •
limiting on the Prony. The am dependence on (&w-) -wa observed as .%

with additive noise. For example, the two frequencies were lost at ,.0 .' '

(&or) = 0.3 but were oberved wban r we doubled to give (&wr) 0.8. '

Thise would tend to support the additive noise asumption. More

anaslysis needs to be done on this topic." "

.. '.o-

(]) Other Digita 9-ti--tion AImorithin

VA. InttFu reauency Estismaion " ."

I

Giver the availability of (IQ) processing the prhepect of ""cof.r,

directly easuring the instdetanous frequency b been considered

with a tay of etisting frequency. for the two freqe case, thewe"l

analyti 0.3 btwereresentation for the um t give by

Al+A 2  coe(&wit) p(in-p mse) (56) ... .

i bere -en ad Ato aru t e ddirespective signal m Mortudes.

rrm the exlpreion for instantanmm frequency, f INS, '

in,,
mly redem to6 b edso this twopieqc. ,fN'gvn y•",.

,. 4'

( t 2 (2)t....Ai 7W Z+A2+2AIA (st i t 0

-. 2 2or ie the a2<Ai smail signal c e, expression (58) can be

approximted es.

I ., ...1

IA ainsaiit) qt)ud(aure

IN1W A (A2 1o( 1 )

,o r t.sa i c a s e . e.. re s.. io . (5 8 ) c a n b e. .. .. ... . ,. . ..". . "o ia'" - . .JON" .
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The instantaneous frequency is defined relative to thef

reference frequency. The phasor diagram of Figure (10s)

illustrates the A, A2 case and suggests a smooth f variationINS

at the beat frequency a. Figure (11) illustrates a f for a.'.SINS
relative time delay of 50 iu.s., A1  1, A2 =0.3, f = -20 M11Z.

and a 1 =-20 ME. From expression (59), a predicted

2(&f =o 12 MM~ peak-to-peak variation about -21.8 HMZ at the

20 tPiZ best frequency is predicted; Figure (11) confirm the

predict ion.

for the case A ow A where A2 A expression (58) can be2 1 2&'
rewritten am

iA
(A (l+]M7 + coe(&ua 1 t)

f = ;(60)
INS 4W5 + ~z a .S

Ica& 1) (1 /0

the rapid f1 INS ) variation in this case is suggested by the

phasor diagram of Figure (10)b. for the A1  1.0, A2=0.7 case,

expression (60) predicts a variation from -28 MW to 24 fEW which

is rougly verified in Figure (12). It is not clear why the

positive beat frequency peaks are not at constant amlitude. It

is speculated that it my be the result of a phasing problem. In

the equal amlitude case (&A=O), expression (60) indicates a

constant absolute -30 fEZ which is more or less suggested by

figure (13).

No great claim are made for this method. The above analysis

serves only to establish mom kind of model on which to base an

estimate of fl, f2  A,, A2 No mention has even been made

21 2-
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Y.

concerning how to generate fIN originally. Much more work needs A..
INS.%

to be done on this method.

B. The Fast Hadamard Transform

Because the Hadamard transform has a fast algorithm and%

requires only additions instead of multiplication, it was

considered as a frequency estimator. A one microsecond, 20 MHZ

pulse was transformed using the algorithm of N. Kunt 1 0  and is

given in Figure (14). It is displayed in sequence or mega zero .

crossing per second with a dominant 20 MZS appearing but with

additional spurius spikes as well. .

The comutation demand for digital processing would be

((N/)logN]Twhere T is the fastest practical addition time.
((/2lo ANT A

Assuming of T A of one nanosecond, a one microsecond pulse requires

about 1.73 asec. to compute which is around twice real time. An

all analog addition processor would operate at real time but would

be a very complex circuit indeed. This whole approach merits

added investigation.

(XI) Sumary and Future Tonics Of InvestiffatiOn

The major accomplishments of the migrant research are the

following:

1. A comlete sensitivity analysis of the single frequency IPN

detector was completed. The IMN and least squares noise -

preprocessors were simulated and added to the original simulation.

An analysis of the effect of hard limiting on the Prony wa de made

using analytical signal representation. Some new algoritm were

also presented using the Radamard transform and the instantaneous

15. 14



frequency response.

2. The ambiguity problem associated with the multi-level,

multi-frequency Prony was solved completely. The peculiar noise

suppression properties of the multi-level were explained and

demonstrated.

The following topics are promising areas for future investigation:

1. The ambituity resolution algorithm should be extended to a

frequenices. "J "

2. The multi-level Prony algorithm should incorporate some adaptive

features to enhance its noise suppression capability. '

Specifically, it was observed in the simulation that a noise

sensitive polymial root would lie near the origin of the complex

plane while a noise insensitive root would lie near the unit

circle. This phenomena, which was explained by S. Kay( II) could

serve as an adaptive feature for the fNO case if the noisy root

was set equal to the low noise root. Various simulation runs have

indicated that such an intervention would keep the true root

values within the delimiter spans and allow a lower &f or improved

frequency resolution. ?....:

3. Some attempt should be made to extend the Prony method to phase

modulated signals. At present, the algorithm is totally defeated

by phase modulation when smoothing is performed over the entire

pulse width.

e P
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I. INTRODUCTION

A solution to the problem of consolidating the many varied

communication, navigation and identification (CNI) systems, is the

Integrated Communication, Navigation and Identification Avionics

(ICNIA) system (1). It is apparent that ICNIA will be a complicated

system (Figure 1) and the hardware will include new technologies. . -,.

The evaluation of such a complicated and interrelated set of

subsystems will be a monumental task especially for testing

performance in hostile atmospheres containing noise, fade, jam,

multipath, etc., all in real time.

An answer to the ICNIA test and evaluation question is the :

Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator (IESS) (2). IESS is

designed to run software driven real time CNI scenarios with computer

stored and analyzed results as shown in Figure 2. IESS itself must

be evaluated as an adequate test facility for ICNIA. It will be

necessary to begin the evaluation process early on in the schedule,

since the new technology hardware may pose some problems related to

conventional evaluation techniques. Cross-talk between different

services may prove to be a complication since they share a common

data buss.

A systematic approach to the evaluation process is necessary to

Keep the effort manageable and consistent. It will be useful to have

a diagnostic capability in addition to the evaluation capability.

The Linear systems approach is such a method. A linear time

invariant system can be characterized (3, 4, 5, 6) by studying the

output of the system relative to specific inputs, and great conveni- °

ence is introduced if this is done in the frequency domain (7). Even

if a system is not completely linear, much information can be gained

*by finding the gain and phase shift at frequencies of interest. This° lb~1.2-•
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also is most conveniently done in the frequency domain. Furthermore,

the input/output comparison can be applied to the complete system,

P i.e. compare the input of the transmitter to the output of the .
r. .

receiver; or it can be applied to one of the subsystems, i.e. one of

the amplifiers. Even individual components can be examined in this

manner.

This generalized approach to the evaluation of CNI systems,

though simplistic in its perspective allows for a systematic analysis

of the overall performance of the entire system by isolating the

diverse functions of the subsystems or modules for closer scrutiny.
Some traditional methods of CNI system evaluations include

measurements usually performed in EMI and Susceptibility analysis (8, -

9). These will not be discussed in this report but they should be -'-

considered as an important part of any evaluation approach.

1. '-.6
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II. BASIS OF THIS RESEARCH

In Tables I and II are listed some basic functions and sequences 47

found to be useful in digital signal processing. The first few:

xi(k), yi(k) and sometimes hi(k) are usually the only "

ones measured. The others are calculated from them. For a given

record i, the xi(k) are digital samples of the continuous x(t) at

sample times t apart. The record length is T = t'NS, where T

is the length (time duration) of the record of NS discrete samples.

NR is the number of different records recorded for taking averages.

An efficient method for evaluating the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT) is called the Fast Fourier Transform (6,8,9). Figure *\ .1

3 is a block diagram of a simple single-shot dual channel Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer. Starting with one record of x(t)
and y(t), the analyzer will yield the Autosprecta Sxxi(m) and ' -'

Syyi(m ), Cross-spectra Syxi(m), Sxyi(m), and the

"Frequency Response Sequence Hi(m), in the frequency domain.

Then, after an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), it will yield

the Auto-correlations Rxxi(n), Ryyi(n), Cross-correlations

Rxyi(n), Ryxi(n) and impulse Response Sequence hi(k) of

the system under test. This is enough information to complete most

system analysis studies (10, 11) excepting where noise is present or
0

where there are nonlinearities in the system. Nonlinearities must be

handled on a case by case basis, but the noise problem can be solved

in many situations by averaging techniques. Table II and Figure 4

show how averaging can yield better estimates of the Auto-spectral

and Cross-spectral Distribution Sequences Sxx(m), Syy(m),

Sxy(m), and Syx(m) along with three different estimates of

the Frequency Response Sequence Hl(m), H2 (m) and Ha(m).
16.7
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TABLE I.

(1) The ith record or sequence of
xi(k) 0 < k < NS-I discrete samples for the input

signal x(t).

(2) +CD The ith record or sequence of
y, (k) '--- x (n) h (k-n) discrete samples for the cor-

/ 2responding output signal y(t).

(3) The ith record or sequence of
h. (k); 0 < k < NS-I discrete samples for the Unit

Impulse Response h(t).

(4) NS- n -1 The ith record of the discrete
R yi(n) =.( n)samples for the Autocorrelation

x NS xi(k )  xi(k+n )  " "
I- sequence of the input signal.
k-0

(5) The ith record of the discrete
NS- -1 samples for the Autocorrelation

Rj(n) = - sequence of the corresponding
S )output signal.

k0O
(6) The ith record of the discrete

R )NS- (n samples for the Cross-
xyN -S x (k) y (k~n) correlation sequence of the

k=O input and output signals.

(7) NS-1 The Discrete Fourier Transform
X.(f) m• (DFT) of the record of the

x.(M)i (k input sequence xi(k).
k=0

(8) k0The Discrete Fourier Transform
I NS-1 21,n..Yvi) =k (DFT) of the it record of the

1 N y,(k)e 2 NS correspondlng output sequence
k-0 Yi(k).

(9) 2 = I NS-I The Discrete Fourier Transform) ) NS- h j 2 m , K (DFT) of the ith record of theH " hS (k- ' •
i NS i Impulse Response Sequence
k-0 h. (k).

(10) The ith record of the discrete
S (M) =X(M) X4 (1) values for the Auto-spectra ofxxi = ) the input sequence xi(k).

= DFT JR (n)]xx i ""-th"-(ii) , The i record of the discrete
S (M) - Y (m) Y (m) values for the Auto-spectra of
yyi i i = DFT [R .(n)] the corresponding outputVV1

sequence yj(k).

(12)S (M) = X.(M) Yi(M) The it h record of the discretexvi 1 1values for the Cross-spectra

= DFT (R (n)I of the input and output
sequences x,(k) and yi(k). .'.-
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TABLE II

(13) --- (m) = 1NR * The sequence of expected values

N 7' Xm XC for the Autospectrum of x(t)

i~l averaged over NR records.

(14) NR The sequence of expected values
SC) Y Y(m) Yi(m) for the Autospectrum of y(t)yy(m) NR averaged over NR records.

(15) The sequence of expected values
C) , for the Cross-spectrum of x(t) 

xy(m) '- and y(t) averaged over NR
records.

(16) An estimate of the FrequencyS(m) S(m)/S (m) Response Sequence based on the
1  = Autospectrum of x(t) and the

Cross-spectra.

(17) An estimate of the Frequency
H2 (m) = S(m)/S (m) Response Sequence based on the

2X .'. Y %
-- Autospectrum of y(t) and the

Cross-spectra.

(18) An estimate of the magnitude
I 2 of the Frequency Response
H (m) = Sy(m)/-(m) Sequence based on the Auto-
a spectra of both x(t) and y(t).

(19) x 2  An estimate of the Coherence
Cm m yx / Sequence, a measure of the

S (m) S-(m) linear correlation of the out-
x= Hl m)/H 2 (m) put y(t) with the input x(t).

(:3) An estimate of the Coherent
2 Output Power, a measure of the

COP(m) (m) S (M) amount of the output power that
is linearly correlated with
the input x(t). It must be
used with caution.

(21) .1
An estimate of the Non Coherent

NCP (m) =(1 -2(m)).• S y(m) Power Sequence, a measure of
yy output power not linearly

correlated with the input x(t),
Like the COP the NCP must be
used with caution.

(22) - 1.1
SNR(m) =2(m)/I- "2(m) An estimate of the Signal to

Noise Ratio Sequence. Like the
NCP and the COP, the SNR must
be used with caution.

16.9 -- T- v
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These three estimates of the Frequency Response Sequence can be shown

by analytical methods (5, 16) to give somewhat different results

depending on the source of noise. Figure 5 gives a summary of these

results (10, 12, 13, 14). In Figure 5 n(t) is noise introduced at
.. 'C

the output side of the system and w(t) is noise introduced at the

input of the system, while m(t) is noise introduced at the analyzer

input transducer on the input side of the system.

Furthermore, if the system is perfectly linear and time

invariant, then

Hl(m)= H2 (m) (23)

-" and

JHl(m)I = 1H2 (m)I = IHa(m)I (24)

If these equalities are not satisfied, the system is either not

linear or time invariant or there is noise present. Some knowledge

of the source of the noise and the information in Figure 5 allows one

to select the most effective estimate of the Frequency Response

Sequence for that application. From Table II and Figure 4, one can

see that the Coherence, Coherent Output Power and Noncoherent Output I
Power are also available when the circumstances of the measurement

indicate that their estimates are reliable (10, 12, 13). If a ..

plotting capability is available, graphs of real and imaginary parts -

of the Frequency Response Sequence can be made or the magnitude and

phase may be plotted. Bode, Nyquist and Nichols plots can also be

easily made, even Cepstrum analysis can be done.

The dual channel FFT analyzer is a versatile system analysis

tool (15) and the choice of outputs is largely dependent on the . '-

generality of the original design and the choices dictated by the

application and the user.

Single channel analyzers (Spectrum Analyzers) are used to study

16.13 - .
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the Autospectrum (Power Spectrum) of a signal. Though several other

functions are available with dual channel analysis compared to single

channel analysis, the one major benefit of dual channel approach is

the availability of the Cross Spectrum between the two signals. The

Frequency Response Functions, Coherence, Cross Correlations, Coherent

Output Power, etc .... are all calculated from the four spectra, namely

the two Autospectra and the two Cross Spectra as shown in Table II.

Transfer function measurements are conventionally done by using

a network analyzer. Problems occur Iowever when there is noise or

multiple inputs to a system. The dual channel FFT analysis can help
% %

resolve some of these problems. For instance, when it is desired to

know how much a given input signal influences the observed output the

traditional approach has relied on determining the Cross-correlation

Function between the suspected source and the output. The Coherence . .

will also reveal these causality relations, but it has an additional

advantage over the Cross-correlation Function. The Cross-correlation

is a function of time, and its maximum value corresponds to the time

delay (propagation time, or phase advance) between the suspected
&0

source and the observed output. However, the Coherence is a function

of frequency, and its maximum values occur at the frequencies where

the greatest transfer of energy is taking place. The filters and

traps used to suppress interference (noise, cross-talk, etc.) depend

on the frequency distribution of that interference. Thus, the co-

herence not only can estimate the degree of causality but is useful .

in choosing the best means of solving the interference problem (19,

20). . .-
1 ....
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III. THE DUAL CHANNEL FACILITY AT GANNON

The version of a dual channel FFT analysis system written for

the PRIME 750 computer at Gannon University is based on the FFT

algorithms, programmed by Bergland and Dolan at Bell Laboratories and

documented in a Digital Signal Processing Publication by the IEEE

Press (16).

This program (see Appendix A) assumes that there are two files

stored on the disk, each containing a digitized signal. The signals

may be either real or complex. They may be either analytically

generated signals or actual data recorded in the laboratory and then

stored on the disk in digital form. The first line of each file is

expected to contain three integers in FORMAT (3 (3X, I10)). The

three integers are respectively the number of data samples (NS) per

experimental record, the number of experimental records (NR) and the

number of comment lines (NC) immediately following the first line

(this number may be zero). The limitation on these integers are as

follows: NS must be a power of 2 and 4 < NS < 2048, 1 < NR and .5.'.

0 < NC. There is no upper limit on NR because the calculations based

on each record are summed until all records are read then an average

is taken as in Equations 13, 14 and 15 of Table III The next few

(NC) lines of the file are comments for the user's benefit but ig-

nored by the program. They may be used for file identification or

they may not be present (NC = 0). The next line of each file con-

tains the FORMAT to be used in reading the data samples that follow,

one data sample per line. This format of the data samples is typi- 0

cally (2 (3X, E15.7)). The FORMAT of this line itself is (A40). The

next line of the file contains a 'record header' which is present at

the beginning of each record. The 'record headers' are treated by -

the program as comment lines and are for the users' benefit only.

16.15
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Suggested contents for the 'record headers' are something along the

line of: record M out of NR records, with suggested FORMAT (2 (3X,
I10))..

The number of data samples per experimental record (NS) must be

a power of two. Each data sample consists of two values (magnitude

and phase) which is the polar form of a complex number. Positive

real numbers have a phase of zero and negative real numbers have

positive magnitude but phase of + 7(plus or minus PI). The program

assumes that the first data file corresponds to xi(k) of Equation -. , .

1 in Table I and the second file corresponds to yi(k) of Equation

2 in Table I.

Given two filenames, the program reads each file from disk and

calculates all the sequences listed in Table II. The user is then

presented (as shown in Appendix B) a menu, listing the sequences re-

sulting from the calculations described in Tables I and II. The user

is asked to choose a sequence and then given the option to plot a

graph of that sequence and/or write a file to disk for that sequence.

When these options are completed, the menu is returned and the user

may choose another sequence or end the session by entering '0'. A 0

typical session, showing prompts and menus, is presented in Appendix

B.

The plotting of the output sequences is accomplished by using

DISSPLA, a graphic software package from Integrated Software Systems

Corp. (ISSCO) which enables the user to do graphics on a line ...

printer.

16.16
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- IV. THE DUAL CHANNEL FACILITY AT AFWAL '

The version of a dual channel FFT analysis system written for .'

the HARRIS computer and AP120B array processor at AFWAL is quite

similar to the program described above, excepting for some minor -

differences in the prompts and the fact that all input files are

expected to be real valued sequences. The FFT algorithms and other ,% 4 .-.

calculations are based on the signal analysis and the mathematics A

software packages for the API2OB. Also, the plotting of output files

is done on the Tecktronix graphics terminal in the CSEL laboratory at

AFWAL. Since hard copies are available at the Tecktronix terminal, -

no provision for plotting on the line printer at AFWAL is planned at

this time. A listing of a recent version of this program is shown in

Appendix C. An excellent job of programming was done on this version '-.

of the AFWAL dual channel system by Lt. M. Gray of AAAI-4, as can be

seen from the listing in Appendix C.

U.. ' -
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V. STANDARDIZED TEST DATA FILES -

While the dual channel FFT analysis programs were being written
at Gannon and at AFWAL, some characteristic input sianals with known

P % outputs were created and stored on disk to facilitate debugging and

system tests and checks. These test signals have been archived on

disk both at Gannon and at AFWAL. To simplify the identification of

archived signals, a glossary of signals, filenames and data formats

has been compiled and a listing is presented in Appendix D. An

examination of Appendix D will show that the listing is self -

explanatory.
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VI. DATA LINK

Since parallel efforts to program and test dual channel FFT

analysis systems were going on simultaneously at AFWAL and Gannon, a

method for transferring large files was initiated. Gannon's PRIME

computer had a 300 baud telephone modem port which recently has been r .

upgraded to 1200 baud. At Gannon a User File Directory number was

assigned to AFWAL and attempts were made to transfer files at 300
baud. This was found to be too slow and tied up the long distance

lines for inordinate periods of time.

The current method of data transfer is by using an Apple II and
telephone modem to copy files from the PRIME 750 onto diskettes in

APPLE CP/M TEXTFILE format. These diskettes are mailed to AFWAL

where an Apple II network is used to send the files to the DEC 10 and

from there to the HARRIS computer. Even though the 1200 baud tele- -.

phone link using an Apple lIc is available for possible future use,

the mailing of diskettes seems to be more efficient and adequate for

all transfers up to this time.

It should be pointed out that when the data transfer is made by

mailing a diskette, the format of the data written on the diskette - -

must be compatable with the operating system of the computer that

reads the diskette. When telephone modems are used to transfer data,

the restrictions on the operating systems of the two computers

involved are not as stringent and telephone modem link is ordinarily

easier to accomplish.

l/S. ]g"•.I
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VII. THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION

The one most significant difference of the dual channel analysis

approach from the single channel approach is the calculation of the

Cross-spectra (Equation 15 of Table II). Since the Cross-spectra

involve averaging the products of two different functions over many

records at each frequency, the amount of coherence between these two

different signals will effect the resulting average. Two different -.'

signals with spectral components at a given frequency that are not in

phase with each other from record to record will average to a -

relatively small value of their Cross-spectrum at that frequency.

Also if either one of the signals has no spectral component at a

given frequency the Cross-spectra at that frequency will have

negligable value excepting of course for the contribution of noise. .

The Autospectra (Equation 13 and 14 of Table II) involve

averaging the products of a function with its own complex conjugate S

over many records at each frequency. Therefore, the operands in

these products will remain coherent with eacn other from record to

record, excepting of course random signals and noise. Cross-spectra

would then be expected to have more frequency components with small

values of spectral energy than the corresponding Autospectra. It can "

be expected then, that ratios of these spectra will be sensitive to

division by very small numbers, particularly when the Cross-spectra .

are in the denominator of the ratio. This circumstance will be

aggravated by insufficient averaging over too few records and by

nonlinearities. 0

The estimates of the Frequency Response Function (FRF) given by

dual channel FFT analysis are defined in Equations 16, 17 and 18 of

Table II. It can be seen that these estimators are based on ratios

of the Cross-spectra and the Autospectra at each frequency. HI and
16.21
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%' HA are ratios with an Autospectrum in the denominator, whereas H2 is ,

defined with a Cross-spectrum in the denominator. H2 then will be

expected to be sensitive to the number of records to be averaged and / .-

to nonlinearities• These expectations were verified in this '.-

investigation. ++''

77~ -

It can be shown analytically (4, 5, 17) that Hl, H2 and HA will w.. .'

*\ .1

only give the same estimate for the FRF if the system is completely

.... .

linear and there is no noise present If however noise is present,

Hl H2 and HA will give different estimates for the FRF depending on*.- -

the way that noise is introduced into the experimental design. The

results of this analysis are presented in Figure 5. An attempt to

verify these results was done using the dual channel FFT analysis

facility at Gannon and described in Section III.

For this investigation, a simple 128 sample 8 cycle AC square

wave with amplitude +/- 0.5 was created (T160) See Figure 6. This

test signal was transformed to the Fourier domain where it was

multiplied by a FRF with a resonance at the normalized frequency of

23. This product in the Fourier domain was then inverse-transformed

to the time domain (T168). T160 was considered to be the input x(t) •

to a time invariant linear system and T168 was considered to be the

output y(t) of this system showing the effects of the resonance as in

Figure 7. The Cross-spectrum of T160 and T168 is shown in Figure 8.

A series of problems were run using T160 as the input x(t) and

T168 as the output y(t). Uniform random noise was added to the input

and to the output signals in varying amounts and different numbers of ".-'"

records were used in the averaging. The amplitude of the additive

noise was specified as a fraction of the maximum signal amplitude.

Typical noise amplitudes used in this investigation were 1%, 10% and

20%. The results using 20% additive noise were similar to those -

16.23 :":i
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using 10%, excepting more records were required in the averaging to 'N %

get equivalent results. Test problems were run with 10% noise on the

input and 1% noise on the output and 1% noise on the input and 0% .-

noise on the output. Problems were also run with 1% noise on both inpt.an

the input and output plus problems with 10% noise on both input and

output.

Some overall conclusions can be drawn from the results of these

test problems. Hi seemed to be the overall most reliable estimator

of the FRF, but it tended to be noisy when there was relatively high.,.

noise added to the output. Hi seems to be relatively insensitive to

noise added to the output as long as the noise on the output signal

" was not greater than the noise on the input signal. See Figure 9.

H2 tended to be quite sensitive to noise on the output signal. Only % -'

1% noise on the output signal yielded over-estimates of the FRF even

when averages were taken up to 300 records as in Figure 10. However

when there was no noise on the output signal, H2 seemed to be

*" relatively insensitive to the amount of noise on the input signal as "

*" shown in Figure 11. HA was less sensitive to noise on the output .,

signal than H2 but did not seem to be as reliable an estimator of the

FRF as HI. The phase of both HI and H2 in these tests seemed to be

quite sensitive to small amounts of noise as can be seen in Figure

12.

These test problems may not have been realistic enough to test

the dual channel FFT analysis approach under all possible circum-

stances, but the results herein are not inconsistent with a recent

investigation using actual measured data (16). -
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VIII. COHERENCE AND OUTPUT POWERIi
The Coherence (COH) (Equation 19, Table II) is a ratio which on

a scale from 0 to 1 measures the degree of linear relationship

between the input x(t) and the output y(t) at each frequency. All

the properties of the Correlation Coefficient of basic statistics

apply to the Coherence (4, 5, 17). The numerator of the Coherence is

-V the product of the two Cross-spectra. The Coherence will then be

zero at a frequency where either of the Cross-spectra are zero.

*' Coherence less than unity can be due to several causes: uncorrelated

noise in the input x(t) and/or output y(t), non-linearity of the

system under test, leakage (resolution bias error) and uncompensated

system delays. For the current investigation leakage and delays are

not considered to be important.

The Coherent Output Power (COP) (Equation 20, Table II) is

simply the Autospectrum of the output signal y(t) multiplied by the

Coherence at each frequency. It gives an estimate of the fraction of

the output power that is linearly related to the input at that

* frequency. The Non-coherent Output Power (NCP) (Equation 21, Table

!I) is a measure of the rest of the output power. That is the output

power due to uncorrelated noise and/or non-linearities at each

frequency. A graph of the Non-coherent Output Power is often helpful

in understanding a graph of the Coherent Output Power ih

To demonstrate the ability of these three functions COH, COP and

NCP to identify correlated and uncorrelated components of a signal

two test signals were generated, one (T160) a simple AC square wave .

with harmonics at normalized frequencies of 8, 24, 40 and 56 (Figure

-" 6). Another signal (T162) was created by adding four pure sinusoids

to T160 with normalized frequencies of 8, 16, 24 and 32. A third

signal (T163) was produced by adding pure sinusoids to T160 with

. .-.. .. .. '...,.. - .-..-..-.......-.......-.. '-..- ,... .-. . .. -
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normalized frequencies at 8, 16, 24 and 32 but for T163 the sinusoids

at normalized frequencies of 8 and 16 were one half cycle out of

phase with the corresponding sinusoids in T162. To be realistic 40

records of T160 were created with 1% uniform random noise (URN) added

to each record. Also 20 records each of T162 and T163 were generated

with 1% URN added to each record. Then the 20 records of T162 were *

combined with those of T163 into one file yielding a file 40 records

long (T164). The Autospectrum of T164 is presented in Figure 13.

These two 40 record signals were analyzed by the dual channel

analysis facility at Gannon, with T160 used as the system input x(t) ,

and T164 used as the system output y(t). The resulting Coherence is

shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that the Coherence is reduced at

normalized frequencies of 8 and 24. Also the Coherence is negligable

at normalized frequencies of 16 and 32 because the cross spectra are

"U zero since there is no input power at those frequencies. The

* Coherence of normalized frequency 8 is less than that at 24 because

half of the sinusoids at frequency 8 were out of phase with the

. others whereas all the sinusoids at frequency 24 had the same phase

relative to the input harmonic at 24. The Coherent Output Power

- (Figure 15) shows that only the second harmonic at normalized

-" frequency 24 shows more power than it had in the input (Figure 6).

All the other added signals and noise were either uncorrelated with

.the input or random.

Figure 5 shows the Non-coherent Output Power and indicates

- similar information as the Coherence at frequencies of 8 and 24, but

the Non-coherent Output Power at frequencies of 16 and 32 were - -

neither indicated in the Coherence (Figure 14) nor in the Coherent

Output Power (Figure 15). The sinusoids with normalized frequencies

of 16 and 34 are identified in the Non Coherent Power (Figure 16) .
S29
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because they are not random like noise, but they are not identified

in the Coherence since they are of the nature of nonlinearities in

the system under test. That is1 the sinusoids at normalized frequency

32 are coherent with each other from record to record (unlike random

signals) but there is no component of the input signal for them to be

linearly correlated with at normalized frequency 32. The sinusoids

at normalized frequency 16 are not completely coherent with each

other from record to record so their output power will not be at a

maximum like those at frequency 32.
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IX. HARDWARE RECOMMENDATIONS

For the CNI services in ICNIA, the high frequency services nave

RF transmissions ranging from 30 Mhz (SINGCARS) to 1215 Mhz (JTIDS).

-- At this time the maximum digitizing rate for Analog to Digital (A/D) "v.

converters is 200 million samples per second (MSPS). The Nyquist

criterion to prevent aliasing demands that a signal be sampled at a

rate of at least 2 samples per cycle (SPC) at the signal's highest

frequency. This criteria only prevents aliasing, but reliable

reproduction of the signal may require as many as 20 SPC at the

highest frequency of the signal's spectrum. It is readily seen that

at 200 MSPS, 10 Mhz is the highest frequency that can be sampled at

200 SPC. It might be pointed out, however, that the bandwidth of the

JTIDS baseband signal (information band) should not exceed 8 Mhz.

Then 8 Mhz can be assumed to be the maximum frequency to be expected

in the base band for any of the ICNIA family of CNI services. The

200 Mhz A/D then may be adequate for studying all ICNIA signals, at

least in baseband.

If ICNIA has a universal IF of 24 Mhz for all CNI services, the

200 Mhz A/D would yield approximately 8 SPC and may be usefJl for

some limited analysis of all ICNIA signals, on the 24 Mhz "F.

If the signals under study can be sent repetitively, there is

another option available. For instance, the LeCroy 9400 dual Digital

Storage Oscilliscope with an analog bandwidth of 125 Mhz uses a 100

MSPS A/D to achieve an effective 5 gigasample per second (GSPS)

sampling rate by random interleaved sampling for repetitive signals.

At a rate of 5 GSPS a sample density of 20 SPC could be achieved for

frequencies up to 250 Mhz. This effective sampi:na rate for

repetitive signals would be adequate for a.l tne !CN:A services in

t*he 24 Mhz IF. Even th s alternat lve w~l - . adequately sample The

.- -. j_-.



ICNIA signals above 250 Mhz and therefore would not necessarily be

useful for many of the ICNIA services in the RF.

ANALOG SIGNIFICANT ONE-SHOT
% .ODEL BANDWIDTH BITS MEMORY

HP 54200 A 50 Mhz 6 1024

TEK 7612 D 90 Mhz 6 2048

LeCroy 8828 100 Mhz 8 8k -2M

Table III. Showing some of the available 200 MSPS digitizers and

their characteristics.

Table III gives a comparison of the dual channel analyzers

~currently available with 200 MSPS capability. The LeCroy line seems.- ',.

to have the advantage in both significant bits and memory. There is

K" evidence that the LeCroy 8901 CAMAC crate controller can maintain a

throughput of at least 23.9 K bytes/sec and up to 430 K bytes/sec

depending on the application (21). However the AEON 5488 crate

controller was found to operate at rates of up to 600 K bytes/second

and is considerably more versatile in operation. The AEON 5488 is

compatable with LeCroy hardware (22).

A recent study at MONSANTO (23) comparing 200 MSPS A/D

*. converters, showed the LeCroy 8828 to be superior to the Tecktronix

7612 in performance, maintenance, and flexibility for future upgrade.

The performance tests involved a Sine-fit test, DC gain and linearity

% and an offset adjust test for missing code. The tests showed that %

the LeCroy 8828 was superior in the Sine-fit test, but the two units

were comparable in the gain and linearity and offset adjust tests.

It has been brought to our attention (24) that LeCroy intends to

bring a CCD based A/D to market which will exceed the 200 MSPS rate. %

At this time the design goals are for a 1.35 GSPS A,'D with a 350 Mhz

analog bandwidth and a one shot memory of 10,240 words and capable of •

%. .... .q...................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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8 significant bits. LeCroy intends to manufacture this digitizer as

a plug in unit compatable with all their existing hardware,

mainframes, modular memories and existing software.

If the 1.35 GSPS A/D were realized and if transfer to memory

problems can be solved, signals of up to 67 Mhz could be sampled at a

density of 20 SPC. If 8 significant bits were realized, FFT analysis

could be feasible .t these frequencies. This might allow dual

channel FFT analysis of all the CNI services in ICNIA at least in the

24 Mhz IF, without the necessity of being restricted to only

repetitive signals. It should be noted that 8 significant bits may

not be adequate for all FFT analysis applications and the effect of

finite word length should be examined on a case by case basis (10,

11, 25).

Assuming that suitable A/D's are available a possible configura-

tion for a near real time Dual Channel FFT Analyzer is shown in

Figure 17. A suitable clock will be needed to synchronize the fast

A/D's, and fast data transfer techniques will be needed to unload the

A/D one-shot memories to the computer. The proposed 1.35 GSPS AiD of

LeCroy will take one sample every 0.75 ns and could fill its 10,240

word one-shot memory in 7.6 u s. It seems that the two major prob-. -

lems of a system of this nature will be data transfer and storage.

Using Direct Memory Access (DMA) through the General Purpose input.O

Output Processor (GPIOP) for the AP120B Array Processor may be the

fastest data transfer method at this time. However, use of the GPOP

is not as convenient as other methods of data transfer.

'." -. ,'
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X. LITERATURE SEARCH .

In the Spring of 1985, a literature survey was conducted at

Gannon to find articles describing the use of Dual Channel FFT

Analysis in the evaluation of communication systems. This survey

yielded no published reports on applications of that nature.

One possible reason for this is the fact that the highest .'

frequency Dual Channel FFT Analyzer commercially available, the

HP3562A, covers a maximum frequency of only 100 Khz. Another

possible reason is the specificity of the conventional communications

systems evaluation procedures being used and the availability of

hardware designed for that purpose.
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XI. SUGGESTED USES OF DUAL CHANNEL FFT ANALYSIS FOR COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM EVALUATION

The first and most obvious suggested use of this system for >N.

communication system evaluation would be the use of the dual channel

FFT system as a single channel analyzer. There are many recommended

communications system evaluation measurements that can be done with

single channel spectrum analysis. These measurements such as

harmonic distortion, linearity, roll off, noise figure etc., have

been explained in great detail elsewhere (8, 9, 26, 27, 28). If the .

communication equipment hardware is available, it may be more

convenient to use a conventional analog Spectrum Analyzer to make .

these measurements. However, if the communication equipment hardware

is not available locally, the appropriate output signals can be

recorded at the site of the hardware and these recorded and digitized

signals can be transferred to the computer hosting the FFT analysis

software for processing.

This single channel FFT analysis approach need not be done in

real time. Anocher suggested application of the dual channel

approach to communication system evaluation consists in comparison of .

the Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the unit under test with a

'standard' or 'expected' FRF. For evaluation purposes maximum

allowable deviations from the 'standard' FRF may be defined

differently in different frequency ranges. Mean square deviations

can be calculated automatically in each frequency range and used as a

figure of merit for convenient evaluation decisions. -

The 'standard' FRF for the CNI systems in ICNIA can be generated .

in several ways. The FRF may be able to be generated analytically

from system design specifications for hardware that is not yet

completed, or generated from system models that may be computerized. 9

16 3'-6
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SPICE is a method of modeling CNI circuits for such an application.

For CNI hardware that is available the 'standard' FRF can be measured

by using the dual channel FFT analysis or by other conventional

methods, as long as the correspondence between the dual channel FFT

approach and the conventional method is established and understood by .

the user.

A possible evaluation technique for the CNI system to be

integrated in ICNIA could be the comparison of the measured FRF of

the CNI service in ICNIA to the measured FRF of that CNI service now .

" in use as a stand alone system. This evaluation technique of

. comparing FRF's is not dependent on the method of measuring the FRF.

If however, noise is a problem, the dual channel FFT approach yields

a choice of HA, Hl or H2 for determining the best estimate of the FRF

to be used for a given CNI service. In general the FRF is a complex

function consisting of amplitude and phase. Comparison of the

measured to the 'standard' can be accomplished by examining their .

ratio at each frequency. The magnitude of the ratio will indicate

relative gain, and the phase of the ratio will indicate relative -

phase shift, at each frequency. Again various evaluation criteria

can be established in different frequency bands.

An additional suggestion or possible communication system

evaluation application of the dual channel FFT analysis is a study of '55'

system linearity by using the Coherence (COH), Coherent Output Power

(COP) and the Non-coherent Output Power (NCP) as discussed above in

Section VIII. One would expect some cross-talk between the various

systems in ICNIA since it seems that many of the CNI services in

ICNIA will be connected to the same data buss. In the instance of -,

spurious frequencies in the output of a CNI service, the cause might,"

be able to be traced usiig a combination of the COH, COP and NCP.
16.37
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Here the application has gone beyond mere evaluation and enters the -. ,

realm of diagnostics (19, 20).

Furthermore the Signal to Noise Ratio at each frequency is also
% '

available from the dual channel FFT analysis approach as shown in

Equation 22 of Table II (19).

All of the above suggestions for using the dual channel FFT

analysis assume that the appropriate digitized signals are available. %%

If a restriction of only having the low frequency (100 kH?) dual

channel FFT analysers available were enforced, one could still N -6

evaluate transmitter-receiver systems by sampling the audio input at

the transmitter and the audio output of the receiver. If on the

other hand, higher frequency A/D with enough significant bits become

available, the audio at the input of the transmitter could be

compared with at least the IF of the transmitter output and the IF of

the receiver input could be compared to the audio output. Also, the

RF and/or the IF signals could be first down-converted to baseband

for comparison with the information band inputs and outputs of trans-

mitters and receivers, if the high frequency A/D converters are not

adequate for these purposes. As discussed in Section IX, the A/D .

conversion rate and the number of significant bits available are two ..

of the limiting factors involved in FFT analysis.
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XII. LIMITATIONS

The dual channel FFT analyzer facility discussed in this report

has some limitations that should be pointed out. There has been no

provision made for windowing (5, 19). Windowing will not be

difficult to add to the existing facility. There is no provision at

this time for getting measured data to the Harris computer for

processing. There is some expectation that the Harris computer will -'

have telephone modem I/O ports available in the near future. This

would be a possible data transfer mechanism at least in the near --

term.

The suggested communication evaluation approaches for the dual

channel FFT analyzer discussed in Section XI are untested and

unconventional, excepting of course for the single channel approach

which is similar to the use of a Spectrum Analyzer.

The paucity of high speed A/D converters with enough significant

bits is a critical factor in limiting the high frequency applications

of the FFT analysis approach. Even the 1.35 GSPS A/D planned by

LeCroy promises only 8 significant bits. Furthermore, even if the 8

significant bits are sufficient for adequately accurate FFT analysis,

the timing precision and data transfer rate problems have yet to be

resolved.
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XIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
',4.. , ,-.

The recommendations included in this section are a result of

many informative discussions with the staff of AAAI-4. Furthermore,.--.
most of these recommendations cannot be considered as original but

simply a re-statement of suggestions and plans made by the AAAI-4

staff and the author during the period of this research effort.

1. The individual or individuals from the contractor who are

responsible for the data reduction specifications for IESS should

be identified and contacted to learn what data will be available

from IESS on which evaluations can be based. Some questions that

need to be answered are: Will the actual signals in baseband, IF

and RF, be available in digitized form? Will the digitized

signals on the data busses be available? Will the recording of

the input signals and the output signals be coherent, so that

relative phase between the input and the output is preserved?

What conventional communication system evaluation methods are -. '-

anticipated and/or recommended by the data reduction

specifications? What new or unconventional communication system

valuation methods are anticipated and/or recommended by the data

reduction specifications? Are all the CNI systems of ICNIA to be

evaluated by the same methods? Will lESS have a Fourier Analysis

capability? Will all or some of the data reduction be done on a

higher level than those methods discussed in this report?

2. It is recommended that an attempt be made to obtain operational .. "

units of each CNI service that is to be integrated in ICNIA, to 6

study, characterize and evaluate each service now in use as a

stand-alone system. This information will allow AAAI-4 to

prepare for the evaluation of these CNI services as they will

perform in ICNIA. Typical expected inputs and their
16.40 . -..
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corresponding outputs may then be archieved for future comparison .

to those of each service in ICNIA.

3. If some or all of the operational units of the CNI services to be

integrated in ICNIA cannot be obtained for study as mentioned ,-

above, recordings of typical inputs and outputs should be

requested for analysis. Any computer models that might exist for * -

these services would be valuable for generating data of this

nature.

The evaluations of the existing CNI services need not be

done only by dual channel FFT analysis but conventional methods

of evaluation should also be used.

4. To familiarize the staff of AAAI with the application of dual " '

channel FFT analysis to communication systems as discussed in

Section XI, it is recommended that one of the commercially

available Dual Channel FFT Analyzers be obtained to practice

evaluation and diagnostic techniques on existing CNI services

that will be integrated in ICNIA. This will prepare AAAI-4 for .

the evaluation problems that will be faced on the arrival of

IESS.

4e
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APPENDIX A

EXTERNAL CDIV, DATIME, DONEPL, FFT842, 12.MACH, LOGS., LUNITS,
& PLOTIT, RECPOL

COMPLEX CDIV 
d-

INTRINSIC AIMAG, CMPLX, CONJG, DATAN, DBLE, FLOAT,
& INDEX, LEN, MIN, REAL, SORT
INTEGER MXPNTS, MXTITLE
PARAMETER (MXPNTS=1024, MXTITLE=16)

COMPLEX ALLCARR(MXPNTS,MXTITLE)l
& XTOT(MXPNTS), YTOT(MXPNTS),
& XTOTFFT(MXPNTS), YTOTFFT(MXPNTS),

& SXXTOT(MXPNTS), SYYTOT(MXPNTS),

& SXYTOT(MXPNTS), SYXTOT(MXPNTS),
& HOTOT(MXPNTS),
& Hl(MXPNTS), H2(MXPNTS), HA(MXPNTS),

& COH(MXPNTS), COP(MXPNTS), NCP(MXPNTS), SNR(MXPNTS)
EQUIVLENCE(ALLCARR(1,01) ,XTOT),

EQIAEC (ALLCARR(1,02) ,YTOT), -'-

& (ALLCARR(1,03) ,XTOTFFT),
& (ALLCARR(1,04) ,YTOTFFT),

& (ALLCARR(1,05),SXXTOT),
& (ALLCARR(1,06),SYYTOT),
& (ALLCARR(1,07),SXYTOT),
& (ALLCARR(1,08),SYXTOT), .. ~

*& (ALLCARR(1,09),HOTOT),
& (ALLCARR(1,1O),HA),
& (ALLCARR(1,11),Hl),
& (ALLCARR(1,12),H2),
& (ALLCARR(1,13) ,COH),
& (ALLCARR(1,14),COP),

&(ALLCARR(1,15) ,NCP),
&(ALLCARR(1,16),SNR)COMMN /CMAR/ ALCAR

E LOGI CAL EXIST, PLOTTD, XPOLAR, YPOLARE INTEGER FORMN, 1, IR, NCAPT, NPNTS, OLU, RECORDS,
& TERMLU, TITLEN, XLEJ, YLU, XNPNTS, YNPNTS
REAL CNTRAY(MXPNTS), TEMR(MXPNTS), TEMI(MXPNTS)
DOUBLE PRECISION DTEMR(MXPNTS), DTEMI(MXPNTS)

1~.S DOUBLE PRECISION RECIPR
COMPLEX XF, YF,

& XFFT(MXPNTS), YFFT(MXPNTS),
& SXXAVE, SYYAVE, SXYAVE, SYXAVE,
& COHT

INTEGER MXFILLEN
PARAMETER (MXFILLEN = 8)
CHARACTER *(MXFILLEN) XFILE, YFILE, OFILE
CHARACTER *30 DATSTR
CHARACTER *40 XFORMT, YFORMT, OFORMT, OFORMD
CHARACTER *80 ANSWER, COMM'NT, JUNK

CHARACTER *1 REPLY INTEGER K,
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V* I' _VT 
-

CHARACTER*32 F

DOUBLE PRECISION PI, RTODR
COM4MON /COZERO/ DVZERO, PRZERO
DOUBLE PRECISION DVZERO, PRZERO
COMMON /COLOGS/ LOGO, LOGOCT
DOUBLE PRECISION LOGO "''~
INTEGER LOGOCT

INTEGER MXCAPT, MXFORM, MXLEN
*PARAMETER (MXCAPT=9, MXFORM=6, MXLEN=58)
* CHARACTER *(MXLEN) CAPTION(MXCAPT), FORM(MXFORM),

& TITLE(MXTITLE), XLABEL(2)

INTEGER DOMAIN(MXTITLE)

DATA FORM/
& 'Real part',
& 'Imaginary part',

*& 'Magnitude',
*& 'Log of Magnitude',

& 'Phase (radians)',
& 'Phase (degrees)'/
DATA TITLE/
& 'Average X input over N records - x(t)',
& 'Average Y input over N records - y(t)',

*& 'FFT of average X input - Xf'
& 'FFT of average Y input - Yf'
& 'Auto Spectrum of X input - Sxx', -

*& 'Auto Spectrum of Y input - Syy', ,

& 'Cross Spectrum - Sxy',
& 'Cross Spectrum - Syx',
& 'Transfer Function - HO',

*& 'Transfer Function - HA',
*& 'Transfer Function - Hi',

& 'Transfer Function - H21,
& 'Coherence Function - COH',
& 'Coherent Output Power - COP',

&'Non-Coherent Power - NCP',
& 'Signal-to-Noise Ratio - SNR'/

* DATA DOMAIN /2*1,14*2/
DATA XLABEL /'Time (n *DELTA.t)', 'Frequency (n *DELTA.f)'/

P 4 *DATAN(1D0)0

* RTODR =180 / PI
PRZERO =FLOAT(IlMACH(10)) **(IlMACH(12)/2)

C For double precision use:
C PRZERO =DBLE(IlMACH(1O)) ** (IlMACH(,S)/2)
cc PRINT ','=PRZERO =',PRZERO

LOGO = -4
DO 9 I=1,MXPNTS ---

CNTRAY(I) = FLOAT(I)
9 CONTINUE.-

CALL LUNITS( 'GET', 'TERM' ,TERMLU)

10 OFORMD = '(2(3X,E15.7))'
12 WRITE (TERMLU,13)
13 FORM4AT(' Enter X channel filename:')
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* READ (TERMLU,-(A)-,ERRl2,END=990) XFILE
* CALL LUNITS('GET','DISK',XLU)

OPEN (UNIT=XLU,FILE=XFILE,STATUS='OLD')
16 READ (XLU,'(A)') XFORMT . -

IF (XFORMT(l:l).EQ.'*') GOTOl16
*IF (XFORMT(l:l).EQ.'(') THEN

READ (XLLJ,*) XNPNTS
ELSE
READ (XFORZ4T,*) XNPNTS

ENDIF
* IF (XNPNTS.LE.0 .OR. XNPNTS.GT.MXPNTS) THEN

WRITE (TERMLU,19) XNPNTS, MXPNTS
- 19 FORM4AT(' *** ERROR **

/'According to the file, it contains ',116,' samples.'
& /'(This number should be between 1 and ',16,')')
GOTO 990

ENDIF

20 WRITE (TERMLU,21)
21 FORMAT(' Is the data in polar form? (default is yes)')

READ (TERMLU,'(A)-) REPLY
XPOLAR = REPLY.NE.'N' .AND. REPLY.NE.'n' P

* 30 WRITE (TERMLtJ,33)
* 33 FORMAT(' Enter Y channel filename:')

READ (TERMLU,'(A)',ERR=30,END=990) YFILE
CALL LtNITS('GET','DISK-,YLU)
OPEN (UNIT=YLU,FILE=YFILE,STATUS='OLD')

* 36 READ (YLU,'(A)') YFORMT
IF (YFORMT(l:l).EQ.'*') GOTO 36
IF (YFORMT(l:l).EQ.'(') THEN

d READ (YLtJ,*) YNPNTS
ELSE

-' READ (YFORMT,*) YNPNTS
ENDIF
IF (YNPNTS.LE.0 .OR. YNPNTS.GT.MXPNTS) THEN

WRITE (TERMLU,39) YNPNTS, MXPNTS
39 FORMAT(' ** ERROR *** .. -

*& /'According to the file, it contains ',136,' samples.'
& /'(This number should be between 1 and ',16,')')

GOTO 990
END IF

40 WRITE (TERMLU,41)
41 FORMAT(' Is the data in polar form? (default is yes)')

READ (TERMLtJ,'(A)') REPLY
YPOLAR = REPLY.NE.'N' .AND. REPLY.NE.'n'

50 WRITE (TERMLU,5l)
51 FORMAT(' Enter number of records to average (integer):')

READ (TERMLtJ,*,ERR=50,END=990) RECORDS
- IF (RECORDS .LE. 0) GOTO 50

NPNTS =MIN(XNPNTS,YNPNTS)
*WRITE (TERMLU,73) RECORDS, NPNTS, XFILE, YFILE
* 73 FORMAT( ' Process ',14,' record(s), of ' ,14, ' samples each.'

& /' X file name: ',A,', Y file name: 'A,' '0

& /' Is this correct? (Y/N)')
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READ (TERMLU,'(Al)') REPLY
IF (REPLY.EQ.'N' .OR. REPLY.EQ.'n') THEN >J

CALL LUNITS('CLOSE','',XLU)
CALL LUNITS('CLOSE2',''YL.)
GOTO 10

END IF

cc PRINT*, '==Z ero totals' .' V
WRITE (TERM4Lt,101)

101 FORMAT( Reading files, and doing calculations...')
DO 109 I=l,NPNTS

XTOT(I) = 0
YTOT(I) 0
HOTOT(I) =0

SXXTOT(I) = 0
SYYTOT(I) = 0

SXYTOTI) =0
SXTOT(I) = 0

109 CONTINUE

DO 149 IR=l,RECORDS

cc PRINT *,'==read next survey' J
IF (XFORMT(l:l) .EQ. U~) THEN

READ (XLU,XFORMT) (DTEM4R(I),DTEMI(I),I=1,XNPNTS)
ELSE
READ (XLU,*) (DTEM4R(I),DTEMI(I),I=1,XNPNTS)

ENDIF
cc IF (XPOLAR) PRINT , =calling RI2CPOL'

IF (XPOLAR) CALL RECPOL( 'PR' ,NPNTS,DTEM4RIDTEMI,DTEMR,DTEMI) S
DO 115 1=1,NPNTS

XTOT(I) XTOT(I) + CMPLX(DTE14R(I),DTEMI(I))
cc PRINT *, 'XTOT(I) ==,XTOT(I)

115 CONTINUE
CALL FFT842( 0,NPNTSDTEMR,DTEMI)
DO 119 I=l,NPNTS

XFFT(I) = CMPLX(DTEM4R(I),DTEMI(I))
CC PRINT *, 'XFFT(I) ',FTI .V

119 CONTINUE- .V.

IF (YFORMT(l:l) .EQ. '() THEN
READ (YL(J,YFORMT) (DTEMR(I),DTEMI(I),I=1,YNPNTS)

ELSE
READ (YLU,*) (DTEMR(I),DTEMI(I) ,I=1,YNPNTS)

ENDIF
IF (YPOLAR) CALL RECPOL( 'PR' ,NPNTS,DTEMR,DTEMI,DTEMR,DTEMI)
DO 125 11I,NPN-TS

YTOT(I) = YTOT(I) + CMPLX(DTEMR(I),DTEMI(I))
125 CONTINUE

CALL FFT842(0,NPN'rS,DTEMR,DTEMI)
DO 129 11I,NPNTS

YFFT( I) = CMPLX (DTEMR( I) ,DTEMI (I)) -
cc PRINT *, 'YFFT(I) ==',YFFT(I)

129 CONTINUE.

cc PRINT *, '==Calculate spectra'
DO 139 1=1,NPNTS S

XF =XFFT(I)
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YF YFFT(I)
cc PRINT ~, XF=, XF
cc PRINT ~, ABS (XF) = ' ,ABS (XF)

HOTOT(I) = HOTOT(I) + CDIV(YF,XF) *.~~

cc PRINT*,'= SXXTOT'
SXXTOT(I) = SXXTOT(I) + CONJG(XF) * XF

cc PRINT*,'== SYYTOT'
SYYTOT(I) = SYYTOT(I) + CONJG(YF) * YE'

cc PRINT*,'== SXYTOT
SXYTOT(I) = SXYTOT(I) + CONJG(XF) * YE'

cc PRINT*,'== SYXTOT'
SYXTOT(I) = SYXTOT(I) + CONJG(YF) * XE'

139 CONTINUE

149 CONTINUE
CALL LUNITS('CLOSE','DISK',XLU)
CALL LUNITS('CLOSE','DISK',YLJ)

cc PRINT *, '==Compute averages from totals'
cc PRINT *,'==and all the other sequences.,

RECIPR =1. / DBLE(RECORDS)
DO 159 I=l,NPNTS

XTOT(I) = XTOT(I) * RECIPR
YTOT(I) = YTOT(I) * RECIPR
HOTOT(I) = HOTOT(I) *RECIPR

SXXAVE = SXXTOT(I) *RECIPR

SXXTOT(I) SXXAVE
SYYAVE = SYYTOT(I) *RECIPR

SYYTOT(I) = SYYAVE W
SXYAVE = SXYTOT(I) *RECIPR

SXYTOT(I) = SXYAVE
SYXAVE = SYXTOT(I) *RECIPR

SYXTOT(I) = SYXAVE
cc PRINT *,'SXXAVE = ,SXXAVE

cc PRINT ',SYYAVE == ,SYYAVE

cc PRINT *,'SXYAVE = ,SXYAVE

cc PRINT ~,'SYXAVE = ,SYXAVE

Hl(I) =CDIV(SXYAVE,SXXAVE)

cc PRINT *,'11(I) == ',Hl(I)
H2(I) =CDIV(SYYAVE,SYXAVE)

cc PRINT ',H2(I) ==',H2(I)

HA(I) =SQRT(CDIV(SYYAVE,SXXAVE))

cc PRINT ~,'HA(I) == ',HA(I)
COHT CDIV(Hl(I),H2(IV'
COH(I) =COHT

cc PRINT * COH(I) == ',COH(I)
COP(I) =COHT * SYYAVE

cc PRINT ~,'COP(I) == ',COP(I)
NCP(I) =(1 - CONT) * SYYAVE

cc PRINT ',NCP(I) == ',NCP(I)
SNR(I) =CDIV(COHT,1-COHT)

cc PRINT ~,'SNR(I) == ',SNR(I)

159 CONTINUE

cc PRINT *, '==Do FFET of average,
DO 165 I=1,NPNTS

DTEMR(I) = REAL(XTOT(I))
DTEMI(I) = AIMAG(XTOT(l))
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165 CONTINUE
CALL FFT842( 0,NPNTS, DTEMR, DTEM4I)
DO 169 I-l,NPNTS

XTOTFFT(I) - CMPLX(DTEMR(I),DTE4I(I))
169 CONTINUE

DO 175 I-1,NPNTS
DTEMR(I) -REAL(YTOT(I))
DTEbII(I) - AIMAG(YTOT(I))

175 CONTINUE
CALL FFTS42 (0 ,NPNTSIDTE14R, DTEMI)
DO 179 I-l,NPNTS

YTOTFFT(I) - CHPLX(DTENR(I),DTE4I(I))
179 CONTINUE

PLOTTD - .FALSE.
CCC GOTO 900
200 WRITE (TER14LU,201) (I,TITLE(I),Il1,HXTITLE)
201 FORMAT(' Choose a data set:'

&/99(/SX,12,' ',)
WRITE (TERNLU,203)

203 FORMAT(- Or type Qto quit.')
READ (TERKLLJ,'(A)',ERR=200,END=990) ANSWER
IF (ANSWER.EQ.'Q' .OR. ANSWER.EQ.Iq') GOTO 990
READ (ANSWER,*,ERR=200,END=990) TITLEN
IF (TITLEN.LT.1 .OR. TITLEN.GT.MXTITLE) GOTO 200

210 WRITE (TERM4LU,211)
211 FORMAT(- Do you wish to record the data into a file?')

READ (TERNLI,' (Al) -,ERR=200,END=990) REPLY
IF (REPLY.EQ.-NI .OR. REPLY.EQ.'n') GOTO 300
IF (REPLY.NE.'Y- AND. REPLY.NE.1y') G OTO 200

220 WRITE (TERHLU,221) LEN(OFILE)
221 FORMAT(- What would like to name the output tile?'

& P' (',12,' characters maximum)')
READ (TERM4LU, '(A)' ,ERR-22O 1END-99O) OFILE
INQUIRE (FILE-OFILE, EXIST-EXIST)
IF (EXIST) THEN

WRITE (TERM4LL,223)
223 FORKAT(4X,

& 'The file already exists. Is it alright to replace it?')
READ (TERKU,'(A) ',ERR-220,END-990) REPLY
IF (REPLY .NE. -Y-) GOTO 220

ENDIF
CALL LUNITS( 'GET' ,'DISK' ,OLU)
OPEN (UNIT=OLU, FILE-OFILE)

230 WRITE (TERMLU,231) LEN(COMMNT)
231 FORMAT(4X,

& 'Type any comuments that you would like written into the file;' m
& /4X,
& 'enter a single period on a line (".", to end the comments:'
& /SX,'(Limit:',I3,' characters per line)')

232 READ (TERM4LJ, '(A) ',ERR=230,END-990) COR4MNT
IF (COMMNT .NE. -') THEN

WRITE (OLU,'(A)I) ' I COMI4NT
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GOTO 232
ENDIF

240 WRITE (TERI4LU,241) LEN(OFOR4T), OFORI4D
241 FORMAT(' Enter the format to be used,'

P (',12,' characters maximum)'
P / or type "*" for free format,'
P I or just hit RETURN to use ',A)

READ (TERNLU,'(A)',ERR=240,END=990) OFORL4T
IF (OFORZ4T .EQ. ' )OFORMT -OFORI4D
IF (OFORR4T .NE. 1*)THEN

WRITE (JUNK,OFORMT,ERR=246) 1,0
WRITE (OLU,'(A)') OFORMT
OFORN4D - OFORMT
GOTO 250

246 WRITE (TERJ4LU,247) OFORI4T
247 FORMAT(4X,A,' is an invalid format:.')

GOTO 240
END IF

250 WRITE (TERM4LU,251)
251 FORMAT(' By default the data will be written in POLAR form,'

P I unless you type R for rectangular form')
READ (TERMU,'(A)' ,ERR=250,END=990) REPLY
WRITE (OLU,*) NPNTS
IF (REPLY.EQ.'R' .OR. REPLY.EQ.'r') THEN

DO 255 I-l,NPNTS
TEMR(I) - REAL(ALLCARR(I,TITLEN))
TEt4I(I) - AIMAG(ALLCARR(I,TITLEN))

255 CONTINUE
ELSE

DO 257 I-1,NPNTS
DTENR( I) a REAL(ALLCARR( I,TITLEN))
DTEI4I(I) - AIMAG(ALLCARR(I,TITLEN))

257 CONTINUE
CALL RECPOL( 'RP' ,NPNTS,DTE4R,DTEl4I,DTEt4R,DTEMI)
DO 259 1-l,NPNTS

TEMR(I) = DTEMR(I)
TEMI(I) - DTEI4I(1)

259 CONTINUE
ENDIF

IF (OFORI4T .EQ. '*)THEN

DO 265 I-1,NPNTS
WRITE (OLU,*) TEMR(I), TEZ4I(I)

265 CONTINUE
ELSE

DO 269 1-1,NPNTS
WRITE (OLU,OFOR4T) TEI4R(1), TEI4I(I)

269 CONTINUE
ENDIF
ENDFILE (OLU)
CALL LUNITS( 'CLOSE', 'DISK' ,OLU)

300 WRITE (TERNLU,301)
301 FORMAT(' Do you wish to have the data plotted?')

READ (TERI4LU, '(Al) ',ERR=300,END=990) REPLY
IF (REPLY.EQ.'N' .OR. REPLY.EQ.'n') GOTO 200
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IF (REPLY.NE.'Y' .AND. REPLY.NE.'y') GOTO 300

310 WRITE (TER14LU,311)
311 FORMAT(- Choose one of the following: '/)

WRITE (TERMLU,313) (I,FORM(I),Ial,MXFORK)
313 FORMAT (SX,Il,-. $,A)

READ (TERMLU,*,ERR310,END-99O) FORN
IF (FORINLT.1 .OR. FORMN.GT.MXFORM) GQTO 310
IF (FORMN .EQ. 1) THEN

DO 315 I=1,NPNTS
TENR(I) = REAL(ALLCARR(I,TITLEN))

315 CONTINUE
ELSEIF (FORMN .EQ. 2) THEN

DO 319 I=1,NPNTS
TEMR(I) -AIMAG(ALLCARR(ITITLEN))

319 CONTINUE
ELSE

DO 321 I-1,NPNTS
DTEMR(I) = REAL(ALLCARR(I,TITLEN))
DTEMI(I) a AINAG(ALLCARR(I,TITLEN))

321 CONTINUE V
CALL RECPOL( 'RP' ,NPNTS,DTEM4R,DTE4I ,DTEM4R,DTEMI)
IF (FORMN.EQ.3 .OR. FORMN.EQ.4) THEN

IF (FORMN .EQ. 4) CALL LOGS( 'ML' ,NPNTS,DTENE,DTEMR)
DO 323 In1,NPNTS

TEMR(I) - TMRa
323 CONTINUE

ELSEIF (FORMN .EQ. 5) THEN
DO 325 Iml,NPNTS

TENR(I) - DTEMI(I)
325 CONTINUE

ELSEIF (FORMN .EQ. 6) THEN
DO 329 Iml,NPNTS

TENR(I) - DTENI(I) * RTODR
IF (TEMR(I) .LT. 0) TEMR(I) aTENR(I) + 360

329 CONTINUE
END IF

ENDI F

330 CALL DATIME(DATSTR)
I = INDEX(DATSTR,')
WRITE (CAPTION(1),331) XFILE, YFILE, DATSTR(:I-1)

331 FORMAT(IX file: ',A,', Y file: ',A,T48,A)
WRITE (CAPTION(2),332) TITLECTITLEN), DATSTR(I+2:)

332 FORMAT(A,T48,A)
WRITE (TERMLU,333) CAPTION(1), CAPTION(2)

333 FORMAT(' The first two lines of the caption are: ',

/2(/SX,A)/)
MCA? * 3

334 WRITE (TERM4LU,335) MXCAPT
335 FORMAT(- What would you like for the next line?',

&~~ (M4ax:',12,1 lines)$ I.

P I Type a single period (".") to finish.')
READ (TERNLI,1fA)',ERR=334,END99O) CAPTION(NCAPT)
IF (CAPTION(NCAPT) .NE. .)THEN

NCAPT a NCAPT +* 1
COTO 334

END IF
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ECAPT - NCAPT - 1
WRITE (TERI4LL,337)

337 FORMAT(' Plotting, please wait...)
CALL PLOTIT( '',NPNTS,CNTRAY,TEMR,XLABEL(DOM4AIN(TITLEN)),
& FORM(FOR4N) ,NCAPT,CAPTION)
PLOTTD - .TRUE.
GOTO 200

900 PRINT *, 'Which array would you like to see?'
READ (*,*,ERR=900,END-99O) 14
PRINT *, 'FILENAME:'
READ (*,-(A)-) 7
CALL LUNITS('GET','DISK',U)
OPEN( UNIT-U,FILE-F)
DO 909 I-l,NPNTS

DTEMR(I) = REAL(ALLCARR(I,M))
DTEMI(I) =AIMAG(ALLCARR(I,M))
CALL RECPOL('RP',l,DTEMR(l),DTEM4I(I),DTEMR(I),DTEMI(I))
WRITE(U,' (2'//OFORM4D//')')

& REAL(ALLCARR(I,M)), AIMAG(ALLCARR(I,M)),
& FLOAT(DTEMR(I)), FLOAT(DTE4I(I))

909 CONTINUE
ENDFILE(U)
CALL LUNITS('CLOSE','',U)
GOTO 900

990 IF (PLOTTD) CALL DONEPL
STOP
END

CINSERT D.REST

CINSERT FFT842.INS.F77

COMPLEX FUNCTION CDIV(A,B)
COMPLEX A, B
INTRINSIC AS

COMMO0N /COZERO/ DVZERO, PRZERO
DOUBLE PRECISION DVZERO, PRZERO
DATA PRZERO /0/
DATA DVZERO /0/

IF (ASS(S) .GT. PRZERO) THEN
CDIV a A / B

ELSE
IF (ABs(A) .GT. PRZERO) THEN

CDIV - DVZERO
ELSE
CDIV = 0

ENDIF
ENDI F 16.53



RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE LOGS(CHOICE,N, IN,OCJT)
CHARACTER *2 CHOICE
INTEGER N
DOUBLE PRECISION IN(N), OUT(N)
COMMON /COLOGS/ LOGO, LOGOCT
DOUBLE PRECISION LOGO
INTEGER LOGOCT
INTRINSIC LOG10
INTEGER I
DATA LOGO/O/
IF (CHOICE .EQ. 'ML') THEN

DO 19 I-l,N
IF (IN(I) .NE. 0) THEN

OUT(I) - LOG1O(IN(I))
ELSE
OUT(I) - LOGO
LOGOCT - LOGOCT + 1

ENDI F
19 CONTINUE

ELSSIF(CHOICE .EQ. 'LM-) THEN
DO 29 I-1,N

OUT(I) - 10 ** IN(I)
29 CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RECPOL(CHOICE,N, INi, N2 ,OUT1 ,OUT2)
C
C RECPOL
C BY George Fytikas and Dave Platteter for Dr. Paul B. Griesacker,
C Gannon University, 1965.
C This routine will convert coordinates in one form into another.
C The coordinates are given and returned in pairs of arrays.
C N is the number of elements in each array.
C To convert rectangular coordinates into polar coordinates:
C CALL RECPOL( 'RPI,n,realarray,imagarray,magarray,phasearray)
C To convert polar coordinates into rectangular coordinates:
C CALL RECPOL('PR' ,n,magarray,phasearray,rea.larray,imagarray)
C MODIFICATIONS:
C 3 June, 1985 [GAFI: INf and IN2 arrays may be the same as OUTl
C and OUT2 arrays (calling program may have new coordinates
C "placed on top" of old ones).
C

CHARACTER *2 CHOICE
INTEGER N
DOUBLE PRECISION INl(N), IN2(N), OUT1(N), OUT2(N)
INTRINSIC ABS, ASIN, ATAN2, COS, SIN, SQRT
INTEGER I
DOUBLE PRECISION ASINPl, ASINKl, INI.T, IN2T
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ASINPi - ASIN(lDO)
ASINKI, - ASIN(-lDO)
IF (CHOICE .EQ. 'RP') THEN

DO 19 1-1,N.
INlT - IN1(I)
IN2T a 1N2(I)
IF (INlT .EQ. 0) THEN

OUTl(I) -ABS(IN2T)
IF (IN2T .EQ. 0) THEN

OUT2(I) a 0
ELSEIF (IN2T .GT. 0) THEN

OUT2(I) aASINPi
ELSE

OUT2(I) a ASINMi
END IF

ELSE
OUTl(I) - SQRT(IN1T**2 + IN2T**2)
OUT2(I) = ATAN2(IN2T,INlT)

END IF
19 CONTINUE

ELSEIF (CLOICE .EQ. #PR') THEN
DO 29 I-l,N

INlT aIN1(I)
IN2T a N2(I)
OUTl(I) - INIT * COS(IN2T)
OUT2(I) - INlT * SIN(IN2T)

29 CONTINUE
END IF
RETURN
END

INTEGER FUNCTION LENGTH(STR)
CHARACTER *(*) STR
INTRINSIC LEN
INTEGER I
DO 9 I=LEN(STR),l,-1

IF (STR(I:I) .NE. ' )GOTO 10
9 CONTINUE.
10 LENGTH -

RETURN
END

C LUNITS
C
C A subroutine that deals with system-dependent features of FORTRAN
C logical units.
C USAGE:
C To get the system's logical unit for the terminal:
C CALL LUNITS('GET','TER4',LUNIT)
C Where the terminal's logical unit will be returned in LUNIT.
C To find an available logical unit for a disk file:
C CALL LUNITS(-GET','DISKO,LUNIT)
C Where the available logical unit will be returned in LUNIT.
C To close a logical unit (and tell LUNITS it is available):
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C CALL LUNITS('CLOSE',???,LUNIT)
C ??? is any character expression (not examined, assumed 'DISK');
C LUNIT is the logical unit to be closed.
C

INTEGER FUNCTION LUNITS(ACTION,TYPE,LUNIT)
CHARACTER *(*) ACTION, TYPE
INTEGER LUNIT

INTEGER I

COMMON /COUNIT/ TMUNIT, LDUNIT, LDUSED
SAVE COUNIT
INTEGER MXUNIT

C The following is the first system-dependent line:
PARAMETER (MXUNIT - 16)
INTEGER TMUNIT, LDUNIT(MXUNIT)
LOGICAL LDUSED (MXUN IT)

cc SAVE TMUNIT, LDUNIT, LDUSED
C The next two lines are the only other system-dependent lines.
C Currently set for the PRlME 750 computer.

DATA TMUNIT /l/
DATA LDUNIT /5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20/
DATA LDUSED /MXUNIT * .FALSE./

IF (ACTION .EQ. 'GET') THEN

IF (TYPE .EQ. 'TERM') TEEN
LUNIT - tMUNIT
RETURN

ELSEIF (TYPE .EQ. 'DISK') THEN
Do 3 I-1*.,XUNIT

IF (.NOT. LDUSED(I)) THEN
LUNIT - LDUNIT(I)
LDUSED(I) - .TRUE.
RETURN

ENDIF
3 CONTINUE

WRITE (TMUNIT,5)
5 FORMAT(//$*** ERROR **

& /'All available units are in use (LUNITS)')
LUNIT = -1
RETURN

ELSE
WRITE (TMUNIT,9) TYPE

9 FORMAT(//'*** ERROR **

& /'"',A,' is an unrecognized type (LUNITS)')
LUNIT a-1
RETURN

ENDIF

ELSEIF (ACTION .EQ. 'CLOSE') THEN
DO 11 I=1,MXUNIT

IF (LDUNIT(I) .EQ. LUNIT) THEN
CLOSE (LUNIT) 16.56



LDUSED(I) =.FALSE.
RETURN

ENDIF
11 CONTINUE

WRITE (TMUNIT,13) LUNIT
13 FORMAT(//'*** ERROR ***

REUR /115,' is not a valid logical unit (LUNITS)I)

ELSE
WRITE (TMUNIT,15) ACTION

15 FORMAT(//-*** ERROR ***
/ 1119,A,'" is an unrecognized action request (LUNITS)')

RETURN
END IF
END

C PLOTIT.F77
C
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
C ROUTINES FROM THE DISSPLA SOFTWARE PACKAGE (VERSION 9.2)
C BY ISSCO INC., ARE USED FOR ALL GRAPHICS-RELATED WORK.
C
C (ORIGINALLY WRITTEN FOR THE PRlME 750 COMPUTER SYSTEM)
C
C ORIGINAL AUTHORS: GEORGE FYTIKAS AND DAVID PLATTETER
C FOR DR. PAUL B. GRIESACKER - GANNON UNIVERSITY.
C TRANSFORMED FROM GR.F77 TO PLOTIT.F77 BY GEORGE FYTIKAS, ON
C 13 JUNE, 1985.
C
C
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
C

SUBROUTINE PLOTIT(HEADER,N,XRAY,YRAY,LXNAM4E,LYNAME,NLIN,LPKRAY)

INTEGER N, NLIN
REAL XRAY(N), YRAY(N)
CHARACTER *(*) HEADER, LXNAME, LYNAME, LPKRAY(NLIN)

EXTERNAL LENGTH, SPOPEN
INTEGER LENGTH
EXTERNAL AREA2D, BSHIFT, CROSS, CURVE, DONEPL, ENDPL, GRAF,
& LINES, LINEST, LSTORY, MARKER, NOBRDR,
& PNTRNX, RESET, SCLPIC, XNAME, YNAME

INTEGER LINEST
INTRINSIC MIN

INTEGER MAXLEN, MXLIN, WORDL, NWORDS
PARAMETER (MAXLEN - 80, MXLIN =9, WORDL = 4)
PARAMETER (NWORDS - 3 + (MXLIN *(5 + MAXLEN/WORDL)
INTEGER IPKRAY (NWORDS)

INTEGER 1, IMAX, IT, IXNAME, IYNAME, MAXLIN, PLOTN
REAL SHIFT, XRMAX, YRMAX, XRMIN, YRMIN
SAVE PLOTN, SHIFT
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DATA PLOTN /0/
DATA SHIFT/-3/

PLOTN - PLOTN +1
IF (PLOTN .EQ. 1) THEN

cc OPEN (UNIT-32,FILE-'PLOTEM4P')
CALL SPOPEN( 20,'' ,HEADER)
ENDFILE (32)
CALL PNTRNX

EI4DIF
CALL RESET( 'ALL')
CALL NOSRDR
SHIFT - -SHIFT

CB CALL BSHIFT(SHIFT,SHIFT)
CALL AREA2D(6.,B.)

CB CALL BSHIFT(SHIFT,SHIFT)

CALL CROSS
MXAKE =LENGTH(LXNAM4E)
CALL XNAME (LXNAZ4E, IXNAME)
MYAKE = LENGTH(LYNAME)

CALL YNAME (LYNAME, IYNAME)

C As to Mr Platteter's request:
C We are about to initialize the packing array
C -- refer to DISSPLA Pocket Guide pp 22-23 (sections B-7.1 to B-7.5)

IF (NLIN .GT. 0) THEN
IM4AX = 0
DO 69 I-l,NLIN

IT - LENGTH(LPKRAY(I)) + 1
IF (IT .GT. IMAX) IMAX - IT

69 CONTINUE
MAXLIN - LINEST(IPKRAY,NWORDS,IMAX)

C If MAXLIN < MLIN then we got problems!
C The following code does the actual packing into the array IPKRAY.

DO 79 I1l,NLIN
CALL LINES(LPKRAY(I)(:LENGTH(LPKRAY(I)))//'$',IPKRAY,I)

79 CONTINUE
CALL LSTORY(IPKRAY,NLII4,O.,0.)

ENDIF

CALL BSHIFT(O.,0.30*(NLIN+1))
CALL MARKERC 15)
CALL SCLPIC(.200)

XR14AX - XRAY(l)
XRMIN = XRAY(1)
DO 89 1=2,14

IF (XRAY(I) .GT. XRMAX) XR14AX = XRAY(I)
IF (XRAY(I) .LT. XRZ4LN) XRMIN = XRAY(I)

89 CONTINUE

YRMAX = YRAY(l)I

IF (YRAY(I) .GT. YR?4AX) YRMAX - YRAY(I)
IF (YRAY(I) .LT. YRMIN) YRMIN = YRAY(I)

99 CONTINUE 16 .58X
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CALL GRAF(XRM4IN,'SCALE',XRMAX,YRMIN,'SCALE',YRM4AX)
CALL CURVE(XRAY,YRAY,N,-1)
CALL ENDPL(PLOTN)

cc CALL DONEPL
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SPOPEN (FUNIT, WEREEADER
INTEGER FUNIT
CHARACTER *(*) WHERE, HEADER

EXTERNAL LENGTH, MOVECH
INTEGER LENGTH
EXTERNAL ERRPRS, SPOOL$
INTRINSIC AND, INTS, NOT, CR

INTEGER HEADL, WHEREL
INTEGER*2 BUFDIM
PARAMETER (BUFDIM=1700)
INTEGER*2 INFO( 29), BUFFER(EUFDIM), CODE

INFO(2) - FUNIT
CALL MOVECH(- ',6,INFO(4),6)

CC-- INFO(3 = :012000
INFO(3) - :016000
WHEREL - LENGTH(WHERE)
IF (WHEREL .GT. 0) THEN

INFO(3 - OR(INFO(3),:000100)
CALL MOVECH(WHERE,LENGTH(WHERE) ,INFO(13) ,16)

END IF
HEADL =LENGTH(HEADER)
IF (HEADL .NE. 0) THEN

INFO(3) -AND(OR(INFO(3),:000040),NOT(:010000))
CALL MOVECH(HEADER,HEADL,INFO( 21) ,16)

ENDIF
CALL SPOOL$( INTS( 2) ,0,0,INFO,BUFFER,BUFDIM,CODE)
IF (CODE .EQ. 0) THEN

cc PRINT 1, INFO(S), INFO(9), INFO(1O)
1 ~FORMAT(4X,4A2,' opened.')

ELSE
CALL ERRPR$(INTS(2),CODE,HEADER,INTS(HEADL),'SPOPEN',INTS(6)) '

ENDIF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MOVECEC FROM,FROML,TO,TOL)
CHARACTER *1 FROM, TO
INTEGER FROML, TOL

TO(:TOL) =FROM(:FROML)

RETURN
END
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C DATIME
C George A. Fytikas for Dr. Paul B. Griesacker.
C 14 June 1985
C Written for the PRiME 750 computer.
C Returns date and time in !41/DD/YY HH:MM:SS" format.
C

SUBROUTINE DAT IME (STRING)
CHARACTER *(*) STRING

EXTERNAL CV$FDA, DATE$
INTEGER*4 DATE$
INTEGER*2 DOW
CHARACTER*21 SYDATE

C Date & time come in "YY-M14-DD.HH:14M:SS.DOW' format into SYDATE.
CALL CV$FDA(DATE$( ),DOW,SYDATE)
STRING =SYDATE(4:5) I / SYDATE(7:8) I 'IISYDATE(1:2)

& II' IISYDATE(10:17)
RETUPN'
END
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APPENDIX B

OK, SEG AFWAL>TEST>DCT
Enter X channel filename:

Ti40
Is the data in polar form? (default is yes)

Y
Enter Y channel filename:

Ti51
Is the data in polar form? (default is yes)

Y
Enter number of records to average (integer):

1
Process 1 record(s), of 4 samples each.
X file name: T140 , Y file name: T151
Is this correct? (Y/N) -

Y
Reading files, and doing calculations...
Choose a data set:

1 - Average X input over N records - x(t)
2 - Average Y input over N records - y(t)
3 - FFT of average X input - X(f)
4 - FFT of average Y input - Y(f)
5 - Auto Spectrum of X input - Sxx
6 - Auto Spectrum of Y input - Syy
7 - Cross Spectrum - Sxy
8 - Cross Spectrum - Syx
9 - Transfer Function - HO

10 - Transfer Function - HA
11 - Transfer Function - Hl

12 - Transfer Function - H2
13 - Coherence Function - COH
14 - Coherent Output Power - COP
15 - Non-Coherent Power - NCP
16 - Signal-to-Noise Ratio - SNR

Or type Q to quit.
14

Do you wish to record the data into a file?
Y

What would like to name the output file? ""
( 8 characters maximum)

CP140151
Type any comments that you would like written into the file;
enter a single period on a line ("."1, to end the comments: Io

(Limit: 80 characters per line)
COP XFIL=T140 YFIL=T151

Enter the format to be used,
(40 characters maximum)

or type "*" for free format,
or just hit RETURN to use (2(3X,E15.7))

By default the data will be written in POLAR form,

unless you type R for rectangular form
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Do you wish to have the data plotted?
Y

Choose one of the following:

1. Real part
2. Imaginary part
3. Magnitude
4. Log of Magnitude
5. Phase (radians)
6. Phase (degrees)

The first two lines of the caption are:

X file: T140 , Y file: T151 10/08/85
Coherent Output Power - COP 11:41:00

What would you like for the next line? (Max: 9 lines)
Type a single period (".") to finish.

TEST PROBLEM DEMO
What would you like for the next line? (Max: 9 lines)
Type a single period (".") to finish.

Plotting, please wait...

PLOT NO. 1 WITH THE TITLE

HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

PLOT ID. READS
PLOT 1 11.42.00 TUES 8 OCT, 1985 JOB=AFWAL
ISSCO
DISSPLA 9.2

DATA FOR PLOT

NO. OF CURVES DRAWN 1
HORIZ. AXIS LENGTH 6.0 INS. 

VERT. AXIS LENGTH 8.0 INS.

HORIZ. ORIGIN 0.1000E+01
VERT. ORIGIN 0.OOOOE+00

HORIZ. AXIS LINEAR
STEP SIZE 0.5000E+00 UNITS/INCH

VERT. AXIS LINEAR
STEP SIZE 0.2812E-02 UNITS/INCH

I 6.. . .o.



. LOCATION OF CURRENT PHYSICAL ORIGIN .

. X- 1.50 Y= 1.12 INCHES .
FROM LOWER LEFT CORNER OF PAGE

O•eee..................................

Choose a data set:

1 - Average X input over N records - x(t)
2 - Average Y input over N records - y(t)
3 - FFT of average X input - X(f)
4 - FFT of average Y input - Y(f)
5 - Auto Spectrum of X input - Sxx
6 - Auto Spectrum of Y input - Syy
7 - Cross Spectrum - Sxy
8 - Cross Spectrum - Syx
9 - Transfer Function - HO

10 - Transfer Function - HA
11 - Transfer Function - Hl
12 - Transfer Function - H2
13 - Coherence Function - COH
14 - Coherent Output Power - COP
15 - Non-Coherent Power - NCP
16 - Signal-to-Noise Ratio - SNR

Or type Q to quit.

END OF DISSPLA 9.2 -- 2003 VECTORS IN 1 PLOTS.
RUN ON 10/8/85 USING SERIAL NUMBER 999 AT ISSCO
PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PRODUCT OF ISSCO, SAN DIEGO, CA.
977 VIRTUAL STORAGE REFERENCES; 5 READS; 0 WRITES.

**** STOP

OK, COMO -END
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APPENDIX C

cccccccccccccCcCcCcccCCcccccCCCccccCccccCCccccccccccccCCCCcccc
CC
C PRCGRAP: CPUTA C
C C
C PLRPCS!: A dwal channel FFY syster analyZer with averEging. C
C Inout Is obtained througp the subroutine RECZ14 andC
C sent to the £PIZ2CS for crocessing. Th, data input C
C is simulated; data recercs are retrieved from C
C disk files rather than ar-line samplers. C

C
CA6TMCR: Pic1hae R. Gray, 2Lto AFWALIAAI-4, Ext 52766 -

C C
CCC!'PL!T!C: Ma 1905; Developed on a 4larris model !CO018 computer C

C C
C NCT!: It it tfhe author's COntentien that an extensive header C

-Section (i.e. cormont block) is not the Only way of Makin; C
- the fare and function of a softeare package understood C

C t* ethers. E~clanation of the crogram logic is C
Cinterleavec vitlmin the Source code statements. C

C C
:CCCCcccc:cCcCCcccccCCCCCcccccccccccccCCCCCCCCccccccccccccccccccccccC

:40LIC:T IKTEGIR(4-Z) !Every variable inte~er unless specif&ed
4EAL TE!00#CATA(ZC4!) A temporary storage, data passing array
ChAQACTIRmi REPLY R ecieves riclies from the user CY or t4)
CMARACTIR*4C XFCQMTPYFOR"T ! X data file format# T data file format
INT!GEg*l KAM'ESC17) IVariable used to obtain filenames

from terminal
:NTI;EP.1 XF:LEC!)oazL!(E) Ix data file name, Y data file mnm

C Ccmmon APAZOR Contains the addresses Of data Sets in the AP memory

C200WON I 1PA:RI :NveAS!, TIASE ,YTUASEXFBASE,YPIASE.SXI*51
1 SYY!AS!,SXYUAS!oSYXS*SEI.F5ASENAIASECOPSASIC0141*SE,
2 PlIAS!,rq25S!,T!qWADQ

C
CCommon ZCCLINTS contains data set size defining parameters

C
C000vON IOCCUNTS/ R!CSI,RCSZ2mAPL,PECOROSXSIZE,YSZZE

C
C Common OSTORE Contains the data ehich is ;eased to and from the AP
C

COM000N /OSTOREI DATA
C
C Ceamon ONAP!S contains file defining oarameters
C

C0100OW /PNAMES/ XLUI,YLU, XFL!,YFILE,xFCRmT, IFORM!
C
C Comm T14MLPFN contains the Logical file rumber for the terminal
C

COMM~ON /TEIMLFN/ T!RPNLu
C
C Data XLU is logical file numberCLmh) for X file, YLU is LPN for
C T tile, and TERMLU is LPN for terminal IIC(L.*. user resConse)
C

DATA XLU/9e/, YLU/901,TIRMLU/O/
C
eCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCeCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C $egin executable statements C
ccccccccccceCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

C

C 0LNT:L~ccrre:t caramater otlsie:)I
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AIWZI,0CT1IM.U) 'Clear tpe terminal screen
ha IT ( T!XmI~uZC)

20 PCRI4dTC ', Enter X and Y CPSMnel filenA46es*Pearated by a'
I , ccmma):,#/)
41AOCTERPLU,30) (NAMISCI, 1.1#1?)

30 PC2AaTCZCAI)
CC~pqDSC Set fla; indicating com-oa not .ncounterea4
YvNIEII Set index for T file name characters
:C 6C INDIX81.17 30 6 .TZL: X and Y fileAess laeated

XPILEINC1X)2NAM!SC11OEX)
ELS5E IFN MSz~X..)TWIN
COMNABI

ELSE
YF1LICYNEX)ONAMES CINDIX)
YI&4OIX*IVZNIx*1

INC IF
60 CONTINUE ENDW OC UNTIL
C

R!dxIG CTIROLIJ) IClear the terminal $croon
*RITEC TI-4LUo7C) XPIL!, PILIV

7:PCRIPATC* 'o Xfile: 'PIAI,1X,, Y-file: ,A,'
1 :1 this CcrreCt'(YI*4):*)
AIAC(T1Q1*6wpI) REPLY
6CCRM*TCAI)

:PC*~ePY.NII) *NC.CRILIJ4. y)GCTO 10
C IN'. 30 L4T:L
C
C 30 tNTILCAP initialized sit"Out error)
;C CONTINUE

flmZNC(T1QPL6) ! Clear the terminal screen

1~ P#*.1'C Intializing AV . . .
CALL. APASGN(1,1,STAT) ICheck if AD is available
:P(STAT.LT.C) THEN

Wk:Z! TISPR'.LU#11C)
OCA*TC1 *o, AP busyo saitng ... )

END IF
CALL APNZ1TC1p0sSYAT) IInitialize the AP and clear
CALL APWA 6 ait until Am initialization comolete

1P(STAT.LT.C)GC TO 90 I 4ain data reory
C INC DO UNTIL
C

CALL SETUP Initialize data channels
C
C Initialize Parameters aoeont on record count Ord size
C

*ICSI:xZuaEcsI:*RICs:Z R ECSIZ times two
RECSIZFIBICS:Z*2 IRECSIZ glum twe
HAFPL1s(R!CS:Z12)#1 kumoor of comcdex data elements
TEMP81.CIMRAL(RIC0.40S)) R ecord count inverse, for averaging

C
C Initialize As adoress pointers
C

INVIAS~sO Inverse of record count
ETUASIGI X channel data
YTASIsXTSASI#mEOSIZ Y channel data
XPSASICVTSAS!*RECSIZP2 x KChannel fourier translort
YPIASimxPSASE*Q!CSIZP2 Y Vc14annel fourter transfer,
SXXIISI8YPIASf#RICSZZP2 Auto-scectro of I channel data
SYIASIOSXXIASE*RICSIZ02 Auto-saectra of Y channel data
SXVSASIOSVV3Asg#I.CSIZPZ ICrosseeoctra: KCCcoj)V
SVKUASESKVAS.!CS:ZpZ !Crss-scecira: ICconjiK
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C;6.S!8"A3AS1i.:ECsz:F Cerrnt C/9 Dower Sequence
CC:MIAS1.COPSASE#R!CSI:OZ Ccherec funct1ior seluonce
h1IAS18C:"1AS!0A1CS~zP2 ! Pre resorsoCSXTISXX)
M2IASEUPI !AS1+A!Cs:z9? ! rea rosoonsoCSYT/YX)
TEPOOunm2AS1#R!CS:ZOZ !Temporary storage

C
CALL APPWTCT!4PPItNV4S!*1P2) ! Out inverse Of record Count in AP

C
REwIZNOCTIRPLU) !Clear the terminal screen
isRITW(ER04LU,15) RECCOSPOICSlZ 1 Lot user' know if OSCSZZ was adjust*

1SC FOIPATC' 'o Proessing *,4o record($) of ',14
10, $&ales each ... )

C

C SIGfl4 AVERAGING DUAL CMA#.NIL BOLIZ!R ANALYZER

C
C 00 LNTIL(Scocified rumher of records processed)

00 200 PiCIX8i.RiCCROS

CALL ADWA w ait fee 0ervious routine coeclotion
CALL RICCAC X *no Y recorls to AP
CALL APWC Iwall for date trarafer cosoletion

CALL QPPTI(XT!ASEoXOSASE,aECSZ1) ITransform x data (Q3)C)
CALL RPPTSCCXFIIS!,ftUCSZZP3#1) IScale the results CC-)C)
CALL RPPT5CYT5ASEoYF!AS1*RECS:Z,t) ITransform Y data C0->C)
CALL RFPTSC(YF8AS1#QECSZ,3,1 Scale the results (C)>C)

C
CALL ASPECCXP§AS!,SXX5ASIIAPPL1) X a ateume4ctra CC->)
CALL ASP1C(YP§AS!oSVYYAS1#PAPPL1) T auto-Stectra CC-)E))

C
CALL CSPEC(XUSASE.TPgASESX~tASE,"'APL1) Cross-Soectre XY(C-),C)
CALL CSPfC(rS3A5!,XPSASE,SYXUAE,P.APPL1) ICrossoeDctro Yx(CC)C)

C
CALL CVPCZ'(XPUAS!,2,TIN4PACR,2pqAPPLlI Reciprocal of XCC->C)
CALL C'EA(PIASE,Z,T!N4PAOR,2,WPIASIZ,

I MPSAS,2,04APPL1) ITransfer seguonce(C->C)
C
20C CONT:NLE
C INC DO WNIL
C

CALL CLINUP : isconnact data input channels
C
C Dlv~doeSy record count to got the averaged quantities
C

CALL VSPULCSXXeASEI,,INVSASISXXUASE,1,W4APPLI ) ( R->R)
CALL VSMUL(SYASE,tZl4V§ASESYT3AS!1,P4IP*L1) I(R->*)
CALL CV SMUL (SVXSA5E,Z NVSASE, SIXIAS!,?,MOPL1) ICC->C)
CALL CSMULCSXYSASEZ,:NVIASE, SXYBASl,2,NAPPL1) ( C->C)
CALL CVSNUL CNPgAS!,2,CjVgASEOP5ASEZMAOPLI) (C-"C)

C
C Comoute transfer seduence based or auto-scectro of I and T
C

CALL VCIVCSXXIASl,1,SYVIAS!,1.,,AIAS!,1,MAP*LI)
CALL vSQ.RTCNASASE,1,-4&SASE.1,NAPPL1)

C
C Comayte transfer seduance based or X auto-spectra and cross-soectrs
C

CALL CPVO:V (SX'IIASI,Z. SEISS!, ,SASI, Zm4.PL1)
C
C Commute transfer SeQOueCe **ad 3P Y auto-spectra and cross-soactre
C

CALL CRPCSIZE ,!P~,2'ASI
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C Cesut, coherence seougnee (usir; .41 SRI II)

CALL. CVRCZP.(P9AS!, Z,1!FIOACqZo4APPL1)
CALL CVMULCN1I! S!,,!S~,,Cqj!Z4~L,

CAL

C Ccepute cclierent Cutout comer seauonc*-vait for execution comoletion
C

CALL CRV-4UL (CC PBASEP2*SYYB AS !p IoCOOSA S!*2o4APDL I)
CALL APWR

C INC AVERtAGING CLAL CMAhftfL. PCURT!R ANALYZES

C
RiINC(?TRPLU) !Clear terminal screen

190 6021PAY 'o Do you went results disolayed?(Y/%):*
1I,# (Flats go to Textronics terminal.)*)

REACC?!SMLLoSG) REPLY
ZNCCSIPLY.E;.'Y).ZR. CQEPLY.E;.'y*) TiNEN
CALL ::SPL1(XPI'a!,P1LI)

IN:C IF
REWZP4OCTIRPLU) !Clear terminal $croon
%Q I C 11 SLUo 3C

3CO POIP'AT 'p Do you want results savod?(Y/4):')
RiAOCTEXPLLIC) REPLY

CALL $7O41
INC TO

C
CALL APRLSI R elease the AP

I NC
C
CCCeCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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APPENDIX D

GLOSSARY OF DATA FILE NAMES:

GENERAL NOTES:
o All files will have names of eight characters or less.

o All data will be stored in polar form (magnitude, phase).
Phase is modulo 2*PI. Range: -PI <= PHASE <= +PI.

o Input and output files and analytical frequency response
sequences (FRF's) will need only one identifying number.

o Calculated frequency response sequences, cross spectra,
auto spectra, correlations, coherence sequences, etc.
will need two identifying numbers, indicating the two
sequences used in calculating them.

KEY:

FILENAMES FOR INPUT/OUTPUT SEQUENCES

First and second character (from RIGHT):
Two-digit identifier

Third character (from RIGHT):
One-digit classification number:
0 Experimental data originating in time domain
1 Analytical sequence originating in time domain
2 Analytical sequence originating in frequency domain
3 Analytical frequency response sequence originating

in frequency domain.
4-9 Unspecified as of 20 June, 1985

Fourth character (from RIGHT):
F Sequence currently in frequency domain
T Sequence currently in time domain

Fifth through eighth character (from RIGHT):
Unspecified as of 20 June, 1985;
may be used for identification/classification

FILENAMES FOR FRF's etc.

First through third character (from RIGHT):
Identifying number of output sequence for FRF's,
or second operand of products, as in cross spectra.

Fourth through sixth character (from RIGHT):
Identifying number of input sequence for FRF's,
or first operand of products, as in cross spectra.

Seventh and eighth character (from RIGHT):
SA Auto spectrum
SC Cross spectrum
FR Frequency response sequence (analytical)
Hi Frequency response from auto spectrum of input
H2 Frequency response from auto spectrum of output
HA Frequency response from auto spectra of input and output

16.68
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HO Frequency response from ratio of transforms
CO Coherence sequence
CP Coherent output power
NP Non-coherent output power
SN Signal-to-noise ratio
IR Impulse response (IFFT of FR)
Ii Impulse response (IFFT of Hi)
12 Impulse response (IFFT of H2)
IA Impulse response (IFFT of HA)
10 Impulse response (IFFT of HO)
CT Correlation calculated in Time domain
CF Correlation calculated in Frequency domain

FILE FORMAT:

The top line of each data file contains 3 integers
in FORMAT(3(3X,I10)):

the numLer of samples per record;
the number of records;
the number of comment lines immediately following (may be zero).

The next few line(s) are comments, that is, information
inserted by the user, and ignored by the computer.
The number of comment lines is given by the third integer
of the top line.

The first line after the comment lines contains the FORMAT to be
used for the data lines that follow (the data pairs or samples).
Typically, it will be: (2(3X,E15.7))
The format of this line itself is: (A40)

The next line contains the "record header" which is also present
at the beginning of each record (survey). It is treated like
a comment for the user's benefit, and thus ignored by the computer
when the file is read in. However, if a file is created
by a program, that program is required to write these
into the file (unless the user will insert them manually),
as their presence will be expected when another program
reads the file. It is suggested that two integers should be
included: the number of the current record, and the total
number of records in the file. Something along the line of
record number M out of N total records (FORMAT (2(3X,I10))).

Finally, a single record (survey) worth of data is written according U
to the format specified above.

If there are multiple records, the first is written according to ..
the format specified above, and the rest will be prefaced with a
"record header" immediately followed by the data itself.

FILES:
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T116.D Sixteen-point reference sequence
(1, 1, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0,0, 0, 0,0,1, 1

T140.D Four-point reference sequence [1,1,0,01
T141.D Four-point reference sequence (0,1,1,0]
T142.D Four-point reference sequence [0,0,1,1]
T143.D Four-point reference sequence (1,0,0,1]
T144.D IFFT of [F140 x FRF34O]
T150.D Four-point reference sequence (.3,.3,0,01
T151.D Four-point reference sequence [0,.3,.3,01
T152.D Four-point reference sequence [0,0,.3,.3]
T153.D Four-point reference sequence [.3,0,0,.3]
T160.D 128 point AC Square wave, 8 cycles, amplitude 1-0.5

(First rise at n=0)
T16l.D T160.D * 0.3
T162.0 T160 + SIN8.0 + SIN16.0 + SIN24 +SIN32
T163.D T160 + SIN8.PI + S1N16.PI + SIN24 + SIN32
T164N.D 20 records T162.D and 20 records T163.D +

1% URN each record
T166.D T160.D * FEE' with antiresonan.9e at N-23
T168.D T160.D * FEE' with resonance at N=23
T160N.D 40 records of T160 + 1% URN
Tl70.D 128 point reference sequence, 8 cycle square wave,

amplitude a 1.0, first rise at n-0, DC
T171.D 128 point reference sequence, 8 cycle square wave,

amplitude - 0.3,(T170 * .3) first rise at n=B
T172.D T171 + SIGS
T175.D 128 point reference sequence, 16 cycle square wave,

amplitude = 1.0, first rise at n-0, DC
TIS0.D Eight-point reference sequence (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,11
T316.D IFFT of F316
T370.D IFFT of F370
NlOTl7O.D 10 records of T170 with 1% uniform random noise added
NlOT17l.D 10 records of T171 with 1% uniform random noise added
XlOTl7O.D 10 records of T170 (repeated with no noise)
XlOT171.D 10 records of T171 (repeated with no noise)
F116.D FFT of T116
F140.0 FFT of T140
F141.D FFT of T141
F142.D FFT of T142
F143.D FFT of T143
F144.D F140 x FRF340
F160.D FFT of T160
F16l.D FFT of T161
F162.D FFT of T162
F163.D FFT of T163
F166.D FFT of T166
F168.D FFT of T168
F170.D FFT of T170
F171.D FFT of T171 (Residing in TEST)
F175.D FFT of T175

F316.D Symmetrized version of F116 (Residing in TEST)
F370.D Symmetrized version of F170 I
FRF34O.D Four point reference FRF
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Far-Infrared Absorption Profiles for Distributed

Shallow Donors in GaAs-GaAlAs Heterostructures

Final Report

Ronald L. Greene

University of New Orleans

New Orleans. Louisiana

ABSTRACT

The results of calculations of multiple-well effects

upon the energies of shallow donors, and their influence

upon far-infrared absorption profiles is reported. The

binding energies of the ground and first few excited states

are significantly affected by the finite width of the

barrier when the donor is located near an interface or

within a barrier layer. For typical barrier widths, the

excited states are affected for all donor positions. The

profiles show several peaks, the strongest corresponding to

donors located at the centers of a well or a barrier.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the research described In this report

was the calculation of absorption line profiles for shallow

donors in GaAs-Ga1 _xAlxAs quantum-well structures. Two

major extensions to our previous calculations were examined.

These extensions were 1) realistic treatment of the finite

width of the Ga1 _xAlxAS barrier layers of typical

heterostructures, and 2) inclusion of higher excited states

in the absorption profiles. We found that each of these

contribute significantly to the final absorption profiles.

(The "we" in this report refers to myself and Pat Lane, a

physics graduate student at the University of New Orleans.)

The most significant results of this research are that

shallow donor binding energies can be lowered significantly

by the presence of neighboring wells, even for barriers

several hundred Angstroms in thickness; and that donors

located at the center of a Gai-xAlxAs barrier should be

characterized by an absorption peak lower in energy, but

otherwise similar to that due to donors located at the

center of a GaAs well.

II. MULTIPLE WELL EFFECTS

In this section we report calculations of the binding

energies for the ground state (Is-like) and low lying

excited states (2p -like) of a hydrogenic donor associated
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with the first subband level. Our model consists of a donor

atom placed in a periodic square well potential. The

subband energy levels are those of the periodic square well.

Results have been obtained for various values of the quantum

well width and potential barrier width and height. We have

considered the cases of the impurity ion located at the

center of a GaAs well, at the center of a Gal_xAlxAs

barrier, and at various locations in between, including the

barrier-well interface. (This section has been adapted from

a manuscript by Pat Lane and myself which has been submitted

for publication.)

General Theory

Using the effective mass approximation, the Hamiltonian

of a hydrogenic donor in a GaAs-Gal_xAlxAs heterostructure

with a uniform magnetic field applied along the grouch axis

can be expressed in dimensionless form as

H M- V2  2 + yL + 1 Y 2 + (1)

The effective Bohr radius in GaAs, a 0 1 2 em e 2, is the
e 2 *

unit of length and the effective Rydberg, R * e /2ca o , is

the unit of energy. Using the GaAs values for the effective

mass and the dielectric constant, a - 98.7 R and R - 5.83

meV. The quantity y in Eq. (1) is a dimensionless measure

of the magnetic field, essentially the ratio of the magnetic

contribution to the energy to the effective Rydberg. 1 VB(z)
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excited states are a decrease in the central peak and a

corresponding increase in the peak associated with the well

centered at z - 2.0. The probability density of the ground

state is more strongly affected by the interfacial position

of the impurity. The probability of the electron being

found in the 1.5<z<2.5 well is nearly as large as that for

the m=+l excited state. More surprisingly, there is a

significant probability associated with the -2.5<z<-1.5

well. This is a manifestation of the polike symmetry of

the on-edge ground state, as discussed earlier.

Probability densities for heterostructures with small

wells and barriers show larger effects, of course. For

example, for L-b-O.5a ° , significant peaks arise in the next

nearest wells.

II. ABSORPTION PROFILES

Theory.

The theory of absorption of light by atomic systems can

be found in standard texts on quantum mechanics. I 0 We

assume that the donors are well separated so that they do

not interact with each other. Since the effective Bohr
C

radius of a shallow donor in GaAs is about 100 A, and the

donors are constricted still further by the applied magnetic

field and the quantum wells, this is not a very restrictive

approximation for lightly-doped samples (<1016 cm 3 ). We
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also assume that the temperature is low enough that all

donors are initially in their ground states. As noted

earlier, we take the z-axis along the growth direction for

the heterostructure, and consider incident light polarized

in the x-direction with intensity I

The power absorbed in electric dipole transitions from

a set of initial state (i) to all possible final states (f)

is given by

hc ,f

where w is the angular frequency of the incident light and

Efi is the energy difference between a given final state and

the initial state --- Efi M Ef - E i. The quantity p1

is the probability that the donor electron is initially in

the-state i. Since we are interested in the shape of the

absorption profile rather than its absolute expression, we

calculate the so-called line shape function defined by

I(W) - W E <f xji>I 2 Pi6(w-Efi/h) (8)

i,f

All the frequency dependence of the absorption profile is

contained in I(M).

For a bulk semiconductor the sum over i reduces to a

single term since the ground state energies of all isolated

donors are the same. However, for a quantum well system the

ground state energy of a given donor depends on its location
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relative to the quantum well. The sum over i, then, is

actually a sum over all the possible positions of the donor

impurity. These positions may be considered to be

continuously distributed since the donor is many times

larger than the lattice spacing. Furthermore, since the

energy of a donor is dependent upon only its z-coordinate

(zi), the sum over i may be replaced by an integral over zi.

The probability p1 in this case becomes the linear density

of donors, X(zi). Thus the line shape function is

simplified to

1(w) = wZ f:dz(Z )HfIx1>I2 6 (wE /fl) . (9)
f

Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, the

initial (ground) states are states of zero angular momentum

projection along the z-axis (m-O states as noted earlier).

The matrix elements of the x operator vanish for all final

states except those for which m-+l. In addition, we assume

that the frequency of incident radiation is such that only

the two lowest states for each m value contribute to I(w) in

the region of interest. The sum over final states is then

reduced to a few terms.

For the results presented in the next section we

replaced the 6-functions in Eq. (9) with narrow Lorentzians:

6(w) _r/_ t (10)
2+ 2

w
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This is a numerical approximation, although it mimics to

some degree the effects of other broadening mechanisms that

have been neglected in obtaining the expression for I(w).

In any case, we chose the width r to be small enough as to

have very little effect upon the final profile. This was

checked by comparison of results with several values for r.

Results and Discussion

We have performed calculations of the line shape

function I(w) for a uniform distribution of donors and for

various combinations of well width (0.5<L<1.5), barrier

width (0.5<b<3.0), and magnetic field strength (0.0< y<1.0).

All cases have several features in common. Each shows two

sets of strong peaks for the lowest energy m-0 to m-sl

transitions at the energies corresponding to donors located

at the center of a well and the center of a barrier. These

occur because of the large density of states associated with

these locations.9  For y - 0.0, the m-+l transitions are

degenerate, whereas for y > 0.0 they are separated by 2y.

The (low energy) peak(s) associated with donors at the

center of a barrier is (are) significantly stronger than

that (those) for donors at the center of a well.

Two weaker sets of peaks occur which correspond to

ground to second m-+l excited states (3p -like). For most-- ±

cases these "peaks" do not rise very much above the general

background due to their small dipole matrix elements.

In Tables 1-6 I present the m-0 to m--1 transition
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energies of donors located at the centers of a barrier or

well for a variety of L, b, and y values. The aluminum

fraction is x=0.3, and the barrier height is 0.6 AE g, where

AE was given earlier. The symbol Alb (AIw) represents the

transition energy for ground to first m--i excited state for

a donor at the center of a barrier (well). The symbol A2b

(A2w) represents the similar transition from ground to

second m-- excited state. For Y>O there will be similar

energies shifted by 2Y from the values shown in the tables.

In all cases strong peaks occur at energies very near Alb

and Alw for uniformly distributed donors.

Also shown in Tables 1-6 are the energies for the lowest

m-O to m--i transition for donors located at an interface s" )

between GaAs and GaI xAlxAs. This column is labelled Ali.

Although there is no peak associated with this location for

a uniform donor distribution, there is some evidence to

suggest that impurities may accumulate at the interfaces

between semiconductors. Such an accumulation would produce

a local peak in X(zi) of Eq. (9), and a corresponding peak

in the absorption spectrum.

The experimental situation is still not completely

clear. Jarosik, et al.1 1 have reported good agreement

between their far-infrared magnetospectroscopy data and the I
single-well results of Greene and Bajaj1 for the donor at -j

the center of the well. Our present calculations should --

also be in good agreement since the multiple well effects

are not very important for such donors in moderate to large

17.8
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wells and barriers (L, b > a ). The experiments used GaAs-

Ga1 _xAixAS samples doped with donors at or near the center

of the GaAs wells, so that it Is unlikely that they would

have seen a spectral feature associated with donors in a

barrier. Similar experiments with doped Gal_xAlxAs layers

should be of interest in an experimental study of

confinement effects.

%:
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Binding energy of the ground state of a shallow
donor in a superlattice as a function of donor ilosition.
The aluminum fraction is x - 0.3, and L - l.Oa o .

Figure 2. Binding energy of the lowest m - +1 excited
states of a shallow donor in a superlattice as a function of
donor pos4tlon. The aluminum fraction is x - 0.3. and
L - l.Oa 0

Figure 3. Probability density of the ground state (solid
line) and lowest m - +1 states (dashed line) for the donor
impurity at the center of a GaAs well.

Figure 4. Probability density of the ground state (solid
line) and lowest m - +1 states (dashed line) for the donor
impurity at an edge oT a GaAs well.
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m

L(A) b(A) l b 2b 1 w 2w 1i

50 50 0.64 0.78 1.07 1.21 0.74
50 100 0.59 0.73 1.92 2.07 1.06

100 50 0.58 0.72 1.42 1.56 0.63
100 100 0.47 0.61 1.66 1.81 0.68
100 200 0.37 0.51 1.73 1.96 1.01
150 150 0.37 0.51 1.53 1.74 0.61
150 300 0.23 0.36 1.50 1.76 0.74

Table 1. Transition energies for donors located at the
center of a barrier (A band A2b)' center of a well (A and .
A ), and the interfac (A ) The magnetic field strIBgth
ii - 0.0. Energies are Nr GaAs effective Rydbergs (5.83

meV).

L(A) b(A) Alb A2 b a1 A2W A1 i

50 50 0.57 0.89 1.01 1.33 0.67
50 100 0.51 0.83 1.85 2.18 0.99

100 50 0.50 0.82 1.35 1.68 0.55
100 100 0.39 0.70 1.57 1.88 0.60
100 200 0.27 0.56 1.62 1.99 0.91
150 150 0.28 0.57 1.42 1.77 0.53
150 300 0.15 0.42 1.39 1.80 0.64

%

Table 2. Transition energies for donors located at the
center of a barrier (A b and A center of a well (A and
A w), and the interface (A ).The magnetic field strlngth

0.2. Energies are N GaAs effective Rydbergs.

1 .
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L(A) b(A) lb
1b 2 b 1w 4w 1i

50 50 0.57 1.00 1.03 1.48 0.68
50 100 0.49 0.92 1.86 2.30 1.01

100 50 0.49 0.92 1.37 1.82 0.55
100 100 0.37 0.78 1.57 1.95 0.61
100 200 0.24 0.60 1.58 2.10 0.88
150 150 0.24 0.62 1.38 1.82 0.53
150 300 0.13 0.48 1.36 1.93 0.61

Table 3. Transition energies for donors located at the
center of a barrier (Alb and A2 b), center of a well (A and
w ), and the interfac (A). The magnetic field strength
y- 0.4. Energies are 1, GaAs effective Rydbergs.

L(A) b(A) lb 2b A1w A2w A1i

50 50 0.57 1.12 1.07 1.61 0.69
50 100 0.49 0.99 1.88 2.39 1.04

100 50 0.49 1.02 1.41 1.95 0.55
100 100 0.35 0.85 1.57 2.03 0.62
100 200 0.21 0.63 1.57 2.21 0.87
150 150 0.22 0.65 1.37 1.99 0.53
150 300 0.11 0.51 1.35 2.06 0.60

Table 4. Transition energies for donors located at the
center of a barrier (A and 62 ), center of a well (A and

w ). and the interfac lb(A). 2The magnetic field strlBgth
y- 0.6. Energies are ]A GaAs effective Rydbergs.
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L(A) b(A) b w A 1

50 50 0.58 0.82 1.12 1.73 0.72
50 100 0.48 1.06 1.90 2.48 1.08

100 50 0.49 1.09 1.44 2.06 0.56
100 100 0.33 0.91 1.59 2.13 0.63
100 200 0.20 0.66 1.58 2.34 0.86
150 150 0.21 0.68 1.37 2.10 0.54
150 300 0.10 0.58 1.36 2.19 0.59

Table 5. Transition energies for donors located at the
center of a barr ier (A lb and A 2b)' center of a well (A and

A ,and the interfad A 1 ) The magnetic field strlwgth
ii - 0.8. Energies are IA GaAs effective Rydbergs.

L(A) b(A) "lb "2b Aiw "2w 1

50 50 0.59 1.28 1.16 1.85 0.74
50 100 0.48 1.11 1.93 2.53 1.12

100 50 0.49 1.15 1.48 2.17 0.57
100 100 0.33 0.97 1.61 2.23 0.64
100 200 0.19 0.70 1.59 2.45 0.86 z
150 150 0.20 0.72 1.38 2.21 0.54
150 300 0.09 0.67 1.37 2.31 0.59

0 4
Table 6. Transition energies for donors located at the
center of a barriler (Alb and A2b)' center of a well ( A and
A., ), and the interfac4 (A Th magnetic fedstrlgt

i 1.0. Energies are G aAs effective Rydbergs.
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Abstract

Magnetostatic field calculations were done for permanent magnets

surrounded by permeable media and vacuum. Geometries were selected so as to

be relevant to the actual geometries of traveling wave tubes. Most of the

calculations were on two dimensional analogs of the actual three dimen-

sional situation in traveling wave tubes. As much as possible we did four

calculations for each magnet geometry. These four cases were the magnets with

and without permeable magnetic shims and with and without spatial fluctuations

in the strengths of the magnets. Our main objective was to get an idea of

how the shims would smooth out changes in magnetic field and its spatial

fluctuation. In all cases we assumed the shims were not saturated. As an

adjunct to the report, we summarized the basic magnetostatics, some numerical

techniques, some relevant properties of actual magnets, and some appropriate

references.

The results we have are presented as graphs, equipotential plots, elevation

(or potential) plots and field plots. Several things became apparent to us in

the course of doing this work. The first was that the problem is large.

Realistic field calculations for a variety of magnetic structures appropriate

to travelling wave tubes would be a very large problem. Another was that

small pieces of the problem were addressable, but the whole problem would be

a major project. What we have in mind here is that a problem as to how per-

meable material could modify the near axis field from the TWT structures is

manageable. We have some examples inthis report. But to go ahead from there

and predict how small variations in magnetic properties would affect the

behavior of a given tube is a very large project and one for which experimental

results near at hand would be handy to have. We thus recommend planning small

projects or large well equipped projects (if the subject is of sufficient
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practical importance). We feel that a project of intermediate scope is harder

to justify. Another fact quickly became apparent. We found

that the writing of programs to efficiently solve the equations of magneto-

statics is a rather major undertaking and if one can find canned programs

that are well adapted to the problem at hand, then one is well advised to

make good use of them.

Many of our results are in terms of potentialsrather than fields, simply

because the potential is an easier quantity to deal with than its gradient.

We find, of course, that the shims can act to smooth out the fields,

but to be more quantitative our numerical results must be consulted.

1
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A

I. Introduction

Two general problems were considered at the beginning of this project.

A. What questions were answerable? This problem resolved itself into two

problems. One was what questions were answerable in principle? The second was

what questions were answerable in the amount of time available and with the

resources at hand? In principle, one can not compute the magnetic field with

arbitrary accuracy. This is not only because of the necessity of performing

numerical analysis - but also because the variations in the properties of the

magnets were not known except that the magnetization of the magnets as a

function of position could be expected to vary by 20% or so. 
Thus, the type

of questions that need to be answered are:

1. how is the near axial field modified by fluctuations in the

magnetization of the ring magnets of the TWT's?

2. how is this field modified by the Pole Pieces?

Both questions (1) and (2) can be answered with some degree of accuracy.

B. The other problem was: of those questions that can be answered which

ones are worth answering? For example, suppose the ring magnets were pre-

cisely characterized, and suppose the numerical methods were completely accurate

and efficient, would an exact calculation of the axial magnetic field be of use?

Academically it would, of course. But practically speaking what one is in-

terested in is the motion of the electrons and their motion is affected by

many things besides the magnetic field. The cathode which supplies the electrons

provides a beam whose properties greatly affect the operation of the tube. The

electrons interact with each other and it is hard to see how a random, non-

periodic fluctuation in the magnetic field (which causes an average force on

18.4
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the electron whose magnitude is less than typical forces due to electron- ,

electron interaction forces) would be terribly important. Similarly,

the electron beam interacts with the helical coil. Again magnetic force

fluctuations smaller than inter-electron forces should not be too important.

Experimentally we know that the gaps in the magnet rings can have

important effects on the motion of the electrons and the operation of the

traveling wave tube. The gaps arise when the rings are cut in half in order

to be assembled on the TWT. The first thing the tube "shimmers" do is to

twist the magnets around so that the gaps are not aligned. Shimming refers to

adjusting or adding to the pole pieces (or shims) to change the magnetic

field.

We start in the next section with a statement of objectives and then

follow with a brief summary of the properties of traveling wave tubes as -. S,

they pertain to our calculation. We follow that with a brief summary of .5-..'.

magnetic properties of magnets. We summarize the kinds of calculations

that can be made. We present the results of our calculations and summarize

what we have learned from them. We then make recommendations for future work.

II. Objectives

The objective is to gain clear insight into the nature of actual near

axis fields and thus, to get a feel for what must be done in the manufacture

of TWT's in order to reduce the necessity of "shimming" the magnets for pro-(G2)

per tube behavior.

We will solve the equations of magnetostatics in geometries as near to 5.

the actual one as we can manage and report these results. For technical

reasons, 2D calculations are much easier and since we can learn a considerable

amount from them we will do a fair amount of 2D analysis. Some 3D work was

also done. After discussing the analysis, we summarize the remaining problems

and indicate what would be most useful to work on. .3.
18.5
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III. General Discussion - Approaches and Problems
(All - A 12)

A. General Discussion

Travelling wave tubes, (TWT's) use electron beams, which interact

continuously with the electromagnetic (EM) wave to amplify microwaves over a

broad range of frequencies. Fiq. I shows the idea in a schematic way. The

axial speed of the EM wave along the helix is slow enough so the electron's

speed can be adjusted to be almost the same. The EM wave acts to "bunch"

electrons and bunches of electrons in turn act to amplify the EM wave.

Magnets are used to constrain the electron beam near the axis of the helix

for proper functioning of the tube. Permanent periodic magnets (PPM) of

opposite polarity placed side by side around the axis of tube are used because

of their small size, light weightand because they require no input power.

The PPM structure is useful because only the rms axial field is required for

electron focussing and the reversal of the direction of the field doesn't 'p

matter, although fluctuation in the magnitude of the field does cause scalloping

of the electron beam. PPM's are particularly good for airborne use. The typical

PPM structure, see Fig. 1, is a collection of ring magnets separated by

magnetic shims of high permeability (typically a steel). There is very little

stray magnetic field with this structure. The shims are also called pole

pieces. The problem is that the magnets as manufactured are not uniform.

Thus the TWTs require individual adjustment to operate properly and this

costs money. We need to study the effect of non uniformities on the tube

operation. There are really three aspects to this problem. The first is

how the field varies along and near the axis after it goes through the pole
(E1-E7)

pieces after that one needs to know how the resulting field affects
(Cl-C6)

the electron trajectories. Then we need to know how the operation

of the tube is modified by inhomogeneities. We will concentrate mainly on the

first problem; namely how to calculate the field near the axis and how to

18.6
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Figure 1. Schematic of Simplified TWT showing PPM focussing.
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estimate the effect on the field of the inhomogeneities. As already mentioned,

the magnets are cut in half to assemble them on the TWT and this introduces a S

gap. The gap produces an important inhomogeneity, of course. Typically I .

SmCo 5 magnets are used because they have a large remanent magnetization and

large coercive force and thus produce large fields which are relatively con-
(G 1)

stant under the presence of demagnetization fields.

The helix structure used in the TWT is a slow wave circuit which inter-

acts efficiently with an electron beam over a large frequency band. The power

output can be limited, however, by heat dissipation. A large part of this

heat dissipation involves interception of the beam by the helix. This can

increase when the rf signal is applied to the traveling-wave tube. The.

magnets are, of course, important for focussing. Defocussing can be caused by

rf bunching of the beam. The generated heat must be removed and dielectric

support rods are often used for this purpose. However, the heat transfer

involves two interfaces (metal to ceramic) and these can cause thermal

resistance. One technique involves brazing the helix to the rods and another ",

(A2)
involves a pressure fit. It does not seem to be settled as to which 4. JI.?

is best.

The major problem with TWT manufacture is a typical practical problem " _ _-

with manufacturing anything. The TWTs cost too much and are not reliable % % %
(A4, A8) ,

enough. Part of this problem is due to random variations in the

focussing magnets. This can often be corrected by manual shimming which will

add cost. One approach to the problem is to automate the manufacture and test-
(Bl)

ing of the magnets. Hughes has developed a magnetic measurement system

to reject those ring magnets that have excessive inhomogeneities.

.P .1
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(G1)
There are other problems connected with the magnets, of course. (

Not only may they have spatial inhomogeneities, but they may also vary

in time and with temperature. The magnets need to be stable at high tern-

perature in a repulsive PPM mode. Alloying can partially correct

this problem. Low oxygen processing can aid the stability. The problem of

variation with time and related shelf life problems don't appear to be

settled yet.
(A 11)

Gittins has a good summary of the basic analysis of TWTs. One

equation relates (for the first pass band) the peak value of the magnetic % %

field and the period.

(1) - period of magnet system
L =C 1  V/Bm beam voltage C1=constant . -

Bm B=peak value of axial magnetic field

This is a condition of stable focussing. The stop band begins when the

radius increases without limit.

Another equation gives the value of the field for most efficient focussing. The .

Brillouin field Bb is the minimum field needed.

Bb = C2  1" a  (2)(a -average radius of electron beam
a= beam current.

This keeps the amplitude of 'scalloping' of the electron beams a minimum.

In practice a focussing field of perhaps twice the size is important.

A small period L is nice because it reduces the "ripple" in the

amplitude of the electron beam. However, by (1) the smaller the period L s,.]
(E5)

the larger the field that is required. Increasing the magnetic field has

desirable features but it can lower the efficiency, in special cases.

For proper useful operation and amplification, TWT's need long, high
(E4)

current density electron beams. Space change repulsion then tend~to

spread out the beam. The magnetic field is used to hold the beam together.

18.9
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Centrifugal effects also play a role. Good electron gun design is also

important.

The role of temperature needs further discussion. Temperature can

cause important effects on periodic permanent-magnetic structures. It is

possible to compensate fo,- this variation by use of magnetic shunts with
(A6)

temperature dependent reluctance. We already mentioned the role of

alloying in temperature compensation. We also mentioned that one finds in

typical magnets better stability at high temperature if one has magnets .

processed where there is low oxygen concentration. 1Pd
(Cl) "

Moats has given a nice summary of how variations of field strength

can affect tube behavior. He has done calculations of beam trajectories with

PPM focussing, but under non-ideal conditions. He was particularly interested

in knowing what deviations from non ideal conditions the TWT would tolerate.

Moats considered variations in magnetic field as due, for example, to thermal

effects and random variations from magnet to magnet. Moats mentions that

there were other effects that could well be more important. For example,

beam injection at an angle or off center, Moats

concluded that variations of magnetic field strength by 10% might be acceptable

but that if shimming needs to be avoided then variations by 1.5% or less are

needed.

18.10
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(Dl-08)
B. Magnetostatics

We now begin a more explicit discussion of how to calculate the magnetic

field. In general we must solve the basic equation of magnetostatics. From

Appendix A-1 we have

(BI)

-Or -. (B 2)

We first set this up in an analytical way and then show how a discrete

numerical scheme can be used.

Eqn (B2) implies there exists a ¢ such that H-+. (B 3)

Since

13 SW M(B 4)

and since we assume in all cases that

=A A4 " (B 5)

where M and Xare constant,

we can write

then

or by (is)

.(B 6)

So the basic equation we must solve is Laplaces equation.

We also need to discuss what happens at a boundary where the properties

change. Consider a boundary between regions 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 2.

18.11
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Figure 2. Boundary between Regions I and 2. A Gaussian Surface is also

shown.
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Since V. -o we know

P1. Ar -.- 9to.

_f%

applying Gauss' theorem to the pillbox shown, (#Dsince Mo changes across boundary)

V. R , .... e

or A4,,. -,#) 4 ,z

44- (B 7)
-a -v,

If we require € to be continuous then V x H-is satisfied across the boundary.

We can summarize the situation as follows: In regions where the current

density is zero and where the M = XH + Mo with X and Mo constant, the ',

magnetostatic potential o satisfies

a. Laplaces Equation 0-- in regions of constant X.

b. o continuous (and finite) everywhere.

c. The normal derivative of , across a surface changes by the increment

of constant magnetization.

d. If further we assume all sources are confined to a finite region we

can also require, vanishes at least as fast as r 2 as r- .

Next we show how to make a discrete numerical scheme out of this.

%Py'. w .'
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(D1-D8)
C. Numerical Techniques

1. Our Techniques

We now begin to discuss some numerical techniques. We start in two

dimensions and define a grid as shown in Figure 3. We assume the magnetization --

is in the x direction. From V-B = 0, H=-Vo (so V x H=O) B=io (H-t) and

M= 0  + we have -*1 .
-'V. (') = - --4 (cl) I

where v = I + X = p/po. We apply this to the Square shown

7. ,q -- (C 2) J

(C 3)
where n is normal to the perimeter of the square.

Thus -, ,

/ 1+
a 

.(C 4)

see the figure for the notation.

We can clearly approximate this by

V. i"-V.

, )}, 4~1~4j ",..

%S..

~ z .. .
18.14- .""
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9

Figure 3. Grid of points for a Two Dimensional Calculation.
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Let us define

Then we have

= _ A ~ ~ 6*,./.

Method A (C 7)

There are various ways this set of equations be solved for the unknown

*l,j.

There is a slightly better calculational method. This is developed below, it

is based on the fact that we can estimate an x derivative in the following way

__ - __& .
170 (C 8)

so an x derivative is approximately

vxA (C 9)a --

Thus we write , .

4 ~0 W ..

I A

At (C 10)
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Let us define

VJ 'I, *. 11)...

We can then write

4 A, - .

.2.

+ '(.:,.,., .',,. 4;,.2 'i /;,,., .

4' J

Z 'k ' ~M Method B.

(C 12)

It can be seen that this is a little more complicated than the previous

method. Let us carry out the previous method in three dimension. We obtain

( g;4.,.., + ~ -,- -.4 YA,, ) ( A ,,.,,, -#,,,0 &

( V )%&4-Ij k44.g~j4 *aY.,, ~, A

/ . V,. ., I + . .,'- v.,) ($L..I;',_&;,-

(- 46 ,,,Vk , ) (,;,k A

CV- A- W4 ,rf.Ie -4K;It" A f#. , kl 1 i 1

(C 13)
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2. The Greenfield Program

We also used a two dimensional "canned" program called "Greenfield 2"

which we purchased from Quantic Laboratories Inc. of Winnipeg, Canada. A

User's Manual is available so we only briefly discuss this program.

The primary technique that Greenfield 2 uses is the boundary element

method. It uses a Green function which in turn utilizes actual source distri-

butions and boundary source distributions chosen so as to satisfy both boundary

and interface conditions.

We assume our magnets are uniformly magnetized and of fixed magnetization,

thus they can be replaced by a surface "pole" of "charge" density whenever

the magnetization changes perpendicular to a surface. (that is, when its

normal component changes). Greenfield 2 doesn't treat the case of a (2D) sur-

face "charge" density so we use instead thin rectangles filled with'charge to

simulate the surface "charge" density.

The advantage of the boundary element method is that it only has nodes

on surfaces and interfaces and so allows the computer to handle larger problems.

Nevertheless there is only a limited number of nodes that can be used so the

accuracy and complexity of the problem that can be treated is limited. (There

is a maximum number of 150 boundary elements). The examples considered in

this report are about as complicated as can be conveniently treated by

Greenfield.
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IV. Resul ts

We have results for programs we wrote ourselves and we have results

obtained by use of some "canned" programs.

A. Two Dimensional

1. Greenfield

We start by discussing the results of the "canned" programs. This

program is the Greenfield 2 program discussed in the previous section.

Figure 4 shows the geometry that we used. It is obviously intended

to model the TWT geometry except that we have two dimensions rather than three

and we can model only a finite number of shims and magnets.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we have plotted some numerical results obtained from

Greenfield. Arbitrary units are used. Fig. 5 shows how shims modify the

potential and Hx along the center of the tube. The variation in the magnetic

field as a function of x is reduced due to the presence of the shims. In

Figure 6, we plot H x and Hy vs y for fixed x.. The plots compare the variation

of H. at a central location for the cases of with and without shims. They also

compare the variation of Hx at an edge of the shims for the two cases. In

general we see the shims increase the value of the field and also seems to

increase the field variations at the edge.

p
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Notation for Captions of Figures 7 through 17 -, 

1. By TH-4 we mean no shims and no fluctuations and the "charges" are

C = Cl = 100.

2. By TH-5 we mean no shims and fluctuations with the "charges

1~chosen as C = 120, Cl = 80.

3. By TH we mean shims and no fluctuations. The relative permeability of

the shims being 200.

4. By CP we mean shims and fluctuations with C = 120, C1 = 80 and the

relative permeability of the shims being 200.

The notation is purely an accident of labelling at the time the calculations

were done.
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No Shims Shims

Nouts TH-4 TH

Flucts. TH-5 CP ,

Table I
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We now show some of the results available in color graphics using Green-

field. In Figs. 7 through 17, we simply compare the four cases shown in Table I.

The magnets are arranged in opposition as for a TWT. As can be seen for each

of the four cases we display both an equipotential contour plot and a elevation

plot (which attempts to show in perspective the potential versus x and y

coordinates). In many cases we also give a field plot in which an arrow

represents the magnetic field (length proportional to strength). However, ,,Th

this part seems not to be accurate in all cases. Since we cannot add enough

shims and magnets to model a long TWT it is only the part near the center of 7

the figure that we will use. Thus the distortions at the edges of the figure

should not be regarded as typical of interior fields. Figs. 7-9 show how p

things look with no fluctuations and no shims. Fig.9 shows the fields.

They look more or less as we would expect if one considers that the field

plots are not very accurate.

In Figs. 10-12 we introduce no shims, but we do make the magnets at the

top stronger than the magnet at the bottom. Although this causes some changes

there does not appear to be an enormous effect for the fields near the center . ,:

and along a horizontal axis. In Figs. 13-15, we have shims but no fluctuations

in the magnets. In Figs. 16, 17 we have both shims and fluctuations in the

magnets.

By looking at Figs. 7, 10, 13 and 16 we see a steady progression for the I

four cases. One way to visualize the effect of the shims is to think of the

field as being "squeezed" into regions away from the shims. It is apparent

from Fig. 16, however, that, even with shims, the effect of varying the

magnets is not negligible.
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In figs. 18-20 we again treat the case of shims and varying magnetization.

The variation in the magnetization is now greater than before. Figs. 21-23

show another variation in the magnetic field, but here the top magnets arise

from + 60, + 140 "magnetic charges" and the bottom magnets arise from + 140,

+ 60 "magnetic charges." The second case doesn't seem to produce such a

large field variation near the center.

In Figs. 24 and 25 we consider two magnets, the top one being stronger ,

than the lower one. We look at the field on the right and consider the

effect on the field of inserting a block of relative permeability 200. The

arrow plots show that the field is "straightened" out somewhat by the effect

of the permeable medium. By this I mean it is made somewhat more horizontal

near the center.

In Figs. 26-28, we show several equipotential plots for a dielectric

material of high dielectric constant placed between two plates of a capacitor.

The potential difference between the plates creates an electric field.

Mathematically, it is the same problem as placing a permeablemedia in a 4

magnetic field. Note the bending of the equipotential lines. This is

expected for a high material of high dielectric constant. An approximate .

representation of fields in shown in Fig. 29. The field in the region of

high dielectric constant is reduced as it should be.

I. I
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2. Handwritten Programs-

In Figs. 31-34 we present some results of our own program. The geometry

used is shown in Fig. 30. This is not intended to model a TWT. MAl, MA2, MBI

and MB2 are the magnetizations of the magnets and Mu is a region of relative

permeability v = Mu- ulM, ( 1 in general). We then look at the effect on

0 vs x of varying the magnetization at fixed W, of varying the boundaries at

fixed p and of changing p. In general we see that the fractional changes in

the potential are not as large as the fractional changes in the magnetization.

The effect of increasing Mu is clearly shown in Fig. 33. Fig. 34 shows the dl

effect of fluctuating magnetization is damped out some by increasing Mu.

In Table II, p. 53, we list some numbers which help us compare the effect

of magnetic permeability on fluctuation of the magnetization. The numbers were

calculated using method B. Seep. . We chose X=I=8 and MBl=-.9, MB2=-.l.l,

Mal=l.0 and MA2=.9. Ml was chosen as 13 (this located how far the boundary was

from the origin). We assumed the shims were not saturated and had the constant

permeability v.
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CHANGE IN FIELDS

Differences Difference j Differences Difference -
of of o%%

Differences Differences ,Z-Z

-2 .2131 -2 .2381
.0055 .0060

-1 .2186 - .2441

0 .2197 .0017 0 .2454 .0017

1 .2165 1 2421 ' .00770072 0077 ".

2 .2093 2 .2344

Table II
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Figure 35. Geometry for a Rectangular TWT.
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Normalizing these changes by the average field we have

.0017 = .2677
1, (.0055 + .0072)/2

.0017 = .2482
= 2, (.0060 + .0077)/2

This indicates the normalized change in field is damped out somewhat by in-

creasingV, but the change is not spectacular.

B. Three-Dimensional

In Figures 35-39 we show some three 3 D results. In the y=z=O plane, the

magnet region is shown by the shading (Figure 40), In Figure 37 we see that

a gap at K = 0 can introduce considerable variation in €. This shows up for

both the "rectangular" and the " ing" wave guide, figure 38. Figure 39 shows

the case of a fairly large magnetization fluctuation.

Figure 40 treats rectangular case with RNA - 200 (= the relative permeability).

The case is rather artificial because permeable material is placed everywhere

between the magnets including where the holes of the magnets are. The main point

of the calculation is to demonstrate the capability of doing the calculation.

Figs 41-45 examine the case where the permeable material is placed only

between the magnets and not where the electron beam is but for -3 <1< 2 in Figs.

41 and 42. This case is more realistic, but the flux tends then to be confined

where the permeable materials are. The case is not realistic in that there

are no flanges on the shims. That is, the rectangular case has a rectangular

shim and the ring case has an annular ring for a shim. I = J = K = 0 is a .,

central location. Slight asymmetries are due to asymmetries in boundary

conditions.

All the 3D calculations must be viewed as somewhat preliminary. We would

hope to have somewhat more realistic and useful calculations in the future.
18.72
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V. Recommendations

It is a bit hard to know what to recommend. Originally we hoped to have

several examples of field mappings so one could immediately calculate particle

traject~rles in realistic fields. This ended up being overly ambitious and

so we studied more qualitative questions mostly in two dimensions. The main

questions we studied had to do with the effect of the magnetically permeable

shims and how their presence would modulate the fluctuations in the magnetization.

We found that the shims would increase the field value and modulate it. Not

enough calculations were done in 3D to have a realistic field available for A

calculating electron trajectories.

So should further calculational work be done? The answer to that question

depends on the level of effort that could usefully be expended. To provide

accurate field calculation in three dimensions for realistic examples of travel-

ling wave tubes could require several man years of effort and several hundred

thousand dollars worth of money. A cheaper alternative is the purchase of

software and its adaption to the problem at hand. But the expenditure for

software plus salaries would still be in the range of $50,000 to $100,000.

I don't know if this would be a cost effective expenditure of money. Only

the Air Force knows how important TWT's are to them, From the standpoint of

basic physics it probably is not worth it.

Even if such a job were completed there would still be two further steps.

One would be the calculation of particle trajectories in realistic fields and

the second would be the calculation of the overall behavior of the tube

under actual operating conditions. Here one is looking at a very con-

siderable effort. There is a stage at which a complete analysis of a device

is useful - when many such devices will be manufactured and when changes will

18.73 -
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be often made so that it is inconvenient to take evaluative measurements

all the time. Perhaps TWT's are at that stage.

The effort of Hughes to measure magnetic fluctuations of the magnets

seems to be one step in the right direction.

My basic recommendation is that further small studies with limited

objectives - which ask qualitative questions such as how do shims even

out the inhomogeneites in the magnets - could be useful. A very large effort

might be useful - depending on how cost-effective it is. I don't believe a

medium scale effort is worthwhile. Such an effort would appear to be larger

than needed to do relevant scientific work but not large enough for settling

practical questions. In fact the calculations are sufficiently involved that

should the results be of high importance and frequently requested it would

probably make sense for some group to set up shop just to handle the

problems. Once the programs are in place and once the operators are ex-

perienced in their use it would not take long to crank out new results. One

should not,however, set up shop unless he has access to a rather powerful com-

puter. Also, I feel that some programs should be locally generated even if

heavy use will be made of canned programs. This is primarily so one will

have a feeling for what is possible and what sort of errors may be present.

18.74
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VI. Suumary

We did "canned" (Greenfield) and "homegrown" two-dimensional calculations.

We examined the effect of the shims and of magnetic inhomogeneities. We did

a few similar calculations in three dimensions. We presented the basic ideas

and mathematics of the calculation as well as numerical results. We also

presented summary ideas of magnetostatic calculations, magnet properties and

TWT properties.

We gathered some evidence for how the shims smooth out the field in-

homogeneities, but completely realistic calculations were beyond our cap-

abilities.

We recommend funding small narrowly focused projects as they arise and if

they have some scientific merit and very large projects if they are needed

for practical answers. We do not recommend intermediate size projects

that likely would not answer scientific or practical questions. V
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IX Appendices

A. Review of Relevant Magnetostatics

1. Basic Quantities

We use here S.I. units. see Jackson Classical Electrodynamics for a dis-

cussion of units. (p. 816)

First we set the notation. Let B be the magnetic induction or the

magnetic flux density. Let M be the magnetization or the magnetic moment/

volume. We then define the magnetic field intensity as

"/ - (A l)

where vo = 4 wx 10 in S.I. units. Both and A nave units of amps/m.

In the absence of external currents or of displacement current, we can write

two of Maxwell's equations as -91
?. =0 (A 2)

Al _=o, (A 3)

These are the basic equations of magnetostatics.

We now want to apply these to actual ferromagnetic materials. Such

materials have two relevant properties. (I) Below a certain temperature,

called the Curie Temperature, the material spontaneously magnetizes. See Fig.

A 1 (il) A spontaneously magntized material splits into domains (regions

with different directions of magnetization). Domains cause the phenomena of

hysteresis. See Fig. A 2.
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is called the Intrinsic Coercivity. 
~H sc e th

Coercivity. MR is called the Remar~eflt agfetization or

Remanerice. BRt is called the Retentivity. (BH) mIx is the

maximum energy product.
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2. The Magnetic Circuit

These equations can be used when we want some fairly crude estimates.

By Ampere's law, when displacement currents can be neglected, we have

r ,4J,"  Lo', t • (A 4)

The quantity H. dl is sometimes called the magnetomotive force (m.m.f.)

by analogy to the electromotive force.

The m.m.f. is regarded as responsible for the production of flux

through the magnetic circuit. In analogy to the resistance in Ohm's law,

a quantity R, the reluctance is defined by

jr IF(A 5)--

where * is the flux. R-l is called the permeance.

An example should clarify the applications. Consider a thin toroidal

solenoid wrapped on a material with permeabilityA. The cross section is A.

There are N turns of wire uniformly wound on it. The wire carries Current I.

Ampere's law gives

# AI(A 6)

We consider materials for which

The reluctance is

J _ lL _ L (A 8)
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Series and parallel combinations can be analyzed just as for D.C. circuits.

Series 4 - _ v_ _ * __/ (Ag )

.41.

Parallel = m.ni' (A 10)

The difficulty with this sort of analysis is that flux tends to leak out

and hence the analysis lends to inexact results.

The discussion of permanent magnets is a little more complicated. We

will consider SmCo 5 like magnets with a magnetization that we can regard as

constant. Then

(All1)

and thus (A 12)

with At (A 13)

We define

-- o, ... :.

by A12 and A13. AL

Consider a situation like that shown in the Figure A 3.
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Figure A 4: Operating Point and Related Matters for Sm Co5 ring of Fig. A3
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Around a closed loop C

so 0

or

where R is the reluctance. Hp is the operating point of the magnet.

Refer to Figure A 4.

Note

So

18.111 I~ Aa

or

where

We interpret BHc p as the m.m.f. of the permanent magnet so

Ar

An (A 14) i~l

is analogy of Ohm's law.
18.88
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Figure A 5: Electrical Circuit

.ifp,

Figure A 6: Equivalent Magnetic Circuit for Fig. A5
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We now consider the cases of Figs. A 5 and A 6.

BASIC EQUATIONS

1. (vr-.R Z

2. Ef

ter

ey WC/, ;
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t1

Transcribe to Magnetic Case:

.09

We now apply to a case with fairly realistic numbers.

2 1 = --- = 1 - #..71a.
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3. Maximum Coercivity and Energy Product.

The maximum coercivity is the anisotropy field if assume notation would

produce largest coercivity.

(4 # (A 15)

The torques due to each should balance

For small angles cos8 1 so

A' (A 16)

The maximum energy product

requires

O.

- -- ,- =

(4,.4

-_ -
:'A

(417)
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4. Comparison of Magnetic Force on Electron with Typical Electron - Electron

Force.

Consider an electron accelerated by a voltage of V=1500 volts. By energy

conservation, the kinetic energy is

so the velocity v of the electron is

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge and m is the electron mass.

Substituting, we find:

//17

where c is the speed of light.

The maximum force on such an electron in a magnetic flux density of 1000 gauss

.1 Tesla is

irif

which comes out -/7A

To get an estimate for a typical force due to electron-electron

interactions, it is convenient to start with the beam current I.

I =(n e v)A

where n is the number of electrons per unit volume, v is their average velocity

and A is the cross sectional area.
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Applying Gauss' law to a cylindrical segment of current of length I and I
radius r (E" (..rJ) - ')())

where E is the radial electric field. Thus

Thus a typical electric force arising from the electron-electron interactions

is/ (Iee-- eE - .er -

But since XZCV -1tr we have

2?Y~, Brr
27t OLr r

Assuming I jJnA, and y = .001 m we obtain for v= 2.3 x 10 m/s

F -- 1.25 It -,A-

Thus yM ') 3eoo

In general we have
/ -x _.-e

FA V'- '-A '-F., - 7 P .. 2E ,A -.

Thus (A 18)

F M e4 '- / r "
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Using I ~ mA and r = .001 meter we run out a few examples:

V B computed FW/FE

1500 V .1 T 2927 ( 3000 as before)

1000 V .0145 T 283

500 V .01 97.6

The moral of this story is that magnetic forces can certainly be

important.

(Bl-B14, F1-F2)
B. Review of Relevant Properties of Magnets

Some typical values for Sm Co5 are

Max Energy Density (BH) max X 1909p~a (24 MGOe)

Retentivity BR a 980 mT (9.8 kG)

Intrinsic Coercivity 11H c= 960 kA/m (l2k0e)

(see e.g. K.J. Strnat J. Mag. Mag. Mat. 7, 351 (1978),

The Curie temperatures Of SmCo5 magnets are typically over 1000 K.

By contrast ALNICO 8 (Fe36 NI 15 Al7 Co36 Tih6)

(BH) max = 40 kPa (5.1 MG~e)

BR = 850 mT =(8.5 kG)

XH c 130 kAfm =1.6 kA

(D.E. Polk, Naval Res. Rev. XXXIV, 24 (1982), and

Sm2 (CoFe, Cu, Zr)17

(BH) max =175 kPa =(22 fLGOe)

BR = 1060 mT 410(l.6 kG)

m c
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(O.E. Polk, Op. Cit),

Some typical Curie temperatures (Tc ) and saturation magnetizations Ms

are:

Tc Ms (O°K)

Fe 1043 K 174 mT(l.740 kG)

Ni 627K 51.0 mT (.510kG)'

Co 1388 K 144.6 mT(l.446 kG)

Gd 292K 206.0 mT(2.060 kG)

(C. Kittel, Intro.to S.S. Phys., Wiley, 1976, p. 465),

Permeabilities are highly variable. Initial permeabilities of various

materials can be for example:

Initial max ( o

mild steel 120 2000

permalloy 8000 100,000

Nickel 110 600

(see e.g. S. Chikazumi, "Physics of Magnetism", Wiley, 1964.).

C. Review of Relevant Travelling Wave Tube Properties - dimensions/magnetic
(El-E7)

properties

Some Typical Sizes used in TWT PPM's

Inner Radius Outer Radius Thickness

3.71 m in 6.73 m m 1.78 m m

(.146 inches) (.265 inches) (.070 inches)

18.97
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Some Typical Values for Magnetic Parameters Used in TWT PPM' 5

Remanonce Coercive Force Intrinsic (BH) max H
Br HcCoercive Force Energy Product~

1 T (10 kG) 800 kA/ni(lOKOe) 1500kA/m(18kOe) 200kl-,5MG~e) 1100kA/mQ4&0e)

These are Ball-Park Figures

%~~~ % %wJ
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D Some Analytical Solutions

Only special geometries allow an exact solution. This is the reason

for the importance of numerical results. We summarize a few results here.

a. Field of uniformly magnetized sphere (J.D. Jackson, Classical Electro-

dynamics, p. 194)

The magnetic field inside the sphere of radius a isI -
H,'" 4 (A 19)

The magnetic induction inside the sphere'is

A4
S= (A 20)L 3

Outside the sphere the magnetic potential is

3
- o-

8.
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b. Uniformly Magnetized Sphere in a Constant

External Field (Page and Adams, "Principles of Electricity", D. Van

Nostrand, 1958 3rd ed. p. 122, Jackson, p. 197).

We use the results of Part a. By Superposition if the external fields

is ~~1'

Suppose M results from the applied field and M is not from a permanent magnet.

,--,>

M ~(A 21)

c. Permeable Cylinder in an External Field (Page and Adams, p. 125).

Let Ho be field perpendicular to'axis of cylinder.

The ratio of the field inside the cylinder (inner radius a, outer radius b)

to the field outside the cylinder is

II

See Jackson, p. 199 for a similiar calculation of a sphere in a field.

Note as A/, __1 oO 2  -- O

Thus we have magnetic shielding.

18.99
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1. PRELIMINARIES

List.of Grant Awards Related Support from NSF and the

Air Porce/SCEEE for which the author is the principal
investigator include:

(a) NSF Grant Award (Equipment) SPE-8263255; $10,500;
Oct/ 1982 - Oct. 1984 at North Dakota State
University. "Developing a Prototype Decision
Support System for Classroom Use in Introductory
Industrial Engineering Courses." - Completed Oct.
1984.

(b) NSF Grant Award (Equipment) MEA-8304711; S13,720;
(matching); July 1983-Sep. 1985 at North Dakota
State University, "Developing a Prototype Micro-
computer Network for Implementing a Manufacturing
Resource Planning System in Small Manufacturing
Companies."

(c) NSF Grant Award MEA-8401075; $38,530; July 1984-
May 1985 at North Dakota State University.
Transferred Grant Award DMA-8505375: $31,000;
June, 1985 to present at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute. "Salary Support for Developing a
Prototype Micro-Computer Network for Implementing
Manufacturing Resource Planning System in Small
Manufacturing Companies."

(d) AFOSR/SCEEE Grant Award SUBCON #84 RIP 19;
$12,000. (matching); Nov. 1984 - Nov. 1985
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, "Enhancing
MPC-DSS to Include Automatic Rescheduling and
Adaptive Performance Measures."". *

1.2 Introduction

The reason for writing one progress report to cover
three separate current grant awards is chiefly be-
cause the work and accomplishments of each of the
proposal grants are intimately related and complement-
ary. The awards of the latter grants, for example,
can be attributed primarily to the accomplishments
and results of the earlier awards, and almost all of
the earlier work is continued and expanded into the
latter awards. To briefly provide a perspective,
SPE-8263255 provided two IBM personal computer
systems for the development of a manufacturing
planning and control decision support system MRP-
DSS for classroom use. This was successfully tested
in classroom environments, and the project is
completed.

19.2
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A logical extension to the above research was to ex-
pand the capabilities of MRP-DSS significantly so that
it can be implemented in a small manufacturing
company. This involves the development of a proto-
type microcomputer network. MEA-834711 provided the
funds to purchase two more IBM personal computers,
one hard .disk and networking capability for four
users. MEA-8401075 which became DMC-8505375 after
the principal investigator left North Dakota State
University to join Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
provided the salary support to implement the above
research.

The Air Force of Scientific Research (AFOSR) and
Southeastern Center for Electrical Engineering
Education (SCEEE) sponsored SUB CON #84 RIP 19,
which provided the support to enhance MRP-DSS to
include Automatic Rescheduling and Adaptive Perform-
ance Measures. Several implementations at various
Air Force installations were considered as a result.

1.3 Research Accomplishments

Research accomplishments to date from prior grant
awards are many, varied and significant. They can
be broadly classified into the following categories:

(a) Development of Instructional Material

(b) Industrial Implementation

(c) Research Developments and New Awards

(d) Presentations, conference proceedings, reports
and journal publications

A. Development of Instructional Materials- Innovative
instructional materials were developed for the classroom
which include games, experiments, demonstration data,
mannuals and tutorials. Two articles -"Manufacturing
Resource Planning Games" was featured in Production and
Inventory Management Review, August, 1985 [] and "System
combines Manufacturing Resource Planning and Decision Support
Approach" was featured in Industrial Engineering Journal,
October, 1985 (21 - resulted in many inquiries from companies .
including AT&T Network Systems, MicroDyne Corporation, Sperry
Univac, William Wright Co., and Silas Mason, as well as
Universities such as Bradley, University of Tulsa, North % %
Texas State University, Wilfred Laurier University of
Ontario, University of Tennessee at Chatanooga University of
Baltimore and others.
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To date, 12 Universities and Colleges have adopted MRP-
DSS for their classroom use including:

(i) California State University, Long Beach

(it) Lehigh University

k6
(iii) Northeastern University

(iv) West Virginia University %

(v) Bradley University 7

(vi) North Carolina State University

(vii) University of Central Florida

(viii) Worcester Polytechnic Institute

(ix) North Dakota State University

(x) Belmont College, Tennesee

(xi) Laurier Wilfred University, Ontario

(xii) University of Tennessee at Chatanooga

Many larger companies which are using mainframe or micro-
computer systems, viewed the potential use of MRP-DSS as
a low-cost training tool for their employees. The feed-
back frcm the users of MRP-DSS as a training tool has been
extremely positive and encouraging.

B. Industrial Implementation:

To date, several companies and organizations have received
copies and/or implemented MRP-DSS, including:

(i) Alloway Manufacturing Company, Fargo,
North Dakota

(ii) North Dakota State University Food
Service, Fargo, North Dakota

(iii) McDonnell Douglas, Master Link Division
Hopkinton, Massachusetts

(iv) The U.S. Air Force:

• Tyndall AFB, Florida

* Kelly AFB, Texas P.

19.4
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*San Antonio Real Property Management
Activity

*Logistics Management Center,
Montgomery, Alabama

(v)' Mason &Hanger Company, Kentucky

19.5.
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Under the USAF Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) *

sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR) and the Air Force Logistics Management Center
(AFLMC), the principal investigator spent the summer of
1984 at AFLMC, Montgomery, Alabama, for ten weeks to study
in conjunction'vith AFLMC researchers, potential applications
of MRP-DSS to the Air Force. Potential applications in-
cluded the use of MRP-DSS for civil engineering work orders,
depot aircraft maintenance, base transportation vehicles,
maintenance vehicles, maintenance, food-service and
hospitals.

An agreement was signed betwen the Air Force and the
principal investigator to provide the Air Force with the
source code of MRP-DSS for such applications. Subsequent
to the summer of 1984, the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research/SCEEE provided a follow-on award, "Enhancing MRP-
DSS to include Automatic Rescheduling and Adaptive perform-
ance Measures", $12,000.; Nov. 1984 - present. The
responses from industrial users have also been very positive
and encouraging.

C. Research Developments and New Awards

Highlights of the Research include enhancements made to
MRP-DSS and the development of MRP-DSS on a microcomputer
network. Several research accomplishments and enhance-
ments on MRP-DSS are significant.

(i) The system is extremely user-
friendly and user-interactive.
For example, Innovative Screen
displays are used to increase user
interactiveness. *RN

(ii) The user has complete control over every
phase of the planning and decision making
process including data entry and re-
trieval, data analysis, model building,
sensitivity analysis (what ifs) and other
processing and application needs. For
example, the intermediate steps of
decision making is accessible to the user
for data manipulation.

(iii) Results of any experimentation on changes
to the data is clearly evident and visible
to the user on the screen, without having
to print out hard copies of reports.

19.6 d -



(iv) "Intelligence" is built into the system

to offer recommendations to alternative
courses of actions, including rescheduling.
For example, if capacity is exceeded,
the system will provide suggestions for
rescheduling certain shop or sales
orders. It is found that, although auto- *

matic rescheduling is possible, the issues
surrounding automatic rescheduling is
complex because there are many courses
of action a planner could take. Unless
some measures of weight are defined for
the different courses of actions, auto-
matic rescheduling is not possible yet.
The methodology that is used instead, is
to provide the planner suggestions or
recommendations to courses of reschedul-
ing actions and their implications and let
the planner decide on the appropriate
action to take. The same approach is
also used for the estimation of peform-
ance measures. The performance measure-
ments that were used include the
deviations between planned and actual
cost per Dart, lead time and quantity
usage/delivery. The user is given the
opportunity to scan those deviations and
update the planned measures with the
actual where they are significant and
appropriate. Sample screen displays and
reports relating to the work in (iv) are
shown in figures V.6 to V.10 of the Users
Manual in the Appendices. The work in
(iv) is primarily supported by the Air
Force Grant. The principal investigator
made a presentation of the work in
progress to the Air Force Logistics
Management Center, particularly to Major
Douglas Blazer and Captain Craig Carter
on July 24, 1985.

(v) The micro-computer network is able to
respond with minimal performance
deterioration when several users are using
the system.

(vi) Security and several levels of priviledge
protection for several users are designed
into the network system. Details of all
the modules are given in the users manual
and in several journal publications [1],
(21, [3] - See appendices.
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New awards include the three NSF funded
grants stated earlier, implementation
contracts with Alloway Manufacturing
Company $3,000; NDSU food service, $4,500;
and the Air Force Logistics Management
Center, and a follow-on award from Air
Force Office of Scientific Research/SCEEE,
"Enhancing MRP-DSS to include Automatic
Rescheduling and Adaptive performance
measures", $12,000; November 1984 -
present.

D. Presentations, conference proceedings, reports and journal

publications:

Presentations include the following:

(i) "Manufacturing Planning Decision Support
System" ORSA/TIMS Orlando meeting,
Nov. 7-9, 1983

(ii) "Developing a prototype microcomputer net-
work for implementing a Manufacturing 1 4
planning and control system in small
manufacturing companies," llth NSF
Grantees Conference. Carnegie-Mellon
University, May 21 - 24, 1984 (with
proceedings)

(iii) "Introducing Manufacturing Planning andControl Decision Support System" Seminar '
and Exhibits. North Dakota State

University, March 7 - 8, 1984

(iv) "MPC-DSS" Department of Management,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, e..
March 7 - 8, 1984

(v) "Manufacturing Resource Planning and .
Development Activities" to Management
Department's Board of Advisors meeting
October 15, 1984

(vi) "MRP-DSS" Dept. of Industrial and Systems
Engineering, Northeastern University -
on invitation of Prof. Yang Park,
November 8, 1984 ',.-

(vii) "MRP-DSS" Dept. of Business Administration
Clark University - on invitation of Prof.
Bharat Ruparel

(viii) "Designing a Prototype Manufacturing
Planning and Control Decision Support

19.8



System" at CAD/CAM, Robotics and Auto-
mation Institute and Conference, Feb.
11 - 15, 1985 (with proceedings)

(ix) "MRP-DSS Software" at John Bath Co., of
Worcester, MA, November 6th and November
27, 1984

(x) "MRP-DSS" at British Thermal Unit
Company, Chelmsford, MA, May 31, 1985

(xi) "MRP-DSS" at Norton Co., Worcester, MA,
May 8, 1985

(xii) Designing a prototype "MRP-DSS" 12th NSF
Grantees Conference. University of
Wisconsin, Madison, May 14-17, 1985

Reports include:

(i) Annual Progress Reports to NSF grants;
1983, 1984, 1985

(ii) "Investigating the potential application
of an integrated Resource Management
System to Various Air Force Environments".
Final Report, 1984 USAF/SCEEE Summer
Faculty Research Program

(iii) "Materials Management System for the Air
Force" with Major D. Blazer, AFLMC report,
1984

(iv) MRP-DSS Users Mannual, 1984/85

Journal Publications include:

(i) "Manufacturing Resource Planning Games"
Production and Inventory Management -
Review, August, 1985

(ii) "System Combines Manufacturing Resource
Planning and Decision Support Approach",
Industrial Engineering Journal October,
1985, Vol 17 No 10

(iii) "A Manufacturing Resource Planning Decision
Support System (MRP-DSS) for small Manu-
facturing Companies and for Training and
Classroom Use". Under review by
Manufacturing Systems Journal

(iv) "Note: A Dispute on James R. Evans "An
Efficient Implementation of the Wagner- '

19.9
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Whitin Algorithum for Lot-Sizing"
JOM Vol. 5 No.2 under review by Journal
of Operations Management -- 4 1 ,4L 1f0 pdL,..+,.

(v) "A Manufacturing Resource Planning Decision
Support System on a Micro-Computer based
Network" under preparation

(vi) "BIDPLAN - a manufacturing planning /4.
game" under preparation

(vii) "MRP Systems Design and Developmental
Issues" - under preparation

AWNU
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dud an- ing"). In a DSS environment, the

&user mlust have access to every step of A

=, the planning model. V
A model for cordro. Without

proper control procedures (operating

within a dynamic environment suchSystem Combines as manufacturing), the planning pro-
cedures are likely to fail. Logica4i',
planning and control functions go
hand-in-hand, sinc:Planning And Decision initial estimates o
data based on design. Then the -sti.
mates should be modified by actualSupportpast performance as e led over
time and through experience.
. Control captures the actual per-
formance over time, which is used

By Philip S. Chong What constitutes a manufacturing not only to provide the status of
wegwer PoleNN¢" WuM. resource planning decision support orders at any time, but also to pro-

system? Several key characteristics vide the basis for estimates that are -T his article will propose a will be discussed. fed back to the planning function. "', ,
framework for the design and Defimion of resources and their A control model has to be able to . .
development of a manufactur- reiuaiowhip structure: The system capture the dynamics of activities

ing resource planning decision sup- must enable the user to define the over time in a manufacturing envi-
port system (MRP.DSS) and de- pertinent manufacturing resources ronment. Three types of "orders" are
scribe a prototype MRP-DSS as and related parameters such as parts. proposed:
imphemented on the IBM Personal stations. machines. employees. oper- C' Purchaeo rdw-these relate to
Computer (PC). Traditionally, MRP ations. capacities, costs and planning parts purchased from vendors or sup-
systems were designed primarily as horizon, pliers and track the quantity and
data processing systems. The bene- The two primary relationship doc- promised date of delivery. I
fits of a decision support system uments in any manufacturing com- Sales Orders--these relate to parts
approach have been well docu- puny are the multi-level bill of or products sold to customers or cli- . .*

enzted. The need to re-address the materials and the route sheet/pro- ,s and track the quantity and .
design of manufacturing resource cess chart. The system must allow promised date of delivery. ,
planning systems in light of decision the user to enter the relationship : Shop orders---these relate to parts
support system methodology is structure between resources such as released to the shop floor and track
UTWL~ the parent-child relationship and the status of the orders as they am

For successful implemenutation of usage rate. the sequence of process- routed from one work center or sta- £

DSS for MRP. several features of ing/operstions. and routings to tion to another. .

" The system must be extremely A model for planning/decuion- to the above three types of orders
user-friendly and user-interactive, making: Once a structure between allows materias and labor to be
C The user must have complete con- resources is established, a model for charged to each order, much as with
trol ove every phase of the planning planning or decision-making can be a charge account. To receive or issue
and decision-making process, includ- designed. In general. any manufac- parts from the stockroom, an order
ing data entry and retrieval, data turing company will need an operat- number will be required. In the case %
anaiysis. model building, sensitivity ing plan or schedule as well as a of a shop orcer. a labor or machine
(what if) analysis and other process- financial plan or schedule, and the reporting function will be required to
ing &ad application needs. two are intimately related. The plan- track the number of labor or machine
C: Results of any expenmentation or nang model shown in Figure 1, con- hours incurred on the shop order.
changes in the data must be clearly ssting of a sequence of intermediary Figures through 4 display flow U
evident and visible to the user with- steps,. is quite well established (see chart models of purchase. shop and

19.13
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Ftgure 1: PsarMing /Dicelori Makmpn Process model *

0mm enties Matnaw

* onstrate how they relate to the Plan- scneouieisCheoume receipts1
ning model. fLabor/overneac

Evalu~ation and perforrnance mea- material m _______________ cost per

sures.: The overaillfaeokiqut wiigItrconWMSA11

complee no-A..o bu ter s no~Onf

the fllowng:anning Summary
D Plnne cot vrsusactal ostunit cost

ler adrt-o per parn

actualCash flow

aculusage/delivery.acin
Teactual performance measures IV I.'

md and compared with the Figaure 2: Purchase Control Model
pandmodel. Updates of the Planning_____ ___________

plndmeasuires can then be used inmoe
teplanning model.

MRP-DSS ont IBM PC
ITwerit years, the microcontput- - br Purchase com

er has begun providing opportunities-
frsalbusinesses to acquire som e --- -I.

of the computing power and caps bi)- - -- ,ta ------ control I
ities hitherto reserved for the larger
companies. For man), y'ears. micro-'V
computers have had such limitautons Slocaooor ______ utng ear
as lower computational sneed, sinait torCtot lers
er memory and disk capacities and A
lack of applications software. How- f". ~
ever, these limitations are being = SOUWe 7. - Oroers Pelorinance
"'duced at a rapid rate. status "1111a

Most of the new microcomputers
haves 16-bit processorr in addition7
to having larger memory and disk cashmates catito otaVst.
Capacities than previous models. A
prototype MRP-DSS -has been%
designed and developed on the IBM resources, control and planning. The and part explosion and implosion.

-PC witli a hard disk. The prootype is categories of modules are descritied (C) -INN"-part inventories, cost
a highly sophisticated and powerful briefiv as follows: data allows the user to enter or view
tool, and contains all the necessary RisooIT*Z on-hand inventory levels, safety stock
characteristics of MR.P-DSS de. (A) "INT---dat initilsot/prmnt level, lot sizing methods used. mate-
scribed earlier. utility is a utility module which rial, labor and overhead and unit

allows file size definition, sonting of costs, storage art&, and sales list
MRPDSSmodlespart numbers and printing of part price of parts.

As it currently stands, MRP-DSS and station data. (D) -STA" - station definition/
consists of 23 modules. All 23 mod- (B) -BOW"-bill of m~aterials &I- load control allows the user'to enter
Wles have been designed, coded, lows the user to enter or view part or view station or work center num-
tested and documented. The modules numbers. description. low-level code, ber, description, available labor man- 1

are divided into three categories: child-parent relationship. usage rate hours. labor and overhead rates. and
19. 14
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F*gur 3: ShliDo Control Moasi

both releae and planned labor load to%~O~
'ofile over the planning horizon. I

E EMP--eplavee data con- I - Sho - -- Control - ---

frol allows the user to enter or view 4

.AaIa rlaUng to an emnplo .C )r op"r-'So~r~i _______ hp ~ Lbrmc~

or such as an ID number. name. SIWO SA-"aorwnn

address, labor rate kf.d scheduledMC-nhaedwctrlsoe misPornef

relating to machines such at an IDI
imber. description. stauon location
-d operator ID. if any. - Aleed 31) Estimiuius __

(G) -OPF"-operaeo.u and pro- lams order ol-1d&[&

--os date control allows the user to shmn
iter or view data risting to opera- :

uoli or processes such as an I D -. LOad aeh
number. descripton. machine and -.Y-

sic. cessnese with the Operation.%
any. Figure 4: Sal.. Control Modell

(H) "LEA" - lead hirveprocess Pie________ "is________

wzang.Iassembly Planning allows .-

to theOprasions and process routing. -.

%scae wiheach part. It als
* amates load time based on batch-

ai.unit operation and processing--
* times. set-up times and others.

-SHO"-shop order control ------- SWCotl

allows the user to enter or view shop
-days. The shop order authorizes the Slockcmomn -Sawe _________Cimts

Pop to bega manufacture of parts. ifumeactnsar
ticluding withdrawal of components I
('rm stoms and expenditure ofr T .

bor. Data entered include pant and Maser Order Penitorn
* umber of units to make, date Produtin 1111111 oans.

,aasdand promised, and current
atus of the jOb. -

-)SAC-mules accounas/claers Sam - -

aire) allows the user to enter or atflwc m0
- Iuw data relating to a sales account

chint, includig ID number, fro/ allows the user to enter or view the vendor purchased from and unit
lls psac. address and others, data relating t6 a vendor account. purchase price.

;XC) -SAL-saier order conrol including ID number, descripin. (N) -STO" - storeroom transac-
* lows the user wo enter or view sales address and others. lion control allows the user to enter -

%ivdars. The sale order authonzes (M) -PUR"-purchase, orders cn- or view store transactions. Data
withdrawal of end items or products irc) allows the user to enter or view entered include part and number of

fulil a sle Data entered include purchase orders. The purchase order units issued or reeved, date of
,..jn and number of units sold date authorizes the receipt of purchased transaction, referenced purchase.
of sale, and date promised, the client parts to stes. Data entered include and shop or sal order ID number.

4d to arnd unit sale price, part and number of units purchased, As each transaction occurs, tne
"VEN**-vendor accounts con- ate of purchase and date promised. inventory level or status is updated.

19. 15
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FigureS: pVeCOdeAC@ ~aWWfl9S@51 of MOI~M with Feedbeft

(0) i..ADB-ab~r rpoTIng CO-
t,'o allow, the uaser to enter or vie-

records the number of hours expend-
aama shop order by an Operator

and keeps track of the status Of the
Shop order. Data entered include
shop order ID number, date Of
report number of hours incurred.
operator ID number. units made and

(P) HNOR"-daa/aderi.prT ss-
ang~pianjoung iionzon update pro.

an their promised dates, updates the z*
=aterodutio schedule. Like- .-~w 5 -

*wise it processes anl the purchase 7- -.-- S .-.. 'y..-'- .*. .

ad sho Ordens And based on their
promised dates, updates the planned
scheduled receipts. Late Orders are 7--- ~
also accumulated and Stored away..

(Q) -MpS - master prooduction .-.-.. z~J
schede allows the use' to enter Or ---

view data i the master production : .6.
*schedule. The MPS can also be

updated by sales Orders entered in ~ ~ -~~~

* (K) via planning horizon update M.)
- Data include the number of units Per 7; -

week specific to every end or servie
part over a planning horizon Of UP to -

*52 'weeks. ILe
(R) -POR-.-order releases and .-. . ma,-* '- 4

- ceule receipts allows the user to -

enter or view date in the Order ~"
-release schedule and order receipts %............... ~.

* sh iul. Gencrlly, the order bfz..--- - ~--,-'
*releases are the results of material *LIM.. ~ -

requirements planning MT. Sched- ;. LRP
-uled receipts carn be updated by pur-

chase orders entered in (M) and shop
Sorders entered in (1). Date include mems 08"n129 Pocese all the date over the Planning horizon for eveCry

the number of units per week over a that art entered via the modules pan. The Order relases are stored
Planning hortzon of up to 52 weeks described earlter. Starting with the And Call be viewed from (R)-
F, speciic to each part master production schedule. it per- (U) -CRF"-oCwPaC!uY resuwe-

*(S) -COS'--produc costing pro- forms the nettung process through ntsu plarna translates the Order
ames the materials, labor and over- the bill of materials. taking into rejeases from -MRP- (T) of ntanu-

* head costs incurred based on route account on-hand inventories, lead factured parts into labor or mant-
.sheet And bil of materialls. Damte o time and scheduled receipts, per- hours (load profile) incurred in each '

-roll up" are Assumed to have been forms economic lot size tradeoffs staton over the planning bhrizon.
K entered in the modules described eau- where caled upon. flags for late Total cost of labor on reuar and

belir, order releases where they occur.~ and overtime is generated for each sla-
(T) "MILP - materi require- evolves the schedule or oer releases tion or work center.
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Figure 6: WMput /Oututd RelationshIDS 1
Betweeo Modue and DatW FjeeS

(V) "ACFr-summarv actions 1co-

do provides the user with a summary S1A SVh

or all the impending action., that em 4UE.WT

require attention as a result, of run- "CM
ning the application programs, The o G
actions include orders due to be 4A"
released as either shop Or purchase *.

orders this week. sales orders due this IS
week, late sales, purchase arnd shop V.'
ores and reschedules, in the form J7
of either expediting or dc-expediting Wi
certain orders. 11.di(W) -COM' -combination runs .

allows the user to run any number of
four application programs (P). (S)" -. 7
(T) and (U) consecutively and auto- *. -- --- " ' :

matically without user intervention.
This is especially useful When the
application modules require An .7
extended period of processing time
and is best done at the -end of the--
working day.

An overall flowchart is Shown in
Figure S. It displays the principal ~~~
relationship between modules. spe-
cifically the precedence running
sequence of the m odules. O bviously - Scree Di p a o R -D S M in M.
the flow is never completely unidi- Figure 7:Sre Dipa ofMP SSMm en

rectional. and several feedback loops _________________RESOURCEPLANNING ___0=1510" ________GYM"__

are shown. incsuec - . CO~NTROL.

DAT -*? NZTJ../bOU INT u 26.IT' I - 1.00 ORDERS CONTROL.

Modules and data files or V-

The typical relationship between -: fttca D~' -- ~ . amns COU.EYO

modules is one of data transfer, 41F: N VA?&~U~ -..... REPORTING

whereby the output from one module p-iw Pa auasv~ DAA - a)ArciORWus weaC/mOR12O'N UPDATE eS.e

is stored in thedatafile and is used -1 e .

subsequently as input to another WATE 0607O =mD~ AC- MNENT S06ftwiNG

module. The dama files in the system :ORDER inL9IinUS/%ECI=ST CHC)6 C&A M11OIR.EVCS PLANNING

cam be grouped into 12 major groups .01---~ CCFIt a ca ORcaaNG0106

as follows: reatd at. m-- .

0 PAR.DAT-Part related____________data.______
r- STAL)AT-Station related OAiTL 42-1"1g- uE5 tv- O DO*) (Fl "LLD) 4VIC' - wAI9N MEU e

data.I ,r
D EMP.DAT-Enployee data. data. .ing from the data files.
Z) MAC.DAT-Machine data. 0STO.DAT-Stores transaction Scendalsan rpos
0 OPL-DAT-Operations/process data.Scendslyadrpot
data. 0LAB.DAT-Labor report data. Figures 7 through I I show several
C SHO.DAT-Shop orders data. Figure 6 shows the input/output sample screen displays and reports... S-

0 SAC.DAT-Sales account/client relationships between the modules Figure 7 shows the main menu. Fig-
data. and the data files. The modules are uresK 8 and 9 show how a bill of

0 SAL.DAT-Saes order data, shown twice-first in the left col- materials is entered into the system
D VEN.DAT-Vendor data. umn. writing into the data fliles, and and displayed to the user. Notice the
V PUR.DAT-Purchase order again in the right hand column, read- tree-structure-like format for enter-
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Figue 8 SceenDisply of MOduLje B-Bill of Matiersis

O3.4111t 4

ing the parent-child relationship. U@ Wt I." d'a 00 -

Figures 10 and I I shou hom work &_mE00T WW 3(RNTZ .44 ON T O Rm@TMEN IT" E-11i5Y D0TS 5 1Vt

station data are entered and a load b-MUM OMI ON CLr~ -4410"o"rF1 T6T at

profle ma%' be graphically displayed f DI.&FTE SWA CLWO L dW ICDhD -COCf Co£XLOSION

on the screen. Interaction between C~ -ET~~D JL~ af'2

teuser and the esfem I,, encor luEUCQ~. .

aged primarily via the screen. a

The system's design philosophy is DaT'S (20- Wt ,. I FC, - NAJ) W.&I

to discourage the use of hard copies.
even though hard copies of all Figure 9: Hardicoby Report of an indented Bill of Materials
screens and reports may be made if ~ ~ ~ :

necessary. The reader is referred to a3w'vENT1.a&. III INa :'-qaJa ~~-....
the MRP-DSS users manual for a %I n"~.

complete discussion and exhibition or -4tfma CW AM 7

the scendisplays and reponts ESZ -

(Chong. -for further reading").

Muk rnetworking - IEM

Many schemes can be used to a m .- s m e''

provide for a multi-user network - * W24K0I0W

within which functional planners or Z ____ ZEWO-MA" "'.40 _,.a&

enineers will interact using the "2 __.a2W a

modules and share a common data ICqfw '
base on a hard disk. A functionallyi W d

promising and cost effective multi- DOOM- ca

user scheme that the author found is - i1iim iP R a s er_ sJua. SM'o-~. STOCKooc'.~-sa

Advanced Digital Corp.'s multi-user 1
9v~ u~ i 065155 .... .. 00~~-'ar

PC (personal computer) system. Z i'C 'CC ~
which uses PC-Slave processor - p.. ;L= - - ---

The PC-Slave processor board is a
high speed 16-bit computer on a Figure 10. Screen Display of Module 4-Station and Load Data
single PC card that includes CPU ~. y ~ ~ ~ ~ .~.-

memory, serial 1/0 ports and PC- ~~uiaui. ;s...r

bus interface. By connecting a SO. JW4)=O/&/ WEWNWO~~k%; 50

"dumb" terminal to the PC-Slave 0- .~ 4YL.. ~ W0''~ka 1O -.- cv' .C.
6111 adlo atsT-; L-ajo- as.-ar cr~4 _'A. -:7 JD........ 0614-.-board. a fully compatible second PC :06a &1MIW -*,72 0 -,c -. 25 .r- a 0 61 50:, A ; 1. c- .;!-A

"tasaAM -Lw 4ft W ~ C.~ . 0 - a

* ~~is creed. In the same manner, other .:

4 ~PC-Slave boards/termnals may be ~ ~ i 0.*.0.£~i~ 0'0.0~~- .

connected to the host PC. j~zrS7cr 3:-q.- ou So z. .;o7 0or- 3"6 ~ 00

The host PC performrs disk and If-OA uTAIT30 St3ITO Vmaie STATION T. 411

peripheral functions for the PC- 79 AP76 SSTO-&AD 1WMel =4

Slaves. Each PC-Slave can have a -OATO 4m meaa 0Z~.139r -, .4~~-CiSa r

terminal and its owm printer. A mul- 0mrm Dd #l .-.. * .' - -" '- -- "

ti-user environment will allow func. I- - ~ ',

tional Station planners or engineers DATIs, W-"9o IFT) 4FIrc. - "I a rap

to interact within the network using
the modules and shame a common inventory planner. Their primary FUNC1OiMANUFACUING ACTMfl'J"
data base. areas of responsibility and the mod- PL.ANNING 5h

onal MUOOuLES WPS. MAP. CAP. PORA.
Four functioa stations are pro- Waes held under their charge are EMP. S01. LAD ACT

posed: the production planner, design listed beow'. -SECONARY STATION I,

and manufacturing engineers, -PIMARY STATION 'TiTLE -MASTERPRODUCTION
master production scheduler and TITLE PRODUCTI~ON PLANNEP SCMEDULER
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Figure 11: Screen Display of Station Load Profile
,a amers W wiii

FUNCTION MASTER PRODUCTION14,.

* sCHEDULE PLANNING
MODULES SAL.. SAC. MPS PUR N.OR

i/EN POR ACT
-SECONDARY STATION 92 .a . s

TITLE: DESIGN & MFG- ENGINEER
* FUNCTION. ENG. & PRODUCTION DATA

PLANNING
MODULES. 8DM. LEA. MAC. DeE. S*TA. Figure 12: Network Configuration as Applied to a

EMP Typical Small Manufacturing Company
-SECONDARY STATION V3
TITLE: INVENTORY PLANNER
FUNCTION INVENTORY PLANNING
MODULES: STO. INV. POR . ACT It. Receiving

A typical layout of a small tnanu- 4,Sip

-. facturing company with proposed -P
network configuration connecting ..-

the four functional areas is shown in Q*-
Figure 12. - 7

Implementation

To date. several small manufac- '

turing companies have implemented%
and tested MRP-DSS. All the impic-. % ,

merntaions have been in test facilities *~ v''

where many developmental issues
were worked out in an applied envi- A-io"
ronment. Implementation normally1% C

took place over several phases- -

beginning with BOM(B). followed .11

by related modules leading to COS
(5.MRP (T) and CRP (U). The

responses have been enthusiastic and -_-.2 -
overwheimingly positive. 110
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INTRODUCTION
THE MRP-DSS

The Manufacturing Resource Planning Decision Support System
(MRP-DSS) is a highly integrated, user friendly and user interactive
software package developed for the IBM Personal Computer for small-to
medium-size manufacturing companies. It can be used to help plan and
control their manufacturing resources such as materials, labor, money,
capacity and machines and others. MRP-DSS is a derivative of two
widely-used 'planning and control tools, namely Manufacturing Resource % %
Planning (MRPTI). and Materials Requirements Planning (MRPI), which are
generally implemented on a mainframe or medium-size computers at larger
manufacturing companies. MRP-DSS has many unique features and they
include:

- The system is extremely user-friendly and user-interactive.

- The user has complete control over data entry and retrieval,
data analyses, model building, sensitivity (what if) analysis and other
processing and application needs.

- The results of any experimentation or changes to the data are
clearly evident to the user. ..

kHO CAN BENEFIT FROM MRP-DSS
MRP-DSS can be used by any manufacturing company who would like to

run their business more efficiently. Using established and proven
techniques for manufacturing planning and control, combined with its '.<:
user-friendly and interactive features MRP-DSS can help a manufacturing
company achieve increased productivity levels in a short time after
implementation.

The size of a manufacturing company's data base may be determined
in many ways. It can be measured in terms of number of parts in
inventory, number of work stations, machines, employees, operatons,
number of store transactions, shop orders, purchase orders and sales
orders. Although MRP-DSS may be used for any size company depending
upon the size of the hard storage disk drive for data, the system is
limited by the speed of a microcomputer. The recommended guidelines for
the user's company size are:

- Maximum of 9,999 part numbers. (100 on demo)
- Maximum of 80 work stations. (20 on demo)
- Maximum of 9,999 record for all other items such as employees,

machines, operations, transactions and orders. (50 on demo)

THE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The minimum requirement for the MRP-DSS system to work is one IBM
Personal Computer with two disk drives and at least 198K of memory. For
all practical purposes, a '-ard disk drive will be needed for the system
to work efficiently. For example, with a 10 Megabyte hard disk drive,
the system will be able to accommodate a business of the following size:

19.21
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- 4000 inventory parts or part numbers.
- 50 work stations.
- 2000 records for all other items.

To determine the size of a hard disk needed for a company, a rough
estimate of storage size should be calculated. The number of records
for each category listed in the following table should be multiplied by
the factor in the table, which is the number of bytes used per record.
The sum of all the multiplications is a rough estimate of the total
storage needed for the data.

STORAGE BYTE TABLE

RECORD NUMBER OF BYTES/RECORD
Part Number 2400
Station Number 530
Store Transaction 120
Sales Order 160
Shop Order 160
Purchase Order 160
Client Account 160
Vendor Accopnt 160
Operations Record 170
Machine Record 170, %
Employee Record 180
Labor Reporting 110

A simple example would be a company with 25 part numbers and 20
work stations. The total storage needed would be (25*2400) + (20*530)
61,000 bytes. All others are calculated in the same fashion.

ORGAMIZATION OF THE MANUAL

The organization of this manual will be in alphabetical order, from
Modules A to Z, with each letter corresponding to a different module.
This is the same order the modules appear on the main menu. This is the
preferred way in which to enter data also. It does not have to be
followed exactly, but some of the latter modules need data from earlier
modules to work properly.

In the main context of the manual, an overview of the main menu
appears, followed by the description of the individual modules.
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HELPFUL HINTS TO USE THE PROGRAM

1. The main menu will be the first menu displayed on the screen
when the program is loaded. It has all the names of the modules in
MRP-DSS. The menu is subdivided into three categories: (i) RESOURCES -

MODULES A to H; (ii) CONTROL - MODULES I to P; (iii) PLANNING - MODULES
Q to W. To load the particular module intom emory so it can be
utilized, the user needs only to depress the corresponding letter key on

the keyboard. See Figure 1 for an example of the main menu.

2. After the key is pressed, the module is automatically loaded
into memory and the screen will display the module that was loaded. The
module is now ready to be exeruted. The individual modules will be
explained later in this text. This is done for all the module, thus it
will not be mentioned within the text of the individual modules.

3. The P10 key is used to return the user to the main menu
display. The material on the screen at the time is not saved to disk
until the next record or screen for the particular module is called.
Thus, to avoid losing input data when returning to the main menu
display, bring the next record onto the screen for whichever file you
happen to be in. When this is done, your data will be written to disk,
and the main menu display may be called up without fear of losing your
data. From the main menu, the user may also exit the program to the IBM
DOS system at anytime by depressing the ESC key.

4. The date entered at the start-up will appear in every screen at
'the bottom left hand side. For ease of reading, data information is

always highlighted on the screen. .

5. When an editing change option has been selected, the cursor
will highlight the particular area to ba changed. To make a change,
just retype the correct informnation over the wrong data and this will
change it on the screen and on the data disk.

6. Certain modules have the ability to print out lists of data.
After these are completed, the computer prompts the user to enter any
key to continue.

7. For number key entries, the user can use either the numbers on
the top row of the keyboard or the numerical pad on the right hand side
of the board. If the numerical pad is used, the Num Lock key will have
to be pressed every time a new module is called to allow the numbers to
be operational. S

8. Before any data can be entered to the data diskette (or hard
disk), the diskette must be initialized by the program. This is done by U
pressing the A key in the main menu and then the 1 key in the Data
Initialization/Sort/Print module. For further details, see Data %
Initialization/Sort/Print chapter of this manual. -'a

9. The modules interact with one another, thus a change in one
module will be reflected in other modules.
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10. There are no commands needed to save data when it is entered.

Thu only requirement is the next record or screen must be displayed in

order for the data to be saved. The data is automatically written and

saved to the data disk.

11. In some modules, the information moves by on the screens 
very

rapidly. To suspend the screen for viewing, press the Ctrl and Num Lock %
Zol. eI

keys simultaneously. To continue the scrolling of information, press
any key.is'

12. After data has been entered and the session with 
the system is

over, BACKUP your data disk. This is a safety precaution and your only

guarantee to make sure all of the work is not lost in case of a 
major

problem (such as fire, erasing or original disk, etc.)

NN.
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THE MAIN MENU

The Main Menu, or COMSET is the driving force for all the modules.
All of the program options are listed on the main menu (see figure 1). ,4
The user needs only to press the corresponding letter next to the module
wanted. It will automatically be loaded into memory. After the module
is loaded, the screen will display the name of the module in memory and
prompt the user to press any key to continue. f.

For a hard disk user, the hard disk must be partitioned off, part
for the program and part for the data. The user should assign the
program part of the hard disk (about 1 Megabyte) as Drive A and the rest
of the hard disk as Drive B for data storage. An IBM DOS 2.0 is needed.
For example, if the hard disk is drive C, copy all programs and data
files to the hard disk. Then use DOS 2.0's ASSIGN command as follows:
ASSIGN A-C, B-C. This will cause both programs and data to be accessed
on disk C. %hen the DOS prompt is displayed (A>) the Main Menu may be
called by the command COMSET. The date is required to be entered (in
the form MM/DD/YY), then the menu will be loaded and will appear on the
screen. There are twenty-three modules in the package. They are
divided into three catagories: Resources, Control and Planning.

On-line hel.p is available at the main menu. By pressing the Fl
key, the help menu is activated. The user can then query for help by -.
pressing the key that corresponds to the module that the user needs help .
with. A brief description of the module and its functions will be -

presented on the screen.

For applications not available or for a definite need, write or '.-.

call the author:

Phil S. Chong, Ph.D.
Department of Management

Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609

Telephone (617) 793-5182

Each individual module will now be described in detail. See figure
1 for display of main menu.

d"%o'
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MODULE A - DATA INITIALIZATION/SORT/PRINT

This module is used to initialize the data diskette and to reserve
the storage capacity on the diskette in Drive B for all of the data you
plan to enter.

The module also does a major sort of the data, a minor sort of the
data, prints out an alphanumeric sorted parts list, prints a parts list %..,

by record number and prints a 'ist of work stations by record number. %
These are the seven options available and will be described in greater
detail in the fQllowing paragraphs. They are implemented by the number '

keys 1 to 7. If you are working with the sample data set, skip option 1
and move onto option 2.

1 - DATA FILES INITIALIZATION
This does the actual initialization of the data disk. %hen this

key is pressed, the screen displays all twelve data files needed to be
initialized. The initialization process erases existing data, then
allocates enough storage space for each type of file. Do not allocate
too much space for each file since there is a limited amount of storage .
on the disk. Thus, the ending record number should exceed the actual '-'-9

number of records by only a small amount. Be careful to save enough
storage since if there is no space, data cannot be saved.

The twelve data files to be initialized are:

1. All associated item files
2. All associated station files
3. Storeroom transaction file .9..

4. Sales order file
5. Shop order file
6. Employee data file
7. Purchase order file
8. Sales account file
9. Vendors accounts file

10. Operations/process file 9

11. Machine data file
12. Labor reporting file.

Each of these files must be initialized, with the beginning record
for each set at 1, and the ending record number just above the actual
number of records the user plans to enter. The cursor moves from begin .'-

to end records, then down the columns.

The user is then prompted to press the F1 key to begin the g
initialization. %hen the process is completed, the computer will
respond with "Initialization of all files completed". It then prompts
the user to enter any key to continue. The main menu will appear on
the screen, and the system is ready to accept data.

Only do this the first time the program is ever executed. The
initialization module erases the data within the range of records
specified every time it is run. Thus, if there is any type of data on
the diskette within the range at the time, it will be erased and cannot
be retrieved.
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The file size may be increased, however. This is done by
re-initializing the data disk with the beginning record one more than
the old ending record, and the ending record set at the desired level.
For example, if the initial ending record is 1000, and the user needs
1000 more records, for the reinitialization, the user's beginning record
should be set at 1001 and the ending record at 2000. All other record
initialization fields should be left blank, unless those fields need to
be increased also. If they do, the same procedure should be used. Be
sure to make a BACKUP copy of the data set before doing a
reinitialization, for insurance against loss of data.

2 - Major SORT BY PART NUMBERS
This option performs a major sort of the part number data. It does

an alphanumeric sort from scratch on the data. It assumes the data has
never been sorted before. This should only be used once, after five to
ten part numbers havq been entered, since it can be very time consuming
if there are many part numbers in the data file. Even when new parts
are added, they will remain sorted.

3 - MINOR SORT BY PART NUMBERS
This option does a minor sort on the part number data. This

assumes the data has been sorted before, It realigns and reestablishes
the sort links, and speeds up response time to access or search for
data. It should be used when response time becomes very slow.

4 - PRINT LIST OF PARTS BY RECORD NUMBER
This allows the user to view, with or without the printer on, a

selective list of items in the data files, including inventory status
and cost data, by record number. The user will be prompted to enter the
beginning and the ending record numbers which are to be listed.

5 - PRINT SORTED LIST OF PARTS
This allows the user to view, with or without the printer on, a

selective list of items in the data files, including inventory status
and cost data, in alphanumeric sort order. The user does not have to do
a sort before using this option, just enter the range of records that
are to be listed. Even if new part number have been added, the sort
will not have to be done, since they will automatically be place in
sorted order.

6 - PRINT LIST OF STATIONS BY RECORD NUMBER
The user may view, with or without the printer on, a selective list

of stations including man hours for each shift in the station. All that
is required is the beginning and ending records of the stations to be
listed.

7 - CHANGE COMPANIES NAME %
The user may enter the company's name and address, which will

appear at the heading of every printed copy that will be created by
MRP-DSS.

See figure A.1 - A.5 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE B - BILL OF MATERIALS 4, e,

The Bill of Materials module should be the first module used after
the data initialization module since this is where all the part number
data is entered on to the data diskette. The data that is required for
each part is the part number, description, low level code, item type,
the part's children and usage rate for each,. and the part's parents and
usage rate.

When the program is loaded, the screen displays two choices; one to
enter part number, the second to enter record number. The part number
is the part classification number and the record number is the storage '

location for this data on the data diskette. Depending upon which is
entered, there are four possible screens to be displayed. The four are:

- If a new part number is entered, the screen will display a note
indicating a new part is entered, request the user to press any key to
continue. A blank BOM worksheet will be displayed where the user has a
choice of many different ways to enter data. %

- If an old part number (a record previously created) is entered, %
the screen will display the worksheet with all of the data that has been
entered before.

- If a valid record number is entered, a record number within the
range initialized in the Data Initialization/Sort/Print module(A), is -
entered, the worksheet and all of the associated data will be displayed
on the screen.

- If an invalid record number is entered, one which is outside of
the initialized range, the screen will tell the user that the maximum
record number has been exceeded and will prompt the user to try again.

Any of the two ways of accessing the worksheet is fine. The cursor '
is used to choose between entering the Part Number or the Record Number.
khen one is decided upon, move the cursor to the choice and type in the
corresponding part or record number data. The computer will respond in
one of the four ways previously discussed.

For the user who is entering data, the easiest way to enter the
part number is to let the computer search through the memory files to
see if the part is an old or new record. After the search is completed,
the computer will respond as in the above paragraph, depending upon the .. >-J
part being a new or old record.

Whichever method of accessing the worksheet is used, if a valid one 4,
is chosen, the worksheet will be displayed on the screen. On top of the k V ,%
worksheet are the part number, part description, low level code, type of
item, and record number fields. The low level code tells the user at
which level the part is.

The type of item tells the user if the part is an end item, a
component item, or a service item. A service item is one which could be
either an end item or a component of another item.
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The next two sections of the worksheet are the child and parent
relationships, respectively, along with the usage rates of each.

The last section of the worksheet is the editing choices to change
any of the above sections. Each editing feature has a particular key
stroke associated with it. To choose a certain edit choice, the user
needs only to press the corresponding key, qnd the cursor will be
highlighted in that section. The changes can be typed in, with the
cursor being moved by the return key. When all changes to the section
are completed, Rres3 and hold the return key until the cursor moves off
the screen. The module is now ready for another command. The following
is a list and description of all the editing choices for this module.

A - CHANGE PART DEFINITION
This allows the editing of the parts characteristics: part

description, low level code, and item type at the top of the worksheet.
After the A key is pressed, the part description is highlighted, and can
be changed. The cursor will move horizontally automatically if all the
allowable spaces for the particular characteristic are used up.
Otherwise the user must move the cursor manually. The low level code
ranges from 0 to 99, for the level the part is at in the BOM structure.
There are three item types to choose from. The first is the end item or
final product. The second is a service item, which can be sold
individually or as a component item for another product. The last is
for a component item.

B -CHANGE PARTS CHILDREN
This option allows editing of the parts children section. Editing

is done the same as in A above, except the cursor moves from the part
number to the usage rate, then to the next child. The BOM is created by
placing numbers into the children fields for each parent item. As this
is selected, a search through all the files is done to see if the child
is a new part or not. If it is a new part, a new file is automatically
created by the module to store the data. There is a maximum number of
fifty(50) children per part possible. If there are more than 50
children records, the user will be prompted and the children data will
not be saved on the diskette. If a part has more then fifty children, a
fictitious part can be created as the parent of all of the previous
children. This part will become a child of the original real parent,
thus allowing at least 49 more children to be entered. In
this interpretation, the real children actually become grandchildren,
with the part numbers for children 50 and 51 XXXX and YYYY respectively.
A fictitious part number AAAA* is created and all of the children for
part AAAA except 51 will be placed as children in the new parts BOM.
The fictitious parent's(AAAA) BOM as children. Thus, part AAAA has two
children, AAAA* and YYYY, and 50 grandchildren, which are actually it's
children. See figure B.2 for a drawing of the suggested system.

Both the records of the artificial parts and of the original part
and the relationship between the real and artificial parts need to be
flagged. Either that or have a separate artificial part numbering
system to provide easy recognition to keep the real and arificial parts
separate.
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The new child record can be viewed by using the MOVE(M) opcion 
or 0

by using the CURSOR DON until the record is displayed. After the links
are established, the low level code and the parent/child will be placed
onto the sheet by the program. If a part's child is changed, the old
part child will be replaced by the new part child, althouth the record
of the child replaced will still be there. Data can be entered to any
of the fields, using the editing techniques being described.

C - CHANGE PARTS PARENTS
The user ig allowed to do editing of the parts parents and usage

rates with this option. Editing is done the same as in B above. The
same problem of a maximum number of 50 parents possible exists with the
parent section also. It can be over come in the similar manner as the
children problem is dealt with. A fictitious parent should be created
with all of the real part's parents as parents for the fictitious part.
The real part will then have as a parent, the fictitious part, as well
as the ability to have up to 49 more. The first 50 parents of the real
part are in actuality now it's grandparents, creating an extra BOM
level. See figure B.6 for a drawing of this system.

The BOM can be created by using this option instead of the children
relationship, but the user would have to start at the lowest part level,
or the highest low level code number. The preferred way is still to
enter the part's children.

D - DELETE PARTS
This option deletes the part from memory and the data diskette.

The computer checks to make sure the user wants to delete the part
number by asking "Are you sure?" A yes answer will delete the part. A
no answer stops the process and waits for another editing feature to be
chosen. If a part is deleted, the empty record becomes the next record
to be filled with new part data.

E - LISTS PARTS CHILDREN
This allows the user to lists all the children of the part in 31 ,' ,

question, along with the part description, usage rate, unit of measure,
and purchase or make decision from the Part Inventory/Cost Data module
(c). The user may also specify either the batch or lot size, which will
vary the usage rate.

F - LISTS PARTS PARENTS
This option lists all the parents of the part in question, as well

as the characteristics described in option E above. S,

G - BEGIN CHILD/PARENT DISPLAY
This allows changing of the beginning parent/child number in the h

parts children and parents section. Scrolling of last/next child/parent 6

subsets is done Without having to do it one by one.
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H - COMPLETE EXPLOSION
This shows the complete explosion of the part and part's children,

grandchildren, etc., with descriptions, usage rates and units of measure
with or without the printer on.

I - COMPLETE IMPLOSION
This shows the complete implosion of a .part and the part's parent, .A

grandparents, etc., with descriptions, usage rates and units of measure
with or without the printer on.

The next five edit choices are available for all modules in which
they apply. For'example, some modules do not have scrolling left orright....

CURSOR L - LAST CHILD/PARENT

Allows scrolling to the left for the last child/parent. If child 1
or parent 1 is in the farthest left position, a "parent/child" error

will be displayed on the screen. Nothing happens with this error, it is ,
just a reminder the user cannot proceed any farther in that particular
direction.

CURSOR R - NEXT CHILD/PARENT
Allows scrolling to the right for the next parent/child

relationship. A."parent/child" error occurs if the user tries to go
past parent 50 or child 50.

CURSOR DON - NEXT RECORD
Allows the user to proceed to the next record in the data file. A

record error will occur if the user tries to surpass the record limit
set in the data initialization module.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD t%
Allows scrolling to the previous record in the data file. A record VNe%

error will occur if Pecord number 1 is on the screen at the time. V. %

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
Allows the user to move onto another part to view, edit, or delete

it from memory. %hen this command is used, the part number record
number choice menu is displayed on the screen.

See Figures B.1 - B.6 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE C - PARTS INVENTORY/COST DATA.>,..

The part inventory and cost data module is used for inventory I.%

management information. All inventory data on each part is listed in

this module.

After the module is loaded, the user needs to enter either the part
number or record number to display a file on. the screen. The computer
may respond in one of two ways. They are:

-If an invalid part or record number is entered, the user is
prompted to try again.

-If a valid record or part number is entered, the Parts
Inventory/Cost Data worksheet is displayed for the particular part or
record number asked for. Each record has three output sections.

On top of the display is the part characteristic section. This
section has the part number, part description, low level code, item type
and record number in it.

The middle section consists of all the part cost and part data.
The cost data includes the unit cost per part, material costs, labor
costs, overhead costs, set up costs per batch, and the suggested list
price for the part.

The part data contains the lot size technique, the storage location

code, purchased or manufactured part, number of units on hand, 
number of .

safety stock units, units allocated for and the unit of measure.

The last section is the edit choice section to change any of the
above data. The editing choices are:

L - TO CHANGE LOT SIZE METHOD
This allows the user to define the lot sizing technique for

reordering of parts. There are eight techniques to choose from in this
module. The following is a list of the techniques.

1. Fixed order quantity.
2. Economic order quantity.

3. Lot for lot.
4. Fixed period ordering.
5. Least unit cost.
6. Least total cost.
7. Part period balancing.
8. kagner Whitin method.

An asterisk will mark the present method. If the fixed period order
is chosen, the user has to specify the period, in weeks, between orders.
If the Fixed Order Quantity methos is chosen, the user is asked to
supply the amount desired for each order, which must be a multiple of
the fixed order quantity.
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All of these techniques used are well documented in many different
text books, thus they will not be explained. They all use trade off
techniques between order or set up costs and carrying costs except for
choices 1,3 and 4. The last choice, number 8, the Wagner Whitin method,
is a more complicated method and uses considerable more time to
calculate the order points than do the other methods.

C - TO CHANGE INVENTORY DATA
This permits changing of the inventory data. The data to be

changed is showr in the middle section of the display screen and
discussed above. Some general guidelines for data entry in this module
include:

- For a manufactured part, the unit, material, labor and overhead
costs should not be entered into this module, since it is possible to
perform a cost roll up by entering the appropriate data into the
Ldtime/Proc Rout/Assy (H) and the Station Definition/Load Control(D)
modules, then running a Product Costing (S) module. Starting with the
purchased parts, the Product Costing (S) module accumulates costs for
each product as the module moves up through the BOM. Other entries to %
be made for a manufactured part include:

(a) The suggested list price can be entered for end item parts or
service items only.

(b) An M should be placed into the purchases or make field.
(c) A storage location can be entered if there is one.
(d) The units on hand should remain empty, since the Storeroom

Transaction (N) module should be used to enter this data. Control for
the on hand stock should be completed through the Storeroom module.

(e) The safety stock may be changed, but care must be taken such,
that if there are fewer on hand than the safety stock requires and a
Materials Requirements Planning(T) module is run, order releases will be
sent out.

(f) Another problem to watch out for is the units allocated for
field. This should only be a temporarily used field, only when certain
parts are committed to an order but are not withdrawn yet.

(g) The unit of mensure needs to be entered and is used throughout
the entire program for units.

- If the part is a purchased part, the purchase price should be
entered into the unit cost as well as the material cost field. The
other cost fields should be left blank. However, the user may consider
the ordering cost as a set up cost and place it in that field. The q
storage plaee needs to be entered if there is one. Units on hand, units
of safety stock, units allocated for and unit of measure are the same as
for a manufactured part.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
This allows the user to move onto another display. The recordnumber, part number menu appears after selection.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the previous record in the file.
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CURSOR DON - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next record in the file.

P - JOB QUOTATION
This option will provide the user with a complete job quotation, by

summarizing all of the incurred .costs. %hen chosen, the next screen
will prompt the user to enter the needed data. The part numbers and
code numbers have been provided. The batch size, lead time in days,
company's name and cost mark-up (in percent) must be entered or the
default values will be used. A summary of the costs can be viewed with
the printer either on or off.

See Figures C.1 - C.4 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE D -STATION DEFINITION/LOAD CONTROL

The work station/load definition control module defines the work
stations and the planned and released loads per week form each work
station. 1hen the module is loaded, the user must specify either the
record number or the work station number desired to be displayed on the
screen. The station number is the station definition number and the
record number is the storage location for this data on the data disk.
There are four possible displays that can occur form this. The four
are:

- If a new station is entered, the screen will display a note
stating such, then ask the user to press any key to continue. A blank
Station Definition/Load Control worksheet will be displayed on the
screen. Data may be entered through any of the editing features to be 4
described.

- If an old station number is entered, one which has already been
created, the station worksheet will all of the associated data will be
displayed on the screen.

- If a valid record number, one within the range initialized in the
Data Initialization/Sort/Print module(A), is chosen, the screen will
display the corresponding station data for the record.

- If a invalid record number, one which is outside of the 01
initialized range, is entered, the computer will tell the user to please
try again.

Either the station number or the record number could be selected.
The cursor is used to choose between the two. Khen one is decided upon,
move the cursor to the choice and type in the corresponding data. If a
station number is entered, the computer will search the data records to
see if this part has been entered before. If it has, the record
containing the data will be displayed on the screen. If there is not a
match for this in the memory, the computer will respond with "New
Station", then prompt the user to enter any key. The Station
Definition/Load Control worksheet will be displayed on the screen. The
worksheet may then be filled using the editing features to be described
below. See figure D.1 for display of the worksheet.

If a record number is entered, the particular record worksheet will
be shown on the screen. If the record number is outside of the range
initialized in the Data Initialization module, the screen will display
"maximum record number requested", and then prompt the user to enter
again.

For the user who is entering data, the best and easiest way to
prevent duplicate entries is to enter the station number, allowing the
computer to search the memory files for the station number. khether it
is an old or new station number, the computer will respond as described
above.
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After a valid station number or record number has been entered, the
worksheet will be displayed on the screen. There are three sections to
the worksheet; the station definition section, the load section and the I

edit choice section. e

The station definition part consists of the station code, the
station description, available man-hours per week, record number, labor
costs per shift per man-hour (possible three, shifts) and the overtime
premium in percentage.

The load section lists the beginning of the week date, the planned
loads in man hours per week and the released loads in man hours per
week. Following'this are lists of weekly cash flow including labor
cost, overhead cost and total costs.

The following list contains the editing features available for this %
module. The cursor is moved by the Return key for all editing options.

A - TO CHANGE STATION CHARACTERISTICS
This allows the user to change the station definition

characteristics described above. For the overhead percentage, the
number should be multiplied by 100. For example, for 15% overhead, the
user should enter 15 rather than .15. All of the costs are used in the
Product costing module(S) to calculate the unit cost for a product.

The man hours per shift are calculated by multiplying the each
worker times the number of hours worked in a week, then adding all of
the man hours together for a total.

B - TO CHANGE PLANNED LOADS
This changes the planned loads per week. The user is allowed to

change the load in manhours for a planning horizon of up to 52 weeks.
It is not necessary to change both the planned and released loads this
way since the loads being displayed are the result of the Capacity
Requirements Planning(T) module being run. This translates the order
releases and scheduled receipts from the Order Releases and Scheduled
Receipts(R) module into manhours required at each station using
infomation covering the orders, routings, processes and operations in
each station.

C - CHANGES RELEASED LOADS
This allows the user to change the released loads per week. It

also has a 52 week planning horizon. See option B above for other
stipulations. , ..

G - GRAPHICS DISPLAY
This allows the display of a bar chart of the total man-hour load

for the entire 52 week planning horizon.

U - TO SELECT STARTING DATE OF THE WEEK DISPLAY
This changes the beginning week display. The user may specify the

starting week in the form MM/DD/YY. Seven weeks can be displayed on the
screen at one time. Use the cursors to see other weeks. -,
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M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
This allows the user to move onto another station. The station

number, record number menu appears on the screen.

CURSOR LEFT - LAST WEEK
Scrolls left to the previous week's display.

CURSOR RIGHT - NEXT WEEK %
Scrolls right to the next week's display.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Moves to the previous station record.

CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD i'
Moves to the following station record.

See Figure D.1 - D.3 for screen displays and reports. e
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MODULE E - EMPLOYEE DATA CONTROL I.
This module is used to enter data about the employees into the

employee file for every worker.

The first menu to be displayed has five menu options. The options
are called by pressing the single digit number next to each option. The
five are:

1. To open b new employee record.
2. To list the employee records in chronological order.
3. To list by state of residence.
4. To edit, close or view an individual record.
5. To return to the last record.

1 - TO OPEN A NEh EMPLOYEE RECORD
To open a new employee record allows the user to enter data into

the records for a new employee. hhen this option is selected, a new
page is displayed. On the display is room to enter data about the . <.
employee and editing commands to change the data. The data fields
include employee number, employee name, telephone number, age, sex, job
description, hoqrly pay rate, hours worked per week, record number and
space for additional comments about the person.

The editing features are:

C -TO CHANGE DATA
This allows the user to change the data in the table. The cursor

is moved by the RETURN key, with changes typed directly into the fields.
Data field may be skipped over, but it is recommended to fill all fields
if possible.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
The user may move onto another record. The employee number, record

number menu will be displayed on the screen.

R - RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
Returns the user to the Employee Data Control main menu..

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD 
.e

Displays the previous employee record(last record).

CURSOR DOCAN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next record.

2 - TO LIST THE EMPLOYEE RECORDS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
The user may list the employee records in chronological order.

when this option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type in the
beginning and ending record numbers. This allows the user to look at
only a subset of records, rather than the whole data set, with or
without the printer on.
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3- TO LIST BY STATE OF RESIDENCE -v
This option allows the user to list the employee records by state

of residence. The beginning and ending record numbers must be
specified, along with the state code(a two letter code for each state). ,._.
The user may specify the printer to be on or. off for the listing.

4 - TO EDIT/CLOSE OR VIEh INDIVIDUAL RECORD
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

order. The record number or employee number is required. The screen
displays the same table as is seen and described in option 1 above. The
editing features are also the same. %

5 - TO RETURN TO LAST RECORD
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past record, ,L%

This command is quicker than using the Move(M) option, then entering the
record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and displayed
on the screen.

See Figure E.1 - E.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE F - MACHINE DATA CONTROL

This module is used to enter data for every piece of machinery into
the files. '

The first menu to be displayed has seven menu options. The options
are called by pressing the single digit number next to each option. The
seven options ar;e:

1. To open b new machine record.
2. To list the machine records in chronological order.
3. To list by machine number.
4. To list by operator number. %
5. To list by station number.
6. To edit, close or view an individual record.
7. To return to the last record.

1 - T O O P E N N E % M A C H I N E R E C O R D do, .,

This option opens a new machine record by allowing 
the user to .

enter data into the records for a new machine. %hen the option is
selected, a new page is displayed. On the display is room to enter data 1

about the machine and editing commands to change the data. The data
fields consist of machine number, machine description, date opened
(MM/DD/YY), operator name, operator number, station number, station . ,
description, a comment block for comments about the machine and record
number. %

The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
This option allows the user to change data on the screen. Before

data can be entered into the operator and station fields, these records
must have been created previously through the Station Definition/Load .7 % '%
Control(D) and Employee Deta Control(E) modules. If the records have
not been created, the data entered to these fields will not be saved.
The user will have to create the fields before data will be accepted.
If the records have been created and a correct station or employee
number is entered, the corresponding station description and employee
name will be generated automatically.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
Moves onto another record. The machine number, record number menu

will be displayed on the screen. S

R - TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
This option returns the user to the Machine Data Control main menu. .74.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays te last machine (last record).

CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next machine(next record). . .
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2 - TO LIST THE MACHINE RECORDS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER * V
This allows the user to list the machine data records in",.

chronological order. ikhen the option is chosen, the computer prompts
the user to type in the beginning and ending record numbers. This
allows the user to look at only *a subset of records, rather than the
whole data record, with or without the printer on.

3 - TO LIST BY MACHINE NUMBER
The user m~y list the records by machine number. The beginning and

ending record numbers must be specified, along with the machine number.
The user may do this with or without the printer on.

4 - TO LIST BY OPERATOR NUMBER
This option lists the machine records by operator number. The

beginning and ending record numbers must be specified again. The
operator number must also be entered and the printer needs to be
specified on or off.

5 - TO LIST BY STATION NUMBER
This lists the machine data records by the station number. Again,

the beginning and ending record numbers are required. Also, the station
number is needed. The user again may have the printer on or off.

6 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEh INDIVIDUAL RECORDS .-
The user may view, edit or close an existing individual order. The

record number or machine number is required. The screen displays the
same table as is seen and described in option 1 above. The editing
features are also the same.

7 - TO RETURN TO LAST RECORD
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past record.

This command is quicker than using the Move(M) option, then entering the
record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and displayed .
on the screen. 4-.

See Figures F.1- F.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE G - OPERATIONS AND PROCESS DATA CONTROL

The Operations and Process .Data Control module is used to enter ', I
data into operations and process data records for every operation and
process type used in the system. 

- -M

The first menu to be displayed has seven menu options. The options
are called by pressing the single digit number next to each option. The
cursor is moved by the RETURN key, which also is used to enter the data.
The seven options are:

1. To open a new process/operations record.

2. To list the process/operations records in chronological order.
3. To list by process operation number.
4. To list by machine number.
5. To list by station number.
6. To edit, close or view an individual record.
7. To return to the last record.

1 - TO OPEN NEU PROCESS/OPERATIONS RECORD 
.

This option, opens a new process/operations record by allowing the
user to enter data into the records for a new process/operation. %hen
the option is selected, a new page is displayed. On the display is room
to enter data about the process/operation and editing commands to change
the data. The data fields consist of process/operation number,
process/operation description, date opened, machine number, machine
description, station number, station description, a comment block for
comments about the machine and record number.

The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
The user may change data in the table. If the machine and station

records have not been created before by using the Station
Definition/Load Control (D) and Machine Data Control (F) modules, the
data entered into these fields will not be saved. The records must be
created first by using the two aforementioned modules. If the records
have been created, and correct station and machine numbers entered, the
station description and machine name will automatically be entered to
the correct fields by the computer. -

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
Moves onto another record. The process/operation number, record

number menu will be displayed on the screen.

R - TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
Return the user to the Process and Operations Data Control main

menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the previous operations record.
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CURSOR DOkN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next operations record.

2 - TO LIST THE PROCESS/OPERATIONS RECORDS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
This allows the user to list the process/operations data records in A

chronological order. khen the option is chosen, the computer prompts .
the user to type in the beginning and ending record numbers. This
allows the user-to look at only a subset of records rather than the
whole data record, with or without the printer on.

3 - TO LIST BY PROCESS/OPERATION NUMBER
The data records are listed by process/operation number. The

beginning and ending record numbers, and the process/operation number
are required to continue the option. The user may view this with or
without the printer on.

4 - TO LIST BY MACHINE NUMBER ," '
The user may list the operation records by machine number. The

beginning and ending record numbers must be specified, along with the
machine number. Again, the user may view with or without the printer
on.*

5 - TO LIST BY STATION NUMBER
This option lists the process/operation data records by the station

number. Again, the beginning and ending record numbers are required.
Also, the station number is needed. The printer needs to be specified , ,

either on or off. .

6 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIE% INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

order. The record number or process/operation number is required. The %
screen displays the same table as is seen and described in option 1
above. The editing features are also the same.

7 - TO RETURN TO LAST RECORD
The user may return to the most recent, past record. This command

is quicker than using the Move(M) option, then entering the record
number, The past record is automatically retrieved and displayed on the
screen.

See Figures G.1 to G.5 for screen displays and reports.

.0
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MODULE H - LEAD TIME/PROC ROUT/ASSEMBLY PLANNING

The Lead Time/Proc Rout/Assembly Planning module is used to enter
data aboout product routings, lead times, process and assembly
procedures.

After the module is loaded, the user needs to enter either the part *pop
number or record number to display a record on the screen. There are
two possible responses to the data input. They are:

- If a invalid part or record number is entered, the screen will
request the user to try again.

- If a valid part or record number is entered, the screen will
display the record requested. Each record has three output sections.

On top of the display is the part characteristic section. This
section has the part number, part description, low level code, item type
and record number in it.

The middle section consists of the work station sequence(order of
operations), the work station number (a maximum of 50 stations
possible), machine number, operation number, unit operation time in
hours, batch setup/tear down time, batch transportation time (moving
time), batch queue time (waiting time) before and after an operation,
batch size and the lead time in hours. The lead time will automatically
be calculated after all the other data has been entered.

The last section is the edit choice section to change any of the
above data. The cursor is moved by the RETURN key. The editing choices
are:

A - TO CHANGE LEAD TIME COMPONENTS
This allows the user to change the lead time components. These are

described in the middle section above. The machine, station and
operator records must be established previous to entering data into the
fields or the data will not be saved. These records must be created by
the Machine Data Control(F), Station Definition/Load Control(D) and
Operations Data(G) modules respectively. If the records are not
created, the user will have to create them before the data will by
accepted.

B - TO CHANGE BATCH SIZE '

This allows the user to change the batch size. %hen the batch size
is changed, the lead time will be computed again and displayed.

R - TO REORDER SEQUENCE
The user may change the ordering of the work stations so if the

order of visitation is not in numerical sequence, the stations will be
listed in the order in which they visit the work stations. By using the
A edit choice, to change Lead Time Components, and changing the entry in
the Uork Station Sequence, the switch will be made ofter pressing the R
key.
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M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
Move onto another record. The record number, part number menu

appears after selection.

CURSOR LEFT - LAST STATION
Scrolls left to display the last work station.

CURSOR RIGHT - NEXT STATION
Scrolls right to display the next work station.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the previous record in the record. ,.

CURSOR DON - NEXT RECORD K
Displays the next record in the record.

P - TO PRINT ROUTE SHEET
This allows the user to produce the route sheet with description of

the operation, machine and work station, with or without the printer on.
This can also be used as an error checking device, since with the
information printed, erroneous entries can be spotted easier.

See Figures H.1 - H.2 for screen displays and reports.

• .. .
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MODULE I - SHOP ORDER CONTROL

The shop order control module contains the shop order data. This
module is used to control all shop orders and provide the status of any
shop order.

There are.eight menu options to choose from. The eight are:

1. To open a new shop order.
2. To list the shop orders in chronological order. .

3. To list by current station numbers.
4. To list by part number.
5. To edit, close or view an individual order.
6. To return to the last order.
S To store away old orders to file.
R To restore old orders from file.

To call any of these options from the Shop Order Control menu, the
user needs to press the corresponding number next to each option.

- ", - .

1 - TO OPEN A NE SHOP ORDER
This allows, the user to open a new shop order. The shop order

table appears on the screen with a choice of editing features. There
are many fields in the table that need data placed into them. These
fields are: the shop order number; the date the order is opened entered
as DD/MM/YY, promised and closed; the part number; the part description;
number of units ordered; current station; current station description
and a comment block for anything else.

The cursor is moved by the RETURN key, with changes typed directly '.. >

into the fields. The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA

The user may change the data in the table. The station number must
be created before data can be entered, otherwise the data will not be
saved. The station number is created by using the Station
Definition/Load Control (D) module.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD -..
Moves onto another record. The shop number, record number menu

will be displayed on the screen.

R - RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
This option returns the user to the Shop Order Control main menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the previous order(last record).

CURSOR DOWN -NEXT RECORD -. 4
Displays the next order(next record).
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2 TO LIST THE SHOP ORDERS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER S. -.-
This allows the user to list the shop orders in chronological

order. %hen the option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type
in the beginning and ending record numbers. This allows the user to
look at only a subset of records, rather than the whole data set, with
or without the printer on.

3 - TO LIST BY CURRENT STATION NUMBER
The user may list the shop orders by current work station. The

beginning and ending record numbers must be specified along with the
station number. The total units of the shop order are calculated and
the date promised is displayed. The user may have the printer on or
off.

4 - TO LIST BY ITEM NUMBER
This lists the shop orders by item number. The beginning and

ending record numbers are needed again, along with the item number.
Total units of the shop order are calculated, along with the data
promised are displayed. The user had the choice of the printer being on .
or off. i

5 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEt INDIVIDUAL RECORDS

This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual
order. The record number is required, then a table the same as the one
discribed in choice 1 is displayed on the screen. The editing features .
are also the same.

6 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST ORDER
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past order. .

This command is quicker than using the Move(M) option, then entering the
record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and displayed %
on the screen.

The shop orders can be transformed into planned scheduled receipts
via the Planning Horizon Update(P) module.

S - TO STORE AAY OLD ORDERS TO FILE
This allows the user to store either all orders to file or only J,

closed orders to file.

R - TO RESTORE OLD ORDERS FROM FILE
This allows the user to restore an old order from files specified

by the user.

See Figures I.1 to 1.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE J - SALES ACCOUNT/CLIENTS CONTROL

The sales account/clients control module stores all the sales
accounts or client number data. ._,

There are five menu options to choose from. The five are: %

1. To open.a new sales account or client.
2. To list the sales accounts in chronological order.
3. To list by state in which client resides.
4. To edit or view an account.
5. To return to the last account.

To chose any of these five options, press the corresponding number
next to each option.

1 - TO OPEN A NE% SALES ACCOUNT OR CLIENT
The user may open a new sales account or client record. The sales --

account/client table appears on the screen with a fields requiring data.
The fields are: the account number; the date the account is opened,
address, city, state, zip, contact person, telephone number; client
account description and a comment block.

The cursor is moved by the RETURN key with changes typed directly N "

into the fields. The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
This allows the user to change data in the table. The date should

be in the MM/DD/YY form.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD * --

Moves onto another record. The sales number, record number menu
will be displayed on the screen.

R - TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
This lets the user return to the Accounts/Client Control main menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the previous account(last record).

CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next account(next record).

2 - TO LIST THE SALES ACCOUNTS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
The user may lists the sales accounts in chronological order. %hen

the option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type in the
beginning and ending record numbers. This allows the user to look at
only a subset of records, rather than the whole data set, with the
printer on or off.

'°.
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3 - TO LIST BY STATE IN WHICH CLIENT RESIDES
This option lists the sales accounts by state of residence. The

beginning and ending record numbers must be specified, along with the
state code(a two letter code for each state). The total units of the
sales orders and the total sales dollars for the orders are calculated
for each account. The user may specify the printer to be either on or
off.

4 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

account. The record number is required, then a table the same as the
one described in choice 1 is displayed on the screen. The editing
features are also the same.

5 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST RECORD
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past order.

This command is quicker than using the Move(M) option, then entering the
record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and displayed
on the screen.

* See Figures J.l - J.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE K - SALES ORDER CONTROL %

This module keeps track of all the sales orders received by the
company. There are eight menu options to choose from. The eight are:

1. To open a new sales order.
2. To list the sales orders in chronological order.
3. To 'list by sales account number.
4. To list by item number.
5. To edit, close or view an order.
6. To return to the last order.
S. To store away old orders to file.
R. To return old orders form file.

To call these from the menu, the user only needs to press the
corresponding number next to the option.

1 - TO OPEN A NE% SALES ORDER
This option allows the user to open a new sales order. The sales

order table appears on the screen, with a choice of editing features.
The table is made up of ten fields, each requiring some type of input.
The fields are: The sales number; the date the sale is opened,
promised and closed; the part number; the part description; number of
units ordered; price per unit; total price; client account number;
client account description and a comment block for anything else deemedO
necessary.

The cursor is moved by the RETURN key, with changes typed directly
into the fields. The editng features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
The user may change the data in the table with this option.

M - MOVES TO ANOTHER RECORD
Moves onto another record. The sales number, record number menu V.

will be displayed on the screen.

R - TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
This option returns the user to the Sales Order Control main menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD PA
Displays the last order (next record). p

CURSOR DON - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next order (next record).

2 - TO LIST THE SALES ORDERS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
The user may list the sales orders in chronological order. khen

this option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type in the
beginning and ending record numbers and whether the orders in the list
are closed, opened or both. This allows the user to look at only a 6
subset of records, rather than the whole data set, with or without the %
printer on. The list may also be represented graphically on the screen.
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3 - TO LIST BY SALES ACCOUNT NUMBER %
This allows the user to list the sales records by sales account *

number. Again, the beginning record numbers, ending record numbers, the
sales account numbers and the type of account must be specified. The
total units of the sales order and the total sales dollars for the order
are calculated and the promised date is displayed. The user has the
choice of viewing with or without the printer. Also, an option exists
for a graphical representation of the list. %

4 - TO LIST BY ITEM NUMBER
The user may list the sales by item number. The beginning and 7

ending record numbers are needed again, along with the item number and
type of item. Total units of the sale and the total sales dollars are
calculated and displayed, along with the promised date. The printer may •
be set either on or off and there is an option for graphic
representation as well.

5 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIETA INDIVIDUAL ORDERS
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

order. The record number is required, then a table exactly like the one
described in choice 1 is displayed on the screen. The editing features
are also the same.

6 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST RECORD
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past order.

This command is quicker than using the Move (M) option, then entering
the record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and
displayed on the screen.

S- TO STORE AVAY OLD ORDERS TO FILE
This allows the user to store some or all of the orders to file.

The following three options appear on the next screen:

1- To store all orders to file.
2- To store only closed orders to file.
3- To return to the user's menu.

I- TO STORE ALL ORDERS TO FILE
This option will store all orders to file, once you have provided

the name of the file that is to be stored.

2- TO STORE ONLY CLOSED ORDERS TO FILE
This option will store closed orders, while keeping available

opened orders. The user must provide the name of the file that is to be
stored.

3- TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU

This option will return the user back to the Sales Order Control
main menu.

R- TO RESTORE OLD ORDERS FROM FILE
This option retrieves a previously stored order from file. All the

user must do is enter the name of the file that is to be restored.

The sales orders can be transformed into the Master Production Schedule
(Q), by the Planning Horizon Update (P) module. A

See Figures K.1 - K.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE L - VENDOR ACCOUNT CONTROL

The vendor account control module stores all the vendor account
numbers and description data.

There are five menu options to choose from. The five are:

1. To opep a new vendor account.
2. To list the vendor accounts in chronological order.
3. To list by state in which vendor resides.
4. To edit, close or view an account.
5. To return to the last account.

. .. o

To choose any of these five options, press the corresponding number
next to each option.

1 - TO OPEN A NEt% VENDOR ACCOUNT
This allows the user to open a new vendor account record. The %.%

vendor account table appears on the screen, with a choice of editng
features. The table has many different fields requiring data. The
fields are: the vendor/purchase number, the date opened, the client
account description, the street address number, city, state, zip code,
contact person, telephone number, a comment section and record number.
See figure L.l.

The cursor is moved by the RETURN key, with changes typed directly
into the fields. The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
This allows the user to change the data in the table. The date

should be in the MM/DD/YY form.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
Moves onto another record. The vendor number, record number menu

will be displayed on the scsreen.

R - RETURNS TO THE USER'S MENU
Returns the user to the Vendor Account Control main menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the last account (last record).

CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next account (next record).

2 -TO LIST THE VENDOR ACCOUNTS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER '*..

This lists the vendor accounts in chronological order. %hen this
option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type in the beginning
and ending record numbers. This allows the user to look at only a
subset of records, rather than the whole data set, with the printer on
or off.
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3 - TO LIST BY STATE IN WHICH VENDOR RESIDES
This lists the sales accounts by state of residence. The beginning

and ending record numbers must be specified, along with the state code
(a two letter code for each state). The total units of the sales orders
and the total sales dollars for the orders are calculated for each
account. The user may specify the printer to be on or off. See figure
L.3. .'

4 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

order. The record number or vendor account number is required. A table
the same as the one described in choice 1 is displayed on the screen.
The editing features are also the same.

5 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST RECORD
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past order.

This command is quicker than using the Move (M) option, then entering
the record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and %"'*"

displayed on the screen. . ''

See Figures. L.I - L.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE M - PURCHASE ORDER CONTROL

The purchase order control module contains the purchase order data.
There are eight menu options to choose from.

1. To open a new purchase order.
2. To "list the purchase orders in chronological order.
3. To list by vendor account numbers.
4. To list by item number.
5. To edit, close or view an individual account.
6. To return to the last order.
S. To store away orders to file. 4:.*

R. To return orders orders from file.

To call any of these from the Purchase Order Control menu, the user
needs to press the corresponding number next to each option.

1 - TO OPEN A NE% PURCHASE ORDER
The purchase order table appears on the screen, with a choice of

editing features. There are many fields in the table that need data
placed into them. These fields are: the sales number; the date the -e
sale is opened, .promised and closed; the part number; the part
description; number of units ordered; price per unit; total price;
vendor account number; vendor account description and a comment block
for anything else deemed necessary.

The cursor is moved by the RETURN key, with changes typed directly '
into the fields. The editing features are: ,..-%V e

C - TO CHANGE DATA
This allows the user to change the data within the table. The date

should be in the MM/DD/YY form.

M - MOVES TO ANOTHER RECORD
This allows the user to move to another record. The sales number

menu will be displayed on the screen.

R - RETURNS TO THE USER'S MENU .

Returns the user to the Purchase Order Control main menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD 1..

Displays the next order (next record). •

CURSOR DON - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next order (next record).

2 - TO LIST THE PURCHASE ORDERS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
This option lists the purchase orders in chronological order. when

this option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type in the
beginning and ending record numbers and identify the type of order as
either open, closed or all. This allows the user to look at only a
subset of records, rather than the whole data set, with the printer on
or off. The data may also be shown graphically. 4 .....
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3 - TO LIST BY VENDOR ACCOUNT NUMBER
This option allows the user to list the purchases by vendor account

numbers. Again the beginning and ending record numbers must be
specified, along with the vendor account number and type of order. The
total units of the purchase order and the tc-tal cost in dollars for the
purchase order is calculated and the promised date is shown. This may
be viewed graphically with the printer either on or off.

4 - TO LIST BY ITEM NUMBERThis allows'the user to list the sales orders by item number. The

beginning and ending record numbers are needed again, along with the
item number and type of order. Total units of the purchase and the
total cost in dollars of purchase order are calculated and the promise %
date is also shown. The user may again view the data graphically, with
or without the printer.

5 - TO EDIT/CLOSE VIEW INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
This option allows the user to view, edit or close an existing

individual order. The record number is required, then a table like the
one described in choice 1 is displayed on the screen. The editing
features are also the same as choice 1.

6 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST ORDER
4This allows the user to return to the most recent, past order.A This command is quicker than using the Move (M) option, then entering
, the record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and

displayed on the screen.

S- TO STORE AWAY ORDERS TO FILE
This option allows the user to store all or a fraction of the

orders to file. The screen will display the following choices:

1. To store all orders to file.
2. To store only closed orders to file.
3. To return to the user's menu.

1- TO STORE ALL ORDERS TO FILE
To store all of the orders to file, all the user must do is provide

the name of the file that is to be stored.

2- TO STORE ONLY CLOSED ORDERS TO FILE
This option will store only closed options and keep the remaining

open orders. Again, all the user must do is provide the name of the
file that is to be stored.

3- TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU

This option returns the user to the Purchase Orders Control mai-
menu.

R- TO RESTORE OLD ORDERS FROM FILE
This option will return frim storage any previously stored .

order. All the user must provide is the name of the file that is
restored.
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Purchase orders may be transformed into planned scheduled receipts
by the Planning Horizon Update module (P).

See figures M4.1 to MA. for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE N - STOCKROOM TRANSACTION CONTROL

The stockroom transaction control module controls the stockroom or
on-hand inventory. Every time a part is taken from or added to the
inventory, this module adjusts the on-hand inventory level accordingly.
The on-hand ,inventory level may be viewed via the Part Inventory/Cost
Data module (C). There are nine menu options to choose from. The nine
are:

1. To open a new individual part transaction.
2. To open a new parts list transaction.
3. To list the transactions in chronological order.
4. To list the transactions by part number.

5. To list the transactions by order number.
6. To edit, close or view transaction.
7. To return to the last transaction.
S. To store old transactions to file. y
R. To restore old transactions from file.

To call these from the menu, the user only needs to press the
corresponding number next to the option.

1 - TO OPEN A NEW INDIVIDUAL PART TRANSACTION
This option allows the user to open a new individual part

transaction. The stockroom transaction table appears on the screen,
along with a choice of editing features. The table is made up of fields
which reqire data inputs. The fields are: The transaction number;
the date the transaction occurs; the part number; the part
description; number of units ordered; stock issue or receipt; a
reference order number for either sales (S), manufacturing (M) or
purchasing (P); a comment block for additional comments and the record
number.

For editing purposes, the cursor is moved by pressing the Return
key. The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
To change the data in the table. The date should be in the

MM/DD/YY form.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
Moves onto another record. The transaction number, record number

menu will be displayed on the screen.

R - RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
Returns the user to the Stockroom Transaction Control main menu.

CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
Displays the last transaction (last record).

CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD .

Displays the next transaction (next record).
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2 - TO OPEN A NEU PARTS LIST TRANSACTION
This option allows the user to add to or remove from inventory a

multipart transaction, with all the parts lists being incremented or
decremented at the same time. An example would be removing all of the
component parts necessary to make an end item from-inventory.
All component parts making up this item would have heirinventory levels
decremented dependent upon the usage rate of each to the parent item.
If there are'.five component parts, there will be five transaction
records created,

3 - TO LIST'THE TRANSACTIONS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
This option allows the user to list the transactions in

chronological order. Uhen this option is chosen, the computer prompts
the user to type in the beginning and ending record numbers. This
allows the user to look at only a subset of records rather than the
whole data record, with or without the printer on.

4 - TO LIST THE TRANSACTIONS BY PART NUMBER
This option allows the user to list the transactions by part

number. %hen chosen, the computer will prompt the user to enter the
beginning and the ending record numbers along with the part number. The
listing can be made with th e printer either on or off.

5 - TO LIST THE TRANSCATIONS BY ORDER NUMBER
This option allows the user to list the transactions by order

number. Uhen chosen, the computer will prompt the user to enter the
beginning and ending record numbers, type of transaction that is to be
listed and the order number. The list may be viewed with the printer
either on or off.

6 - TO EDIT/CLOSE OR REVIEk AN ACCOUNT
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

order. The record number is raquired, then a table exactly like the one
described in choice 1 is displayed on the screen. The editing features
are also the same.

7 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST ORDER
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past order.

This command is quicker than using the Move (M) option, then entering
the record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and
displayed on the screen.

S - TO STORE OLD TRANSACTIONS TO FILE
This option allows the user to store some or all of the

transactions to file. The following options appear on the next screen:

1. To store all transactions to file.
2. To store a range of tranactions to file.
3. To return to user's menu.

The user may choose any of the options by moving the cursor with the
return key.
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1 - TO STORE ALL TRANSACTIONS TO FILE
To store all of the transactions to file, all the user must provide

is the name of the file that is to be stored.

2 - TO STORE A RANGE OF TRANSACTIONS TO FILE
To store a partial list of transactions to file and keep the

remaining files, all the user must provide is the range of records that
is to be stored. Specifically, the user must enter the beginning record
and the ending record number.

3 - TO RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
This option returns the user to the Storeroom Transaction Control

main menu.

R - TO RETURN TRANSACTIONS FROM FILE
This option will return from file any previously stored storeroom

transactions. All the user must do is provide the name of the file that
is to be restored.

See Figures N.1 to N.3 for screen displays and reports.

S -
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MODULE 0 - LABOR REPORTING CONTROL

The Labor Reporting Control module is used to enter data pertaining
to labor reports (hours of labor) for specific shop orders.

The first menu to be displayed has twelve menu options. The
options are called by pressing the single digit number next to each
option. The cursor is moved by the Return key, which also is used to
enter the data. The twelve options are:

1. To open a new labor report record.
2. To list the labor report records in chronological order.
3. To list by shop order number.
4. To list by part number.
5. To list by operation number.
6. To list by machine number.
7. To list by station number.
8. To list by employee number.
9. To edit, close or view an individual record.
10. To return to the last record.
S. To store old records to file.
R. To restore old records from file.

1 - TO OPEN A NEA LABOR REPORT
This option opens a new labor reporting record by allowing the user

to enter data into the records for a new labor report. hhen the otion
is selected, a new page is displayed. On the display is room to enter
data about the labor report and editing commands to change the data.
The data fields consist of the labor report number, the date, the
reference shop order number, the part number, part description,
operation number, operaton description, machine number, machine
description, station number, station description,employee number, %
employee name, labor hours reporting and a regular or overtime work
specification.

The next section is the editing section. The editing features are:

C - TO CHANGE DATA
To change the data in the table. All of the fields must have

records already created through other modules before using this module.
If the records do not exist, any data entered into the fields will not
be saved. For &ll of the records which are there, after a valid number
has been entered, the corresponding description will automatically be
entered by the computer.

M- MOVES TO ANOTHER RECORD
Moves onto another record. The labor report number, record number

menu will be displayed on the screen.

R - RETURN TO THE USER'S MENU
Returns the user to the Labor Report Control main menu.
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CURSOR UP - PREVIOUS RECORD
Displays the previous report (last record).

CURSOR DOkN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next report (next record)..

2 - TO LIST THE LABOR REPORT RECORDS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
This lists .the process/operations data records in chronological

order. %hen the option is chosen, the computer prompts the user to type
in the beginning and ending record numbers. This allows the user to
look at only a subset of records, rather than the whole data record,
with or without the printer on. The total labor costs are calculated
for the product. The option to display the list graphically also
exists.

3 - TO LIST BY SHOP ORDER NUMBER
This option allows the user to list the data records by shop order

number. The beginning and ending record numbers, and the shop order
number are required to continue the option. The user has the option of
viewing the listing with or without the printer on. A graphic
representation is also available.

4 - TO LIST BY THE PART NUMBER
This lets the user view with the printer on or off, the list of

labor records by part number. The beginning and ending record numbers
are required, along with the part number. A graphic display of the list
is also optional.

5 - TO LIST BY OPERATION NUMBER
This allows the user view with or without the printer, the labor

records by operation number. Again, the beginning and ending record
numbers are needed. The operation number is also needed. The listing
may also be shown graphically.

6 - TO LIST BY MACHINE NUMBER
This allows the user to list labor records by machine number. The

beginning and ending record numbers must be specified, along with the
machine number. The user has a choice of viewing with the printer on or
off. The listing may also be displayed graphically.

7 - TO LIST BY STATION NUMBER
This allows the user to list the labor report data records by the

station number. Again, the beginning and ending record numbers arp
required. Also, the station number is needed. The user must specify
the printer to be on or off. The listing may also be displayed
graphically.

8 - TO LIST BY EMPLOYEE NUMBER
This lets the user view the labor records by employee number. The

beginning and ending record number and the employee number must be
specified. The user again has the choice to have the printer on or off.
The listing may also be shown graphically.
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9 - TO EDIT/ CLOSE/VIE INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
This allows the user to view, edit or close an existing individual

report. The record number of labor report number is required. The
screen displays the same table as is seen and described in option 1
above. The editing features are, also the same.

10 - TO RETURN TO THE LAST RECORD
This allows the user to return to the most recent, past record.

This command is.quicker than using the Move (M) option, then entering
the record number. The past record is automatically retrieved and
displayed on the-screen.

S - TO STORE OLD RECORDS TO FILE
This allows the user to store all reports or range of reports to

file specified by the user.

R - TO RESTORE OLD RECORDS FROM FILE
This allows the user to restore old reports from files specified by

the user.

See figure 0.1 to 0.4 for screen displays and reports.

A/
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MODULE P - DATE/ORDERS PROC/PLAN HORIZON UPDATE

The purpose of this module is to update or post the Master
Production Schedule and Scheduled Receipts schedule, with all the new
sales, shop and purchase order data which have been received. This
module will capture the dynamics of the planning horizon by updating all
sales, purchase and shop orders. It is also used to collect performance
statistics such as late orders, sales and purchase prices, leadtime,
scrap rate and labor costs.

khen the module is loaded, the user must enter the date and press
the Return key to continue. The display on the screen will be the
Date/Orders Proc/Plan Horizon Update worksheet. See figure P.I.

The worksheet has only one section to it. The beginning and ending
record numbers must be entered for each of the following categories:

1. Sales order processing
2. Shop order processing
3. Purchase order processing
4. Labor Report processing

The beginning and ending record numbers are the range of record
numbers to be processed. The module will process the range of records
specified for the sales orders and update the Master Production
Schedule. Likewise, it will process the range of records specified for
the shop and purchase orders and update the Scheduled Receipts Schedule.

In addition to updating the Master Production Schedule and the
Receipts Schedule, performance statistics such as late orders, sales and
purchase prices, leadtime, scrap rate and labor cost are collected and
may be viewed from the Summary Actions To Do module (V).

The F1 key is used to proceed with the processing. %hen the
process is completed, the computer will respond with "processing
completed" and prompts the user to enter any key. The main menu will be
displayed then.

After processing, the output may be viewed in the Master
Production Schedule module (Q) and the Order Releases and Receipts
Schedule module (R) for the sales orders and shop and purchase orders,
respectively, and the Summary Actions To Do module (V) for performance
statistics.

.I-
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MODULE Q - MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

The Master Production Schedule module sets the gross requirements
per week for each part number over a planning horizon of up to 52 weeks.

%hen the module is loaded, the user must enter the part or record
number to proceed further. The user must enter data into either of the
fields, using the Return key to move the cursor and to enter the data.
The display on the screen will be the Master Production Schedule
worksheet. See figure Q.1.

The worksheet is divided into three different sections; the part
characteristic section, gross requirements section and the editing
section. The part characteristics section consists of the part number,
part description, low level code, item type and record number.

The middle section displays the week beginning date and the gross
requirements per week for the particular part number.

The final section is the editing features section. The following
is a list of the editing features for the module. The cursor is moved
by pressing the Return key.

C - TO CHANGE GROSS REQUIREMENTS
This allows the user to change the gross requirements per week.

G - GRAPHICS DISPLAY
This allows the display of a bar chart for the Master Production

Schedule over the entire 52 weeks planning horizon.

- TO SELECT THE STARTING %EEK DATE
This lets the user select the starting week date for display, in

the form MM/DD/YY.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD
This allows the user to move onto another record. The record

number, part number menu will appear on the screen.

CURSOR LEFT - LAST WEEK
Scrolls left to show last week's data.

CURSOR RIGHT - NEXT %EEK
Scrolls right to display next week's data.

CURSOR UP - PREVIOUS RECORD
Displays the previous record.

CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next record.

P - PRINT LIST
This allows the user to view the production schedule for a

particuliar part for a full year with the printer either on or off.
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The Master Production Schedule may derive it's schedule from the
sales orders entered in the Sales Order (L) module via the Planning
Horizon Update module (P).

See figure Q.1 to 0.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE R - ORDER RELEASES AND RECEIPT SCHEDULE

This module allows the user to see the planned releases and
scheduled receipts per week for each part number. The output from this
module may be used as input to the Capacity Requirements Planning (T)
module to transform the data into manhour requirements or load profile
in each station. The order releases are the basis for creating shop and
purchase orders.

The part or record number menu appears on the screen next. The
user must enter data into either of the fields, using the Return key, to
move the cursor and to enter the data. The display on the screen will
be the Order Releases and Receipt Schedule worksheet table. See figure
R.l.

The table is divided into three different sections; the part
characteristic section, release and receipt section and the editing
section. The part characteristics section consists of the part number,
part description, low level code, item type and record number.

The week beginning date, along with the planned releases and
scheduled receipts per week are listed in the next section.

The final section is the editing features section. The following
list is all of the editing features for the module. The cursor is moved
by pressing the Return key.

R - TO CHANGE ORDER RELEASES
This allows the user to change order releases.

S - TO CHANGE SCHEDULE RECEIPTS
This allows the user to change the schedule receipts.

G - GRAPHICS DISPLAY
This allows the display of bar charts for both the schedules of

order releases and receipts over the entire 52 weeks planning horizon.

W - TO SELECT STARTING kEEK DATE
Lets the user select the starting week date, in the form, MM/DD/YY.

M - MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD %
This lets the user move onto another record. The record number,

part number menu will appear on the screen.

CURSOR LEFT - LAST UEEK
Scrolls left to show last week's data.

CURSOR RIGHT - NEXT kEEK 'V
Scrolls right to display next week's data.

CURSOR UP - PREVIOUS RECORD
Displays the previous record.
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CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
Displays the next record.

P - PRINT LIST
This option allows the user to view the planned order releases for

each part for a full year, with the printer either on or off.

The planned scheduled receipts may be derived from Purchase (N) and Shop
(J) Order modules via the Planning Horizon Update module (P). The
planned order releases are the output from the Materials Requirements
Planning (S) module.

See Figure R.1 - R.4 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE S - PRODUCT COSTING

This module calculates the .cost of the parts being made. when the
program is loaded, the first screen to appear is the parameter
definition option. There are two parameters the number of stations and
number of items. See figure S.I.

The number.,of stations pertains to the number of work stations
existing in the station record.

The number of parts is the number of parts existing in the bill of
materials records files. 4

The results are printed out quickly across the screen. Each item
or part number is printed first, followed by four different costs. The
four costs are the cost of materials labor, overhead and the total unit
cost. The total unit cost, is the additon of the three above costs.

To suspend the screen for viewing, press the Ctrl and Num Lock keys

simultaneously. To release the screen, press any key and the scrolling
will continue.

This module is dependent upon other modules for the data used to
calculate the total costs of the product. It uses a cost roll up
method, starting from the purchased parts working up the entire BOM,
with the final products accumulating labor costs, material costs and
overhead costs. It is dependant upon the Bill of Materials (B), Parts
Inventory/Cost Data (C), Station Definition/Load Control (D), and
Ldtime/Poc Rout/Assy Planning (H) modules for data in order to work.
Thus, all of these modules must have data entered into them before the
Product Costing module will run correctly.

A
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MODULE T - MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

This module calculates all of the material requirements needed to
meet the Master Production Schedule. The requirements are in order
releases per week, over the planning horizon.

khen the module is loaded, the Materials Requirements Planning
(MRP) main menu.is displayed. There are five choices on this menu. The
choices are:

1. To define the parameters.
2. To recompute the low level codes.
3. To select items for MRP processing.
4. To proceed with MRP processing.
5. To view MRP output for an individual item.

1 - TO DEFINE THE PARAMETERS
This allows the user to define the parameters, has four parameters

which must be defined for the module to work. These parameters are the
number of items, the number of weeks, and the carrying cost in annual
percentage. See figure T.l.

The number of items pertains to the number of part numbers to do
the processing on.

The number of words is the number of weeks th user wants to do the
process for, up to 52 weeks.

The cost percentage should be multiplied by 100 if it is
fractional. For example, for 15%, the user should enter 15, rather than
.15.

The user has two more options to choose from under option one. The
E key will allow the user to change the paratmeters, while the P key
will bring the MRP main menu back onto the screen.

2 - TO RECOMPUTE THE LOk LEVEL CODES
This allows the user to automatically recompute the low level codes

of all the parts in the file, based on the product structure.

3 - TO SELECT ITEMS FOR MRP PROCESSING
This allows the user to select the items for MRP processing. The

part or record number for each item is needed. If more than one item is
wanted, just keep entering part or record numbers until all items are
entered. All children and grandchildren of the parts selected will be
stored for processing also. khen this is done, press the F1 key to end
the data input. The items will be stored away until the 4 key discussed
next, is pressed. The MRP main menu will then be displayed.

4 - TO PROCEED kITH MRP PROCESSING
This option lets the user proceed with the MRP processing. It

computes the order releases for the items selected in option 3 above.
If no items were selected using option 3, then all items will be
processed. The user has the choice to have the printer on or off.
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The output generated has three sections to it (see figure S.2).
The first section displays the lot sizing data for the coverage of the
net requirements. It has the lot size technique, the number of periods,
the net requirements for each period and the planned order per period.
A total for the net requirements and planned orders is also calculated.
The lot sizing method is chosen in the Parts Inventory/Cost Data (C)
module. If no lot sizing method is chosen, the module will default to
use the lot for .lot method.

The next section of the output consists of many items. The are:

1. Number of set ups.
2. Set up costs.
3. Number of parts per week.
4. Total carry costs.
5. Total set up and carry costs.
6. Total set up and carry costs, including on hand and

safety stock.
7. Item number.
8. Lead time.
9. Number on hand.

10. Amount of safety stock.
11. Amount allocated for.
12. Late release.
13. Recommend rescheduling.

A late release would be a part which should have been released
already. These parts are candidates for expediating or whose parent's
orders should be rescheduled to a later date.

The last section of the output displays the gross requirements for
each parent item, each service order, the total orders, the schedules
receipts, the amount available, the net requirements, the planned order
releases and the planned order receipts per week. The planned order
releases and receipts from this module are displayed in the Order Release
and Receipt Planning(R) module.

5 - TO VIE% MRP OUTPUT FOR AN INDIVIDUAL ITEM
This allows the user to view the MRP processing for an individual

item. The record number, part number menu appears and data is entered to
continue the processing.

See figure T.1 T.3 for screen displays and reports.
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MODULE U - CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

The capacity requirements planning module determines the capacity
requirements for each individual work stations. It takes the order release
calculated by the MRP(T) module and translates them into manhours based on
the lead time and routing data received from the Ldtime/Proc Rout/Assy
Planning (H) module. The results may be viewed in the Station
Definition/Lead Control (D) module.

The first screen to appear when the module is loaded is the parameter
definiton option(see figure U.1). The parameters to be defined are the
number of stations, number of items and number of weeks. The number of
stations are the number of work stations in the station record. The number
of items are the number of parts in the part inventory records. The number
of weeks is the planning horizon, the number of weeks the process will look
at, with a maximum of 52 weeks possible.

There are two editing features available. The E key allows editing of
the parameters, while the P key proceeds with the actual calculations.

The computer calculates for a while, then automatically prints out the
results (see figure U.2). The work station and work station code numbers
are printed first. After those numbers, the week beginning date, which is
the same specified above, is printed next.

Under the date is the number of released loads (based on scheduled
receipts) during the week and the number of planned loads (based on planned
order releases) for the week. A total load cost for each station is then
calculated and displayed.

Each work station is shown in this manner. The screen scrolls very
fast, displaying each station individually. After the final work station
has been displayed, a total cost for all stations combined is calculated
and displayed. A "processing has completed" response will also be on the
screen, with a prompt to the user to enter any key to continue. After this
is done, the user is returned to the Main Menu, ready for additonal
instructions.
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MODULE V - SUMMARY ACTIONS TO DO

This module lists a summary of action items to be done. These items
are the results of the four application modules, Product Costing(S),
Date/Orders Proc/Plan Horizon Update(P), MRR (T) and Capacity Requirements
Planning (U) being run. They give a list of recommended actions to do.

The first screen to appear is the Summary Actions main menu. See
figure V.1. There are nine choices on it. The choices are:

1. Items requiring order releases this week or earlier.
2. Items whose shop or purchase orders are promised this week or

earlier.
3. Items whose sales orders are promised this week or earlier.
4. Items whose scheduled receipts are recommended for rescheduling.
5. Parts deviation report for planned versus actual prices.
6. Parts deviation report for planned versus actual leadtime. t
7. Parts deviation report for planned versus actual scrap and safety

stock.
8. Stations where overloads exist.
9. Station deviation report for planned versus actual labor cost.

1 - TO VIEW" THOSE ITEMS REQUIRING ORDER RELEASES THIS kEEK OR
EARLIER

This -Mows the user to view with or without the printer, a list of
order releases due this week and a list of order releases due last week or
earlier. The user may select between purchase orders or shop orders. The
tables have the part number, the description, the number of orders and the
unit of measure for each release.

2 - TO VIEW SHOP/PURCHASE ORDES PROMISED THIS kEEK OR EARLIER
This option lists with the printer on or off, shop or purchase orders

promised this week or earlier. There are two tables listed, one for this
weeks data and the other for the earlier weeks data, with the same
information as in the tables described in option one above.

3 - TO VIEW ITEMS WHOSE SALES ORDERS ARE PROMISED THIS kEEK
OR EARLIER

This option allows the user to view a list, with or without the
printer, of sales orders promised this week or earlier. AGAIN, TWO TABLES
ARE DISPLAYED, ONE FOR THIS WEEK AND THE OTHER FOR THE EARLIER ORDERS. The
information is the same as in option one above.

4 - TO VIEW ITEMS kHOSE SCHEDULED RECEIPTS ARE RECOMMENDED FOR
RESCHEDULING

This allows the user to display a list, with or without the printer,
of scheduled receipts which are recommended for rescheduling. The item
number, description, number of orders and unit of measure are listed for
each receipt.
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5 - TO VIE% PARTS DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL PRICES
The user may compare the actual prices with the planned prices of a i

specified set of parts. The user must specify the range of records that is
to be considered and the data may be viewed with the printer on or off.
The actual prices are collected from Module P - Date/Orders Proc/Horizon
Update. The user may specify to have either the sale or purchase prices of
items. After the information is displayed, the user is requested to
replace the current planned with the actual data if desired.

6 - TO VIE%'PARTS DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL LEADTIME
The user must indicate whether it is sale, purchase or shop leadtimes

and the range of records in the parts file. The printer may be set either
on or off while viewing. The screen will display for each part,
performance statistics relating to the planned or estimated leadtime in
days, the average leadtime from order opening to the date when promised and
the average leadtime from order opening to the date when closed. The user
will be asked if the estimated/planned leadtime will be replaced by either
the promised or closed leadtime.

7 - TO VIEk PARTS DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL SCRAP AND
SAFETY STOCK

The user will be able to compare the actual safety stock with the
recommended safety stock. All the user must enter is whether it is scrap
or safety stock for a made or purchased part, the range of records to be
considered and whether or not the printer is to be on or off. Performance
statistics relating to the number of parts scrapped and good, percentage
defective, safety stock and recommended safety stock level. The user may
replace the current safety stock level with the recommended level.

8 - TO VIEW %HETHER OVERLOADED STATIONS EXIST
To list the overloaded stations, the user must identify the range of

records to be considered in the stations file and whether or not the ..

printer should be on or off. If overloaded stations exist, MRP-DSS will
provide rescheduling recommendations if they are desired. The
recommendations will include parent parts which will be affected and
potential sale orders for rescheduling.

9 - TO VIE% STATION DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VERSUS ACTUAL LABOR
COSTS

The user will be able to compare actual labor costs with planned labor
costs, once the desired records have been specified. This may be done with
or without the printer. The user may replace the planned labor costs with
the actual average labor costs for each station.

See figure V.1 to V.5 for screen displays and reports.
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MODEL k - COMBINATION RUNS

This module is designed to allow the user to make combination runs of
the four processing modules; Product Costing(S), Date/Order Processing/Plan 11-P
Horizon Update(P), Materials Requirements Planning(T) and the Capacity
Requirements Planning(U).

On entering the module, a list of the four production run modules is
given, along with two other columns to answer yes(Y) or no(N) to ; Do you
wish to ren the module? and Do you want the printer on? See figure k.l.

For an example, the user may want to run the Product Costing module
with the printer on, and the Material Requirements Planning module with the
printer on. The table would look like the following:

I - Product Costing Y N
P - Date/Proc Order/ Plan Update Y N
S - Materials Requirements Planning Y N
T - Capacity Requirements Planning Y N

The F1 key needs to be pressed to begin the processing. 4,'

Since all four processing modules tend to take a long time to execute, -

this module is designed to allow the user to run any combination of these
four, without user intervention. This allows the user to do this at times
which are convenient when the computer is used very little (at night for
example). The processing can be completed and hard copy outputs generated ..-
to look at. A summary of the recommended actions can be viewed in the
Summary Action To Do Module(U). Updated cost data can be seen in the Part
Inventory/Cost Control module (C). Updated Order Releases and Receipts
Scheduled module (R). Updated labor, manhours load profile can be seen in
the Station Definition/Load Control(D).

A hard copy of all the parts including cost data may be obtained from
the Data Initialization/Sort/Print module(A).

pi..
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IN-

,MANUFACTURING RESOURCE PLANNING DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

RESOURCES CONTROL

A - DATA INITIAL/SORT/PRINT UTILITY I - SHOP ORDERS CONTROL
B - BILL OF MATERIALS DATA J - SALES ACCOUNTS/CLIENTS CONTROL
C - PART INVENTORIES/COST DATA I'. - SALES ORDERS CONTROL
D - STATION AND LOAD DATA L - VENDOR ACCOUNTS CONTROL
E - EMPLOYEE DATA M - PURCHASE ORDERS CONTROL
F - MACHINE DATA N - STOREROOM TRANSACTION CONTROL
8 - OPERATIONS & PROCESS DATA 0 - LABOR REPORTING
H - LDTIME/PRCSS ROUT/ASSY DATA P - DATE/ORDERS PROC/HORIZON UPDATE

P L A N N I N G

0 - MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE T - MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS PLANNING 11
R - ORDER RELEASES/RECEIPTS SCHEDULE U - CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS PLANNING
S - PRODUCT COSTING V - SUMMARY ACTIONS TO-DO

W - COMBINATION PROCESSING MODULE

COMMAND:

DATE: 0-12-1984 <ESC KEY-TO DOS.> <Fl - HELP> <F10 - MAIN MENU>

Figure 1: Main Menu
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MODULE A - DATA FILES INITIALIZATION/PART NUMBERS SORT/PRINT UTILITY

1 - DATA FILES INITIALIZATION

2 - MAJOR SORT BY PART NUMBERS

3 - MINOR SORT BY PART NUMBERS

4 - PRINT LIST OF PARTS BY RECORDS

5 - PRINT LIST OF PARTS BY SORT ORDER

6 - PRINT LIST OF STATIONS BY RECORDS

7 - CHANGE COMPANY'S NAME

ENTER CHOICE:

TE: 03-12-1984 (INI) (F10 - MAIN MENU)

Figure A.1
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DATA FILES INITIALIZAION

BEGIN ENDIN BEGIN ENDIN
RECORD RECORD RECORD RECORD

ALL ASSOC. ITEM FILES: 1 100 PURCHASE ORDER FILE: 1 5Q

ALL ASSO. STATION FILES:1 a SALES ACCOUNTS FILE: 1 50

STOREROOM TRANSN FILE: 1 50 VENDORS ACCOUNTS FILE: 1 50

SALE ORDER FILE: 1 50 OPERATIONS/PROCESS FILE: 1 50

SHOP ORDER FILE: 1 50 MACHINE DATA FILE: 1 50

EMPLOYEE DATA FILE: I so LABOR REPORTING FILE: 1 50

ENTER BEGINNING AND ENDING RECORD

ENTER Fl TO BEGIN INITIALIZATION

DATE: 03-12~-19S4 (INI) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure A.2
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MODULE A - INITIALIZATION/PRINT/SORT UTILITY
PARTS LISTING BY RECORD NUMBER
DATE: 03-12-1994 PAGE *

REC* ITEM* DESCRIPTION U/MEAS ONHAND SAFETY ALLOC
U/COST P1/COST L/COST 0/COST S/PRICE U/COST*ON-HAND PURC/MADE

1 ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1 EA 100.00 "5.00 0.00
35.46 21.12 9.80 4.54 70.00 --545.99 P1

2 MMMMMM STEERING SUB-ASSEMBLY EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
14.79 9.18 4.40 2.20 15.00 147e.00 P1

3 SSSSSS BODY SCREWS EA 890.00 50.00 0.00
0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 17.60 P

4 HNNNNN HEXAGON NUTS EA 30.00 215.00 0.00
0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 1.50 P

5 LWWWWW LOCK WASHERS EA 880.00 59.00 0.00
0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 17.60 P

6 AAAAAA WAGON BODY EA 100.00 30.00 0.00
11.80 7.80 2.67 1.33 11.00 1180.00 P1

7 XXXXXX REAR AXLE SUB-ASSEMBLY EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
7.03 4.42 1.97 0.75 7.25 703.3 P1Z

8 SHHHHH SQUARE HOLE WASHER EA 970.00 100.00 0.00
0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 19.40 P

9 CPPPPP COTTER PIN Ea 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 P

10 EEEEEE STEERING ARM EA 50.00 25.00 0.00
3.00 Z.00 0.00 0.00 31.00 150.00) P

11 DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABLE EA 50.00 25.00 0.00
0.75 0.75 0.00 0. 00 0.75 :7. 50 P

12 CBBBBB CARRIAGE BOLT EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
0.05 0.05 0. 00 0.00 0. 05 5.00 P

13 HHHHHH HANDLE SAFETY CAP 05*EA 1000.00 2=.00 0.00
0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.550.00 P

14 BBBBBB WAGON HANDLE EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
2.00 2. 00 0.00 0.00 2.00 200.0 F~)

15 CCCCCC WHEELS EA 940.00 25.00 0. 00
1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 940.00 P

16 CNNNNN CASTLE NUT EA 1000.00 25.00 0.00
0.15 0.15 0.00 0. 00 0.15 150. 00 P

19.78
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PARTS LISTING BY RECORD NUMBER
DATE: 03-12-1994

RECO ITEM* DESCRIPTION U/flEAS ONHAND SAFETY ALLOC
U/COST fl/COST L/COST 0/COST S/PRICE U/COSTgON-HAND PURC/MADE

17 HCCCCC WHEEL HUB CAP EA 940.00 50.00 00
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 9.40 P

18 P158955 MACHINE SCREW EA 1000.00 25.00 0.00
O'. 05 0.05 0.00 0. 00 0.05 50.00 F

19 ACCCCC 'ACORN NUT EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
(0.3 0. 03 0.00 0.00 0.03Z Z. 00 p

20 SHSSSS SHEET STEEL STOCK< EA 85.00 25.00 0.00
7.90 7.80 0. 00 0.00 7.90c 663. 00 P

21 FFFFFF REAR AXLE BOLSTER EA 85.00 24.00 0.00
1.40 1.40 0. 00 0.00 1.40 119. 00 F

22 HUNTIN REAR AXLE BRACE EA 70.00 25.00 00
0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 3-5.00 F

TOTAL DOLLAR INVENTORY: 9Z75.31

Figure A.3

19.79
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MODULE A -INITIALIZATION/PRINT/SORT UTILITY
PARTS LISTING BY SORT ORDER
DATE: 03-12-1984 PAGE *:

REC* ITEM* DESCRIPTION U/MEAS ONHAND SAFETY ALLOC
U/COST ti/COST L/COST 0/COST S/PRICE U/COSTWON-HAND PURC/MADE

8 AAAAAA. WAGON BODY EA 100. 00 3C0. 00c 0. o0
11.80 -7.90 2.67 1.373 11.00 1190.00

19 ACCCCC ACORN NUT EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
0. 03 0.03 0.00 0. 00 003 Z.00 P

14 BBBBBB WAGON HANDLE EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
2.00 2.0 0.00c 0. 2.00200

12 CBBBBB CARRIAGE BOLT EA 100.00 25.00 0.00
0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05 5.00 P

15 CCCCCC WHEELS EA 940.00c 25.00 0.00
1.00 1.00o 0.00c 0.00 1.00 940.00 P

18 CNNNNN CASTLE NUT EA 1000.00 25.00 0.00
0.15 -0.15 0.00O 0.00c 0.15 150.00 P

9 CPPPPP COTTER PIN Ea 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 P

11 DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABLE EA 50.00 25.00 0.00c
0.75 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.75 Z7.50c P

10 EEEEEE STEERING ARM EA 50.00 25.00 0.0c
Z.00 .!.00) 0.00c 0.0c0 Z.0c 150.00 P

21 FFFFFF REAR AXLE BOLSTER EA 95.00 24.00 0.0Cc
1.40 1.40 0.00 0.00 1.4Cc 119.00c P

17 HCCCCC WHEEL HUB CAP EA 94C.00 50.00 0.00
0.01 0.0cl 0.00 Cc.0 0.01 9.40 P

13 HHHHHH HANDLE SAFETY*CAP EA 1000.00 25.00 0.00
0.05 0.0c5 0.00 0.0c 0.05 50.cc0 P

4 HNNNNN HEXAGON NUTS EA 30.0cO 25.c00 0.00
0.0c5 0.05 0.00o 0.0c 0.05 1.50 P

22HUNTIN REAR AXLE BRACE EA 70.00 2-5.00 0.0c
0.50 0.50c 0.00 0.00 0.50c :5.00c P

5 LWWWWW LOCK WASHERS EA 990.00 59.00 0.00
0. 02 0.02 0.00 0.00o 0. 02 17.60 P

2 MMMMMM STEERING SUB-ASSEMBLY EA 100.0c 25.00c~ 0.0cO
14.79 9.19 4.40 2-.20 15.0c0 147.00~ m

19.80
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A TS j..jS71NL , I' SOF,7 ORDEF,
DATE: ('.-1:-198- 4' GE 9:

RECO ITEM* DESCRIFTION U/MEAS ONHANL SAFE7N ALLO.
U/COST M/COST L/COST O/COST S/PF:CE U.COSIwON-HAND FUJRC/MADE

19 MSSSSS MACHINE SCREW EA 1 O(U. 0,( 25. VC L -

C.05 ..05 50. oo F

8 SHHH$H SQUARE HOLE WASHER EA 970. t, 100. 0u u. (t

0.02 0. 02 O. 00 (j. O0 1. 0: 19.40 F'

20 SHSSSS SHEET STEEL STOC. EA eS. OC z5. C) . uo

7.80 7.90 0.00 0.00 7.80 S6:.00 F,

SSSSSS BODY SCREWS EA BB. 00 5C'. 00 U. UU

0.02 0. 02 0. 00 :. 00 U. 2 17. 60 F

7 XXXXXX REAR AXLE SUP-ASSEMBLY EA 100.00 2,.00 0.00

7. OCZ 4.42 1.87 u.75 7.=5 70-. M

I ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1 EA 100.00 25. 00 0.00

Z5.46 21.12 9.90 4.54 70. 00 -545.99 M

TOTAL DOLLAR INVENTORY: 975.l1

Figure A.4

19.81
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ABC COMPANY, TIMBER. TIMBUKTU I-345
MODULE A -'INITIALIZATION/PRINT/SORT UTILITY
STATION LISTINZ BY RECORD NUMBER
DATE: 03-1.E-1984 PAGE #:

REC# STAT# DESCRIPTION -HRS SHIFTi SHIFTE SHIFT-
$/M-HR SHIFT1 SHIFTE SHIFT- OVERHEAD-PERCENT

1 000001 STEEL STOCK FORMING STATION 1'),:0 5C) 30
8. Oo 115. 00 150. 00 50. O

2 c)000002 STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION 40C 100 1'0
8. 00 1 a-. C0 15. 00 50. C0

3 OO'O)0Z AXLE ASSEMBLY STATION 40
8. 00 0. 00 0. 00 40. 00

4 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING 4:)
8. O0 0. 00 0. O0 30. 00

Figure A.5

NO
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19.82
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MODULE P' - BILL OF MATERIALS

PART NUMBER: MMMMMM DESCRIPTION: STEERING SUE'-ASSEME4LY
LO-LEVEL CODE: 1 TYPE: COMPONENT ITEM RECORD NUMB'ER: 2

IPARTS PARENTS 1 234 5 6 7
PARENT NUMBER ZZZZZZ

USAGE RATE 8.00

PARTS CHILDREN 1 a34 5 6, 7
CHILD NUMBER -SHHHHH EEEEEE DDDDDD CBBBBE4 HHHHHH BBE'EIB CCCCC
USAGE RATE 2. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00(: 1. 00 L. 00Q

A4-CHANGE PARTS DEFINITION M-MOVE ON TO ANOTHER ITEM E-LIST PARTS CHILDREN
B-CHANGE PARTS PARENTS CURSOR L-iLAST CHILD/PARENT F-LIST PARTS PARENTS

C-CHANGE PARTS CHILDREN CURSOR R-NEXT CHILD/PARENT G-BEIGIN* CH/PO DISPLAY

ID-DELETE PART CURSOR U-LAST RECORD H-COMPLETE EXPLOSION

CURSOR D-NEXT RECORD I-COMPLETE IMPLOSION

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-12-1984 (EIOM) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure B.1

19.83



IF EXCEED MIAXIMIUM NUMBER OF CHILDREN:

: F: F~ 7 . . . . . . .. . . . . .* & e

AAAA

ci c C: ......49 YXX.X(5:)~ vVYY~tt:l. Chilaren

Fl P F: .............. Parents

AAAA

AAAA* YYYC=C5 ........... Childr-en

cl C Cz C4 ..... XXXXC5O) ...... GrarCd~hi I dren

IF EXCEED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARENTS:

Fl P= F .. P P5 1~ ........... Parentz

P1 F= F 7 .... F-50 .. . . . . . . . . . * rc a o t

Biuz .2

19.84
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,******.* ********..*****4~.***4** ******** *..* %**.~* * * .*. .*

ABC COMPANY. TIMBER. TIMBUKTU 1I4

MODJL.E P - BILL OF MATERIALS DA~TA
CHILDRENS PART LISTING - SINGLE LEVEL
DATE: O~1-'8~PAGC ~

IT1EM MMMMMM STEERING SUP'-ASSEMBLY
BATCH SI:E: I

PART# DESCRIPTION USAGE UI/M P/m

SHHHHH Sc'UARE HOLE WASHER a.u u EA r.

EEESE STEERING ARM 1. :dl EA p
DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABLE 1.~CC EA P
CBBEBBB CARRIAGE BOLT 1.ol:)C EA P
HHHHHH HANDLE SAFETY CAP . Cc): EA P
BI)BBBE4 WAGON HANDLE 1.Q~~O EA P
CCCCCC WHEELS a. n:c)( EA p
CNNNNN CASTLE NUT 1. OU00100 EA P
HCCCCC WHEEL HUB CAP E. 00000))I: EA P
MSSSSS MACHINE SCREW i. 0000 EA P
ACCCCC ACORN NUT 1. 00000 EA P
CPPPPP COTTER PIN 1. 00000()C Ea P

Figure B.3

19.85



ABC COMPANY. TIMBER. TIMBUKTU 1:a 5
MODULE B -. BILL OF MATERIA..S DATA
INDENTED BLL OF MATERIALS LISTING - MULTIPE LEVELE
DATE: (,'3-12-:964 PAGC : I

EXPLOSION OF PART # ZZZ ZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1
PATCH SIM; 1

DART t DESCRIPTION USAGE U/MLASURE
ZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1 1.C":H:)E-
SSSSSS FPODY SCREWS 8. Ot0i EA
MMMMMM STEERING SUB-ASSEMBLY 8. C:.', EA

SHHHHH SDUARE HOLE WASHER :a. 0000c EA
EEEEEE STEERING ARM . E

DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABL 1. EA

CBBBBB CARRIAGE BOLT 1. 000c0 EA
HHHHHH HANDLE SAFETY CAP 1. OC' EA
BBBBBB WAGON HANDLE 1. :)c)I') EA
CCCCCC WHEELS -. 00000 E
CNNNNN CASTLE NUT 1. 10060 EA
HCCCCC WHEEL HUB CAP :. 00000 EA
MSSSSS MACHINE SCREW 1.•.')Q EA
ACCCCC ACORN NUT 1. 00000 ED
CPPPP COTTER PIN 1. C)C)C00) Ea

LWWWWW LOCK WASHERS 0. O00CO E14
AAAAAA WAGON BODY 1. 00000 EA

SHSSSS SHEET STEEL STOCK 1. 00000 EA
XXXXXX REAR AXLE SUB-ASSEMBLY 1. 00000 E A

FF REAR AXLE BOLSTER 1. 00000 En
HUNTIN REAR AXLE BRACE 2. C.0000 EA

CCCCCC WHEELS a. O:0000 EA
HCCC C C WHEEL HUB CAD 1.'.OClC) EA

SHHHHH SOUARE HOLE WASHER a. (0C)'O Em

Figure B.4

:1

19.86
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ARC COMDAONY. 7I'1ER. -;MP' TUW~L 1Z-1-45
wO.'ULLE P -, FILL ,ir Nt1TERAE' DAlTA.
PARENTS PART L:ET:N - N - EVEL
.j;7E.c~:~ CS s

:TM -- CV WHEELS

M 5
'WMMMM STEEPING SUEb-sSSEMPsLY EA

IX) REAR A.XLE SLIESEMPELY CA- IV:

Figure B.5

%

19.87
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I" MAL WTEP'ALS DQr

IMPLOSION. Or PATLSTC- MULT~IPLE LEVELS
DATE. ~ ~~i~*

IMPLOSION or PAPT PCCCCZC WHEELS

PA T DES CRITION U A EL;' M ECAL REZC-Sc= WHEELS E
mmmmmtm STEER ING~ SUP-ASSEML"YE

Z CODE NAME: WAGON 1
XXXXxX REAR AXL.E SUP-ASSEMB1ELY . ~''~

lzzzzz CODE NAMC: WAGON 1 1.000(.) E

Figure B.6

4%
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MODULE C - PART INVENTORY/COST DATA

PART NUMBER: ZZZZZZ DESCRIPTION: CODE NAME: WAGON 1

LO LEVEL CODE: 0 TYPE: END PART RECORD NUMBER: 1

PURCHASED(P) OR MADE(M) M LOT SIZE METHOD: LOT FOR LOT

UNIT COST $ 55.93 STORAGE LOCATION CODE

MATERIAL COST $ 37.04 UNITS ON HAND 100.00

LABOR COST $ 10.72 UNITS OF SAFETY STOCK 25.0)
OVERHEAD COST $ 8.17 UNITS ALLOCATED FOR 0. 00 I

SET-UP COST/BATCH $ 0.10 UNIT OF MEASURE EA

SUGGESTED LIST PRICE s 100.00

L-CHANGE LOT SIZE METHOD CURSOR UP-LAST RECORD M-MOVE ON TO ANOTHER PART
C-CHANGE INVENTORY DATA CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECORD P-JOB QUOTATION

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 03-12-1984 (INV) (F1O - MAIN MENU)

Figure C.1

19.89
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LOT SIZE METHODS

1 - FIXED ORDER QUANTITY

4- ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY
-I LOT FOR LOT*
4 - FIXED PERIOD ORDERING

5 - LEAST UNIT COST
6 - LEAST TOTAL COST
7 - PART PERIOD BALANCING
8 - WAGNER WHITIN METHOD

*-CURRENT METHOD

LOT SIZE METHOD:

DAT: 012-914INV , .F10I MAIN MENU>

Figure C.2

19.90
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JOB QUOTATION FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PART NUMBER: ZZZZZZ

CODE NAME: WAGON 1

ENTER BATCH SIZE: 1

LEAD TIME IN DAYS: 8

COMPANY'S NAME: ABC COMPANY OF NEW YORK

PRICE MARK-UP % OF COST: 10

DO YOU WANT PRINTER ON (Y/N)?: N

DATE: 03-12-1984 (INV) (FIO - MAIN MENU)

Figure C.3

19.91
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8 QUOTATION FOR: ABC COMPANY OF NEW YORK
TE: 03-12:-1984

E MANUFACTURE OF 1 EA ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1

z COST OF MANUFACTURE AS FOLLOWS:
E COST OF MATERIALS: $ 20.76
COST OF LABORt % 9.80
COST OF OVERHEADS: * 4.54
COST OF SETUPS: $0.53

E COST OF MARKUP: s 3.56

EPRICE OF JOB $ 39.19

IT PRICE: 39.19

LIVERY DATE: 03-20-84

TE: 03-12-1984 ENTER ANY KEY... (INV) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure C.4

19.92
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MODULE D -STATION AND LOAD DATA

STATION CODE: 000001 DESCRIPTION: STEEL STOCK FORMING STATION
AVAIL.M-H IN SHIFT 1/2/Z PER WEEK: 40 / 20 / 0 RECORD NUMBER: I
LABOR COST-SHIFT 1/2'/Z PER M-H: S 8.00 /510.00 /S 0.00 O-H PERCENT: 50.0

WEEK BEGINNING DATE oz/12 0-0/19 051/26 04/02 04 /09 04/16 04/
PLANNED LOAD XN N-H 10 .20 25 10 Qz 5 5
RELEASED LOAD IN M-H 15 10 z 0 0, 00
TOTAL LOAD IN M-H 45 30 30 10 z 5 5
LABOR COST IN 6 _70.00 Z40.00 240.00 90.00 40.00 40.00 40.00
OVERHEAD COST IN 4 195.00 120. 00 120. 00 40. 00 :0. 00 20. 00 20. 00
TOTAL COST IN 5 555. 00 Z60. 00 Z60. 00 120. 00 60. 00 60.00 60.00

A-CHANGE STATION DEFINITION D-DELETE STATION CURSOR LEFT-LAST WEEI.
B-CHANGE PLANNED LOADS N-MOVE TO ANOTHER STATION CURSOR RIGHT-NEXT WEEK.
C-CHANGE RELEASED LOADS G-GRAPHICS DISPLAY CURSOR UP-LAST RECORD
W-STARTING WEEK DISPLAY P-PRINT LIST CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECOR

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-12-1984 S TA > ,'FIO -MAIN MENU:,

Figure D.1

19.93I
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LOAD PROFILE OF STATION 000001
140
1;: .
126

M 119 .~SHIFT 7CAPACITY

A 105
98

N 91
84

___________________________SHIFT 2 CAPACITY

H 70

R 56
49

S 42 GIT1CAPACITY

28
-1

14 1111
WEEKS 10 20 --o 40 50)

DATE: C-218 ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... :STA' -,F10) MAIN MENU*,

Figure D.2

19.94



fobZ~~*** MA~F-TRN :DMPPN********~k

NODU-.E D - b-TiTI3N ;4NDi "D4 L;71;
STA.iDN L.ORD SZ"EL~..E :~

STATCJN: 00000. STEE-. STDZ < POktNCG S7TION

-kTOi. : kC7V1 M-HIRE SHIr7 4,a/ '0 .0

WEEK. M-HRS-PLANN4L RE-.E.i4SCD M-HRS-TOTAL SM-HRS-TOTAL SOVERHEA4DS *TOTAL

5. 000 160. ZV 480.00

k O i 0 4 0 7,0. 00 160.0080 0
It1/ 10 - 540 30. vi 160.00 48. 00

k -. C- 4 l4 . LA 160. 00 480.0C
0 14 0 4. 42711.00 185.00 555. 00

12o 0 050 4-'.OA Z0.00 F-3.o0
I0:. 0 - 5 40.00 Z.00 70. OC

le0 19 0 0.00 0.010 e..00
60 0 0 0. 00 e0.00h i2. O

Q'S000 0.00 0.00 0.00
04/12 L7 0 0 0z. 00 0.00 0. 00
ft4/19 0 0 0 0. 00 o.00o 0. 00
(62;12E 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 el. ee

Q-4/02 0 0 0 Z. 00 0. 00 0. 00
04/09 0 0 0 0.00Q 0. 00 0. ore

04/2Z 0 0 0z 0.00 e.00l 00
0~O .0000 0.00

05/7' 0 0 0.0L0 0Z.0 0e .00e

L'5/14 CA 0 0 LA.00 e0.00l 0. OA ,N

05/21 lb 0 0 0. 00 .00 0.00
0r/80Q 0 0.00 0.00 00

06e40 0 e 0. 00 e0.00 U.)

kS7/I 1 0 0 el .00 0. 00 0.00

O7,0 12' le' 0 e0.00 0.00 C..00 I4

07/a6 VII 0 0.00 LA.00 e.0oz

e70 0z 0 el.00 0.00l %?.00
07/26 0 Q7 0 0.00 0.0 oe .0ee

I7/10 v 0 0.00Q 0.00 0. 00
#Z-7 1 0l 0 0 e0.00 el.00 e.00",

o/z0 0 0 0.00 0.00 el.0ee

08/a7 0 0Z 0 e.0 .. 0.0

19.95
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LATE: 0-0-1960PGE0

WEEK M-HRS-PLANNED RELEASED M-H-RS-TDTAL SM-HS-TDTA SOVERI4EADS $TOTAL.

Q9 /03'I1 0.1210 0.1200 11012.

011/19'0 0 0 e.00 0.1210 0. eq,
e/70 0.' 0 2.0 q0. 112A 02. 002

0 00 000 e.1210 0.62

2/0 0 0 0.002 0.11 02. eq.,

1/70 0 0 o e 0.0 0 0.10 eqS12

q107 0 02.1210 02.00 0. 1710

TO.0L el.-.4S 00 0. eq
TT1L /12 t.AS 1212'00 01 .0 .L

TOTA4L M-Ht.: 310

Figure D.3
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MODULE E - EMPLOYEES DATA

1 - TO OPEN NEW EMPLOYEE RECORD

2 - TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF EMPLOYEE RECORDS

- TO LIST BY STATE OF RESIDENCE

4 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL RECORD

5 - TO RETURN TO LAST RECORD

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATE: 0Z'-12-1984 <EMP> <F10 - MAIN MENU>

Figure E.1

U
LA
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MODULE E -EMPLOYEE DATA

EMPLOYEE NUMB4ER: 00000 1 DATE OPENED: 03:/C06/84

EMPLOYEE NAME:OLIVIA JONES

ADDRESS STREET #:=201 3) ST. SO. CITY: SYDNEY

STATE:AU ZIP CODE: TELEPHONE k: -134-9987

JOB DESCRIP:PRESS OPERATOR AGE: 3_7 SEX(M/F): F

HOURLY RATE:$ 8.00 HOURS PER WEEK: 40.00

COMMENTS: TWO OF A KIND RECORD NUMBER: I

C-TO CHANGE DATA R-RETURN TO USERS MENU CURSOR UP-LAST RECORD
M-MOVE TO ANOTHER ACCOUNT D-DELETE RECORD CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECORD %

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 03-12-1984 <EMP> <F10 -MAIN MENU>

Figure E.2

Ile.

19.98
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MODULE F -MACHINES DATA

MACHINE NUMBER: 00000 1 DATE OPENED: C0-/COb/84

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: 100-TON DIE PRESS

OPERATOR NUMBER: 000001

OPERATOR'S NAME: OLIVIA JONES

STATION NUMBER: 000001

STATION DESCRIPTION: STEEL STOCK FORMING STATION

COMMENTS: WATCH YOUR FINGERS!!!!I RECORD NUMBER: 1

C-TO CHANGE DATA R-RETURN TO USER' S MENU CURSOR UP-LAST RECORD '
M-MOVE TO ANOTHER RECORD D-DELETE RECORD CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECORD]

ENTER CHOICE:1

DATE: O0-12-1984 <MAC:- '.FIC MAIN MENU>

Figure F.2

19.99
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MODULE F - MACHINES DATA

MACHINE LISTING BY RECORDSPAE0 1
DATE: 0 1-vlI- 19130 'GEw

REC* M/C* DATE-OPEN DESCRIPTION EMPLYO

NAME~ STATO STAT-DESCRIF'TION

I C00001 CcZ./Ob/84 100-TON DIE PRESS 00000 1

OLIVIA JONES oouuuvl STEEL STOCK> FORMING3 STATION

WATCH YOUR FINGERS""'

07-/0 0/06/84 AIR INPACT WRENCH u0

JOHN TRAVAOLA 000- STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION

AIR POEE SEMLRWEC

3 00u3o 03/06/84 AIR IMPACT WRENCH 00000Z

DANIEL FETTIG 0000073 AXLE ASSEMBLY STATION

AIR POWERED ASSEMBLER WRENCH

4 000004 03Z/06/84 MECHANICAL PRODUCT PACK.AGER 000004

STEVE DEAN 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACK'AGING

PACKAGER

Figure F.3

19.100



MODULE G OPERATIONS AND PROCESS DATA

1 -TO OPEN NEW FROC/OPER RECORD

-TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF RECORDS

-.- TO LIST BY PROC/OPER NUMBER

4 - TO LIST BY MACHINE NUMBER

5- TO LIST BY STATION NUMBER

8 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ORDER 5

7 -TO RETURN TO LAST RECORD

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATE: 0--19B-i4 --KOPE,: F1 MAIN MENU

Figure G.1 5*

19.101
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MODULE G OPERATIONS AND PROCESS DATA

PROC/OPER NUMBER: 000vOl DATE OPENED: 0:/06/64 .\.

FROC/OPER DESCRIPTION: STEEL STOCK FORMING

MACHINE NUMBER: 000001

MACHIN DESCRIPTION: 100-TON DIE PRESS

STATION NUMBER: 000001

STATION DESCRIPTION: STEEL STOCK, FORMING STATION

COMMENTS: WATCH YOUR FINGERS!!! RECORD NUMBER: I

C-TO CHANGE DATA F-RETURN TO USER'S MENU CURSOR UP-LAST RECORD I
M-MOVE TO ANOTHER ORDER D-DELETE RECORD CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECORDi

iENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 03-12-1984 '.OPE.> -SF1 - MAIN MENU>

Figure G.:

19.102.
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MODULE G - OPERATIONS AND PROCESS DATA
OPERATIONS AND PROCESS LISTING bY RECORDS
DATE: 01-01-1980 F GE I

REC# OPER# DATE-OPEN DESCRIPTION
M/co MYC-DESCRIPTION
STA# STAT ION-DESCR I PT I ON
COMMENTS

fyvOOI I!Qtb/84 STEEL STOCK FORMING 4

_o"0001 1OC-TON DIE PRESS
'. (: IO1 STEEL STOCK FORMING STATION

WATCH YOUR FINGERS!!'

2 000002 C./b6/84 STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION
00002 AIR INPACT WRENCH
000002 STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION
PNEUMATICS IN ACTION!.

000007 03/06/84 REAR AXLE ASSEMBLY
000003 AIR IMPACT WRENCH
000007 AXLE ASSEMBLY STATION
PNEUMAT I CS

000004 OZ/06/84 PRODUCT PACf AGING -,
000004 MECHANICAL PRODUCT PACKAGER
000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING
PROCESS USES CARDBOARD

Figure G.3kp
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MODULE H -LEAD TIME /PROCESS ROUTING /ASSEMLY~ DATA

PART NUMBER: ZZzzZZ DESCRIPTION: CODE NAME: WAGON I

LD-LEVEL CODE: UTYPE: END ITEM RECORD NUMBER: 1

WORK STATION SEQUENCE 1 4 p4

WORK STATION NUMBER 000004

MACHINE NUMBER 0000~04
OPERAT ION NUMBER 000004
UNIT OPER. TIME(HRS) 0.108
BATCH SETUP/TEAR TIME 0.016
BATCH TRANSPORT TIME 0.016
BATCH QUE TIME B/AFTER 0.000

BATCH SIZE: 50 LEAD TIME IN HOURS 40

A-CHANGE L-TIME COMPONENTS M-MOVE TO ANOTHER ITEM CURSOR UF-LAST RECORD

P-CHANGE BATCH SIZE CURSOR LEFT-LAST STATION CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECORD

R-REORDER SEQUENCE CURSOR RIGHT-NEXT STATION P-PRINT ROUTE SHEET

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 0O0-12-1984 KLTR,; '.FIC) MAIN MENU".

Figure H.1

%
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MODULE E - EMPLOYEES DATA
EMPLOYEE LISTING BY RECORDS
DATE: oi01-0]-8 PAGE I: v

REC* EMPLYO NAME STREET CITY STATE
JOB DESCRIPTION TELE* AGE SExCOMMENTS HF-RATE HOURS

I 0U0001 OLIVIA JONES 22u1 - ST. SO. SYDNEY AU
PRESS OPERATOR -4-9987 -7 F

TWO OF A KIND 8. O, 4u.ou

Z OV(-02 JOHN TRAVAOLA Z- ST NO. L.A. CA* STEERING ASSEMBLER 2"4-9987 7 2 M
LET'S RODEO 0.O0 40.00 '

7 000007 DANIEL FETTIG 1445 9ST. SO. FGO. ND-
REAR AXLE ASSEMBLER =C-Q:17 '2 M
PNEUMATIC LAUGH INC. 8.00 4)0.00

4 0U0004 STEVE DEAN 8805 NO. HAPSIRE RD.,JAMAICA Hh'
FINAL PRODUCT PACK.AG ING ::4-55: 4 zz M
PACKAGER DOES MOST OF THE WORK, B.00 40. 00

Figure E.3 %
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MODULE F - MACHINES DATA

I - TO-OPEN NEW MACHINE RECORD

2 - TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF RECORDS

3- TO LIST BY MACHINE NUMBER

4 - TO LIST BY OPERATOR NUMBER

5- TO LIST BY STATION NUMBER

6- TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL RECORD

7 - TO RETURN TO LAST ORDER '

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATE: 03Z-12-1984 -,MAC> <FIO -MAIN MENU>

Fig~ure F.1

19. 106
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MODULE H -LEAD TIME/PROCESS ROUTIN6/ASSEM4LY DATA rw
ROUTE/OPERATIONS/ASSEMBLY SHEET'
DATE: 011-01-19801 PAGE I

***ITEM NUMBER: ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1

SEQUENCE OP-CODE OPERATION DESCRIPTION
MC-CODt MACHINE DESCRIPTION
ST-CODE STATION DESCRIPTION

UNIT OP-TIME S/U-TIME TRANSPORT-TIME QUEUE-TIME
(HF:S) (HRS) (HF:S) (HF:S)

I 00004 PRODUCT PACIAGING
00000U4 MECHANICAL PRODUCT PACKAGER
000001(4 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING

0l. 11 l.0 ): Q: C). (Q0

Figure .

SI. l
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MODULE I -SHOP ORDERS CONTROL

1 - TO OPEN NEW SHOP ORDER

2 - TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF SHOP ORDERS

Z - TO LIST BY CURRENT STATION NUMBER

4 - TO LIST BY ITEM NUMBER

- TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ORDER

6 - TO RETURN TO LAST ORDER

S - TO STORE AWAY OLD ORDERS TO FILE

R - TO RESTORE OLD ORDERS FROM FILE

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATEs 0O-12-2984 ~SHO 'F10 MAIN MENU>

Figure .

19.108
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MODULE I -SHOP ORDERS CONTROL

SHOP ORDER NUM:0010001 DATE OPENED:FPROMED: CLOSED: (0Z/0lb/84 LuZ/1.-/84

PART NUMBER:ZZZZZZ PART DESCRIPTION: CODE NAME: WAGON 1

NUMBER OF UNITS: 100.00

CURRENT STATION NUMBER: 000004

CURRENT STATION DESCRIPTION: FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING

COMMENTS: RECORD NUMBER: 1

C-CHANGE DATA R-RETURN TO USER'S MENU CURSOR UP-LAST ORDER ''

M-MOVE TO ANOTHER ORDER CURSOR DOWN-NEXT ORDER

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 0'Z-l2-1984 "SHO., .F10 MAIN MENU".

Figure 1.2
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MODULE I - SHOP ORDERS CONTROL
SHOP ORDERS LISTING BY RECORDS
DATE: OZS-12-1984 PAGE 0: 1

RE~tt SHOP--O# DATE-OPEN PROMISED CLOSED ITEM* ITEM-DESCRIPTION .

,W :F-UNITS CURRENT-STATIONO.-DESCRIPTION
COMMENTS

1 000001 03"-06-84 0-7-1-1-84 ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1
100. CIO 01)0004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING

21 00002 (17/06/94 C0:/13f84 ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1
100.0(K) 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING

Z 0000-- O/06/84 QZ/20/94 ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON I
100.00 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING

4 000004 OZ/06/84 03-/13/84 MMMMMM STEERING SUP-ASSEMBLY
100.00 b00002 STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION

5 000005 (1:/06/84 03Z/13:/84 AAAAAA WAGON BODY
100.00OC 000001 STEEL STOCK FORMING STAT ION

Figure 1.5
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MODULE J SALES ACCOUNTS /CLIENTS CONTROL N

I - TO OPEN NEW SALE ACCOUNT OR CLIENT

--TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF SALE ACCOUNTS

3 TO LIST BY STATE

4 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT

5- TO RETURN TO LAST ACCOUNT

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATE: 0Z-1-195q4 <.CLI> <F10 MAIN MENU>

Figure J.1

N1.11
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MODULE J SALES ACCOUNTS /CLIENTS CONTROL

SALE OR CLIENT ACCOUNT NUM'BER:000001 DATE OPENED: OZ/Cpc)/64

CLIENT ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION:SELL'S HARDWARE IN FGO. -

ADDRESS STREET # :=201 SO UNIV. DR. CITY: FGO.

STATE: ND ZIP CODE: 52103

CONTACT PERSON: J.T. TELEPHONE *: =3-e90:

COMMENTS: APPLE DAY RECORD NUMBER: 1

C - TO CHANGE DATA CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
M - MOVE ON TO ANOTHER ACCOUNT CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
R - RETURN TO USER'S MENU

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-1-1984 '.CLI> <.F1C1 MAIN MENU>

Figure J.2
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MOL,-!,E J - CLIENTS OR SALES ACCOUNTS CONTROL
SALES ACCOUNTS LISTING BY RECORDS
DATE: (Q-12-1984 PAGE *:I

RECO S-ACCO DESCRIPTION STREET CITY STATE

CONTACT TEL# COMMENTS

1 000001 SELL'S HARDWARE IN FGO. :201 SO UNIV. DR. FGO. ND
3. T. 272-e903 APPLE DAY

2 000002 CASTLE HARRY'S WAGON WHEELS 3-409 NO HE. RD. INUIT AL
JOHN McWHIRTER P 9 9-67 6 5-2Z4 GOOD CUSTOMER ALWAYS PAYS bILLS

'- 000007. CHARLIE BAILEY GEN'L STORE INC. 5601 SO. JAMI ROAD ABERDEEN SD
JOHN BENDACO -----9876 DONT FiCK UP CHANGE

4 000004 RED LITE WHEELS INC. 9175 NO RED RD. PERTH AU

C.OBBY JOEL 999-FAMOUS ALLEN TOWN

Figure J.3
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MODULE K - SALES ORDERS CONTROL

1 - TO OPEN NEW SALE ORDER

2-TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF SALE ORDERS

3'-TO LIST BY SALES ACCOUNT

4 - TO LIST BY ITEM NUMBER

5 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ORDER

6 - TO RETURN TO LAST ORDER

S - TO STORE AWAY OLD ORDERS TO FILE

R - TO RESTORE OLD ORDERS FROM FILE

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: O-1:l--19B4 <SAL> <,FlO -MAIN MENU>

Figure K.1
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MODULE ~.-SALES ORDERS CONTROL

SALE ORDER NUM:000001 DATE OPENEDIPROMEDICLOSED: QZ/COb/84 0.3/1z,/84

PART NUMBER:ZZZZZZ PART DESCRIPTION: CODE NAME: WAGON 1

NUMBER OF UNITS: 10'0.00 UNIT PRICE: 70. 00 TOTAL PRICE: 7000. 00

CLIENT ACCOUNT NUMBER: 000001

CLIENT ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION:SELL'S HARDWARE IN FGO.

COMMENTS: LIL RED WAGON RECORD NUMBER:1

C - TO CHANGE DATA CURSOR UP - LAST ORDER
M - MOVE ON TO ANOTHER ORDER CURSOR DOWN - NEXT ORDER
R - RETURN TO USER'S MENU

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 07-12-1984 SA> <F10 MAIN MENU>

Figure K.2
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MODULE K - SALES ORDERS CONTROL
SALES ORDERS LISTING BY RECORDS "AGE *: 1
DATE: 0:.-12-1984 PAGE

REC# SALE-DRD# DATE-OPEN PROMISED CLOSED PART ,a

ITEM-DESCRIPTION *OF-UNITS U-COST SALES-ACC1 0

ACCT-DESCR I PT ION COMMENTS

1 000001 0Z/06/84 03/1/84 ZZZZZZ
CODE NAME: WAGON 1 100. ,0 70. 00 000001

SELL'S HARDWARE IN FGO. LIL RED WAGON ..

2 00)002 'Z/0b/84 07/20/84 ZZZZ
CODE NAME: WAGON 100. 00 70. 00 000002

CASTLE HARRY'S WAGON WHEELS CASTLES IN THE SAND

Z, 00000Z 0/06/84 0/27/84 ZZZZZZ

CODE NAME: WAGON 1 200. 00 b5. 00 00000:"."',
CHARLIE BAILEY GEN'L STORE INC. CUSTOMER IS A GOOD OUYER

4 000004 03/27/94 04/(/84 ZZZZZZ
CODE NAMEr WAGON 1 100. 00 56. 00 000004
RED LITE WHEELS INC. PRODUCER OF KEYSTONE KLASSICS

5 000005 oz/28/84 04/04/84 ZZZZZZ
CODE NAME: WAGON 1 100. 00 58. 95 000004
RED LITE WHEELS INC. ROXANNE: PUT ON THE RED LITE

Figure K.3

N,
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13020CASH FLOW OF SALES BY SEQUENTIAL RECORD

12369
11718

D1 1067
10416

0 9765
9114

L 8463
7812 AlVERAGE DOLLAR$

L 7161
6510

A 5859
5208

R 4557
3906

S 3255
i2604
1953
1302
651

THE NEXT 52 SEQUENTIAL RECORDS BEGINNING RECORD #1

DATE: 03-12-1984 ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... (SAL) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure K.4
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MODULE L - VENDOR ACCOUNTS CONTROL P%

I - TO OPEN NEW VENDOR ACCOUNT

- TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF VENDOR ACCOUNTS

Z- TO LIST BY STATE

4 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT

5 - TO RETURN TO LAST ACCOUNT

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATE: 0-12-19B4 (VEN> <F1O - MAIN MENU)

Figure L.1
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MODUE L ENDR ACOUNS COTRO

~~~~OUEL-VENDOR ACON ECITO:E L SELNCONSCOTO

ADDRESS STREET # :--09 SO. APPLE RD. CITY: PHIL.

STATE:.PN ZIP CODE: 550--l

CONTACT PERSON: CURT MIDTHUN TELEPHONE 2:38-9912

COMMENTS: SHEET STEEL SUPPLIER RECORD NUMBER: I

C - TO CHANGE DATA CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
M - MOVE ON TO ANOTHER ACCOUNT CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
R - RETURN TO USER'S MENU

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-12-1984 <YVEN <F103 MAIN MENU,

Figure L.2
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MODULE L - VENDORS ACCOUNTS CONTROL
VENDORS ACCOUNTS LISTING BY RECORDS

DATE: 03-12-1984 PAGE *: I

REC# VENDOR# DESCRIPTION STREET CITY STATE

CONTACT TEL* COMMENTS

1 000001 BETHAL STEEL INC. 27509 SO. APPLE RD. PHIL. PN
CURT MIDTHUN 3-9912 SHEET STEEL SUPPLIER

2 0L.0002 PARTCO OF MINNESOTA 770: SO HENNIPIN AV. MPLS. MN

STEVE MARTIN ZZ2-JOKE THE MAN WITH TWO (2) BRAINS

000003 PAPERFAB OF SOUTH DAK'OTA 409 SO 12 ST. SIOUX FLS. SD

JOHN HABERLAC. 34082877618 SUPPLIER OF CARDBOARD FOR PKGING

4 000004 AMERICAN MATERIALS INC. 20982 WEST 2ND ST. BREMEN WG

HELMUT KOHL ABC-TTYER SUPPLIER OF BOLTS. NUTS. ETC.

5 000005 PREFAB OF WISCONSIN 9984 2ND ST NO. BOWMAN ND

JEFF SHEEP 345-9129 SUPPLIER OF PRE-FB WAGON PARTS.

Figure L.3
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MODULE M -PURCHASE ORDERS CONTROL

I - TO OPEN NEW PURCHASE ORDER

2-TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF PURCHASE ORDERS

-. TO LIST BY VENDORS ACCOUNT

4 - TO LIST BY ITEM NUMBER

5 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL ORDER

6 - TO RETURN TO LAST ORDER

S - TO STORE AWAY OLD ORDERS TO FILE

R - TO RESTORE OLD ORDERS FROM PILE

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-12-1984 <PUR> <'FlO - MAIN MENU>

Figure Mi.1
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MODULE M - PURCHASE ORDERS CONTROL

PURCHASE ORD *:000001 DATE OPENED!PROMEDCLOSED: 0-06-84 O 0Z-13-84

PART NUMBERtSSSSSS PART DESCRIPTION: BODY SCREWS

NUMBER OF UNITS: 1000.00 UNIT PRICE: 0.02 TOTAL PRICE: 20.00

VENDOR ACCOUNT NUMBER: 000002

VENDOR ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION:PARTCO OF MINNESOTA

COMMENTS: BODY SCREWS RECORD NUMBER: 1 .,

C - TO CHANGE DATA CURSOR UP - LAST ORDER
M - MOVE ON TO ANOTHER ORDER CURSOR DOWN - NEXT ORDER p
R - RETURN TO USER'S MENU

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 0Z-1-1994 <PUR> <FIO - MAIN MENU>

Figure M.2 '
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MODULE M - PURCHASE ORDERS CONTROL
PURCHASE ORDERS LISTING BY RECORDS
DATE: u7-12-1984 PAGE *:1

*OF-UNlTS UNIT-COST VENDOR*-DESCRlPTION

COMMENTS

1 000001 03:/0)6/84 0:/l-/84 SSSSSS BODY SCREWS
I 0()C). (.1() 0. Oz; 00c,00 FPAPTCO OF MINNESOTA

N BODY SCREWS

2 00,002 o.-:VJ&68 ici4 HNNNNN HEXAGON NUTS
1000. 00 (). (0'5 Quu(v(O PARTCO OF MINNESOTA
HEXAGON NUTS

z. 000(003 ('3,/06/84 0:V06/84 LWWWWW LOCK WASHERS
10100. 00 0. 02 (ooooosC) PREFAB OF WISCONSIN
LOCK WASHERS

4 000001(4 0-3/06/84 03:/06/64 SHSSSS SHEET STEEL STOCK
10001. 00 .7. 80 000001 BETHAL STEEL I N..

3/"THICK STEEL STOCK

5 000001(5 07/06/84 03/0~6/84 SHHHHH SQUARE HOLE WASHER
10000oc. 00 0i. 0-- 000002ci FARTCO OF MINNESOTA
SQUARE HOLE WASHERS .'

6 0000016 03/06/134 03Z/06/84 CPPPPF COTTER PIN
1000.00~c 0. c): 0(0004 AMERICAN MATERIALS INC.
COTTER PINS

7 000007 0:1/06/84 C0/C6/e4 EEEEEE STEERING ARM
10001(. 00 C.c 000005 PREFAB OF WISCONS IN
WAGON STEERING ARMS

1 00000 /0./75 10000/ PREFAB OF WISCONSIN T~~A~

WAGON STEERING TURNTABLES

9 000009 C0:10C6,84 (1--/06/84 CBEBBB CARRIAGE BOLT
1000. C,( 0.(5 000002lC PARTCO OF MINNESOTA
CARRIAGE BOLTS

10L 0010010 C0:/C6/84 07,/06/84 HHHHHH HANDLE SAFETY CAP
1000. 00 (0.05 (0000 PARTCO OF MINNESOTA
HANDLE SAFETY CAP 1

Figure M.3
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CASH FLOW OF PURCHASES BY SEQUENT IAL RECORD
10020
9519 -

9018

7515
7014
E513
EC) 12
5511
5010
*4509 p

4008
3507
3006

*2505
2004 AVERAGE DOLLARS
1503
1002

501

THE NEXT 52 SEQUENTIAL RECORDS BEGINNING RECORD I

T:03-12-1984 ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... (PUR) (F1O MAIN MENU)

Figure M.4
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MODULE N - STOREROOM TRANSACTION CONTROL

I-OPEN NEW INDIVIDUAL PART TRANSACT. 6-EDIT/VIEW INDIVIDUAL TRANSACTION

2-OPEN NEW PARTS LIST TRANSACTION 7-RETURN TO LAST TRANSACTION

--LIST CHRONOLOGY OF TRANSACTIONS S-STORE AWAY OLD TRANSACTIONS TO FILE

4-LIST TRANSACTIONS BY PART NUMBER R-RESTORE OLD TRANSACTIONS FROM FILE

S-LIST TRANSACTIONS BY ORDER NUMBER

ENTER EDIT CHOICE:

DATE: 0-12-1984 <STO> <FIO - MAIN MENU>

Figure N.1
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****Z***SPART TRANSACTIONZ*zg**,.*2*

TRANSACT NUMBER:000001 DATE: 0Z/06/84

PART NUMBER:SSSSSS PART DESCRIPTION: BODY SCREWS

NUMBER OF UNITS: 120.00

STOCK ISSUEI, RECEIPT-R: R ...

REFERENCE ORDER NUMBER FOR SALES-SMANUF-M.PURCH-P:P NUMBER: 000001 ,

COMMENTS: STORES RECORD NUMBER: I

C - TO CHANGE DATA CURSOR UP - LAST TRANSACT e
M - MOVE ON TO ANOTHER TRANSACT CURSOR DOWN - NEXT TRANSACT r

R - RETURN TO USER'S MENU

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 07-12-1984 KSTO, <F1O - MAIN MENU>

Figure N.:
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REC* TRANX* DATE ITEM#-DESCRIPTION #OF-UNITS ISSdI. IRE

(R) SALE/SHOP/PURCH-DRDER-REF COMMENTS

1 00000 1 t)Z/06/84 SSSSSS BODY SCREWS 12:0.0 CI R
P 000001 STORES

z 000002 C)7/06/84 HNNNNN HEXAGON NUTS 120.0 OC)
F 00000: INVENTORY FOR COMPNT. PARTS!1

000007 Q7:/O6/B4 LWWWWW LOCK WASHERS 12.o
P 00000:: STORES FOR COMPONENT PARTS k

4 100064 C0./C06/84 SHSSSS SHEET STEEL STOCK. 15.00 1
F OOOOo:Z STORES ARE FOR COMPNT. PARTS

5 000005 0-/06/84 FFFFFF REAR AXLE BOLSTER 15.0 CI 1
P 000002. COMPNENT INVENTORY

ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE...

DATE: Olw-12-1984 *STO> <F1O MAIN MENU>

Figure N.3
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MODULE 0 - LABOR REPORTING

1 - TO OPEN NEW LABOR REPORT 6 - TO LIST BY MACHINE NUMBER

2 - TO LIST CHRONOLOGY OF REPORTS 7 - TO LIST BY STATION NUMBER

- TO LIST BY SHOP ORDER NUMBER B - TO LIST BY EMPLOYEE NUMBER

4 - TO LIST BY PART NUMBER 9 - TO EDIT/CLOSE/VIEW INDIVIDUAL REPORT

5 - TO LIST BY OPERATION NUMBER 0 - TO RETURN TO LAST REPORT

S - TO STORE OLD RECORDS TO FILE R - TO RESTORE OLD REPORTS FROM FILE

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-12-1984 <LAB> <lFO - MAIN MENU>

Figure 0.1
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MODULE 0 - LABOR REPORTING

LABOR REPORT NLUMBER:,o0. 03 DATE: :-0- REF SHOP ORDER*: 00(t.-"

P A R T N LIM B E R :TZZ Z Z Z P A R T D E S C R I P T I O N : C O D E N A M E : W A G O N I

O P E R A T I O N N U M :o(o ' .) (') 4 O P E R A T I O N D E S C R I P : P R O D U C T P A C K A G IN G
M A C H I N E N U M B E R : C 0('0 0 C .)(C M A C H I N E D E S C R I P : M E C H A N I C A L P R O D U C T P A C K A G E R
STATION NUMBER:0000 4 STATION DESCRIP: FINh'L PRODUCT PACKAGING

EMPLOYEE NLJMEER:00C004 EMPLOYEE DESCRIP:STEVE DEAN
IHOURS REPORTING: 40..[ REG(R)/OVERTIME(O) :R SHIFT 1/-/3:1

EUNITS GOOD: 5. C O0 UNITS SCRAP: 1.0 :S

COMMENTS:HSMO KIES ... RECORD NUMBER: I

C -CHA N G E D A T A M -M O V E T O A N O T H E R O R D E R C U R S O R U P -L A S T O R D E R
P-RETURN TO USER'S MENU CURSOR DOWN-NEXT ORDER

t

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 0-2-12-1984 (LAS') (F10 -MAIN MENU)

Figure 0.2
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M"IVDU..E 0 -AP- PEPORR, TG -_l7Rl
LABOR REPORTS L:S'ING PY RECORDSD P T C.- . .9 E.., r G- = ,wl

CP-_Nk#-D_-!SCRI PTION
MALHINEO-DESCR I PT ION
STATION#-DESCRI PTI ON
EMP OYEE#-DESCR 7 P ION
REG (R) ,'DVT () SHIFT HOURS-REPORTED NLlME4EP-LN7iT,-GOC7i E:_ -P.

1 :t,.cncc: [)2.- A .- A4 0')02' CODE NAME: WAGON 1
U.,(.. 4 PRODLV'T PACiC, ,I NG
"001)(10C4 MECHANICAL PRODUCT PACKAGER

0(,0lt004 FINAL PRODLICT PACKAGING
0c'c)0( STEVE DEAN

R 1 4':). cu' 5. "c'c1 tW

',.c 000()) :'t-0E-84 ' C¢C3 ZZZ'ZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1
000004 PRODUCT PACf'AGING
0(004 MECHANICAL PRODUCT PACKAGER
(000104 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING
00004 STEVE DEAN

R 1 40. O0 4. () 1. O0

7 000003 03-06-84 000004 MMMMMM STEERING SUB-ASSEMBLY .,.
C:0000 STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION

0'0'0O AIR INPACT WRENCH
(O00O STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION %
(000O") JOHN TRAVAOLA

R 140. 00 1 .c 1. 00o

4 (:)t:)(00:04 0--06-84 000004 MMMMMM STEERING SUB-ASSEMBLY
00'0002 STEERING ASSEMBLY STATION
000002 PIR INDACT WRENCH
''( .':" STEERNG ASSEMLY STATION
(:)OQ . O'.IVIQ JONES

R :'4:. ' =. "( !. 00

TOTAL NUMBER OF GOOD UNITS: 24
TOTAL NUMBER OF SCRAP UNITS: 3
TOTAL LABOR HOURS REPORTED: 16(
T OTAL COST OF LABOR HOURS: Z :.E8

Figure C.3
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COST OF LABiOR B4Y SEQUENTIAL RECORD
340

306
D 289

272
0 255

238
L 221 AVYERAGE DOLLAR$

204
L 187

170
A 153

136
R 119

102
S 85

68
51

17

THE NEXT 52 SEQ~UENTIAL RECORDS BEGINNING RECORD # 1

)ATE: 03-12-1984 ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... <LAB) (F10) MAIN MENU)

Figure 0.4

19. 131
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MODULE P -DATE /ORDERS PROCESSING /HORIZON UPDATE

BEGIN ENDINI
RECORD RECORD

TO PROCESS SALES ORDERS RECORDS:

TO PROCESS SHOP ORDERS RECORDS:

TO PROCESS PURCHASE ORDERS RECORDS:

TO PROCESS LABOR REPORTS RECORDS:

ENTER BEGINNING AND ENDING RECORD

ENTER Fl TO BEGIN INTIALIZATION

TE: 03-12.-19S4 (HOR) (FIO MAIN MENU)

19. 132
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MODULE Q - MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

PART NUMBER: ZZZZZZ DESCRIPTION: CODE NAME: WAGON I
LO-LEVEL CODE: 0 TYPE: END ITEM RECORD NUMBER: I

WEEK BEGIN DATE 0/12 03/19 03/28 04/02 04/09 04/16 04/-",Z

GROSS REQUIRED 100.00 2O00.0C 200.00 -00.0 200.00 200.00 250.00

GROSS PROD. $ ,_625.98 7251.98 7251.96 10877.94 7=51.96 7251.98 9064.95

GROSS SALES $ 7000.00 14000.00 14000.00 21000.00 14000.00 14000.00 17500.00 ,

CURSOR UP-LAST RECORD CURSOR LEFT-LAST WEEK C-CHANGE REQUIREMENTS
CURSOR DOWN-NEXT RECORD CURSOR RIGHT-NEXT WEEK W-SEL'ECT START WEEK DISPLAY
M-MOVE TO ANOTHER ITEM G-GRAPHICS DISPLAY

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 07-12-19B4 -,MPS) <F10 - MAIN MENU"

Figure Q.1

19.133
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MASTER~ PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF PART Z::Z
:4

U2B
272

N 2S 5

II

T 187

119

25
68
51 9

WEEIS 1020 -.0 40 5C0

DATE: C--::-.194 ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... :Mr's F10 MAIN MENL

Figure Q.2

19.134
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ABC COMPANY. TIMBER, TIMBUKTU 12345

MODULE 0 - MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE LISTING

DATE, 03-12-1984 PAGE 0: 1

PART : ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1

UNIT PRODCOST: 35.41989
UNIT SELLING PRICE: 70

WEEK GROSS-REQUIRED GROSS-PROD$ GROSS-SALES$

03/12 100.00 3541.99 7000.00

03/19 200.00 7083.98 14000.00

03/26 200.00 7083.98 14000.00

04/02 0.00 0.00 0.00

04/09 0.00 0.00 0.00

04/16 0. o 0.00 0.00

04/Z3 0.00 0.00 0. 0

04/30 0.00 0.00 0.00

05/07 0.00 0.00 0.00 "S

05/14 0.00 0.00 0.00

05/21 0.00 0.00 0.00 

05/as 0.00 0.00 0.00

06/04 0.00 0.00 0. eke

06/11 0.00 0.00 0.00

06/18 0.00 0.00 0.00

06/25 0.00 0.00 0.00s

07/02 0.00 0.00 0.00

07/09 0.00 0.00 0.00

07/16 0.00 0.00 0.00

07/23 0.00 0.00 0.00,

07/30 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,

0&/06 0.00 0.00 0.00

08/13 e.00 0.00 0.00

08/20 e.00 0.00 C.00

08/27 0.00 0.00 e.00

09/03 0.00 0.00 0.00

09/10 0.00 0.00 0.00
09/17 0.00 0.00 e.00

09/24 0.00 0.00 e.00 

10/01 0.00 0.00 0.00 •

10/08 0.00 0.00 0.00,

10/15 0.00 0.00 0.00

10/22 0.00 0.00 0.00 .

10/29 0.00 0.00 0.00

11/05 0.00 0.00 0.00

19.135
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MODULE R - ORDER RELEASES AND RECEIPTS SCHEDLES

PART NUMBER: ZZZZZZ DESCRIPTION: CODE NAME: WAGON I
LO-LEVEL CODE: 0 TYPE: END iTEM RECORD NUMBER: 1

WEEK BEGIN DATE 00/12 0/19 0:/26 04/02 04/09 04/16 04/2Z

* PLND RELEASES =28.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0. 00.

SCHDLD RECPTS 100. 00 0.00 0. 00 0. C)c) 0. 00 0. 00 0.00

R - TO CHANGE ORDER RELEASES CURSOR LEFT - LAST WEEK
S - TO CHANGE SCHEDULED RECEIPTS CURSOR RIGHT - NEXT WEEK
W - SELECT STARTING WEEK DISPLAY CURSOR UP - LAST RECORD
M - MOVE ON TO ANOTHER ITEM CURSOR DOWN - NEXT RECORD
G - GRAPHICS DISPLAY

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: 03-1--1984 <POR> <F10 - MAIN MENU> *..

Figure R.1

k .
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ORDER RECEIPTS OF PART ZZZZZZ
120

114
108

U 10--

96
N 90

84
I 78

72
T 66

60
S 54

* 48
42
3.6

24

WEEKS 10 20 30 40 50

DATE: 0"3-12-1984 ENTER ANY K'EY TO CONTINUE... 'POR. <FIC) - MAIN MEI

Figure R.2

19.138
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OR~DER~ RELEA-SES OF PART ZZ::::
.40

U 29

N 5

170
S I :;

119
102

68 1IZ

WEEKS 10 20 0 40 50)

DATE: 0-12-1984 ENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... <FOR> <F I C) N~EU

Figure R.3

I
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ai OZ. 00.

/ZC .. Q, wZ..

0/30. 012 0.0ee

C-5/07 el.00 0.0ee
05/14 0.0ee 0.00

05/21 0. 00 0.0ee
05/28 0.0L0 0Z.00

06/04 0.00 101. 0
06/11 e. 00 0.00 S
L61 0.00 0.0ee

OF/50.00 00

07/02 000 0.00
07 /0 e.o 9 00
07/16 0.00 Ia.00 .

V7/6 ESe. 00 0.00
127/30 0.00li 0.00

Q18/06 0.00le 0.00le
08/ 1.3 0.00l 0.0ee
08/20 l.0120 0.00 l
08/E7 0.00 e.00

09 / CI 0.0 ee0.00e
09/10 o.00i 0.00e
09117 0.00ze 00
09/24 0.00 0.0VV

10/ei1 0.0ee 0.00
10/08 0.00 rb.0ee
10/1 1 0.0 0ll .00
1a/aa e.00e 0.00
10/29 0i.00e 0.00

11/05 0.00 0.00

19.140
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PLANNED ORDER RELEASES/SCHEDULED RECEIPTS LISTING
DATE: 03-12-1984 

PAGE 0:

WEEK PLANNED-ORDER RELEASES SCHEDULED-RECEIPTS

1/12. 0.00 0.00
11/19 0.00 0.00
S1/26 0.00 0.00

1l/03 0.00 0.00
12/10 0. 00 0.00
12/17 0.00 o.00
12/31 0.00 0.0012/3, 0.00 0.o0
01/07 0. 00 0.0l
lb1/ 14 0.00 0.00
01l/a1 a. 00 0.0001/as 0.00 0.00

02/04 0.00 0. 0002/11 0.00 0.00
02/18 0.00 0.00
02/25 0.00 0.00

03/03 0.00 0.00 "

TOTAL PLANNED ORDER RELEASES: 325
TOTAL PLANNED SCHEDULED RECEIPTS: 100

Figure R.4
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MODULE S - PRODUCT COSTING

NUMBER OF STATIONS: 4

NUMBER OF PARTS: 27

DO YOU WANT PRINTER ON (Y/N)':N

DO YOU WANT PAUSE AFTER EACH PART (Y/N): N
, A

DATEt O-12-1984 <COS> <FI0 - MAIN MENU,

Figure S.1

II

'-I
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MODULE S - PRODUCT COSTING
PRODUCT AND FART COSTING
DATE: 07-12-1984 RAGE :

PART NUMbER : SHHHHH RECORD 8: 8

COST OF MATEr;IALS: 62
COST OF LABOR:
COST OF O'ERHEAL:

IOTAL UNIT COST:

SET-UP COST: (9. " O
ACCUM SET-UP COST: 00

PART NUMBER : CPPPPP RECORD 0: 9

COST OF MATERIALS: 0.04
COST OF LABOR:- 0. 00
COST OF OVERHEAD: 0.0(K
TOTAL UNIT COST: 0.04

SET-UP COST: 0.00
ACCUM SET-UP COST: 0.00

PART NUMBER : EEEEEE RECORD 0: 10

COST OF MATERIALS: Z.00
COST OF LABOR: 0.00 9
COST OF OVERHEAD: 0.00
TOTAL UNIT COST: :. 00

SET-UP COST: 0.00
ACCUM SET-UP COST: 0. 0i.

***I*******************EI*I***********WI3II*****I**I*Z****I*I***WI*3I****P ,.:%.

PART NUMBER : DDDDDD RECORD #: 11

COST OF MATERIALS: 0.75
COST OF LABOR: 0. 0
COST OF OVERHEAD: 0.00
TOTAL UNIT COST: 0.75

SET-UP COST: 0. 00
ACCUM SET-UP COST: 0.00

19. 143
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ft,

COST OF MATERTiLs: .K
COSj,' T ox L.~iqH: 1,.0

CS FOVER"F;4D:

SET-uL OST
kZCUT LSE:-:' i-OST: 0. Q1i

PAHT NUMBER : HWWWWW RECORD 4 lo

COST OF MATERIALS: 1.0
COST OF LABOR: 0.0
COST OF OVERHEAD: lb0

TOTAL UN1T COST: g'.g -b

SET U P COST: 
* 

.00~

ACCJIM SE'T-UP COST: 00

PART NUMB4ER : WWW RECORD 5

COST OF MATERILS: 0.02I
COST OF LABOR: 0.07
COST OF OVERH4EAD: 00
TOTAL UNIT COST: 0

SET-uP' COST: e e
C::CJM ET-UPl COST: .0.02

J.f***

PART~~~~~ NUMBER : 9.- ECR 0

COSTC = ATERALS:7.8

'DST~~~. -F9,B:E.6

19. 144
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PRODUCT AND PART COSTING
LjATE: 03-1,E-1904' PAGE E

PART NUMBSER' : XXXXXX RECORD Ot 7

COST OF MATERIALS:4.2
COST OF LAB4OR: 1.87
COST OJF OVERHEAD: .7
TOTAL UN17 COST:4,

SET-UP COST: 01
ACCUM SET-UP, COST: 01

PART NUMB'ER :ZZZZZZ RECORD 1

COST OF MATERIALS: 180.56
COST OF LABOR: 9.80
COST OF OVERHEADi 4.54
TOTAL UNIT COST: 194.900

SET-UP COST: b17
14CCUM SET-UP COST: 40.53

Figure S.2

%* .\
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MODULE T -MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

1 - TO DEFINE PARAMETERS

2 TO RECOMPUTE LO-LEVEL CODES

Z- TO SELECT PARTS FOR MRP PROCESSING \
4 - TO PROCEED WITH MRP PROCESSING

5 - TO VIEW MRP OUTPUT FOR INDIVIDUAL PART

ENTER CHOICE:

DATE: OZ-1-1984 e<MRP.- 'FlO - MAIN MENU>

figure T.1

19.146
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d,

NON

00

MODUE T ATE~ALS EQUIEMENS PLNNIN

E T EITARMOUETR R MAEOAL REU RETSR TOLANNIN'SGEN

NENTER OCHOICE:

DATE: cj7-l--i4 <MRF> <'FIO MAIN MENU.'

Figure T.2 J
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*-*********PQRT NUMBEk*******ZZZZZZ

RECOkmEND kE-SC"EDU.E RECEI1' IN WEEK i
***LEAD TIME(W S,** 1 1
***ON mANL)***4***** 100
**OSQFE7Y ST--'-**** 25 %

**k.LLOQTEI fOwwt.. 0
*.**ATE RELEASES*** 0

**v REO'Omm kESCHED* 1

*WEEK L4EGINNING DATE** 03/12 03/19 03/26 04/0i 04/09
GROSS REQUIREMENTS FOR
**END P'ART***ZZZZZZ 100.00 200.00 300.00 A00.00 300.0 0
**tERVICE ORDERS*** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
**TOTAL ORDERS*o*.. 100.0'0 200.00 300.00 400.00 300.00
**SCHEDULED RECEIPT 100.00 12.00 a.00 1i3.00 12.00
**ON-HAND EALANCE** 100.0 00 ig.00 5.00 .o0 25.00
**NET REQUIREMENTS* 0.00 113.00 277.00 E77.00 288.00
**PLND ORDR RECPTS* 0.00 113.00 277.00 277.00 288.00
**PLND ORDR RELEASE 113.00 277.00 277.00 288.00 0.00

***********PART NUMBER*******MMMMMM
*****LATE ORDER IN WEEK*** 0 ***ORDER QUANTITY** 38
-**LEAD TIME(WKS)** I .
***ON HAND******** 100
***SAFETY STOCK**** 25
***ALLOCATED FOR*** 0
***LATE RELEASES*** 38

*** RECOMM RESCHED* 0

*WEEK( BEGINNING DATE.. 03/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
GROSS REQUIREMENTS FOR
*PARENT PART*ZZZZZZ 113.00 277.00 277.00 288.00 0.00

**SERVICE ORDERS** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
*TOTAL ORDERS***** 113.00 277.00 E77.00 288.00 0.00
**SCHEDULED RECEIPT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
* ON-HAND BALANCE** 100.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00
**NET REQUIREMENTS* 38.00 277.00 277.00 288.00 0.00
.'PLND ORDR RECPTS* ****** 277.00 277.00 288.00 0.00
**PLND ORDR RELEASE 277.00 277.00 188.00 0.00 0.00-

***********PART NUMBER*******SSSSSS
*****LATE ORDER IN WEEK*** 0 ***ORDER QUANTITY** 194
***LEAD TIME(WKS)** 1
***ON HAND********* 760

***SAFETY STOCK**** 50
***A.LOCATED FOR*** 0
***LATE RELEASES*** 194

0*0 RECOMM RESCHED* 0

*WEEK LEGINNING DATE** 03/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
GROSS REQUIREMENTS FOR%
*PARENT PART*ZZZZZZ 904.00 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**SERVICE ORDERS*** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

**TOTAL ORDERS***** 904.00 2216.00 2216.00 E304.00 0.00

19.148
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*SCHEDULED RECEIPT 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 I.00
**ON-.ND BALANCE*- 760. 00 50. Me 50. 00 54b. 00 50. 0

*-NET REQUIREMENTS. 194.00 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**PLND ORDR RCPTSo *..... 2216.00 2216.00 23m4.00 .eo
*.PLND ORDR RELEASE 2216.00 2216. O 2304. 00 0.00 8.00

-*o***PR NUM9ERo***H~NNNNN
-****LATE ORDER IN WEEK-** 0 .**ORDER QUANTITY*. 899
*-*LEAD TIMECWKS)O* 1
**-ON HAND*o-**0o** 30

-**S FETY STOCK*.** ZZ
***ALLOCATED FOR-e. 0
-**LATE RELEASES.-- 899 J %b
*.w RECOMM RESCHED- 0

*WEEK BEGINNING DATE** 03/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
3ROSS REQUIREMENTS FOR
*DARENT PART*ZZZZZZ 904.00 2216.00 2216.00 Z304.00 0.00
**SERVICE ORDERS*.. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
**TOTAL ORDERS....'o 904. 00 i2 ISP216. 00i.o 2304.00 0t.00e
-*SCHEDULED RECEIPT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ON-HAND BALANCE** 30. 00 Z5. 00 2Z. 00 25. 00 >5. 00
*oNET REQUIREMENTS* 899.00 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**PLND ORDR RECPTS* 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**PLND ORDR RELEASE 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00 0.00 -e

*-~oo*PR NUMBER......LWwWWWWJ
-***LATE ORDER IN WEEK*-' 0 -**ORDER QUANTITY** 83
&*-LEAD TIME(WKS)** 1
**ON HAND-****** 880

***SAFETY STOCK**.. 59
.. ALOCATED FOR... e
*-.LATE RELEASES*.* 83
0*0 RECOMM RESCHED. 0

vWEEK BEGINNING DATE*. 03/12 03/19 03/p6 04/02 04/09
3ROES REQUIREMENTS FOR
*oARENT PART*ZZZZZZ 904.00 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
-.SERVICE ORDERS.*. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
**TOTAL ORDERS***** 904.00 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**SCHEDULED RECEIPT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
**ON-HAND BALNCE* 880.00 59.00 59.00 59.00 59.00
w*NET REQUIREMENTS* 83.00 Z216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**PLND ORDR RECPTS* 0*0*0* 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00
**PLND ORDR RELEASE 2216.00 2216.00 2304.00 0.00 0.00

*****o.**oPART NUMER**.****AQAAA

****L*ATE ORDER IN WEEK*** 0 ***ORDER CUQNTITY*o 4-'
*.*.EAD TIME(WKS)** 1
***ON ,AND*.***..o. 100
*-SAFETY STOCK...* 30

***ALL.OCATED FOA... 0
-. LATE RELEASES.. 43

b RoCOm RESCmED* 0

*WEEK IE31NNING LATE-* 23/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
iROSS REOU:AEMENT3 co-

.IARENT PQR7*ZZ:ZZ 12.o Z77. TZ -277.00 2843. lr ?. 00

19.149
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U~ldlr~ j Umw~lfrm .m l ulrl M l wnJ1UJ5m I LI VX ,wvw9v- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - w-

- ko -%E L Zz 7 7. Z ,.* 7 7. L.

-"..J M .' R
" 
NU b" . -***** X XX ?X X X .

-- o-C-TE r.RDER :N WEE:.,#-0 V **OORD)ER -"JC4NT:T y** 36,, %'

-. EAD Tm . ECS** 1

w*-LATE RELEASES*** 38

*WEEK BEGINNING DATE** 03/ 03/9 0 /26 04/02 04/09
L-RUSS HEUL:'4EnENTS r~jR

.... ~ 00 . , ,".7,. 00 8 . n 0. 01 , .,

*SERVICE ORDERS** 0. 0.0 e. w0 0.00 0.00 0. . .
-*TOTAL ORDERS,*** . :.oo 27 7

. .0 Z77.00 '88.00 .. 00"

*SCHEDULED RELEI-T 0.00 0.00 C.. 0 0.00 Z. 00-
**ON-HAND BA ,ANCE** 100. 00 Q'5.00 25.0. 25. 00 5 .00
**NET REQUIREMENTS* 38.00 -77.00 277.00 .88.00 0. of

**PLND ORDR RECPTS* 2"" £77.00 277.00 88. 00 0.00 -
**PLND ORDR RELEASE Z77.00 P77.00 288. 00 0. 00 0. 00

"""",*,. NUMEER*******SHHH**H*

***.EAD TIME(WKS)** I
***ON HAND********* 970
***SAFETY STOCK**** 100
***ALLOCATED FOR*** 0
***LATE RELEASES*** 0
*** RECOMM RESCHED* 0 . ,

*WEEK BEGINN:NG DATE** O3/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
GROSS REQUIREMENTS FOR
*PARENT PART*MMMMMM 554. 00 554.00 576. 00 0.00 0.00
**SERVICE ORDERS*** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -
**TOTAL ORDERS***** 554.00 554.00 Z76.00 0.00 0.00
**SCMEDULED RECEIP'T 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0. 020

**ON-HAND BALANCE** 970. 00 416. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00
"*NET REQUIREMENTS* 0.00 Z38.00 S76. Oe el. e- 0.00~z
** -ND ORDR RECPTS* 0. 00 238. 00 576. 00 0.00 0. 00-
**PLND ORDR RELEASE 238.00 576.00 0. 00 0.00 Z. .00

***********PART NUMBER*******CPPPPP
**LEAD TIME(WKS)** 0 6
***ON HAND********* 0
***SAFETY STOCK**** 0
***ALLOCATED FOR*** 0 Figure T.3
***"ATE RELEASES*** 0 F T.3
* RECOMM RESCHED 0

*WEEK BEGINNING DATE** ZZ/:2 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
GROSS REQUIREMENTS FOR "c_
*PARENT PART*MMMMMM Z77.00 177.00 Z88.00 0.00 0. z0
**SERVICE ORDERS*** 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00
**TOTAL ORDERS***** 177.00 277.00 288.00 0.00 0.00
**SCHEDULED RECEIPT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
**ON-HAND BALANCE** 0. 00 0.00 C.00 0. 00 0.00

19.150
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MODULE U - CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS PLANNING

NUMBER OF STATIONS: 4

NUMBER OF ITEMS: 23

NUMBER OF WEEKS: 5 4

DO YOU WANT PRINTER ON (Y/N)?: N

DO YOU WANT PAUSE AFTER EACH STATION (Y/N)V: N

DATE: O-12-1984 *.

Figure U.1
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M'L-DuLE U - ZAkI~TY REUZlRElvENS ~ANN
CQ-RA.;17Y REJI.REMENTS P..k4VNING

***STATION R=CCRLD.. 1
**STAT ION COLAZ-**00'0i0l

***-CAPA-ITY IN P,-i- IbO

**RELEAbLD LUHULJ***~ 0. 0 0. 0 PD. 0 0. 0 111 11
-*.PLMNNED L.f4a*** . 3 2. 3 seo. e. Z. 0 0. e.
*.TUTWL. LlUAD***** SI91 3 *.3 96.0 0.0

TOTAL LOAD S (DIR+OVH) IN STATION 1 3368.57
TOTAL OVERLOAD M-HOLJRS IN STATION 1I.0

***STATION RECORD** 2
**STATI ON coDE*-.000e02
***CAP'ACITY IN M-I4* 40

**WEEK BEGIN DATE** 03/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
**RELEASED LOAD**** 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0i 0.10
**PLANNED LOAD***** 252.4 152.4 158.4 0.0 0.0

**TOTAL LOAD******* 15P2.4*.. 15P-.4*** 158.4*** 0.0 0.e0

TOTAL LOAD S (DIR*OVH) IN STATION 2 7616.710**.
TOTAL OVERLOAD M-MOUJRS IN STATION 2 343.1ZS

***STAT ION RECORD** 3
***STAT ION CODE***.000003
***CAPACITY IN M-M* 40

**WEEK BEGIN DATE** e3/12 03/19 03/26 04/02 04/09
**RELEASED LOAD**** 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

**PLANNED LOAD***** 64.6 64.6 67.2 0.0 0.0

**TOTAL LOAD******* 64.6... 64.6**.. 67.2-. 0.0 0.0

TOTAL LOAD % (DIR.oOVH) IN STATION 3 2629.43...
TOTAL OVERLOAD M-910URS IN STATION 3 76.51

***STATION RECORD** 4
**STATION CODE***000004
... CAPACITV IN M-H* 40

**WZEX BEGIN DATE** 03/12 03/19 e03/26 04/02 04/09
**RELEASED LOAD*** 10.8 1.3 2.5 13.3 1.3r
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* PLANNED LOAD***** la. 3 30.0 30.0 31.2 0.0
-TOTAL LOAD******* 2-3.1 31.3 32.5 44.5*** 1.3

TOTAL LOAD 0 (DIR*OVH) IN STATION 4 1405.31*
)TAL OVERLOAD M-HOURS IN STATION 4 4.56

'T1TAL LOAD COSTS 0 FOR ALL STATIONS 15820.01

Figure U.2
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MODULE V - SUMMARY ACTIONS TO-DO

1 - PARTS REGUIRING ORDER RELEASES THIS WEEK OR EARLIER
2 - PARTS WHOSE SHOP OR PURCHASE ORDERS ARE PROMISED THIS WEEK OR EARLIER
3 - PARTS WHOSE SALES ORDERS ARE PROMISED THIS WEEK OR EARLIER
4 - PARTS WHOSE SCHEDULED RECEIPTS ARE RECOMMENDED FOR RESCHEDULE

5 - PARTS DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VS ACTUAL PRICES
6 - PARTS DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VS ACTUAL LEADTIME
7 - PARTS DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VS ACTUAL SCRAP AND SAFETY STOCK

8 - STATION WHERE OVERLOAD EXIST
9 - STATION DEVIATION REPORT FOR PLANNED VS ACTUAL LABOR COST

ENTER MENU CHOICE:

ATEs 03-12-1984 (ACT) (F1O - MAIN MENU)

Figure V.1
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******PUCASE ORDERS TO BE RELEASED THIS WEEK*****
PART * DESCRIPTION 

ORDERS UNIT/4EEEEEE STEER INB ARM 
25.00 EADDDDD STEERIN13 TURNTABLE 
25.00 EAHUNTIN REAR AXLE BRACE 
5.0 EENTER ANY KEY TO CONTINUE... 

E

DATEs 03-19-1984 
<ACT) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure V.2
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*4w*bL* Ort PuFRC4Q ORDERS IDJ. Tri:s WEEXO.*

I~l'4 0 IESCRIP-6CN OR~DERS UK IT/fl;
ZZZZZz CODE NAIES W~AGON 1 0.o E P

...... wiI OR' PURCHASE LIRDERS DUE LAST WEEK MND EARLIYER-*

LTm UIbChI1rTION CURLERS LN:'7"t

ZZZZZZ CODE NAMEs wAiON I ;R0.41 EQ
1111111111 bTEERING StA'-ASSEME4LY 10me. me, EQ
SSSSbS BODY SCREWS 1000.00 EA
HNTINNN HEXAaON NUTS I e00l. Ol EQ
LWwdww LUCK WAQSHERS ioee.00 EQ
~iQIIIIII wZbO" 1DjY 4 el. 00 EQ
XEXXXX REAR AXLE SUB-ASSEMBLY 100.00 EA

S6mm9 GbUQRE HOLE W~ASHER 10000. 00 EQ
CIApP COTTER PIN 1000.00 Ea

LEEE&E STEERING ARMI 1000.00 EA

DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABLE 1"S00 EQ
C99959 CARRIAGE SOLT 10,0.00 EQ
HMM#* HANDLE SAFETY CAP am". 0 EQ
333333 WAGON HANDLE 1000. W EA
CCCCCC WHEELS 1""00 EA
smS so SHEET STEEL STOCK 1000.0 EQ

Figure V.3
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X&am a .CII, ORDERS 'JN'.T/fM

zzzzzz LODE AM- t...QJ. I I i. ioz~ E A

***0**S'LES ORDERS IRAE LAST WF-E( AA.L EAN-ZEkv.**

IILP*a ' D1-lr"TIUN [IJ .EJN ' i

LZZZZZ Culif) iAmEl wkukm I I to. L40 EQ

Figure V. 4
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I[L" * DEtiCRWTILAIII. Ov RECEIPTS RES5HE:
zzzzzz CODE NUMI: WQ(UON I

Figure V.5
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RECO PART #-DESCRIPTION PLANNED-PRICE AVE-ACTUAL REPLACE(Y/N)7

3 999999 BODY SCREWS 0.020 0.020 N

4 HNNNNN HEXAGON NUTS 0.050 0.050 N

5 LWWWWW LOCK WASHERS 0.020 0.020 N

8 SHHHHH SQUARE HOLE WASHER 0.020 0.020 N

9 CPPPPP COTTER PIN 0.040 0.030 N

10 EEEEEE STEERING ARM 3.000 3.000 N

11 DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABLE 0.750 0.750 N

12 CBDSB CARRIAGE BOLT 0.050 0.050 N

13 HHHHHH HANDLE SAFETY CAP 0.050 0.050 N

14 998899 WAGON HANDLE 2.000 2.000 N

DATE: 03-12-1984 (ACT) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure V.6
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CO PART #-DESCRIPTION LEAD-TIME-DAYS-(E)ST AYE-(P)RDMISED (C)LOSED E/P/C?

3 999999 BODY SCREWS 7 7 0 E

4 HNNNNINHEXAGON NUTS 7 0 0 E

5 LJWWWLOCK WASHERS 7 0 0 E

B 9HHHHH0 SQUARE HOLE WASHER 7 0 0 E

9 CPPPPP COTTER PIN 0 C) 0 E

10 EEEEEE STEERING ARM 7 0 0 E

11 DDDDDD STEERING TURNTABLE 7 C0 0 E

12 COBDD CARRIAGE BOLT 7 C) 0 E

13 HHHHHHN 1 HANDLE SAFETY CAP 7 C) 0 E

14 93333 WAGON HANDLE 7 0 0 E

TEs 03-12-1984 (ACT) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure V.7
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RECO PART *-DESCRIPTION NUMBER-SCRP GOOD %DEF SF(E)TY (R)COM E/R?

I ZZZZZZ CODE NAME: WAGON 1 2 9 18.2 25.0 13.3 E

2 MMMMMM STEERING SUB-ASSEMBLY 1 15 6.3 25.0 6.7 E

6 AAAAAA WAGON BODY 0 0 0.0 30.0 0.0 E

7 XXXXXX REAR AXLE SUB-ASSEMBLY 0 0 0.0 25.0 0.0 E

DATE: 03-12-1984 (ACT) (F10 - MAIN MENU)

Figure V.8
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C* STATION #-DESCRIPTION WEEK-BEGIN AVAIL-MHRS RED-MHRS

4 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING 03/12 20.00 22.00

4 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING 03/26 20.00 22.00

TEt 03-12-1984 RESCHEDULE RECOMMENDATIONS(Y/N)?%Y (FIO -MAIN MENU)

Figure V.9
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RESCHEDULE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STATION: 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING
OVERLOAD IN WEEK OF : 03/26

THE FOLLOWING PARTS WILL BE AFFECTED:
END PART ZZZZZZ WEEK BEGINNING: 04/02
RESCHEDULE SALES ORDER 09:000004 PART NUMBER: ZZZZZZ
:ODE NAME: WAGON 1 PROMISED DATE: 04/03/84
PARTIAL OR ALL OF UNITS: 100
RESCHEDULE SALES ORDER #9:000005 PART NUMBER: ZZZZZZ
:ODE NAME: WAGON 1 PROMISED DATE: 04/04/84
PARTIAL OR ALL OF UNITS: 100

DATE: 03-12-1964 ENTER ANY KEY... (ACT) (F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure V.10
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Z* STATION #-DESCRIPTION PLANNED-LABOR-COST ACTUAL REPLACE(Y/N)?

1 000001 STEEL STOCK FORMING STATION 8.00 0.00 N

2 000002 STEERING'ASSEMBLY STATION 8.00 8.00 N

3 000003 AXLE ASSEMBLY STATION 8.00 0.00 N

4 000004 FINAL PRODUCT PACKAGING 8.00 8.00 N

TE: 03-12-1984 (ACT) <F10 MAIN MENU)

Figure V.11
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MODULE W - COMBINATION PROCESSING MODULE

YES/NO PRINTER"
(Y/N) (Y/N)

RUN MODULE S - PRODUCT COSTING:

RUN MODULE P - PLANNING HORIZON UPDATE:

RUN MODULE T.- MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS PLANNING:

RUN MODULE U - CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS PLANNING:

ENTER Fl TO BEGIN PROCESSING

DATE: 03-12-1984 (COM) (F1O - MAIN MENU)

Figure W.1

I
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